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SUBJECT: Written communication as specified by 10 CFR 50.4 regarding an application to amend
Amended Facility License R-103 by revising the University of Missouri-Columbia
Research Reactor Technical Specification 2. 1, "Reactor Core Safety Limit," pursuant to
10 CFR 50.90

The University of Missouri Research Reactor (MURR) is requesting approval from the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) to revise Technical Specification (TS) 2.1, "Reactor Core Safety Limit,"
because of an error that was discovered in the MURR Safety Limit (SL) Analysis while answering a
relicensing Request for Additional Information (RAI) question.

The current MURR SL curves were developed in 1973 by the NUS Corporation for the 1974 uprate in
power from 5 to 10 MW. These curves establish the maximum allowable reactor power limits, tile
dependent variable, for safe operation under different combinations of three (3) measureable independent
operating parameters - primary coolant flow, reactor inlet water temperature, and primary coolant
pressurizer pressure. The limits provide the basis for determining the Limiting Safety System Settings
(LSSSs) and operating limits for 5 and 10 MW operation (also known as Mode II and Mode I operation,
respectively).

Appendix F of Addendum 4 to the MURR Hazards Summary Report (HSR) (Attachment 1) provided the
SL Analysis for Mode I and I1 operation. This analysis generated two (2) SL curves corresponding to
primary coolant pressurizer pressures of 60 and 75 psia. Attachment 2 (Safety Limit Analysis for the
MURR Facility, NUS Corporation, NUS-TM-EC-9, May 1973) was the base document that was used in
preparing Appendix F. Section 6.0 of Addendum 5 to the MURR HSR (Attachment 3) extended the
original analysis to include a third SL curve for a pressurizer pressure of 85 psia, i.e. the nominal
operating pressure. The power peaking factors used in the determination of the MURR SLs for Mode I
and II operation are provided in Section 3.3 of Addendum 3 to the MURR HSR (Attachment 4).
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Appendix H of Addendum 4 to the MURR HSR (Attachment 5) provides the bases for determining the
LSSSs for Mode I and Mode II operation. The safety analysis for natural convective cooling of the core
(Mode I1I operation) is provided in Section 5.5.3 of the MURR HSR (Attachment 6).

By letter dated January 17, 2011, a report, as required by MURR TS 6. 1.h (2), was submitted to the NRC
which detailed the error and the subsequent actions after the error was discovered. As stated in the report,
the NUS Corporation used the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) preliminary flow tests, which were
performed in 1964 and 1966 by Croft and Waters (Attachments 7 and 8), to show that the flow instability
burnout heat flux was 0.6 of the critical heat flux (ClIF) predicted by the Bernath CHF Correlation
(Attachment 9). This supported using a more conservative value of 0.5 of the Bernath Correlation to
develop the MURR Mode I and II SLs. If the local value of heat flux anywhere in a fuel element exceeds
50% of the local ClIF value, as predicted by the Bernath Correlation, then flow instability is assumed to
have occurred. The error that was discovered was a discrepancy between the "diameter of heated
surface," known as the variable Di, as it is defined by Bernath and a more commonly used "heat
diameter" definition inadvertently used by the NUS Corporation when developing the SL curves.

Revised SL tables and curves for Mode I and II operation have been developed applying the correct
Bemath Di definition, however no changes to the current MURR LSSSs are required in order to maintain
approximately the same safety margins. Additionally, the safety analysis for Mode III operation is based
on the original 5.2 Kg 235U alloy fuel which assumed a combination of power peaking factors that exceed
the combined power peaking factors for the current 6.2 Kg 235U aluminide fuel core. Therefore, the
analysis in Section 5.5.3 still conservatively envelopes Mode III operation of the MURR and requires no
revision.

The revised SLs are based on new power peaking factors (Attachment 10) developed by a team of MURR
staff working with staff from Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). As described in the August 31, 2010
submittal to relicensing RAI 4.17 regarding the NUS Corporation developed SLs, the power peaking
factors used were extremely conservative because they utilized a combination of unrealistic or impossible
peaking factors determined by three (3) different 2D diffusion code models, which was the only code
method available in the early 1970's. Since 2006, the MURR has been actively collaborating with the

Reduced Enrichment for Research and Test Reactor (RERTR) Program on the conversion from highly-
enriched uranium (HEU) to low-enriched uranium (LEU) fuel. During this time, the ANL/MURR team
has benchmarked the MURR HEU fuel and reactor core design performance. We now have more
accurate peaking factors that were used to determine the new SLs.

With the revised curves, the MURR has a new SL of 14.894 MW for Mode I operation with all three (3)
non-power LSSS variables set at their corresponding limits, i.e. primary coolant pressurizer pressure at 75
psia, total core flow rate at 3200 gpm, and reactor inlet water temperature at 155 'F. This provides a 2.39
MW margin between the reactor power LSSS of 12.5 MW and the SL. This is actually slightly higher
than the previous NUS Corporation calculated SL of 14.892 MW. For Mode II operation, with the
revised SL curves, the MURR has a new SL of 8.763 MW with all three (3) non-power LSSS variables
once again set at their corresponding limits, i.e. primary coolant pressurizer pressure at 75 psia, total core
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flow rate at 1575 gpm, and reactor inlet water temperature at 155 'F. This provides a 2.51 MW margin

between the reactor power LSSS of 6.25 MW and the SL.

Attached are the revised Appendix F (Attachment 11) and Appendix H (Attachment 12) for Addendum 4

to the MURR HSR which supports the change to MURR TS 2.1. The revised Appendix F combines and
replaces the current versions of the following three documents:

1. Section 3.3 of Addendum 3 to the MURR HSR (Attachment 4);
2. Appendix F of Addendum 4 to the MURR HSR (Attachment 1); and

3. Section 6.0 of Addendum 5 to the MURR HSR (Attachment 3).

Also attached are the current TS 2.1 (Attachment 13) and the draft TS 2.1 pages (Attachment 14) that will
implement the requested change and a document from ANL (Attachment 15), which is referenced in the
revised Appendix F, which helped determine the margin to flow instability for any MURR core coolant

channel and the outlet saturation temperature.

If there are any questions regarding this application, please contact me at (573) 882-5319 or
fruitsj missouri.edu. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

ENDORSEMENT:
Sincerely, Reviewed and Approved

John L. Fruits
Reactor Manager

Ralph A. Butler, P.E.

Director

xc: Mr. Alexander Adams, U.S. NRC

Mr. Craig Basset, U.S. NRC
Reactor Advisory Committee
Reactor Safety Subcommittee
Dr. Robert Duncan, Vice Chancellor for Research

MAich 24, 2012

Ooiiin*al #08511436
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APPENDIX F

SAFETY LIMIT ANALYSIS FOR THE WURR



F. SAFETY LIMIT ANALYSIS FOR THE URR

F. 1 Introduction

The University of Missouri authorized the NUS Corporation to develop

safety limit curves for MRR operation. These curves establish the maximum

allowable power limits for safe operation for different combinations of

measurable reactor operating variables. The measurable operating variables

or process Variables used in this study include reactor power, pressurizer.

pressure, and coolant temperature and flow rate. The safety limits presented

herein provide the basis for determining the limiting safety system set points

and operating limits required in submission of a Safety Analysis Report

pursuant to a license for proposed MURR operation at 10 MW.

For any combination of the process variables, safe reactor operation

is achieved by limiting the reactor power to a level wich avoids either (1)

subcooled boiling burnout (or departure from nucleate boiling) or (2) flow

instabilities which can lead to premature burnout. Operation above this

power limit can cause unpredictably high fuel and clad temperatures and

consequential permanent fuel damage and fission product release to reactor

coolant. This condition must be avoided for every core region and for every

reactor operating condition.

All data used in the determination of the MJURR safety limits were ob-

tained from the MURR Hazards Summary Reports (1,2,3)*, the ImR Design Data

report (4), and the MURR hydraulic analysis (5).

* Numbers in parenthesis refer to. References in Section F.S.
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F.2 Conclusions and Results

The results of the MJRR safety limit analysis are summarized in Table F.1

and are plotted on Figures F.1 and F.2. The data presented are reactor ther-

mal power limits for a range of measurable coolant conditions at the core

inlet and at two pressurizer operating pressures. The criterion used to

establish the safety limit on reactor power depends on the combination of the

independent process variables. This can be seen by referring to Table F. 1.

The underscored table entries are the power limits as established by the

criterion of avoiding any bulk boiling of the coolant, whereas the remaining

entries reflect the thermal limits established by the subcooled burnout

criterion. The safety limit criterion on incipient bulk boiling of the

coolant is associated with experimentally observed premature burnout caused

by hydraulic instabilities. In the present study, the power limits for coolant

flow rates greater than 2800 gpm are always dictated by the burnout criterion,

while for flow rates less than 800 gpm the incipient bulk boiling criterion

dictates the safe power level.

Table F.2 presents a summary of hot channel factors used in the analysis.

The limiting channel (or hot channel) used as the basis for the safety limit

analysis has a power level 2.72 times the average and a flow rate of 0.81

times the average. The safety limits given in Table F.1 and Figures F. 1

and F.2 implicitly depend on these power and flow-related factors. Any

future changes in these factors will require a corresponding change to the power

limit results of this study. Changes to power-related factors can be treated
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TABLE F.1

SAFETY LIMITS FOR M U R R OPERATION

Maximum Allowable Core Power Level, MW with Pressurizer at 60 PSIA

INLET WATER CONDITIONS

Temperature
DEG F

Flow Rate, GPM
400. 800. 1200. 1600. 2000. 2400. 2800. 3200. 3600. 4000

120.
140.
160.
180.
200.

3.011 5.870
2.650 5.262
2.292 4.546
1.935 3.834
1.583 3.131

7.980
7.299
6.675
5.667
4.61I5

9.843
9.035
8.202
7.409
6.009

11.574
10.582
9.600
8.612
7.282

13.099
11.960
10.822
9.685
8.400

14.426
13.155
11.877
10.603
9.301

15.450
14.071
12.669
11.267
9.863

16.217
14..729
13.228
11.715
10.204

16.65
15.07
13.50
1]1.90
10.26

Maximum Allowable Core Power Level, MW with Pressurizer at 75 PSIA

INLET WATER CONDITIONS

Temperature
DEG F 400.

Flow Rate, GPM
800. 1200. 1600. 2000. 2400. 2800. 3200. 3600. 400(

120. 3.278 6.334 8.647 10.742 12.668
140.
160.
180.
200.

2.916 5.798
2.556 5.080
2.197 4.363
1.843 3.656

7.939
7.317
6.4745.415

9.906
9.067
8.236
7.099

11.667
10.676
9.680
8.686

14.435 16.050 17.394
13.282 14.746. 15.967
12.138 13.458 14.534
10.988 12.152 13.104
9.845 10.868 11.689

18.532
16.993
15.437
13.892
1.2.339

19 .4A2
17.7E
16. 1 2
14.4(
12.8]

NOTE... Underlined power levels are limited by bulk boiling.
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TABLE F. 2

SUIvARY OF M U R R HOT CHANNEL FACTORS

On Enthalpy Rise ..............

Power-related Factors
Nuclear Peaking Factors

Radial ............................................ 2.220
Local (Circumferential) ........................ 1,040
Non-uniform Burnup ..................... 1.112
Axial .......................................... 1.000

Engineering Hot Channel Factors on Enthalpy Rise
Fuel Content Variation ......................... 1.030
Fuel Thickness/Width Variation ................. 1.030

Overall Product .......................................... 2.72

Flow-Related Factors
Core/Loop Flow Fraction .......................... 1.000
Assembly Minimum/Average Flow Fraction ........... 1.000
Channel Minimum/Average Flow Fraction

Inlet Variation ................................ 1.000
Width Variation.. ................. 000
Thickness Variation ....................... /i.080

Within Channel Mtinimun/Average Flow Fraction
Thickness Variation. ..................... l./l.050
Effective Flow Area .................. 0.3231/0.3505

Overall Product .......................................... 0.81

On Heat Flux...................

Power-Related Factors
Nuclear Peaking Factors

Radial .................................... 2.220
Local(Circumferential) ......................... .1.040
Non-uniform Burnup ............................. 1.112
Axial .......................................... 1.432

Engineering Hot Channel Factors on Flux
Fuel Content Variation•...................... 1.030
Fuel Thickness/Width Variation ................. 1.150

Overall Product ................................ 4.35

Energy Fraction Generated in Fuel Plate .......... 0.930
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in a straight forward manner; namely, by maintaining the product of the

limiting power and the affected power factor equal for both the new and

referenced condition. Corresponding changes to flow-related factors are more

difficult to accommodate, because of the non-linear dependence of the limit-

ing power on the core flow rate. The effect of this non-linearity is to

introduce a proportionately greater change in the limiting power level than

the change in the flow-related factor. For small changes in flow (not to

exceed 5%), it is possible to estimate the new limiting power from the slope

of the power-flow curve (Figure F. 1 or F.2) for the desired operating con-

ditions. Larger changes in the flow-related factors will require a re-

evaluation of the safety limits.

F.3 Method of Analysis

The method for evaluating the core power limits for Table F.1 are dis-

cussed below. The details for selecting the safety limit criteria, and for

using the BOLERO (6) computer program are included.

F.3.1 Safety Limit Criteria

The study objective was to determine core power limits for safe operation

at specified combinations of possible core operating conditions. Safe

operation here is defined to mean avoiding burnout (or DNB) where excessive

fuel or clad temperatures could cause clad failure and thereby release fission
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products into the primary coolant. To avoid DNB, the heat flux at each local

section in the core is maintained at a value less than the locally-evaluated

DNB heat flux. It is also necessary to avoid any core operating conditions

(such as hydraulic instability) that could prematurely reduce the DNB heat

flux. The following discussion presents the basis for specifying criteria

to include both possibilities.

The MURR fuel geometry (near rectangular channels in a closed matrix)

and the MURR operating conditions (subcooled water near atmospheric pressure)

are outside the normal range of interest for today's commercial reactors.

Consequently, only a limited amount of experience is available for estab-

lishing safety limit criteria. Fortunately, -however, the MMRR fuel assembly

geometry is similar to the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) fuel element so that

ATR experience (8,9) can be applied to MURR. Since the MURR fuel channel

length (-24") is about one-half that of ATR, the use of ATR test results can,

in fact, provide conservatism for MURR because investigators (10) have shown

higher or equal burnout heat flux levels for shorter channel length.

Similarly, the shorter channel lengths are less susceptible to the hydraulic

instabilities related to incipient bulk boiling.

Other test reactors (HFIR, ETR) have design and operating conditions

that depart further from the MURR conditions, and their test results were

not directly useful in developing the MURR safety criteria.

Preliminary ATR testing (8) indicated that both subcooled boiling burnout

and bulk boiling burnout can occur for the range of channel thicknesses then

under design consideration. Tests were performed at Argonne in 1963 on

three channel thicknesses (0.054", 0.072", 0.094"), and it was found that
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for the two thinnest channels (0.054", 0.072") the burnouts were due to

hydraulic instability (or autocatalytic vapor binding) when the coolant reached

saturation at the channel exit. Presumably, the hydraulic instabilities led

to subnormal flow conditions and a lower burnout heat flux. Subcooled burn-

out occurred for the 0.094 inch channel before the coolant reached saturation

conditions at channel exit. The subcooled burnout heat flux data obtained

in these tests were 0.6 of the burnout heat flux predicted by the Bernath

correlation (7):

%DNB = hbo (Tbo -Tsat + AT sub)

where:

hbo 10890. De + 48 V
D e + D. D e.

To= 1.157 lnP -54 + 32.

Tsat saturation temperature at P, 0F

ATsub = bulk water temperature, degrees subcooling, F

De = wetted hydraulic diameter, ft

D. = heated hydraulic diameter, ft

V = coolant velocity, fps

P = system pressure, psia
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Subsequent full-scale ATR testing (9) at Battelle Northwest with a

channel thickness of 0.070" confirmed the earlier test results; namely, that

burnout induced by hydraulic instability was the limiting factor for ATR.

In addition, it was established that the hydraulic instability condition

did not correspond to initiation of local boiling, but to the beginning of

bulk boiling at the channel exit in the region where the coolant enthalpy

was highest. Test results also indicated that lateral mixing (in the -

channel) was quite small.

In view of the ATR experience, and in absence of burnout test results

for M fuel and at MURR operating conditions, the following safety limit

criteria were adopted for this study:

The coolant exit temperature from the hot channel shall be less
than the saturation temperature at the core exit pressure

The local heat flux at any point in the core shall be less than
0.5 of the burnout heat flux as given by the Bernath correlation
at that point.

The bulk boiling limitation is adopted to exclude occurrence of the

in-core hydraulic instabilities related to incipient bulk boiling. The

above burnout heat flux limitation is adopted to provide some additional de-

sign safety margin by a reduction of the correlated ATR test data by the

factor 0.5/0.6 relative to the orginal Bernath correlation. The above

criteria are sufficient to preclude the possibility of fuel failure and

attendent fission product release due to excessive temperatures.
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F.3.2 Calculational Method

The BOLERO program was used to perform the calculations which determine

local conditions of enthalpy, heat flux, and DM heat flux for the core hot

channel. Since the Bernath burnout heat flux depends on absolute pressure,

it was necessary to calculate the absolute pressure at the core exit for

each set of inlet water conditions and core power. Since most BOLERO input

is dependent on absolute pressure and on either flow rate or power, a special

computer program MURRPaA, was written to generate consistent input for all

the cases needed for the study. A description of the MURRPGM program, the

basis for BOLERO input, and the treatment of BOLERO results are presented

below.

F.3.2.1 MURRPGM Program

The MIRRPGM program was developed to calculate the absolute pressure

(psia) at the core outlet for every combination of operating conditions in

this study. Since the core outlet pressure calculation required the same

data as BOLERO, the program was expanded further to generate input cards

for the BOLERO program.

The pressure drop from the pressurizer to the core outlet was calcula-

ted by correcting individual Ap components as given in reference (5) to new

flow, temperature, and core power conditions (see Table F.3). The new Ap
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TABLE F.3

REFERENCE PRESSURE DROP DATA*

COMPONENT LPo (PSI) Qo (GPM) T0 (F) FRICTIONAL IN CORE

1,2,3 3,259 1800 155 yes no
4 0.2689 1800 155 no no
5,6,...10 4.08 3600 155 yes no
11 0.1977 3600 155 yes no
12 0.8980 3600 155 no no
13 12.35 3600 165 yes yes

Data from Reference (5)

** Component description using notation of reference (5)

1. Across pressurizer surge line to pressurizer outlet
2. Across 5 feet of 8 inch pipe
3. Across 8 inch Y strainer
4. Across 8 inch/12 inch expansion
5. Across 80 feet of 12 inch pipe
6. Across four 12 inch 90 degree elbows
7. Across three 12 inch 45 degree elbows
8. Across one 12 inch butterfly valve(507B)
9. Across one 12 inch swing check valve(502)

10. Across entrance to annular pressure vessel
11. Across 6 feet of annular pressure vessel
12. Across entrance to fuel element plates
13. Across Core ... 25.5 inches of fuel element plates..to core exit
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components were then totaled and the result was subtracted from the desired

pressurizer operating pressure (60 psia or 75 psia) to obtain the absolute

pressure at the core outlet.

The method for correcting the reference Ap components depended on the

type of pressure drop involved. For non-frictional components, pressure

drop is proportional to density and flow,

Fp(T) ] 1.0[ .
App LPo 2~ ~

where the subscript-o denotes the reference conditions as given in Table F.3.

For the frictional loss components, the pressure drop was assumed to

be given by the Blasius equation and,

1T)]0.2

If the core pressure drop component was involved, then the temperature

T in the above equation was taken as the average core temperature calculated

from the core power and flow. Otherwise the value for T was the core inlet

water temperature.

NJRRPP4 also includes:

An iterative scheme to determine the core power level that would
cause incipient bulk boiling at the hot channel exit.

Interpolation routines to evaluate intermediate fluid property
values from tabulated input values using absolute pressure as
the independent variable.
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Simple transformations to generate BOLERO input from non-standard
BOLERO flow and power units.

F.3.2.2 BOLERO Input

The BOLERO program performs all necessary thermal-hydraulic calcula-

tions required to establish the minimum ratio of the local burnout heat

flux to the local surface heat flux (DNBR) for a single coolant channel.

BOLERO input specifies the single channel dimensions, operating conditions,

and the Bernath DNB correlation and its parameters.

The single channel analyzed in BOLERO is a representation of the

thermally limiting channel (or hot channel). The channel power is 2.72.

times average channel power, and the channel flow rate is 0.81 times aver-

age channel flow rate. The basis for these data and for the local heat

flux multipliers are given in Table F.2. The normalized axial power dis-

tribution used for the channel is given in Figure 1 of TM-WRP-62-10

contained in reference (4). This power distribution occurs at beginning core

life when the control rods are partially inserted and represents the most

limiting condition during core life due to the high flux level at the

channel exit. Channel dimensions are developed from nominal core dimensions

such as flow area (0.3505 ft 2 ), heat transfer surface area (184.28 ft 2 and

core length (2.0 ft). The effects of worst-case dimensions are included in

the corresponding hot channel factors.
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BOLERO input data for the Bernath DNB correlation include a DNB heat

flux multiplier (0.5), a heated-to-wetted perimneter ratio (0.924) and a

saturation temperature corresponding to the absolute pressure at the core

exit (available from the MURRPGM program results) for each core power,

pressurizer pressure, and core inlet condition. This approach ensures the

correct Bernath DNB heat flux when the minimum DNBR occurs at the channel

exit, and produces a conservative result when the ininiimm DNBR occurs else-

where in the channel.

F.3.2.3 BOLERO Output

The maximum core power levels summarized in Table F.1 were limited

by either the bulk boiling or DNB heat flux criterion. Those values

limited by bulk boiling (underscored values in Table F.1) were immediately

evident because BOLERO results indicated that

t DNBDNBR = LOCAL > 1.0

for the initial core power estimate evaluated by the MURPPGM program at

the threshold of bulk boiling. No further iterative procedure was required

because any core power increase to reach the DNB flux limit would also

violate the bulk boiling criterion.

The core power levels limited by the DNB criterion were the result

of an iterative procedure. The procedure included the sequential use of

the MJRRPGM program to calculate the absolute pressure at core exit and the
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BOLERO program to calculate the DNBR. The DINB-limited power levels in

Table F.l were determined by terminating the iteration procedure when

the DNBR = 1.0000+0.01.

F.4 Discussion of Results

Figures F.1 and F.2 illustrate the effects of core operating condi-

tions on the maximum allowable core power for safe MURR operation. The

trends noted here generally represent the behavior of the two design

criterion for various core operating conditions.

The variable most strongly affecting safe core operation is core flow

rate. The higher the core flow rate, the higher the maximum allowable core

power level. The effect is essentially linear at low core flow rates where

the bulk boiling criterion is controlling and becomes non-linear as the

flow rate is increased into the DNB controlled regions. The non-linearity

in the safety limit is more pronounced for higher inlet water temperatures.

Two competitive coolant flow related phenomena are responsible for this

observed behavior. An increase in the coolant flow rate results in (1)

lower absolute pressures at core exit which, in turn, decreases the water

saturation temperature and thereby decreases the Bernath burnout heat flux

limit; and (2) higher predictions of the Bernath burnout heat flux limit

with increasing coolant velocity.

.The allowable core power limit is inversely related to the core inlet

water temperatures. This is readily understood in terms of a higher per-

missible core power level for an increased inlet subcooling; that is, the
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channel power to achieve incipient bulk boiling or local burnout increases

as the inlet s-Ibcooling increases (coolant inlet temperature decreases) with

all other variables held constant.

The effect of pressurizer pressure is available from a comparison of

corresponding curves on Figures F.1 and F.2. Clearly, higher pressurizer

pressure results in an increase in the safety limits on core power due to

the increase in the coolant saturation temperature and the pronounced

absolute pressure dependence of Bernath correlation at low absolute pres-

sure. As already noted, the influence of the coolant flow rate on the channel

exit pressure and the dependence of the Bernath correlation on absolute

pressure is responsible for the slope change observed in the safety limit

curves of Figures F.1 and F.2.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The University. of Missouri authorized the NUS Corporation to develop safety

limit curves for MURR operation. These curves establish the maximum allow-

able power limits for safe operation under different combinations of measurable

reactor operating, variables. The measurable operating variables or process

variables used in this study include reactor power, pressurizer pressure, and

..-.coolant temperature a-nd'flow rate. Th-e'safety limits-presented herein provide

the basis for determining the limiting safety system set points and operating

limits required in submission of a Safety Analysis Report pursuant to a license

for proposed MURR operation at 10 MW.

.For any combination of the process variables, safe reactor operation is achieved

by limiting the reactor power to a level which avoids either (1) subcooled boiling

burnout (or departure from nucleate boiling) or (2) flow instabilities which can

..lead."to --premature lburnout. 'Operation above this power limit can cause unpre-

dictably high fuel and clad temperatures and consequential permanent .fuel

damage and fission product release to reactor coolant. This condition must

be avoided for every core region and for every reactor operating condition.

All data used in the determination of the MURR safety limits were obtained

from the MURR Hazards Summary Reports (1, 2, 3)-*., the MURR Design Data

report (4), and the revised MURR hydraulic analysis (5).

• Numbers in parenthesis refer to References in Section 5.0.

1.



2.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RESULTS

The results of the MURR safety limit analysis are summarized in Table 2. 1

and are plotted on Figures 2.1 and 2.2. The data presented are reactor

thermal power limits for a range of measurable coolant conditions at the

core inlet and at two pressurizer operating pressures. The criterion used

to establish the safety limit on reactor power depends on the combination

'ofthe independent process variables. 'This can be seen by referring to

Table 2.1. The underscored table entriesare the power limits as established

by the criterion of avoiding any bulk boiling of the coolant, whereas the

remaining entries reflect the thermal limits established by the subcooled

burnout criterion. The safety limit criterion on incipient bulk boiling of the

coolant is associated with experimentally observed premature burnout caused

by hydraulic instabilities. In the present study, the power, limits for coolant,

flow rates greater than 2800 pgm are always dictated by the burnout criterion,

while for flow rates less than 800 gpm the incipient bulk boiling criterion

dictates the safe power level.

Table 2. 2 presents a summary of hot channel factors used in the analysis.

The limiting channel (or hot channel) used as the basis for the safety limit

analysis has a power level 2.72 times the average and a.flow rate of 0.81

times the average. The safety limits given in Table 2. 1 and Figures 2. 1 and

2.2 implicitly depend on these power and flow-related factors. Any future

changes in these factors will require a corresponding change to. power limit

results of this study. Changes to power-related factors can be treated in

a straight forward manner; namely, by maintaining the product of the limiting

power and the affected power factor equal for both the new and referenced

condition. Corresponding changes to flow-related factors are more difficult

to accormmodate, because of the non-linear dependence of the limiting power

2



TABLE 2.1

SAFETY LIMITS FOR N U R R OPERATION

MAXIMIUM ALLOWABLE CORE POWER. LEVELMW WITH PRESSURIZER AT 60. PSIA

INLET W A T E R C 0 N.D I T I 0 N S
TEMPERAl

DEG F

120,
140.
160.
180.
200.

URE
400. 800. 1200.

3.011 5.870 7,980
2.650 5.262 7,299

-•2.292 4.546 6,675
1.935 3.8374- 5667
1.583 3.131 4.615

FLOW
1600.

9.843
9.035
8,202
7.409
6.009

RATE9GPM
2000. 2400.

11.574 13,099
10.582 11.960
9.600 10.822
8.612 9e685
7.282 8.400

2800.

14.426
13.155
11.877
10.603
9.301

3200.

15.450
14.071
12.669
11,267
9,863

3600.

16.217
14.729
13. 228
11.715
10.204

4.000.

16.654
15.075
13.50i
11,906
10o267

.MA)'XTl4VM ALLO'kABLE :CGRE 1POWER:,LEVELdAW ,-WITH •PRESSLrll1ZER -AT 75 •PSVI-A

INLET WATER CONDI TI ONS
FLOW RATEGPMTEMPERATURE

DEG F- 400. 800. 1200. 1600o 2000. 2400, 2800. 3200. 3600. 4000.

120.
14 . .
160.
180.
200.

3.278 6,334 8.647
2-ýY! 5,,.798 7.9-39

2.5565~O8O7,317
197 4.363 6.1474

1.843 3.656 5,4).5

10,742
I9.906
9,067

8,236
7.099

12.668
11 .66 7
10.676
9.680
8,686

14.435
13 282
12.138
10.988
9,845

16.050
1 4 *74 6

13.458
12.152
10.868

17,394 18.532 19.438
15,967 16ý993 17.7i7
14,534r"15.437916.139
11,689.12,339 14.467
11,089,12,339 12.810

NIOTE,,,ULJNDERLINED POWER LEVELS ARE LIMITED BY BULK BOILING

.3.



FIGURE 2.1
MURR SAFETY LIMIT CURVES

FOR PRESSURIZER AT 60 PSi A
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FIGURE 2.2
SMURR SAFETY LIMIT CURVES

FOR PRESSURIZER AT 75 PSIA
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TABLE 2,2

SUMMARY OF H U. R .R HOT CHANNEL FACTORS

ON ENTHALPY RISE.,s,,o.. ,o,..

POWER-RELATED FACTORS
NUCLEAR PEAKING FACTORS

LOCA.LCR I~ F4E

NON-UNIFORH f3LJRNUP,,,,o,, oo, a s , vpt og t11112
A XI AL , I, , , , , ,$,, ,,,,, ,, , 1 .000

ENGINEER hG HOT CHANNEL FACTOF5 ON ENTHALPY RISE
FUEL CONTENT VARIATION,..°+.,,.,..,.,.,.i,0 3 0
FUEL THICKNESS/WIDTH VARIATION.,,,,.,,.,.,lo03.0

0%V3RALL PRODUCT .,, ..... ...* *#, . e.,aa * asto 2,2o72

FLOW"RELATED-fACTORS
CORE/ILOOP FLOW FRACTION,,O°,, •,,,.,. *,,,,* 1,,000
ASSEMBLY MINIMUM/AVERAGE FLOW FRACTIONv.o.., 1,*000
CHANNEL MINIIUH/AVERAGE FLOW. FRACTION

INLET VARIATION,,.,. 0,0•qff.,@.,., I ,,l,000 "
WIDTH VARIATIONo,#,,o,,.,,at,, 0.,,0,,lIOO0
THICKNESS VARIATION, . .. ,,,,,,.. , ,o ,/i,080 ->

WITHIN CHANNEL VINIIMUMýAVERAGE. FLOW FRACTION
T.. t I,..- r- W .SS.. Vf RIATI A ...... , a e . . ,, . ,.. .4 , 1 t 1., 05.0
EFFECTIVE FLOW AREA,,,,aQp,,,, ,,O,3231/Oo3505

OVERALL PRODUCT.,,. ,.,..,,, * o..,,, . ' O081

ON HEAT -FLUX , oooe c c eec t ao

POKER-RELATED FACTORS
NUCLEAR PEAKING FACTORS

RADIAL.,,o,,,9 o, .... . a o,, .•o, I. , t,, ,, ,• 2,

-. LOCAL(CCRCUMFERENTIAL),&,o,°,,e,,a,,, °,,oO.40
NON~UNIFORM BURNUP, , 4,elt ° e @4 1,2

ENGINEERING HOT CHANNEL FACTORS ON FLUX
FUEL CONTENT VARJITITCTo •, .. . ....... , . 030
FUEL THICKNESS/WIDTH VARIATIONeg.,,,,,,•.1050

OVERALL PRODUCT,.• ,,,° , ,,,.,,a°° t

ENERGY FRACTION GENERATED IN FUEL PLATE.,.Og,930
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on the core flow rate. The effect of this non-linearity is to introduce a

proportionately greater change in the limiting power level than the change

in the flow-related factor. For small changes in flow (not to exceed 5%),

it is possible to estimate the new limiting power from the slope of the

power-flow curve (Figure 2. 1 or 2.2) for the desired operating conditions.

Larger changes in the flow-related factors will require a re-evaluation of

the safety limits.

The safety limits presented in Table 2.1 or Figures 2.1 or 2.2 do not include

any power adjustments which. might account for

power measurement errors

0 flow measurement errors

0 required overpower margins.

Such adjustments must be included before specifying actual core operating

limits. As an example, take pressurizer pressure and core inlet temperature

at the parametric values of 75 psia. and 140 F, respectively. With an assumed

flow.measurement error of 5% and a nominal flow of 3600 gpm, actual flow

is about 3400 gpm. At these conditions the maximum, i.e., safety limit

power level; is (from Figure 2.2) 16.4 megawatts. The corresponding

measured power level, assuming a 5% power measurement error, would be

about 15.6 megawatts. With a limiting safety system setting (overpower

scram), at 125% of nominal full power the resulting safety margin is 3. 1

megawatts. The ratio of safety limit power level to scram setting power

level is 15. 6/12.5 1. 25.
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3.0 METHOD OF ANALYSIS

The method for evaluating the core power limits for Table 2. 1 are discussed

below. The details for selecting the safety limit criteria, and for using

the BOLERO (6) computer program are included..

3.1 Safety Limit Criteria

The study objective was to determine core power'limits for safe operation

at specified combinations of possible core operating conditions. Safe

operation here is defined to mean avoiding burnout (or DNB) where excessive

fuel or clad temperatures could cause clad failure and thereby release fission

products into the primary coolant. To avoid DNB, the heat flux at each local

section in the core is maintained at a value less than the locally-evaluated

DNB heat flux. It is also .necessary to avoid any core operating conditions

(such as hydraulic instability) thatcoul pre turely reduce the DNB .hei

flux. The following discussion presents the basis for specifying criteria

to include both possibilities.

The MURR fuel geometry (near rectangular channels in a closed matrix) and

the M4UPR operating conditions (subcooled water near atmospheric pressure)

are outside the normal range of interest for today's commercial reactors.

Consequently, only a limited amount of experience is available for establishing

safety limit criteria. Fortunately, however, the MURR fuel assembly geometry

is similar to the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) fuel element so that ATR experience

(8,9) can be.applied to MURR. Since the MURR fuel channel length (•-24")

is about one-half that of ATR, the use of ATP test results can, in fact, provide-

conservatism for MURR because investigators (10) have shown higher or equal

burnout heat flux levels for shorter channel lengths. Similarly, the shorter

channel lengths are less susceptible to the hydraulic instabilities related

to incipient bulk boiling.

8



Other test reactors (HFIR, ETR) have design and operating conditions that

depart further from the MURR conditions, and their test results were not

directly useful in developing the MURR safety criteria.

Preliminary ATR testing (8) indicated that both subcooled boiling burnout and

bulk boiling burnout can occur for the range of channel thicknesses then

under design consideration. Tests were performed at Argonne in 1963 on

three channel thicknesses (0.054", 0.072", 0.094"), and it was found that

for the two. thinnest channels (0.054", 0.072") the burnouts were due to

hydraulic instability (or. autocatalytic vapor binding) when the coolant reached

saturation "at the channel exit. Presumably, the hydraulic instabilities .led'

to subnormal flow conditions and a lower burnout heat flux. Subcooled burn-

out occurred for the 0.094 inch channel before the coolant reached saturation

conditions at channel exit. The subcooled burnout heat flux data• obtained

in these tests were 0.6 of the burn6ut heat flux predicted by the Bernath

correlation. (7):

S-DNB h hbo (Tbo Tsat + ATsub)

where:

h 10890. ( e \ 4bo •D+ + D 0 . 6  V
e

T 1.8 57nP-- 54 p + 32.bo [ P15)JJ+ 2

T. st saturation temperature at p, 0sat

ATsub = bulk water temperature, degrees subcooling, 0F

D = wetted hydraulic diameter, fte

9



D, I
= heated hydraulic diameter, ft

V = coolant velocity, fps

p = system pressure, psia

Subsequent full-scale ATR testing (9) at Battelle Northwest with a channel

thickness of 0.070" confirmed the earlier test results; namely, that burnout

induced by hydraulic.instability...as.•.the,.limiting ,,factor. for ATR.. In addition,

it WV as established that the hydraulic instability condition did not correspond

to initiation of local boiling, but to the beginning of bulk boiling at the

channel exit in the region where the coolant enthalpy was highest. Test

result's also indicated that lateral mixing (in the channel) was quite small.

In view of the ATR experience, and in absence of burnout test results for

MURR fuel and at MURR operating conditions, the following safety limit criteria

were adopted for this study:

0 The coolant exit temperature from the hot channel shall be less

than the saturation temperature at the core exit pressure

The local heat flux at any point in the core shall be less than

0.5 of the burnout heat flux as given by the Bernath correlation

at that point.

The bulk boiling limitation is adopted t6 exclude occurrence of the in-core

hydraulic instabilities related to inrcipient bulk boiling. The above burnout

heat flux limitation is adopted to provide some additional design safety

margin by a reduction of the correlated ATR test data by the factor 0. 5/0. 6

relative to -the original Bernath correlation. The above criteria are sufficient

to preclude the possibility of fuel failure and attendent fission product release

due to excessive temperatures.

10



3.2 Calculational Method

The BOLERO program was used to perform the calculations which determine

local conditions of enthalpy, heat flux, and DNB heat flux for the core hot

channel. Since theBernath burnout heat flux depends on absolute pressure,

it was necessary to calculate the absolute pressure at the core exit for each

set. of inlet water conditions and core power. Since most BOLERO input is

dependent on absolute pressure and on either flow rate or power, a special

computer program MURRPGM, was written to generate consistent input for

all the cases needed for the study. A description of the MURRPGM program,

the basis for BOLERO input, and the treatment of BOLERO results are presented

below.

3. 2.1 MURRPGM Program

'The •MURRPGM p'rogram 'wasdeveloped to calculate the absolute, pressure

(psia) at the core outlet for every combination of operating conditions in

this study. Since the core outlet pressure calculation required the same

data as BOLERO, the program was expanded -urther to generate input cards

for the BOLERO program, Appendix A contains a listing of MURRPGM.

The pressure drop from the pressurizer to the core outlet was calculated

by correcting individual 4 p components as given in reference (5) to new

flow, temperature, and core power conditions (see Table 3.1). The new

A•p components were then totaled and the result was subtracted from the

desired pressurizer operating pressure (60 psia or 75 psi.a) to obtain the.absolute

pressure at the core outlet.

The method for correcting the reference A p components depended on the

type of pressure drop involved. For non-frictional components, pressure

11
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TABLE 3,1

REFERENCE PRESSURE DROP DATA

COMPONENT

1,2,3

12
13

AP0 (PSI). 00 (GPM) To(F) FRICTIONAL IN CORE

3,259
0,?689
4,08
0,1.977
S18Q80

18,35

1800
1800
3600
3600
3600
3600

155
155
155
155
155
165

YES
NO.
YES
YES
NO
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
YES

1" DATA FROM REFERENCE (5)

** COMPONENT DESCRIPTION USING NOTATION OF REFERENCE (5)

"2,

3,
4,

7a
84,
90I,

10,
11
129
13 C

ACROSS PRESSURIZER SURGE LINE TO PRESSURIZER OUTLET
ACROSS-5 FEET OF 8 INCH PIPE
ACROSS 8 INCH Y STRAINER
ACROSS 8 INCH/12 INCH EXPANSION
ACROSS 80 FEET OF 12 INCH PIPE

lC'rSS FoUrR 1 N T.C 90 DEGREE EL.RO!S
ACROSS THREE 12 INCH 45 DEG REE ELU8•S
ACROSS ONE 12 INCH BUtTERFLY VALVE(507B)
ACROSS ONE 12 INCH SWING CHECK VALVE(502)
ACROSS ENTRANCE. TO ANNULAR PRESSURE VESSEL
ACROSS 6 FEET OF: ANNULAR PRESSURE VESSEL
ACROSS ENTRANCE TO FUEL ELEMENT PLATES
ACROSS COREc,,25,5 INCHES OF FUEL ELEMENT PLATES,,TO CORE EXIT

,12
V



drop is proportional to density and flow,

& P -- P P (T o) 1 Q o

i~PAop (T_0) 9 0J

where the subscript o denotes the reference conditions as given in Table 3. 1.

For the frictional loss components, the pressure drop was assumed to be

given by the Blasius equation and,

S1.8 0.2
Ap *P10 [p(T 0 )J QO JT [ 0)

If the core pressure .drop component was involved, then the temperature

T in the above equation was taken as the average core temperature cal-

culated from the core power and flow. Otherwise the value for T was the

core inlet water temperature

MURRPGM also includes:

a An iterative scheme to determine the core power level that would

cause incipient bulk boiling at the hot channel exit.

o Interpolation routines to evaluate intermediate fluid property

values from tabulated input values using absolute pressure as

the independent variable.

* Simple transformations to generate BOLERO input from non-standard

BOLERO flow and power units.

3.2.2 BOLERO Input

The BOLERO program performs all necessary thermal-hydraulic calculations

required to establish the minimum ratio of the local burnout heat flux to

13



the local surface heat flux (DNBR) for a single coolant channel. BOLERO

input specifies the single channel dimensions, operating conditions, and

the Bernath DNB correlation and its parameters. A more detailed discussion

is given in Appendix B.

The single channel analyzed in BOLERO is a representation of the thermally

limiting channel (or hot channel). The channel power is 2.72 .times average

channel power, and the channel flow rate is 0.81 times average channel

flow rate. The basis for these data and for the local heat flux multipliers

are given in*Table 2.2. The normalized axial power distribution used for

the channelq's given in.Figure 1 of TM-WRP-62-10 contained in reference (4)

This power distribution occurs at beginning core life when the control rods

are partially inserted and represents the most limiting condition during core

life due to the high flux level at the channel exit. Channel dimensions are

developed from nominal core dimensions such as flow area (0.35.05 ft 2),

heat transfer surface area (184.28 ft ) and core length 2.0 ft). The effects

of worst-case dimensions are included in the corresponding hot channel

factors.

BOLERO input data for the Bernath DNB correlation include a DNB heat flux

multiplier (0.5), a heated-to-wetted perimeter ratio (0.924) and a saturation

temperature corresponding to the absolute pressure at the core exit (available

from the MURRPGM program results) for each core power, pressurizer pressure,
/

and core inlet condition. This approach ensures the correct Bernath DNB

heat flux when the minimum DNBR occurs at the channel exit, and produces a

conservative result when the minimum DNBR occurs elsewhere in the channel.

3.2.3 BOLERO Output

The maximum core power levels summarized in Table 2.1 were limited by

either the bulk boiling or DNB heat flux criterion. Those values lirmited by

1-4



bulk boiling (underscored values in Table 2. 1)•were immediately evident

because BOLERO results indicated that

DNBR ) ~DNB
DLOCAL > 1.0

for the initial core power estimate evaluated by the MURRPGM program at

the threshold of bulk boiling. No further iterative procedure was required

because any core power increase to reach the DNB flux limit would also

violate the bulk boiling criterion.

The core.power levels limited by the DNB criterion werethe result of an

iterative procedure. The procedure included the sequential use of the

MURRPGM program to calculate the absolute pressure at core exit and the

BOLERO program to calculate the DNBR. The DNB-limited power levels in

Table 2. 1 were determined by terminating the iteration procedure when

the 1.0000 0.01.

A
D ~ IVc0t

15



4.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Figures 2.1 and 2.2 illustrate the effects of core operating conditions on

the maximum allowable core power for safe MURR operation. The trends noted

here generally represent the behavior of the two design criterion for various

core operating conditions.

The variable most strongly affectinng, safe core operation is core flow rate.

The higher the core flow rate, the higher the maximum allowable core power

level. The effect is essentially linear at low core. flow rates where the bulk

boiling criterion is controlling and becomes non-linear as the flow rate is

increased into the DNB controlled regions. The non-linearity in the safety

limit is more pronounced for higher inlet water temperatures. Two compet-

itive coolant flow related phenomena are responsible for this observed.

behavior. An increase in the coolant flow rate results in (1) lower absolute

press&ires at core exit which,, in turn, decreases the water saturation temp-

erature and thereby decreases the Bernath burnout heat flux limit; and (2)

higher predictions of the Bernath burnout heat flux limit with increasing

coolant velocity.

The allowable core power limit is inversely related to the core inlet water

temperatures. This is readily understood in terms of a higher permissible

core power level for an increased inlet subcooling; that is, the channel

power to achieve incipient bulk boiling or local burnout increases as the

inlet subcooling increases (coolant inlet temperature decreases) with all

other variables held constant.

The effect of pressurizer pressure is available from a comparison of corresponding

curves on Figures 2.1 and 2.2. Clearly, higher pressurizer pressure results

16



in an increase in the safety limits on core power due to the increase in the

coolant saturation temperature and the pronounced absolute pressure dependence

of Bernath correlation at low absolute pressure. As already noted, the influence

of the coolant flow rate on the channel exit pressure and the dependence of

the Bernath.correlation on absolute pressure is responsible for the. slope
.change observed in the safety limit curves of Figures 2.1 and 2.2.
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PROGRAM ,IURRPGM CDC 6600 FTN V4.0-P340 nPT=l 05/22/73 13.45.00. PAGE

'PROGRAM MUO•PGM(INPUTOUTPUITAPEb2)
C
C M U k R SAFLrY LIMIT 'ANALYSIS•
C PHuRAM ro CALCULA[E COME EAIT PRESSU EW(PSýA) FOR GIV N PRESSURE

5 C DROP COMPONENIS SPECIFIED AT REFERENCE FLOW/TEMPERA•WRE VALUES
C ... 5 U L L R U INPUT DAIA CARDS ARL ALSO GENERATED .•ASEL ON
C THESt DATA
C 04/73 N U S CORP F N VAU6HAN
C

10 COmMON /PHOHT/SPACE (0 I HSAT, TSATT
UImLt5IE uif 1I TLE(hI)
uIMENSioN lOPU(5O),Q0(50),RHUU(50),XMUOi50),FACTOR(50)
DIMENSION rSAT(8),DENS(b)hAiMU(U),CP(8'),H(8)

C TAT (I)...SATURAIIUN IEMPERAIURE,DEG F
15 DATA ISAT

* / 100.. IZO., 140.. IbU., 180., 200.,. 220., ?4U../
C UENS(I)...SATURAT-U WATER DLNSITY,LU/CU FT

UATA UENS
* /61.99bbl.726,361.387.b1.013,bO.569,O6.132,59.630,59.102/

20 C AMU(I) ... VISCOSITY OF. SATURAILD WATER,LH/8T/HR
UATA AMU

/ 1.650, 1.353, 1.137, 0.970, 0.839, 0.738, 0.660, 0.595/
C . . CP(I)... SPECIFIC HEAT OF SATURATED WATER,bTU/LH/DEG F

DATA CPP5 */0-99769 0-9977+ 0.'989•B+."OOO•'i • 002291. 00479 I'0079,1.0119/*

C H(I)...ENTHALPY OF SATURATED VJATERBTU/LB
DATA hi

/ 67.o7, i17.92,107.d9#127.d9,147.92,167.99,188.13.208.34/

C
30 DATA IPUNCH/1/

C

C HOT CHIANNEL FACTORS AND OTHEN DATA
35 FDHE = 1.03*1.03

NAN = 2."0*1.040*1.lle
C

AR = 0.3231/0.3505
fWE =./1.08/1.05

40 C.
FOE = 1.03*1.15
fQ- = 0.07
UF 0.5
PR 0.924

45 FACTER = 1.-l.E-05
C
C

HSFQ- (li.-FOR)*FQE/F-DfHE"
C

50 302 (.ONrINUF-
C
C INPUT...CARU I...TITLE CARD BLANK CCOI-10 CAUSES PHOFýRAM STOP

NEAtA 10001,ITLE.
FI(IITLF(I).EO.-10f STOP

1;5 PRINT 100,TITLE



• C7• ,=,

PROGRAM 4UR.RI-PGM CDC 6600 FTN V4.0-P340 OPT=: 05/22/73 13.45.00. PAGE 2

PRINT 100
C
C INPUT...CARDS 2 TO J...FLUIU PROPERTY LIBRARY DATA(SEE SUBP PROPCI)

CALL P4.ýOPC I (X,AX. XA, IPUI'CH)
C
C INPUT. . CARO) J+I. .. P0... -PHSSt•kIZER PRESSURE,PSIA.

HEALU lO?-PO'

65 i = 0:
C

C INPUTý..CAYDS J-2 TO K...°wqERENCE PRESSURE DROP DATA FROM PRESSURIZER'.
C DPOO.-..REFENENCE PLr-bSURE. DROPPSID
C 0000.. .REFE-4ENCE FLOW FOR UPo0,GPM4

70 C T...REFERENCE TLEMPERATUPE FOR U00.pDP00 VALIJES.OEG F
C FR...FRACTION OF DUHL.FLOW FOR WHICH 000 APPLIES9FRACTIONAL
C FACTURO., .. TYPE OF DPO0 CORRECTION REQUIRED
C 0.0 FLOw ANO DENSITY CORRECTION
C 1.0 FRIlCTIUO4 FACTOR AND 0.0 CORRECTION

75 C 2.U FNICTIUN FACTOR AND 0.0 CORRECTION AT AVG CORE TEMPE
200 READ I02,DP)0O(J00,TFRFACTOR0

IF(UPOO.EU.0.0) GO TO 201
C

N = N+I

80 DPO(N) = OP00
U0 (J) = 000
FACTOR(N) = FACTORO
IhiU004) = YVALUE(Tv6,TSATDUNS)
AMUO(N) = YVALUE(TidTSAlIXMU)

85 PRINT C .2,DP0(R),O0(N),T,FRFACTOR(N),tRHOO(N),YXMU0(N)
u0(N) = Q.0(ii)/FR

IF(N.Lf.b0) GO TO 200
C
C

90 201 CALL STARTR(XX,X,XIPUNCH)
C INPUT...CAR. K÷I...CORE OPERATING CONDITIONS
C ',.. .DUi4RY
C 01...CORE INLET FLOW RATEGPM 0.0 VALUE CAUSES EXIT FROM LOOP
C TI...CORE INLET wATER.TEMPERATUREDEG F

c)5 C PO...CORE POWERtMw
30C REAO 10D.X.U1.TI.PU

IF(OIEo.0.0) GO TO 301
PRI14T 1l.-POO1,Tl
kH, I = YVALUE(TIU.TSATquLNS)

100 xAMLUI = YVALUE(TI,8.TSAT,AMU)
IN= YVALUE(TI,89TSATH)

CHFL 60.*O.133b8"RHOI*U1
401 CONTIMTJL

CHPu = PU
105 UHAC = 3.412-/L'0*CHPO/CHfL

T1 = i I + UHAC/2.
kHO2 = YVALUE(T2,1iTSATDENS)
AMt12 = YVAL. Ut(T?.H. TSAT,A41J )
HP I i'.T 02,A? .U 1 TI , h. ,,iI1 12, HO2? XMU2

110 C



22 222 2T2 222

PP.01(7APA MURRF(,M CDC 6600 FTN V4.0-P340 OPT=l 05/22/73 13.45.00. PAGE 3

C

115

120

1?5

p=p0
PRINT 102,P
00O 20? j=1,N

U'H U/ou(J)
RHR= 4H0I/kHQ0(J)

1F(FACTOP(Jý.Pu.2) RHOR RHUZ/PHOO(J)*

I F (F A C T(J) .EU.;2) )(MUR =XMU2/XMUD(J)

.X4U/~HU/uR**0 .2
UP L)PU(J)*Fl
IF(F-ACIO-_-(J).GT.0.(G) DP O)P*F2
p = P - UP
HPINT Ilo29~P9P

202 C ON TINIJE

N
130

C.
C

C

C

CALL. pPUPXXX2

UHMAX= HSAT-HIN

UHipC = )HAC*FCýhE*FRAN/AR/FWdE
!F(LHHC.LE.0HRAX) GO To 400135

CA)

140
C

C
145

PRINT ]PO
PO = PO`ýUHMAX/DHHC
PU = PO*FACTER

O0 TO 401

400 CONTINUE
CALL TITLEC)(PV,O1,TI,PO,qIPUNCH)

CHPO = CHPU*FDHE*FRAN.
CHFL = CHFL*AR*FWE
CALL RCONUCU(CHPO,CHFLLHINISFU.IPUNCH)

CALL PROPCD(PXvX,IPUNCH)

CALL bNTHCU(UF,PR,TSATT,X,IPUNCH)

CALL ENDCU(Xý,X,X.IPUNCH)
(2O TO 300

301 CALL EN0R(XAXXIPUNCH)
60 TO 302

1O

C

C

C

C

C

155

160
100
10?

121

-ORMAT(8AIO)
1-URMA I (8F I1U.4)•UPMA I( I A ?)IJA 4O'1 ""WAS UQILIW.,******)

FORMAT(aOH1 PRESSURIZER PRES•UREPSIA............. 9F6.1/
4 'u FLUW RATLdPM-..o....... ..............
40H INLEI TEMPLHNAIUNL,UEG F. ................ ,6.1/I

lbS *
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FUNCTION YVALUE CDC 6600 FTN V4.0-P340 OPT:I 05/22/73 13.45.12. PAGE I

5

10

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C

FUrNCTION YVALUE(A0,NXA•YA)

ROUTINE TO.LINEARLY INTERPOLATE BETWEEN N PAIRS OF (XA(I),YA(I))
UAIA IN A OATA TABLE

NOTE ...... IF X, LT.YA(I)9,THEI',,YVALUE = YACI)

...... IF X (5l .* AA(N) ,1rIElN Y•VALUE = :YA(N)
'HECKtL) OUT 07/11/72 F. N VAU6HAN

INPUT X ... AHSC:ISSA VALUE OUR
N°.NUMHL.N OF PAIlS OF
xA... ARRAY OF AbSlIbSA
YA....AkRAY OF OPUINAIE

WH1CH YVALbE IS DESIRED \
(XA(I),YA(I) DATA IN DATA TfABLE
VALUES IN DATA TABLE
VALUES i1N DATA' TABLE

15 UImENSION AA(N).YA(N)

20
C

C

iF(X.GT.AA(1)) GO TO 100
J=1

GO TO 102

100 IF(A.LI.XA(N)) GO TO 101
j = N

102 YVALUJE = YA(J)
NETURN

N\
\

25

30 C
C

101 '30 200 ,J=2,N
IF(A.LT.XA(J)) GO TO 201

200 C;ON f I,",L)F.

c.NTIRY YYVALUE
201 JJ = J:-

YVALUE = YA(JJ) (YA(J)-YA(JJ))*(X-XA(JJ))/(XA(J)-XA(JJ))
RETURN
END

35



SUBROUTINE HOLEROI CDC 6600 FTN V4.O-P340 OPT=1 05/22/73 13.45.15. PAGE

YJUROUTINE .BOLEROI(XIX2,X3,X4.IPUNCH)
C NROJINE TO GENERATE AND PUNCH .INPUT CARDS FOR B 0 L E R 0 PROGRAM
C IPUNCH...CARL PUNCH OPTION,0... TO SKIP,1... TO PUNCH

C
5 COMMON /PRUPT/ NTAH,TSAT(50) ,P$AT(S0),VF(50),VG(S0),HF(.50).HFG(50)

* ,HSATiSAlI "

C
C
C

10 EN1 •Y rITLECO
C ROUTINE TO PUNCH .TITLE. CARd FOR BOLERO
C PO... COPE POwER .LEVcL,14W
C UI... C0,E F LOw.tRAr ,GPI
C Ti...COkE INLF wATL.R TEMPERATUREDEG F

15 C PO. • .PRESSURIZEH P.LSSURE*,PSIA

C
PO Al
1l A?

TI X3
20 PO= A4

-'PINT 20iPOUITl .P.0
IF(IPUNCH.EO.1) wRITE(62,201) POOi,TIPO

,<ETURN

C
25 ENTRY RCONOCD

C ROUTINE TO PUNCH .RCOND. CARD FOR BOLERO
C CHPO...CORE POWvRtMW
C ChF`L...CORE FLOW,LB/HR
C HIN. .. COPE INLET LNTHALPYBTU/LB

30 C HSFo...LOCAL muT-SPO0 FACTORDIMENSIONLESS
C

CHPO = X1
CHFL = Ae
KIN = X3

35 MSFU = X4
PRINT "202,CHP0,CHFL,HIN,HSFU
IF (IPUNCH.EU.I) WRITE(62,20;2) CHPO,CHFL,HINHSFQ
RETURN

40 ENTRY PROPCDI
C HUOI. INE TU REAL) IN PNOPLRTY 'AbLES FOR .ENTRY. PROPCD

C
NTAB 0

C
Z45 C INPUT...CARDS 2 TO J...FLUIU PROPERTY LIBRARY DATA

C TSATO ... SATUHATION I*MPERATURE AT PSATOUEG F
C PSATO...SATURATION PRESSURE Ar TSATO,PSIA
C VF. ... SP.ECIFIC VOLU,1l OF LIOUIO AT PSATO,CU FT/LB
C VGO...SPECIFIC VOLUML UF VAPOR AT PSArO,CU FT/LB

so C HFO.. .ENTHALPY OF LIUUID AT PSATO,urU/LP
C H160 ... .ETHALPY 01- VApUN AT pSATOI3IU/Lts

100 REAU 101 sISAT0,iSAT0,VF0,VtS0,HF0,HFG0
IF(TSATO.Eu.0.U) RETURN

55 NTA63 = NTAb+I



SUBROUTINE HOLE ROI CDC 6600 FTN V4.0-P340 OPT=I 05/22/73 13.45.15. PAGE 2'

]SAT(NTAH) = TSATO
PSAT(NTAf3) = PSATO
VFO('TAd) = VFO
V(,(NTAL,) = VGO

60 r1• (N4 [/•,rr3) = I-F.
HFG(NTAh)= HFG0
60 TO 100

L.NTRY. PROPCU
65 C ROUTINE TO GENERATE .PROP. CARD/FOR BOLERO PROGRAM

C PSIA.. .SYSTEM PRESSURE.PSIA
C ,2 ...
C X3...
C A-...

70 C
PSIA =X
HSAT.= YVALUE(PSIA,NTABPSArHF)
HFGb = YVALUE PsIA,NIFASPSATHFG)
DEN, = 1./YVALUE(PSIANTAiqPAT,.VF)

75 UENR = DENvi'-yVLUE(PSIA,NTAbPSAT.,VG)
TSATT YVALUE (PSIA, NTAf., eSA f, TSAT)
IF(IPUNCH.E0.2) RETURN

C

PRINT 2,3.PSIAHýSAT ,HFGGL)EN,¾, UENW
80 IF(IPUNCH.EO.1) WR1T'(b2,l03) PSIA,'HSAT,tHFGG,UENRDENW

RLTURN
>

ENTRY BNTHCU
oh C ROUT INE TO GENERATE .BNTH. CARL) FOR BOLERO.

5 C OF... DESIGN FACTOR i-OrN BERNATH 'CORRELATION
C PR... HEATED/WETTED PERIMETER RATIO
C TSATT.-.SATURATION TEMPERATURE. FOR SYSTEM PRESSUREDEG F
C X4...
C

90 UF = Xl
PR = X2

-ISATT = X3
PRINT 2()4,OFPRTSATT
IF(IPUNCH.EQ.I) WRITE(b2,204) -F,PR,TSATT

95 RETURN
C

ENTRY ENOCO
C ROUTINE TO GENERATE .END. CARD FOR BOLERO
C Xi...

100 C e
C X3 ...
C A4 .... ,.

C
PRINT 2?(5

105 IF (IPUNCH.EU. 1) 41RITE (62,205)
S- RETURN

C
ENTRY STARIR
IF ( IPUNCH.EU.i.). WRITE(.62, 10)

* 110 RETURN



- -
~- ~ -s _ -j .~

.SU8ROUTINE BOLERQI

C

C115

ENTRY ENUR
IF(IPUNCH.EQ.1) WRI
-kETURN

101 F 0 M tT 0 1:10.41
110 F 0 MA T I X 3 ( .C)

201 FORMAT (1A,32HTITLE
*(,PM , F 4 0 9 f-1DEG .F:

* 10H- TiD, P)
202 &C'PMrAT(lA1XIHHCuND

r, 10H T 0 P)
203 F OR M AT (IXi I -1ppOP

20 IOH Tl~IHHT

-205 F ORMAT ( I ,04-HEND
E ND

CDC 6600 FTN V4.0-P340 OPT=l 05/22/73

TE(b2,111)

M UH R •SAFETY STUDY fF6.3, 3HMW ,FS.0, 4H
*F3.09 5rpsiA. ,I2X,

,FIO.4,F 10.1 .F1V0.2,fF10.4,20?

,:.fF 10 .2,F10 .24-10.2,F1O.3, OX,

,FI 1 . 4, F I 0.4,,F 10.2.,30X,

13.45.15- PAGE 3

125



APPENDIX B

BOLERO Program Input Development

The sample BOLERO input data set given in Table B. I was used in the

MURR Safety Analysis. It is typical of all other cases and is the basis

for discussing each BOLERO data card and its included data. The data: on

the DIMEN card and the AXIAL cards were fixed throughout the Safety Analysis,

whereas all remaining cards had variable data and were for convenience,

generated by the MURRPGM program. Each BOLERO input card and its data

are discussed below:

The TITLE card specifies the heading of all BOLERO. output for

each data set.

The DIMEN card specifies hot channel (or core in this study)
- 2

dirflensions. such as flow area (0.3.505 ft ), hydraulic diameter

(0.15573 in.), heat transfer surface area (184.28 ft 2) and core

length (2. 0 ft) . Nominal core dimensions are used since the:

- hot channel factors account for extreme dimensions.

The AXIAL cards specify the normalized axial power distribution

from core flow inlet to exit. This power shape corresponds to that

occuring at beginning of core life when control rods are half-

-in, and is most limiting during core life because of the high

flux level at core exit.

The RCOND card specifies the core operating conditions in

terms of hot channel parameters. The related power and flow

factors are given in Table 2.2. The. hot channel power is

8.9278 MW(3.278 MWx 2.220 x 1.040 x 1.112 x 1.03 x 1.03)*.

* Rounding of computer output prevents an exact check of these numbers.

B-1



The hot channel flow is 160988.8 lb/hr (400. gpm x 60. x 0.13368

x 61.728/1.08/1.05 x 0.3231/0.3505) where the water density at

1200F is 61.728 lb/cu. ft. The inlet water enthalpy (at 120 F) is

87.92 BTU/lb . The local hot spot factor is required to reduce the

hot channel power used in enthalpy calculations to the power required by

heat flux values. Its 1.0383 value is calculated from 0.93 x 1.03

x 1. 5/1. 03/1. 03.

The PROP card specifies the water properties for a given system

pressure, which is the value calculated at the core (or channel)

exit./ This approach ensures the correct Bernath DNB heat flux

when the DNB limit occurs at the channel exit, and produces a

conservatism result when the DNB limit occurs elsewhere. For

the example in Table B. 1, where core conditions are 3.278 MW,

core flow is 400 gpm, core inlet temperature is 120 F, and pres-

• surizer is 75 psia, the calculated core exit pressure is 74.6

psia. The water properties corresponding to this absolute pressure

are:

•o saturated enthalpy of 277.18 BTU/lb

0 latent heat of vaporization of 904. 59 BTU/Ib

* steam/water density ratio of 333.73

o water density of 57. 071 lb/cu ft.

The BNTN c~ard specifies data for the Bernath DNB heat flux cor-

relation. It contains the Bernath DNB heat flux multiplier (0.5),

the heated-to-wetted perimeter ratio (0.924), and the saturation

temperature corresponding to an absolute pressure of 74.6 psia

(307.22°F).

The END card specifies end of input for a data set, and initiates

the BOLERO calculations.

B-2



TABLE 8.1

SAMPLE B 0 LI E R 0 INPUT DATA SET

TITLE
D I ME N
AXIAL 1 48
AXIAL 2
AXIAL 3
AXIAL 4
AXIAL •..
AX IAL, 6
A,'T'L 7
RCOND
PROP
BNTH
END

M U R R S,
10.3505
0.360
0.505
0.785

1 .110
1. 3B5
1.425
1 , 1 6 (j.o.'~

8.9278

74.6
.5000

AFETY STUDY
0.15573
0.340
0.540
0.830
I.155
1.405
•.405
1.105

16098A.8
277.13

.9240

S 3..275'•1; 400GPr}
184,28 2.0
0.350 0.375
0. 5• u 0.620
0.875 0.92U
1.200 1.245
1.425 1.440
1.375 1.345
1.055 1.015

87.92 1.0383
90.4.59 333.73
307.22

120DE(; F 75 PSIA

0 .400
0 60

1.285
1.,450
1.305
I.U10

0.435
0.700
1.015
1.325
1.4*50
.1 .260
1.070

T0.47

0 .4 7 o
0.745
1.06.5
1.35;

1.44i
1 .2 1 c

57.071

4

LI
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ATTACHMENT 3

6.0 ADDENDUM TO THE SAFETY LIMIT ANALYSIS FOR THE MURR

6.1 Introduction

In October 1973 the MURR submitted, as Appendix F of Addendum 4 to the

Hazards Summary Report, a safety limit analysis performed by the NUS

Corporation on the MURR reactor (1). In response to AEC inquiry, the

University of Missouri authorized NUS Corporation to extend that

analysis. The results are discussed below.

6.2 Safety Limit Curves

The original work generated two safety limit curves corresponding to

pressurizer pressures of 60 and 75 psia. These curves are reproduced

here as Figures 6.1 and 6.2, respectively. Additional work, employ-

ing techniques identical to the original study, has produced Figure
6.3 which depicts a safety limit curve for a pressurizer pressure of

85 psia, i.e., the nominal operating pressurizer pressure. Table 6.1

presents the numerical results of this work. These three curves

together define a four-dimensional safety limit envelope prescribing

limiting combinations of values for reactor power, pressurizer

pressure, primary coolant inlet temperature and core flow rate.

Operation of the MURR within this safety envelope will prohibit fuel
meltdown or cladding damage as a result of departure from nucleate

boiling (DNB). To evaluate safety limits for pressurizer pressures

intermediate to the three cases considered, interpolation will be

used. For example, the true values of core flow and inlet temperature

in a particular case may be applied to the three curves to obtain a
three point relationship between pressurizer pressure and the limit-

ing reactor power. The safety limit on reactor power level will then
be fixed by interpolation. For pressurizer pressures below 60 psia

extrapolation will be used to determine the safety limits.

31
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TABLE 6.1

SAFETY LIMITS FOR M U R R OPERATION

Maximum Allowable Core Power Level, MW with Pressurizer at 60 PSIA

INLET WATER CONDITIONS

Temperature
DEG F

Flow Rate, GPM
400. 800. 1200. 1600. 2000. 2400. 2800. 3200. 3600. 4000.

120.
140.
160.
180.
200.

3.011 5.870
765 5.262
2.292 4.53411.935 3.834
1.583 3.131

7.980
7.299
6.675
5.6674.61

9.843
9.035
8.202
7.409
6.009

11.574
10.582
9.600
8.612
7.282

13.099
11.960
10.822

9.685
8.400

14.426
13.155
11.877
10.603
9.301

15.450
14.071
12.669
11.267

9.863

16.217
14.729
13.228
11.715
10.204

16.652
15.07!
13.50:
11.90(
10.26,

Maxinum Allowable Core Power Level, MW with Pressurizer at 75 PSIA

INLET WATER CONDITIONS

Temperature Flow Rate, GPM
DEG F 400. 800. 1200. 1600. 2000. 2400. 2800. 3200. 3600. 4000,

120.
140.
160.
180.
200.

3.278 6.334
T 5.798
2.556 5.080
2.197 .35631.843 3.656

8.647
7.939
7.317
6.4745.4T1 5

10.742
9.906
9.067
8.236
7.099

12.668
11.667
10.676
9.680
8.686

14.435
13.282
12.138
10.988
9.845

16.050
14.746
13.458
12.152
10.868

17.394
15.967
14.534
13.104
11.689

18.532
16.993
15.437
13.892
12.339

19.43 '
17. 78',
16.13!
14.467
12.81t

Maximum Allowable Core Power Level, MW with Pressurizer at 85 PSIA

INLET WATER CONDITIONSS

Temperature
DEG F

Flow Rate, GPM
400. 800. 1200. 1600. 2000. 2400. 2800. 3200. 3600. 4000.

120.
140.
160.
180.
200..

3.292 6.584
2.930 5.860
2.570 5.139
2.211. 4.421
1.856 3.712

9.097
8.421
7.7096.632
5. 568

11.299
10.452
9.607
8.766
7.424

13.336
12.326
11.326
10.319
9.280

15.227
14.062
12.908
11.749
10.593

16.878
15.568
.14.271
12.969
11.673

18.356
16.920
15.488
14.051
12.617

19.662
18.108
16.549
14.980
13.418

20.776
19.102
17.434
15.741
14.069

NOTE . . . Underlined power -levels are limited by bulk boiling.



6.3 Calculational Methods

As described in the previous analysis (1) the BOLERO and MURRPGM

computer codes were used to model the steady state thermodynamic

and hydrodynamic operation of the MURR reactor. The singularity of

design makes experimental determination of an exact DNB correlation
for every individual research reactor prohibitively expensive. A

literature review demonstrates that the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR)

closely compares to the MURR in fuel design, although the ATR core
is twice as long as that of the MURR. Extensive experimental tests

(2,3) were made on mockups of ATR coolant channels to determine the

most accurate of the numerous DNB burnout correlations available.

It was observed that the limiting conditions for ATR operation were

set by subcooled burnout due to hydraulic instabilities in the hot

channel. This was found to occur at 60% of the DNB heat flux pre-

dicted by the widely used Bernath correlation (4). To provide a

reasonable margin between predicted DNB conditions and the MURR

safety limits, the safety limit criterion was established that the

local heat flux at any point in the core shall be less than 50% of

the burnout heat flux given by the Bernath correlation at that point.

A parameter of safety significance for nuclear reactors is the DNB

ratio (DNBR) defined as the ratio of the anticipated DNB heat flux

to the actual peak reactor core heat flux. Thus, DNB and associated

fuel. damage will not occur as long as the DNBR is greater than 1.0.
For the study in question, safety limits were derived based on a DNBR

of 2.0 relative to the Bernath correlation, i.e., conditions were

limited to 50% of the predicted burnout heat flux. However, in

relation to the experimentally observed burnout at 60% of the Bernath

prediction, one can say with assurance that the DNBR for the MURR

safety limit curves is not less than 60%/50% or 1.2. Thus, the

derived curves allow sufficient margin between the safety limits and

actual predicted DNB. The usual conservatism of worst case power

peaking and non-uniform fuel loading and appropriate hot channel
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factors were used, lending greater assurance that the MURR reactor

will not appraoch DNB under the most severe anticipated transient

from the proposed 10 MW power level.

The safety limit criteria for Mode I and II operation with core flow

rates below 400 gpm has been changed to a fuel plate cladding surface

temperature of 366'F. This number is derived from additional cal-
culations made with the PARET code for the Loss of Flow Accident.

The input data for these calculations was identical to that used

in the analysis summarized on pages D-9 through D-13 of Addendum 4

(1), with the exception of the core pressure. In the previous analysis

it was assumed that the core was completely depressurized through

the anti-siphon system. In the proposed design of the process

control system (Figure A.S of Add 4) the anti-siphon valves (543A/B)
do not open on a loss of flow and thus core depressurization is not

credible for this accident.

The latest PARET results for a core pressure of 75 psia (scram set-
point) and the worst case loss of flow accident yield a maximum
cladding surface temperature of 327*F and a DNB surface temperature

of 366*F. The DNB ratio for this maximum surface temperature is

2.84 and thus there is sufficient margin to insure that this accident

will not result in core damage.
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ATTACHMENT 4

3.3 Evaluation of Power Peaking Factors in the MURR 6.2 Kg

Core
Reference: Hazards Summary Report Addendum 1, Section 3.9.

The original MURR design study, as presented in the

Hazards Summary Report, presented power peaking values

based on a 5.0 kilogram 2 3 5 U uniformly loaded core.

Correction factors derived from one-dimensional cal-

culations were used to extrapolate the power peaking

values to various core configurations. During the course

of the physics evaluation of the MURR's 6.2 kilogram

uranium-aluminide core, a second study was performed

which focused directly on the "as constructed" MURR

and included the input of observed operating charact-

eristics to date. The results reported (11 are out-

lined here.

The primary tools employed for reactor physics studies

at the MURR are the Exterminator-II two-dimensional

multigroup. neutron diffusion code and the MURR four-

group macroscopic cross-section set. Exterminator II

is listed as abstract number 156 with the Argonne

National Laboratory Code Center. The code is capable

of modeling extremely complex reactor systems in X-Y,

R-Z or R-0 geometries. This code calculates the spatial

and energy dependent neutron flux, the effective

multiplication factor (Keff) and several other reactor

parameters of the system modeled. This code has been

in use at the MURR for two years and has produced con-

sistently reliable predictions of various reactor physics

parameters of the MURR.
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The MURR 4-group cross section set was compiled by

Internuclear Company and is listed in reference (2).

The three epithermal groups were generated by the MUFT-4

(3) program and the thermal group was derived from max-

wellian averaged microscopic cross sections as presented

in Appendix A of reference (2).

To obtain a conservative estimate for power peaking in a

6.2 Kg MURR core, we may consider an Exterminator R-Z

calculation of the flux distribution in a "smeared" core,

i.e. one in which the cross sections have been homogenized

over the core region. For a clean critical situation

with the control blades 12" withdrawn, the hot channel is

at the inner fuel plate and the hot spot is 5" below core

center line.

Define the axial peaking factor as

- Maximum Power in the Hot Channel
a Average Power in the Hot Channel t

For a clean uniformly loaded core, this is just the ratio

of the peak to average flux in the hot channel. This

value is P = 1.432.
a

Define the radial peaking factor as

p Average Power in the Hot Channel
r Average Power in the Core

Again for the clean critical situation, this is just the

ratio of the corresponding thermal fluxes. Exterminator

calculates this value to be 2.643. The smeared core

actually extends inside the physical location of the inner

plate, however. To account for this, the radial flux pro-

file at the axial peak position, as calculated by Exterminator,

was examined and a correction factor derived which is just the

ratio of the thermal flux at the actual innermost fuel plate

location to the thermal flux at the inner edge of the
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smeared core. This factor was computed to be 0.84 and

when multiplied by 2.643 gives a clean core radial peak-

ing factor P of 2.220.
r

A third factor which must be included is the circumferen-

tial peaking factor. The thermal flux tends to peak in

the aluminum side plates and the water gap between elements.

For the inner fuel plate, this value has been computed to

be P. = 1.04 from modeling the core in R-e geometry with

no rods. Therefore, the overall power peaking factor

for a clean, uniformly loaded, critical 6.2 Kg MURR core

is PrPaP8 = 2.220 x 1.432 x 1.04 = 3.306.

A fourth factor which must be introduced is a correction

for non-uniform loading. In order to use fuel economi-

cally and to maintain sufficient excess reactivity to re-

activity to recover from unforeseen shutdowns under high

xenon conditions, it has proven desirable to mix load old

and new fuel elements. The MURR's UAl standard elements
235 x

contain 775 grams U each. The worst nonuniform power

peaking situation foreseeable is a mixed loading of seven

fully depleted elements, i.e. approaching the MURR burnup

limit of 99 megawatt-days per element, and one clean 775-

gram element.

This configuration was studied in detail at the MURR and

values were obtained for nonuniform power peaking factors.

Define Pn, the nonuniform power peaking factor, as

p R-O peak/average power ratio in nonuniform core
n R-8 peak/average power ratio in corresponding

uniformly loaded core

For the case of seven depleted elements and one clean

element it was found that Pn = 1.112.
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Then for the worst case of a clean critical MURR core in

the worst possible nonuniform loading, the power peaking

factor is P nPrPaPe = 1.112 x 2.220 x 1.432 x 1.04 = 3.676.

This is considered to be a realistic power peaking factor

derived from calculations on the exact expected MURR con-

ditions and should be used for further heat transfer and

fluid flow analysis on the MURR reactor under 10 megawatt

power with a 6.2 kilogram 235U core.
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H. BASES FOR LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS FOR MODES I AND II OPERATION

The limiting safety system settings (LSSS) proposed for Modes I and II

i.e., 10 MW and 5 MW operation respectively, of the MURR are as follows.

For reactor power level the LSSS is 125% of full power for both modes .thus

the highest powers obtainable before a reactor scram would be 12.5 MW

(1.25 X 10 MW) in Mode I and 6.25 MW (1.25 X 5 NDV) in Mode II. For both

modes, the LSSS on pressure is a minimum of 75 psia in the pressurizer,

and, the LSSS on primary coolant core inlet temperature is a maximum of 1550 F.

The LSSS on primary coolant flow for Mode I operation is a minimum of 1625 gpm

in either of the parallel coolant loops. The same LSSS of 1625 gpm applies

for the single operating loop in Mode I! operation. Since 50 gpm of the

primary coolant flow is divertedto the cleanup system, the actual core

flow rates at the LSSS are 3200 gpm and 1575 gpm in Modes I and II

respectively.

Appendix F of this report presents parametric curves for the conditions

which would lead to departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) and resulting

fuel damage. From that analysis, Figure H.1 depicts the DNB conditions for

the LSSS on pressurizer pressure of 75 psia. From this curve one may

predict the safety margin for several anticipated transients.

Case one postulates a severe power transient with primary flow and

pressure already reduced to their LSSS value in Mode I operation. Figure H.1
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predicts that the temperature LSSS of 155'F could not be reached until the

reactor power has risen to 14.75 MW, or 2.25 MW above the reactor power scram

point, thus an ample safety margin exists for safety system reaction time

required to prevent reaching the DNB threshold.

Case two postulates steady state Mode I operation of the reactor with

flow and pressure again reduced to their LSSS and reactor power at the LSSS

of 12.5 MW. Figure H.1 predicts that DNB would not occur until a core inlet

f temperature of approximately.185°F was obtained. The safety margin is thus

30'F above the LSSS of 155°F on core inlet temperature. Primary coolant

I I temperature increase would be slow, so little or no margin is required for

Ii safety system reaction time. Frequent compliance checks and past operating

history provide confidence that the primary coolant temperature measurement

error is no greater than + 50 F. 'Therefore there is excess safety margin

for a temperature transient of this type.

Case three postulates Mode I operation with pressurizer pressure re-

duced to the LSSS of 75 psia, reactor power and coolant inlet temperature

[ raised to their LSSS of 12.5 MWK and 155°F respectively. Figure H.1 predicts

that the primary coolant flow rate could be reduced to approximately 2400 gpm

before DNB would occur, implying a safety margin of 800 gpm below the LSSS

Li of 3200 gpm on coolant flow through the core. Operating history has shown

that the true value of primary coolant flow does not vary from the measured

value by more than + 50 gpm, thus there is excess margin for safety system

reaction time-to scram the reactor before DNB occurs. Appendix D provides

j a detailed analysis of the results of the most severe loss of flow accident

for the MUPR.
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Consideration of the same transients for Mode II (5 MW) operation yields

even greater safety margins. Figure H.2 presents the results, for Mode II

operation, of the same transients discussed above. Case one predicts DNB

at 9.25 MW i.e., 3 MI above the LSSS of 6.25 MW for TMode II. Case two

results indicate that the reactor could be operated with a coolant inlet

temperature' in excess of 200'F for Mode II without reaching DNB. Case three

shows DNB occurring only with flow reduced to 1000 gpm or 575 gpm below the

LSSS. Thus the safety margin is 36% of the LSSS flow value for Mode II

operation as compared to 25% for Mode I.

The LSSS for pressurizer pressure is 75 psia; a margin of 15 psi above

the safety limit of 60 psia. Past operating experience has shown the pres-

surizer pressure sensors to be accurate within + 2 psi. Additionally, there

are four independent sensors capable of causing a reactor scram in the event

of a loss of pressure transient, thus there is sufficient margin to insure

that the low pressure safety limit will not be violated.

Therefore the proposed limiting safety system settings on the four

important parameters of reactor power, pressurizer pressure, primary coolant

flow rate and primary coolant inlet core temperature are easily capable of

causing the reactor to scram and preventing the violation of the safety

limit envelope.
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ATTACHMENT 6

Figure 5.5 shows the pressure required to suppress

boiling at 1 MW with the most adverse fuel loading.

Figure 5.6 presents the effect of the multiplier R,
and is used to aid the interpretation of various

peaking assumptions.

Figure 5.7 shows the total pressure drop across the

core as a function of flow rate.

5.5.3 Analysis of Natural Convective Cooling of the Core

The reactor core will be cooled by natural convection
during initial low power operation. To accomplish
this a flanged opening is provided in the invert

loop. By removing this flange and the reactor vessel

head an open path is provided between the pool and
the core allowing natural circulation to take place.

The object of this analysis is to determine the

natural convection flow rate and the corresponding

maximum fuel plate temperature for the initial low

power operation.

5.5.3.1 Natural Convection Flow Rate

During natural convection operation, the reactor

core is cooled by pool water flowing in through the

open flange, down through the 12 inch pipe, up
through the pressure vessel and core, and out again

into the pool. The flow rate is determined by

equating the total system pressure loss to the driving

head resulting from the heating of the water in the

core.
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Table 5.4 lists the factors used to determine the

quantities Fb and Fe appearing in equation (1).

TABLE 5.4

Hot Channel & Hot Spot Factors

Error in power measurement

Fuel content variation

Meat thickness and variation

Coolant channel variation

Velocity variation

Heat transfer coefficient

Fb

1.03

1.03

1.08

1.05

Fb = 1.263

Fe

1.03

1.15
1.03

1.04
1.00

Fe = 1.332,

The heat transfer coefficient used in these calcu-

lations is given by

h = 0.02 k (Re) 0 8 (r)

which was evaluated at the average film temperature

by iteration.

5.5.2.5 Results

Figure 5.3 presents the pressure required at the

core inlet to suppress boiling at 5 MW and at 10 MW.

For 5 MW operation the most adverse nonuniform fuel

loading is assumed.

Figure 5.4 shows the effect of the degree of non-

uniformity of fuel loading on the pressure required

to suppress boiling at 5 MW.
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The total pressure loss consists of turbulent

friction loss in the piping and pressure vessel,

laminar friction loss in the core, and expansion

and contraction losses at changes in cross section

throughout the loop. For turbulent flow the

frictional pressure loss is given by,

2 (2)

Ap =2f Lw 2  psf
D gpA A

where:

f = Fanning friction factor

L = length - ft.

De = equivalent diameter - ft.

w = flow rate - lb./sec.
g = 32.2 ft./sec. 2

p = density of water- lb./ft. 3

A = flow area - ft. 2

To permit an analytical solution of the equations,

the friction factor was evaluated from

-0 20f = 0.046 (Re) (3)

This gives a conservative value for the friction

factor for smooth pipe over a range of Reynold's

Numbers (Re) from 5000 to 200,000 and was obtained

from BonillaI*.

In the core the pressure drop was taken as that for

laminar flow between broad parallel plates given by

Ap 12 w L psf (4)
z gp A

References for Section 5.0 are listed at the end of

the section. 5-25



where:

= water viscosity - lb./ft. sec.

z = plate spacing - ft.

Expansion and contraction losses were determined

from

=K w2  psf (5)
Ap=A 2gp

where K is the expansion or contraction loss coef-

ficient based on the area, A. The loss coefficients

were taken from Bonilla 2. From equations (2) through
(5) the total pressure loss may be determined as a

function of only the flow rate (w) if constant

temperatures are assumed. The loss will be of the

form

APL =CI w2 + C2 w1'8 + C3 w psf (6)

C w2 is the term representing the expansion and

contraction losses. Table 2.1 lists the value of

C1 associated with each section of the loop. For

simplicity the values are based on a single average

loop temperature of 100 0 F, the pool temperature.
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TABLE 5.5

Expansion, Contraction & Transition Losses

Location C1 x 103

Pool to 12" flange .175

Tee to invert loop .624
900 Ell to pressure vessel .220

Entry to pressure vessel 1.020

Core 2.130

Pressure vessel to pool .625

Total 4.794

The second term in equation (5) is the turbulent
flow frictional pressure drop as found from

equations (1) and (2). Table 2.2 lists the

length of pipe and the value of C2 for each

component, again assuming 1000F water temperature.

TABLE 5.6

Turbulent Flow Frictional Pressure Loss

Component Length - ft. C2 x 104

Pressure vessel 8.25 4.22

12" pipe 17.01 2.71

Total 6.93

The third term in equation (5) is the laminar flow
pressure drop in the core as determined from equation

(3). At 1000 F C3 has a value of 3.14 x 10-2.

The natural convection driving head, or pressure

gain, is in general

Apg = L(pi-Po) (7)
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Assuming a linear variation of temperature in the

core, L is the distance between the centerline of

the core and top of the pressure vessel. pi and po

are the core inlet and outlet water densities

respectively.

Expressing the density difference as a function of

coefficient of volumetric expansion and temperature

difference, and the temperature difference as a

function of heat generation rate, flow rate and

specific heat, equation (7) becomes

Apg L pp q psf (8)
Ap = w C p

where:

= coefficient of volumetric expansion -°F-

q = heat generation rate - Btu/sec.

Cp = specific heat - Btu/lb.°F

At an average temperature of l0° 0 F

Apg = .102 (q/w) psf

for

L = 8.08 ft.

= 2..0149 x 10-4 oF-i

p = 61.99 lb./ft. 3

Cp = .997 Btu/lb.°F

Assuming that 93% of the reactor heat is released

in the core, the heat generation rate (q), for a

reactor power of 150 KW, is 132.2 Btu/sec. The

pressure gain for this heat rate is

Apg = 13.4/w psf
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Equating the pressure loss to the pressure gain,

the flow rate is found to be 11.96 lb./sec. For

this flow rate the Reynold's Number in the core is
993, indicating the validity of the assumption of

laminar flow in the core for determining the core

pressure loss. The Reynold's Number in the balance

of the system exceeds 17,400.

5.5.3.2 Maximum Wall Temperature

Calculation of the maximum core wall temperature is
based on the procedures and equations presented in

TM-WRP-62-10 4 . The maximum wall temperature (tw)
exceeds the core inlet temperature (ti) by

tw -ti = Fbf(z) AT + FeP a PrR2 R3  (9)

where:

Fb = bulk temperature factor = 1.263

Fe = film factor = 1.332
P = average power density in hot channelaverage core power density

= 2.263 for reference case of 5 Kg uniform

loading.

a =maximum power density in hot channel 1.443
Pa average power density in hot channel

f(z) = fraction of heat delivered at design point

in hot channel = 1.0

LT = average bulk temperature rise = ll.0°F

= average heat flux = 2583 Btu/hr. - ft. 2

h = heat transfer coefficient = 218 Btu/hr. - ft. 2 °F
R2 = design safety margin in power level = 1.1

R3 = ratio of power peaking relative to that
for a 5 KW uniform loading = 1.425
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The values of peaking factors are those appearing in

Section 5.5.2. The bulk temperature rise is from

the power and flow rate results of the previous

section. The average heat flux is for a heat transfer

area of 184.3 ft. 2 and a core heat generation rate

of 132.2 Btu/sec. The core heat transfer coefficient

is for laminar or steamline flow in flat channels.

For these conditions the Nusselt Number has a

constant value of about 8.0'5. At a water tempera-

ture of 100 F this yields a heat transfer coefficient

of 218 Btu/hr. - ft. 2 -°F.

From equation (9) at 150 KW reactor power the tempera-

ture difference, t -ti, is 130.2 0 F, which for a pool

temperature of 1001F gives 230.2 as the maximum fuel

plate surface temperature.

5.5.3.3 Pressure Required to Suppress Local Boiling

Local or nucleate boiling will occur when the maxi-

mum wall temperature is greater than the local

saturation temperature. The necessary temperature

difference to cause boiling may be found from the

Jens-Lottes correlation 6

60,/i0 6 ) 1/4 °F(0

ATsat P/90010)
e

assuming it to apply at these low pressures. The

heat flux 4) is given by

P= PPaRR (11)
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Using the values of the factors presented previously,

the maximum heat flux is 13,222 Btu/hr.-ft.2-oF. This

conservatively neglects the effects of local fuel

content and meat thickness, and width variations.

For a pressure (p) of 20 psia, equation (10) gives

19.90F as the allowable wall superheat, The required
local saturation temperature is

Tsat = tw , sat = 247.1 - 19.9 = 227.2°F

From the steam tables a pressure of 19.72 psia or
5.0 psig is required to suppress local boiling. For

a pool temperature of 1000 F, 11.7 ft. of water above
the top of the fuel plates will give the required
pressure. This pool depth is less than that required

for shielding.

5.5.3.4 Conclusions

Calculations indicate that a reactor power of 150 KW
may be safely attained with natural convection

cooling of the core. The maximum fuel surface

temperature is 230.20F and the natural convection

flow rate is 11.96 lb./sec. The 17 feet of water
required for shielding at low powers is more than

sufficient to prevent local boiling in the core.

The core temperature rise of ll.00F is large compared

to the 1-2°F rise which would occur coincidentally in
the island. Consequently, no problems should be

encountered with respect to the temperature coef-

ficient of reactivity during cooling of both the

core and the island by natural convection.
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ABSTRACT

The Babcock & Wilcox Company. suocontractor to Ebasco Services,

Inc., for the Advanced Test Reactor, is responsible for the nuclear design

and development of the ATR. As part of this development, burnout tests

were conducted at Argonne National Laboratory to determine the limiting

heat flux in a simulated ATR luel element channel.

Burnout was approached holding all variables constant except one.

Power, pressure, flow, and inlet temperature were all varied to approach

burnout in different tests. Channel exit pressures were varied from 80 to

250 psia, mass velocities from 5.5 X 106 to 12.5 X 10' lb/hr-ftz. and inlet

temperatures from 120 to 240 F. Maximum heat flux at burnout varied

from 0.95 x 106 to 3.88 X 101 Btu/hr-ft2 .

Burnout in the 0.054- and 0.072-inch channels was due to hydraulic

instability or autocatalytic vapor binding when the coolant reached satura-

tion at the exit of the channel. Burnout in the 0.094-inch channel occurred

at a power level less than that required to produce saturation at the exit in

most of the tests. The burnout heat flux in this channel was about 60% of

the burnout flux predicted by Bernath's equation.
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I . uNTRODUCTION

Thermal and hydraulic calculations for tht- Advanced Tesý Reactor

(ATR) indicated that the hot channel in the fuel element could burn out by

subcooled film blanketing of the fuel plate surface or by autocatalytic

vapor binding of the channel. ProJ~f tests were run at Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL) on 4-foot-longby 0.054-. 0.072-. and 0.094-inch-thick

test channels. The l,4-nch-wide channel was heated over the center

I-inch portion of the widtn with a 1.4 peak-to-average axial chopped

cosine heat flux,

The ATR fuel element (Figure .-1) is an assembly of 19 aluminumr.

clad curved fuel plates that forms a 45-degree sector of a right circular

cylinder. The plates are 49-1/1Z inches long anid enclose 0.078-inch chan-

nels that vary in width from about 1.6 to 3.4 inches. The highly enriched

fuel, powdered UI0 in an X-8001 aluminum matrix, is uniformly dis-

tributed in the fuel plates over the center 48 inches of length and extends

across the plate width to a minimum of 0.050 inch from the side plates

on each side.

When burnout testing was initiated, the ATR hot channel operati.ag

conditions were ;s follows-

Reactor rated power, MW L50
Coolant inlet temperature, F 133
Coolant exit temperature. F 325
Maximum fuel plate temperature, F 43Z
Inlet pressure. psig 300
Exit pressure, psig z08
Average coolant velocity, fps 44
Maximum heat flux. Btu/hr-~', 1.9z X 10'
Approximate channel LID ratio 300

In the initial phases of ATR design work, about ten burnout rela-

tionships were examined. Many of these correlatior.s were eliminated

owing to their development from data obtained at -onditions far differ,.nt
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from those in the ATR. Of the original group of corre:lations. four

seemed to offer the most promise, but even these were questionable

at ATR conditions. For example. the B&W correlation,, based mainly

on WAPD data for rectangular channels a!ong with some data from

Battelle, seemed to fit the data very wvell, but most of the data were

taken at 2,000 psi. Fewer lower pressure data down to 500 psi were

available, but none of the low pressure points were taken in the sub-

cooled range.

The Bettis correlation was attractive since it was nmade from a

large number of rectangular channel experiments and did not depend

on subcooling. The correlation. however, was developed for data in

the range of 2,000 psi and had no low pressure data to allow for a pres-

sure correction.

The Zenkev'itch-Subbotin correlation has been planned for pre-

dicting burnout in the High Flux Intensity Rearcor (HFIR). A few tests

had been made for HFIR conditions, and the correlation seemed to com-

pare satisfactorily. However, the conditions of these tests differed

from those for the ATR. The channels tested were only about one third

and one fourth of the length of the ATR channe!s, thus the effect of cool-

ant temperature rise was less pronounced than it is in the ATR.

The Bernath correlation (extended method) was used by Phillips

Petro&.•um Company in the original conceptual design of the ATR, This

work indicates that the data were taken by a large nttmber of investi-

gators over a wide range of conditions and for several geometrical

arrangements, including rournd tubes. annular passages, thin strips,

and rectangular channels. While different sets of data used in devel-

oping the equation covered most of the variables in the ATR no single

data point represented all conditions simultaneously. For example,

velocity might be in the correct range in some data, bot not pressure,

pressure might be in the range in other data, but not channel geometry.

When burnout tests. conducted at ORNL for the HFIR were reported,

the results were compared with the Bernath correlation The compar-

ison showed that the mean value of the ratio ,exp/1.a was only 0.77.

The scatter was +0.17 -0.51, and the lowest value of the ratio was 0.49.

Due to the wide disagreement. the danger of extrapolating to the ATR

conditions was e'ident. Without tests, the more pessimistic values



would had to have been used to en3ure a safe design. This alone pro-

vided justification for burnout tests to verify the predictions and design

equations.

Unfortunately, the problem was not one of interpolating between

data conditions, but r-ther of extrapolating beyond the test conditions

already used. This was obviously a dangerous approach owing to the

completely empirical nature of the burnout correlations. This appears

to be partly the reason why there is wide disagreement between many

of the correlations when they are examined at ATR conditions.

Futhermore, early analytical results indicated that heat input at

the hot channel conditions could be limited by the heat flux that produces

subcooled burnout of the fue! plate surface or by autocatalytic vapor

binding of the channel when net boiling occurs at the exit. Both of these

limits were predicted at about the same power level when 60% of the

heat flux calculated by Bernath's equation was used as the limiting

criteria. However, the applicability of Bernath's or any other burnout

correlation had not been verified at ATR conditions, and it could not be

definitely established that burnout would not occur at a power level below

that which produces coolant saturation at the exit of the channel.

This report describes the test work performed on simulated fuel

element channels at conditions expected in the ATR. The over-all objec-

tive of these tests was to obtain burnout data that would either verify the

analytical results or define the true limiting conditions directly. To

satisfy the latter objective, data were obtained at heat fluxes, coolant

flow rates, pressures. and geometries corresponding as closely as

possible to those expected in the ATR.
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Figure 1-1. ATR Fuel Element Cross Section
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2. TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION

Z. 1. Test Specimrn Design

The test specimens, closely simulating the ATR fuel element

channels, were designed to operatt under probable core conditions. To

obtain data over a wide range of geometry. specimens having three dif-

ferent channe| thicknesses (0,05-*, 0.074. and 0.094 inches) were used

in the tests, Fuil-length, I 25-inch-wide channels, which were heated

over i- .inches of their length, provided a 1.4 axia! peak-to-average

chopped cosine heat flux distribution. The center I-inch portion of the

channel was resistance heated uniformly across the width with heat gen-

eration plates. The specimens were designed for a maximum heat input

of 600 kw at 32 volts ard a heat flux of 5.7 .x 100 Btu/hr-ft2 . Heat flux

in the two 0.12•-inch seclions of the channel on either side of the I-inch-

wide heat generation plate,> was limited to less than 516 of the flux at the

midspan of the channel. Although this dre.,ign feature prevented prema-

ture burnout that is sumetimes caused by high heat fluxes at the corner

of the channel, it also caused a fairly large portion of the channel to be

relatively unheated. Actually. the unheated portiors made it possible

to qualitatively evaluate lateral coolant mixing within the channel and

proved to be a fortunate defsign feature as described in Section 4.

The high heat fluxes and large LID requirements, together with

the axial chopped cosine flux distribution, reduced heat generation in

the corners of the channel, and operational limitations of available test

facilities somewhat restricted the test specimen detsign. Ideally, the

test channel should have been fabricated of aluminum to conform with

the cladding material for the ATR elements. However, to provide the

desired heat flux by resistance heating at a maximum of 32 volts, the

heat generation plate resistance must be 1.4 X 10-" ohms. Since the

resistivity of aluminum at operating plate temperatures is about 5.6
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microhms-centinmeters, thv averagv lhickliess of ain ahlminumn plait,

would only be 0 036 inch To produce the 1 4 axial peak-wo-a•erage flux

by increasing the plate resistance as a ttriction of distaoce frtmi eavh end.

the plate thickness would have decrreased it. a mininitki of 0 026 inlth al

the mid-length, Consequently, the aoticipated Cabri',tion prubtleus iii~tdte

it necessary to considt-r 4tltv r it's e s ttitt m ti ,tt.ri% k tvtithds' stvv.

A-nickel. brass. and ph,>sphor 1:roniei

Phosphor bronze was s-lected, because it wa-s the only mattriial

considered in which the. combination i ,lect ru'cal resistivitv aind the riital

conductivity did not producte too high opt-rating tenipt-ratureas or spcih.en

configurations thal wcr%, iwipracutial to fabricate-. Ht-owevvr, this material

could not be used directlv to iorm the coolant channel since it ijs subject

to corrosion that could at-flv- the, hitrvout re-sults Il the filntl ti desig

flattened A-nickel tubing was used to form ohe- toulant channel. and pihol-

phor bronze plates brazed to the tubing •,%rt- tised as the! primary '-wat

generating material Prior to the brazinHg operation, the- plait.s- wert,

machined to a different thickness over short incremnnts of the ltngth to

produce the axial :osine flux distribu6tion As Ohown in Figure 2- 1. tilt!

plate thickness varies from 0 066 inch at the niid-length t: 0 Dl38 inch at

each end The dimensions of the A -nickel tubng.,. which are! also *hown

in Figure 2- 1 vary with each specimen site

Z.2.. Test Specimen Fabrtcatton and Installat wte

All test secti ons u ere a britvted by tctv i.rwg atid brzaiag [he

machined hbat generation plates t o the" flait tied ttit:nig "rht. heat genera-

tion plates were copper plated. and sptcisallv designed berazing iixture

was used to facilitate the brazing operation "1 apered copper end fittings

were attached to the test section in a st-.ond brazing operation. using it

braze alloy hakivg a slightl, lower nuelting point than that used in the

first brazing operation Figure Z-2 shows a completed subassembly

containing pressure taps Flow nozzles. inisulating bushings. and

machined Mycalex that were used to insulate and support the test assem-

bly arc also shown in Figure 4- Z

Detailed measurements were made on the subassembly to determine

channel dimension Recorder charts showing both integrated average

channel thickness and local variation as a function of length were obtained

on each assembly, as described -in Svction Z. .



Backup plates and flanges fabricated from Type 304 stainless steel,

and copper terminal connectors containing a tapered hole to accept the

tapered copper end fittings ate shown in Figure 2-3. A conical 0,010-

inch-thick silver shim was placed between the tapered upper end fitting

and the terminal connector to ensure good electrical conduction.

After assembly with the terminal connector blocks, seven thermo-

couples and eleven voltage taps were attached to the heat generation

plates by "touch-brazing" at locations shown in Figure 2-1. The Mycalex

insulation blocks were placed on the test section and the instrument leads

were brought out through holes in the blocks. Sauereisen No. 8 cement

was used to fill the irregular void between the insulation blocks and the

heat generation plates. Using this ce-ent eliminated the need to step-

mill the Mycalex blocks so they would precisely conform to the conductor

plate steps. Partial assembly of the test specimen is shown in Figure 2-4.

Owing to assembly expansion characteristics, the backup plates

were fabricated of stainless steel and positioned on the test section. The

thermocouple and voltage tap leads were brought to the outside through

holes in one of the backup plates. Again, Sattereisen No. 8 cement was

used to fill the space between the Mycalex blocks and the backup plates

to avoid precision machining of these components.

Durabla gaskets provided electrical insulation between the stainless

backup plates and the copper terminal connectors. Entrance and exit

flow nozzles and insulating bushing were installed. The complete test

assembly, ready for installation in the test facility, is shown in Figures

2-5 and 2-6.

The entrance and exit flow nozzles and insulating bkishings, backup

plates and flanges. copper terminal connectors and conductors, and por-

tions of the Mycalex insulation were re-usable. Several test channels of

each size were fabricated as needed to complete the test work.

The test assembly was installed in the ANL 2000-pound burnout test

tacility. The assembly was connected to the test facility pipe flanges by

Durabla wrapped bolts extending through the test assembly side plate

flanges. copper terminal connectors, and the pipe flanges. Durabla

gaskets electrically insulated the piping system from the copper terminal

conductors. Pre-formed I/Z- by 6-inch copper conductors were bolted

to the copper terminal connectors of the test assembly and to the existing

electrical power supply conductors to complete the electrical circuit for
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test section heating. Connection of pressure taps, thermocouple leads,

and voltage taps to appropriate measuring and recording instruments

completed the installation. Figure 2-7 shows the test assembly installed

in the test facility. After pressure testing, the assembly was covered

with thermal insulating material.

2. 3. _Test Loop

A schematic diagram of the test loop is shown in Figure Z-8. Four

centrifugal pumps, which were capable of delivering 100 gpm at a devel-

oped head of 150 psi, circulated demineralized water through the elec-

trically heated test specimen in a semi-closed loop. The water tempera-

ture into the specimen was initially controlled by directing the mixed

specimen and bypass flow through air blast coolers downstream from the

teat specimen. Auxiliary coolers were added later. When the cooling

capacity still proved inadequate to remove the heat, a portion of the hot

specimen flow was discharged from the loop about 3 feet downstream

from the test channel before it mixed with the bypass flow. An equal

amount of rold makeup water was added to maintain system pressure.

The power supply used to heat the test specimen supplied a maximum

of 30,000 amps oi d-c current at a maximum of 52 volts when the four units

were connected in series. The specimen design was, however, based or

a maximum of 32 volts at 5. 000 amps. Specimen and bypass flows were

regulated by the bypass valve position and the number of pumps operating.

The channel flow rate was measured with a turbine-type flow meter

installed in a I-inch line upstream from the test channel. Flow rate was

indicated on a meter and recorded. The total loop flow, used in combi-

nation with channel flow rate to calculate bypass flow, was measured by

an orifice meter and indicated on a mercury manometer.

The pressures were measured upstream and downstream of the

test assembly and at the taps located about I inch inside the specimen

entrance and exit shown in Figure 2 - 1. These pressures were indicated

on 0-500 psi Heise gauges. In addition, the test section differential was

continuously recorded in most of the runs. In later tests, the specimen

exit tap was used in measuring coolant temperature, making it impossible

to measure pressure at this location.

Power input was determined from d-c current measurements and

voltage drop information. In addition to the over-all voltage drop that
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was measured and used in determining heat input. the drop between vol-

tage taps shown in Figure 2- 1 was measured to confirm the axial power

profile shape. A typical plot of axial peak-to-average power is shown

in Section 4 as a function of heated length.

The temperatures on the outter surface of the phosphor bronze heat

generation plates were measured with chromel -constantan thermocouples

spot welded at approximately 4-inch intervals from the mid-length to the

exit of the channel (Figure 2- 1). Four of these seven thermocouples were

connected to burnout detectors and were not available for measuring sur-

face temperatures. One thermocouple. usually the second from the end.

was connected to the Sanborn recorder in order to continuously record

surface temperature variation. The other two were monitored as a check

on the recorded surface temperature.

The coolant temperatures were measured at the inlet to the test

channel, at a point several inches downstream from the exit, and at the

mid-width portion of the channel near the exit. The exit iron- constant4n

thermocouple was installed in the I-inch pipe that cnnected the test

channel and bypass portion of the loop. It was located several inches from

the exit of the test channel to allow for coolant mixing prior to the tem-

perature measurement. Thus. mixed-mean temperatures could be deter-

mined and more accurate heat balances made. Inlet and outlet tempera-

tures were determined from potentiometer readings, and the coolant out-

let temnperature was recorded in some of the tests.

The thermocouple used to nvea~ure the temper.tture at the midspan

of the channel was installed through the exit pressu, c tap shown in Figure

4- I, This shielded chromel-alumel thermocouple was installed with care

to ensure that it was insulated from the heater section and that the tip of

the shield was at the channel mid-thickness. At the end of the tests on

each specinien. the thermocouple was calibrated and its location in the

channel was rechecked. Potentiometer readings were taken periodicaliy

and the thermocouple emf was continuously recorded in most tests.

As previously mentioned. all test channels were measured before

they were inistalled in the t-st luop aid after the testr were completed.

Figure 2-9 shows local variation and integrated average channel thick-

ness as a function of length ai recorded during measurement ot an

0,074-inch-nominal channel prior to installation in the loop. Three



different measurements were obtained; one at the mid-width of the

channel and two approximately O.25 inch from each edge. Channel

inside width was measured at each end, and outside width was meas-

ured at 6-inch intervals along the length.

Pressure drop information obtained during the test indicated that

the channel had expanded. Post-test measurements of the channel con-

firmed this finding. The post-test dimensions on the 0.074-inch-nominal

channel including the integrated average channel thickness are shown

in Figure Z-10, Typically, the post-test integrated average thickness

was about 5 mils larger, and local variations were larger and more

frequent than in the pre-test measurement. However. this change did

not affect the limiting power level as was demonstrated several times

by repeating the initial test results in the final test on the specimen.
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Figure Z-1. Burnout Test Specimen Sub-
Assembly and Components
(Dwg SKC-3460.F)
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Figure 2-2. Burnout Test Specimen Subassembly (Assembled)
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Figure Z-3. Backup Plates, Flanges. and Terminal Connectors
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Figure Z-5. Burnout Test Assembly
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Figure 2-6. Burnout Test Assembly
Cross Section
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FigUrV 2- 7. Insta11ed BUI-rnOit Test Assi-mbnl~y
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Figure 2-8. Burnout Test Loop Schematic



Figure 2-9. Pre- Test Integrated Average and Local Channel Thickness(0.07 2-Inch Channel)
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Figure 2--10. After-Test Integrated Average and Local Channel Thickness
(0.072-Inch Channel)
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3. TEST PROCEDURE AND DATA

A minimum of three basic tests were performed on each of the

0.054-, 0.072-, and 0.094-inch specimens. Each test was repeated at

least once to demonstrate reproducibility. A heat balance in each test

and burnout power in both tests that agreed within 5% was required. If

these criteria were not met, testing was discontinued until the source

of the discrepancy had been determined and corrected. In addition to

the nine basic tests and the nine tests to show reproducibility, several

auxiliary runs were made to verify the conclusions drawn from the orig-

inal results. The test conditions for the nine basic tests are presented

in Table 3-1.

Burnout was approached holding all variables constant except one.

Power, pressure, flow, and inlet temperature were all treated as vari-

ables in different tests. For example, power was varied in the first

test on each specimen while all other variables were held constant. The

power input that produced burnout in this test was then reduced by a fac-

tor of 1.4 and held constant at this value in all subsequent tests. The

coolant inlet temperature was held at 133 * 10 F in all tests except those

in which this variable was intentionally changed. Correspondingly, flow

was regulated to produce the velocities shown in Table 3-1, and exit

pressure was held at ZZ5 * 5 psia. Bypass flow, approximately equal

to ten times the flow through the test section, was maintained through

an unheated leg of the loop in parallel with the test assembly to simu-

late the effect of parallel channel flow. In a few auxiliary tests, this

flow was eliminated to determine if the simulation of parallel channels

affected the burnout power.

The first basic test on each different sized specimen was run to

determine the steady state burnout power at ATR operating conditions.

Flow was adjusted to produce the velocity in the test section (see Table

3-I). System pressure was regulated to maintain 225 psia at the exit
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of the channel. Power was gradually increased in increments of approxi-

mately 5 kw until departure from nucleate boiling or burnout occurred.

At burnout, when the test specimen surface temperature increased rap-

idly, power cutoff was initiated by thermocouple activated burnout detec-

tors.

The second basic test was run to provide data on burnout at reduced

pressure. The outlet pressure and flow rate initially set in the first test

were re-established. The input power to the section corresponded to

71.41o of the previously determined burnout power. While power and flow

rate were held constant, the specimen exit pressure was reduced grad-

ually until burnout was reached. The pressure was reduced continuously

at a rate of I psi/min, or less, as burnout conditions were approached.

The third test, conducted to evaluate the effect of reduced flow in

the ATR, began with parameters identical to those initially fixed in the

second test. All of these parameters were held constant except flow,

which was reduced until power was cut off by rapidly increasing surface

temperatures. Flow was reduced gradually at about 0.2 gpm as burnout

conditions were approached.

Data were taken at several different times during a test to obtain

heat balance information, and the variables were monitored closely as

predicted burnout conditions were reached. Also, several parameters

were continuously recorded. The values of these recorded variables at

burnout conditions and the changes that occurred in the last few seconds

prior to burnout were clearly shown on high-speed recorder tracings.

Typical charts are shown in Section 4.

Data were obtained to indicate loop and test channel flow rate (Fr),

input power and its distribution, coolant temperature (Tin) and pressure

(P. ) at the inlet to the specimen and just downstream of the exit (T
in out

and P ). The coolant temperature was also measured just upstream
Out

from the exit at the rnidspan of the channel (TMP ). All reliable data,

including information obtained for some of the heat balances, are shown

in Tables 3-2 through 3-4 with the exception of bypass flow and power

distribution. Bypass flow was maintained at approximately ten times

the test specimen flow but had no detectable affect on burnout power

levels. Axial power distribution could be represented by a 1.4 peak-

to-average chopped cosine curve in all test data presented. Conse-

quently, these values are not shown in the data compilation.



Since coolant flow and specimen pressure fluctuated considerably

at burnout, the precise value of these variables could not be determined.

The last points tabulated for each test, burnout minus 5 seconds (BO-5S)

for example, were obtained from the recorder tracings just before flow

rate, pressure differentials, and wadl temperatures began to change

drastically. The calculated heat flux (ý max) at the channel mid-length

and the calculated flow from the heat balances (F ) are also tabulated.
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Table 3-1. Test Conditions

(~J

Channel thickness,
in.

0.054

0.054

0.054

0.072

0.072

0.072

0.094

0.094

0.094

Inlet velocity,
fps

34.2

34.2

41.0

41.0

47.5

47.5

Flow rate X 106,
lb/hr-ftz

7.57

7.57

9.08

9.08

10.52

10.52

Flow rate,
gpm_

6.9

6.9

11.2

11.2

17.2
17.2

Estimated burnout
power, kw

266

190

190

430

307

307

660

471

471

Exit pressure,
psig

212

212

212

212

212

21Z



Table 3-2. 0.054-Inch-Channel Data

1;0
Ln

Test

1 HBI
I-HB 2
BO- 5S

2 HB2
BO- 5S

3 HB I
BO-5S

4 HBI
BO- 5S

5 HB I
HB 2
BO- 5S

6 HB1
HB 2
BO- 5S

7 BO- 5S

8 HBI
BO- 5S

T.,
in
F

139
130.3
130

12"1.3
131

122
131

126
126

129.3
125
131

130
132
131

239

127
132

T out',
F

339.6
340.6
373

351.6
374

290.7
299
299
308

304
359
373.5

245
317
373.5

384

340
377

T mp
F

354.3
356
389

365.5
389

309.3
316

310
315.6

326.5
375
388.3

256
335
389

389

354
391

P.Pin'

psia

279
233
281

285
Z8 2

160
139

157
139

280
254
25z

345
355
361

264

269
267

Pout'

psia

225
228
226

229
227

136
85

103
85

226
226
-227

217
227
233

227

229
227

Input
power,

kw

203
212
246

231
251

179
179

180
181

181
181
181

183
296
390

132

193
224

max X 10- 6 ,
Btu/hr-ft2

1.46
1.52
1.78

1.65
1.80

1.28
1.28

1. 29
1.29

1.30
1.30
1.30

1.32
2.12
2.79

0.95

1.38
1.60

F,m
lb/hr

3365
3365
3365

3565
3565

3665
3665

3610
3610

3665
2670
2475

5690
5640
5590

3120

3220
3190

Foalc'

lb/hr

3425
3390
3385

3460
3450
3600
3600

3520
3360
3500
2600
2495

5420
5410
5390

3000

3050
3055



Table 3-3. 0.072-Inch-Channel Data

T in,

Test F

I HB I 118
HB 2 129
HB 3 128
HB 4 128
HB 5 128
BO-2S IZ1

2 HB 1 124
BO- ZS 128

3 HB 1 135
HB 2 132
BO-SS 133

4 HB 1 126.3
HB Z 129
BO-5S 131

5 HB 1 119.6
HB 2 114.3
HB 3 135
BO- 3S 136

6 HB 1 125
HB 2 125
BO-3S 125

7 HB I l9
HB 2 129
HB 3 132
BO-2S 132

8 HB 1 132
HB 2 130.5
HB 3 131.5
BO-2S 131.5

9 HB 1 126.3
HB 2 131
HB 3 129
BO-2S 132

10 HB 1 124.5
BO-ZS 13Z.5

11 HB 1 105
BO-2S 101

12 BO-3S 230

T ut '

F

240
295
323
334
355
357

345
357

306
300
297

293.7
292.3
295

290.3
319.3
345.5
358

329
345
358

288
348
353
359

347.5
351
355
358

295
324.5
356
365

349
368

327
356

375

Tmp,
F

253.5
315.0
346.5
360.0
384.0
386.0

372.5
386.0

327
319
319

315
314
317

312
345
375
392

355
371
390

310
378
384
392

375
382
386
392

315.3
348.3
385
400

377
404

351.5
393

396

Pin. Pout'
psia psia

300 225
301 225
300 224
301 225
305 227
305 227

303 225
305 227

299 226
190 115
161 86

215 140
173 95
162 83.5
*295 224
276 229
271 226
268 227

275 225
269 227
269 227

356 225
357 225
355 223
360 227

353 227
353 227
353 227
352 225

319 252
322 252
323 252
325 252

323 252
323 252

299 227
300 227

298 227

Input
power,

kw

20Z
275.5
332.0
350.0
390.0
396.0

382.5
398.0

285.0
285.0
287.0

285
287
287

287
287
285
286

287
285
286

391
496
501
509

490
501
5C9
511

274.5
325.0
383.0
392.0

379
398

378
437

251

Sx 1o-6, F F0max m calc'
Btu/hr-ftz lb/hr lb/hr

1.45 5680 5640
1.97 5680 5615
2.38 5735 5740
2.51 5680 5720
2.79 5735 5770
2.84 5735 5770

2.74 5755 5820
2.88 5730 5770

2.04 5735 5630
2.04 5880 5735
2.06 5930 5920
2.04 5830 5760
2.06 5980 5950
2.06 5930 5918

2.06 5735 5700
2.06 4745 4725
2.04 4545 4480
2.05 4350 4320

2.06 4745 4745
2.04 4350 4350
2.05 4100 4120

2.80 7810 7840
3.55 7710 7610
3.59 7680 7600
3.64 7660 7515

3.51 7760 7640
3.59 7710 7630
3.64 7710 7640
3.65 7660 7570

1.97 5540 5510
2.33 5680 5660
2.74 5630 5660
2.81 5660 5640

2.71 5730 5670
2.85 5680 5660

2.70 5810 5750
3.13 5730 5760

1.80 5680 5720
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Table 3-4. 0.094-Inch-Channel Data

ST~ T, pn P PInput 41 X10 6  Fin 0out p 1in out' power, max m calc
Test F F F psia psia kw Btu/hr-ft2  lb/hr lb/hr

I HB 1 126 247 259 324 227 302.5 -- 8400 8500
HB Z 128 332 354 325 2Z9 508 -- 8500 8400
BO-2S 130 352 380 323 227 541 3.88 8200 8180

2 HB 1 132 282 295.5 205 101 388 2.78 8610 8760
BO-IM 132 285 299.0 -- 87 388 2.78 8610 8590
BO-5S 132 303 317 186 3? 388 2.78 7580 7660

3 HB 1 129.6 290.7 305.5 209 115 387 2.77 8220 8130
BO- IS 129 300 318 189 95 387 2.77 7"2"5 7650

4 HB 1 131.5 284 296.3 201 95 387 2.77 8615 8590
BO-1S 131 299 317.8 189 83 387 2.77 7720 7800

* 5 HB 1 130.7 346 381.5 287 214 388 2.78 6070 6040
BO- IS 130 356 -- 294 227 388 2.78 5860 5760

6 HB 1 132 314 -- 335 230 388 2.78 7425 7200
HB 2 131.3 329.6 -- 315 226 388 2.78 6710 6590
HB 3 128.3 334 -- 311 227 388 2.78 6165 6355
BO-5S 124 349 -- 279 227 388 2.78 5545 5750

7 HB 1 133 289 315 343 228 387 2.77 8370 8400
HB 2 124 318 350 304 230 387 2.77 6730 6730
HB 3 123.5 338 374 295 230 387 2.77 6140 6070
BO-5S 123 341 384 290 230 387 2.77 5940 5985

8 HB 1 137 340 374 z9z "427 388 2.78 6380 6430
BO-1S 137 344 386 292 227 388 2.78 6240 6130

9 BO-IS 132 294 320 220 110 388 2.78 8120 8100

10 HB 1 136 292 317 215 105 388 2.78 8370 8410
BO-4S 136 297 -324 205 97 388 2.78 A12N s1if• - ---- v mw • V V •v • 8.•rV



4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

4.1. Loop Checkout Operation

Tests were conducted on three 0.054-inch channels and two 0.072-

and 0.094-inch specimens. Two of the 0.054-inch channels and one

0.072-inch specimen were used in loop checkout operation. The investi-

gations conducted to determine the source of data discrepancies and the

changes made to improve loop performance during checkout runs contri-

buted to the interpretation of the burnout results and are described in

this section.

The initial loop checkout operation conducted with an 0.054-inch

specimen revealed that the test channels were expanding during opera-

tion; that there was inadequate cooling capacity in the loop; and that the

Potter flow meter was indicating unrealistic flow variations, probably

due to "power pickup" or electronic noise. The heat balance did not

check, but destructive burnout occurred before sufficient information

had been obtained to define the source of the discrepancies. It is pos-

sible that the calculated flow, approximately 30% higher than the meas-

ured flow rate, was wrong owing to erroneous power input or coolant

temperature information. Also, the flow rate could have been higher

than was indicated by the measurements.

Burnout occurred at an indicated power input of 194 kw. Meas-

ured bulk coolant temperature and pressure at the exit were 310 F and

Z10 psig, respectively, corresponding to 76 F subcooling. Burnout

occurred 35 inches from the inlet, or at a predicted burnout location

(X/L) of 0.73.

Later investigation confirmed that the indicated flow variations

were due to instrument characteristics and that significant flow varia-

tions were not really occurring. The 360-cycle pickup causing these

L. variations was eliminated by placing a coil of magnetic wire, designed

to pick up a voltage of equal magnitude but opposite phase, near the
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Potter meter coil. While this modification made it possible to read

the recorded flow rate more accurately, neither this improvement nor

recalibration of the instrument significantly affected the heat balance.

Results from continued loop checkout operation with a new

0.054-inch specimen installed in the loop indicated that measured exit

coolant temperatures were probably low. This hypothesis was sup-

ported by the fact that the connecting piping between the specimen and

the bypass loop was only about 7 inches long. Since the thermocouple

that was used to measure the exit coolant temperature was located

about mid-length of this pipe, it was near the cold bypass flow. This

proximity could probably cause an erroneous low exit temperature

indication. Rerouting this connecting length so that the thermocouple

was approximately 2 feet from the point where this pipe connected to

the bypass loop significantly improved the heat balance and confirmed

the suspected error.

After installation of additional cooling equipment proved inade-

quate, loop cooling-capacity problems were solved by bleeding off and

discharging up to 75% of the hot test section flow. An equal amount of

cool makeup water was provided downstream of the test section. The

discharge flow was set manually to maintain the test section inlet tem-

perature, and the makeup flow was adjusted to maintain system pres-

sure.

At this stage of testing, coolant flow and temperature measuring

instrumentation had been checked and adequate control on all loop param-

eters had been provided. The test section expansion, though not elimi-

nated, had been minimized by a change in assembly procedures. Flow

calculated from the heat balance, though consistently lower than the

measured flow, was within the 5% limits established as acceptable in

most cases.

Two situations, possibly due to faulty information, were still

unexplained. In the first, data on the 0.054-inch specimen indicated

an axial heat flux shape of 0.5 minimum-to-average and 1.25 maximum-

to-average. While the specimen design could have caused this distribu-

tion rather than the corresponding values of 0.28 and 1.4 that were

desired, power measuring instrumentation were suspected. A check

confirmed that one of the voltmeters was providing erroneous information.
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Tests on an 0.072-inch specimen that had been installed in the loop along

with a new voltmeter showed that the design flux shape was obtained and

that the heat balance improved.

In both tests on the 0.054- and 0.072-inch channels, the coolant

temperature measured downstream from the exit was still 20 to 40 F

subcooled at burnout, and the burnout power was only 85 to 95% of that

required to produce coolant saturation at the exit of the channel. When

perfect mixing of the coolant or uniform coolant temperature across the

width of the channels was assumed, the burnout power corresponded

closely to the power calculated for initiation of local boiling. This infor-

mation, together with the 10 to 20% decrease in flow occurring suddenly

in the last 5 to 10 seconds before burnout, suggested that autocatalytic

vapor binding could be occurring due to local boiling. In other words,

it appeared that frictional resistance increased significantly when local

boiling began. As a result, the flow decreased in the constant pressure

drop system and further increased the local boiling length and frictional

resistance. In turn, the flow decreased further until burnout occurred.

While this phenomenon had been predicted when net boiling was reached,

autocatalytic flow reduction as a result of local boiling was unexpected,

and the results were subject to considerable skepticism.

Since all instrumentation had been checked and the heat balances

confirmed the accuracy of the measurements, it was doubtful t.hat these

results were caused by instrumentation error. The only assumption

made in evaluating the results was that perfect coolant mixing occurred

across the width of the channel. It was realized that this assumption

could be invalid since only 80%/o of the channel cross-sectional area was

heated (ignoring the small amount of heat generated on either side of

the heat generation plates).

To check this assumption, a thermocouple was installed in the pres-

sure tap near the exit of the channel so that the coolant temperature could

be measured at the channel mid-width. If imperfect coolant mixing was

occurring, this t emperature at the mid-width would be higher than the

mixed-mean temperature just downstream from the exit. In addition,

auxiliary tests were scheduled to indicate whether local boiling or net

boiling over some portion of the channel width was causing the observed

flow reduction and subsequent burnout. The results confirmed that

imperfect mixing occurred.
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4. Z. Burnout Results

Calculations were performed using the data in Tables 3-2 through

3-4 and a standard computer code. Input data and calculated results

are summarized in Tables 4-1 through 4-3. Input data were pre-test

average channel dimensions, inlet pressure, coolant flow rate, power,

and power distribution. The results from these calculations provided

information on the predicted burnout location, the heat flux at this loca-

tion, theoretical specimen pressure differential, and fluid and surface

temperature as a function of channel length. An iteration was also made

to determine the minimum ratio of calculated-to-measured power to

either burnout based on 60% of Bernath's equation or bulk boiling, which-

ever occurred first.

Since channel dimensions varied with length and changed some

during testing, the pressure drop calculated by the computer did not

always agree with the differential measured. Consequently, the exit

pressure, which is one of the important parameters in boiling was not

correct in the first calculation (Calc I). In addition, the temperature

rise and coolant temperature calculations were incorrectly based on a

perfect mixing model.

A second calculation (Caic Z) was made to correct these deficien-

cies. Input pressure was adjusted so that the calculated pressure at the

channel exit would correspond to that measured. A coolant temperature

rise multiplier (FAt) was also used so that the coolant temperature cal-

culated at the exit would correspond to the temperature measured at the

mid-width of the channel. This multiplier, which reflects the effect of

only partial lateral mixing of the coolant within the channel, was deter-

mined from the equation:

F =(T -T2 V/(T -TAt mp in out in

The product oi this multiplier and the average temperature rise based

on perfect mixing is believed to represent the true temperature rise in

a track located at the mid-width of the channel. The multiplier and the

adjustment to the inlet pressure are shown in Tables 4-1 through 4-3.

Typical results from tests on the 0.054- and 0.072-inch channels

are shown in Figures 4-1 through 4-6. Two test specimens run to

destruction are shown in Figure 4-7. Figures 4-1 and 4-4 show the
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temperatures as a function of channel length at burnout conditions. The

two coolant temperatures shown by solid lines are temperatures that

would have existed if coolant mixing had been perfect and no thermal

gradients had existed across the channel width, and temperature that

would have existed if no coolant mixing occurred. In other words, tVl.e

exit temperature shown in the first case corresponds to the mixed-mean

value measured downstream from the specimen. In the second case, all

heat input was assumed to be transferred to the coolant in the cross-

sectional area of the channel bounded only by the heat generation plates.

The temperatures shown by the dashed lines represent some mixing of

coolant within the channel and appear to be characteristic of the tem-

peratures in a track located at the mid-width of the channel. This line

shows that the temperature just reached saturation conditions at the

exit, corresponding to those measured at this mid-width location. The

surface temperatures were calculated using the coolant temperatures

shown in the dashed line and either the modified Colburn equation with

a 1.25 safety factor or the Jens and Lottes equation. Figures 4-Z and

4- 5 show the predicted burnout flux when using 60% of the flux calcu-

lated from Bernath's equation, the heat flux calculated using a 1.4 max-

imum to average chopped-cosine axial flux distribution and the power

distribution obtained from measured values. The burnout flux was

calculated using the coolant temperatures represented by the dashed

lines in Figures 4-1 and 4-4.

The recorder charts obtained at burnout conditions in these tests

are reproduced in Figures 4-3 and 4-6. These charts show the coolant

flow rate, temperature at the mid-width of the channel near the exit,

the test section pressure differential, and the specimen outside surface

temperature about 6 inches from the exit. In the test on the 0.054-inch

channel, the mixed-mean coolant temperature was recorded rather than

the channel mid-width temperature. The variation in these quantities

that developed in the last few seconds before power cutoff may also be

observed.

The test results shown in Figures 4-1 through 4-3 were obtained

in a test on an 0.054-inch channel at reduced pressures (Test 3, Table

4-1). Power was set at 179 kw corresponding to a maximum heat flux of
1.28 X 106 Btu/hr-ftZ. Flow was established at 7.2 gpm corresponding
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to a velocity of 35 fps, and inlet pressure was' reduced gradually from

300 psig. When exit pressure had been reduced to 73 psig, approxi-

mately 15 seconds before power cutoff, flow began to decrease grad-

ually. Flow decreased to 6.9 gpm I second before burnout; exit pres-

sure was 70 psig" the mixed-mean coolant temperature measured down-

stream from the exit was 299 F; and the temperature measured at the

channel mid-width was at saturation conditions or 316 F. Within the

next 0.8 second, flow decreased 29% to 4.9 gpm without further reduc-

tion in pressure and then increased to 8.6 gpm in the next 0.4 second.

After power cutoff, pressure decreased again to 6.0 gpm before recov-

ering to the pre-burnout level. Even though approximately a 10-to-i

bypass flow was maintained, test section pressure differentials varied

simultaneously with the change in flow rate, as shown in Figure 4-3.

The test results shown in Figures 4-4 through 4-6 (Test I, Table

4-Z) were obtained in a test on an 0.0 7 2-inch-nominal channel, and

burnout was approached by increasing power. Flow was set at 15.5 gpm,

which produced a velocity of 54 fps in the 0.076-inch channel. System

pressure was established so that the test section exit pressure was

212 psig. Power input: which had been raised in increments of about

5 kw, was increased to 505 kw about 2 minutes before burnout. Approx-

imately 1 minute later, a power increase to 509 kw was initiated. Twelve

seconds after completing this change, the flow decreased sharply, and

the increasing outside surface temperature activated the burnout

detectors. Before the last power increase the coolant mixed-mean

temperature downstream from the exit was 356 F, and the coolant was

388 F or 4 F subcooled at the channel midspan near the exit. The mid-

span temperature peaked at about 395 F during the flow reduction from

16.0 to 10.0 gpm.

The transient behavior described above and shown in Figures 4-3

and 4-6 is typical of the results obtained in all tests including those on

the 0.094-inch channel. In all tests, including the two in which power

input was continued until the specimen melted, steady state conditions

were re-established only once. In the one case, flow recovered from

the initial dip and stabilized for about 3 seconds before flow variations

reoccurred and initiated power cutoff.
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As may be observed in both Figures 4-1 and 4-4, the coolant

temperature measured at the channel midspan just reached saturation

conditions, even though pressures in the two tests were different by

more than 100 psi. This situation occurred in every test on these

smaller channels, inc~uding one test that was run at 230 F inlet tem-

perature; therefore, heat flux required to produce saturation was only

half that existing in the test described previously.

Apparently, heat flux is not the governing criteria in this case.

As indicated by initial calculations, autocatalytic vapor binding occurs

when coolant saturation is reached at the exit of the channel. However,

burnout in the one test on the small channel that was continued to destruc-

tion occurred at the predicted burnout location. It is believed that bulk

boiling at the exit reduced flow due to the increasing resistance offered

by two phase flow, which in turn, increased the boiling length and fur-

ther reduced flow. The process continued until the lower velocity and

higher coolant temperature, together with the heat flux existing at the

normal burnout location, produced burnout.

While coolant saturation is apparently necessary at the exit of the

channel to produce autocatalytic vapor binding, the flow reduction or insta-

bility can occ:,r when a portion of the coolant in the channel cross-sectional

area is still subcooled. In other words, bulk boiling across the entire

channel width is not required to initiate the flow reductions. For example,

in the tests on the 0.054- and 0.072-inch channels described, autocatalytic

vapor binding occurred at a power level equal to 91 and 87%, respectively,

to heat all of the coolant flowing to saturation. In general, the limiting

power level ranged between 90 and 96% of the saturation power level in

the 0.054-inch channels and 85 to 92% in the 0.072-inch channels.

Obviously, these results indicate that perfect coolant mixing could

not have occurred across the channel width. On the other hand, if no

mixing had occurred, 80 to 82% of the coolant that was flowing in the

heated perimeter portion of the channel would have received the heat

and reached saturation, while the coolant on either side of the heat gen-

eration, plates remained at inlet temperature. Although design calcu-

lations indicated that some heat would be generated in the tube on either

side of these plates (5% maximum), the results still indicate that some

lateral coolant mixing did occur.
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Since burnout was initiated by autocatalytic vapor binding, the

heat flux itself is of little significance. However, for comparative

purposes, the heat flux that caused the flow reductions and subsequent

burnout was 25 and 51%, respectively, of the burnout flux calculated

by Bernath's equation. In general, the ratio of the limiting heat flux

at the predicted burnout location and the burnout flux calculated by

Bernath's equation varied from 0.22 to 0.46 in the 0.054-inch channel

and from 0.36 to 0.54 in the 0.072-inch channel.

Figures 4-8 through 4-10 (Test 1, Table 4-3) show results

obtained in a test on the 0.094-inch channel. In this test, power was

increased while all other variables were held constant. Figure 4-8

shows that the coolant temperature did not reach saturation at the exit

even at the channel midspan. Burnout occurred while the coolant at

the channel midspan was still subcooled in all tests on the 0.094-inch

channel except those in which pressure was treated as the variable and

reduced to approach burnout. In this test, the midspan temperature was

380 or 12 F subcooled and the mixed-mean coolant temperature meas-

ured downstream from the exit was 357. or 40 F subcooled. The sub-

cooling ranged between 10 to 15 F in all these tests except at low pres-

sure. In most of the tests at reduced pressures. coolant saturation

was reached at the channel midspan before power cutoff occurred.

Figure 4-9 shows that the actual heat flux curve and the line

representing 60% of the burnout heat flux calculated by Bernath's equa-

tion are essentially tangent at an X/L (ratio of distance from inlet to

total channel length) of 0.7. The heat flux in all tests on this specimen

ranged between 57 and 60% of the flux predicted by Bernath's equation

regardless of whether coolant saturation was reached or not. Again,

however, the temperatures repreaented by the dashed line in Figure 4-7,

corresponding to the channel midspan values,. was used in Bernath's

equation. If mixed-mean coolant temperatures are substituted into

Bernath's equation, the predicted burnout flux.increases so that the

actual flux in the tests is only 54 to 56% of the value obtained from the

equation.

Figure 4-10 shows the recorder chart obtained in this test. (Note

that the flow reduction pattern in this subcooled burnout test is similar

to the pattern obtained when cooled saturation occurred.) The flow
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recovered immediately after burnout to a value slightly above that of

the pre-burnout level. While not observed in tests on the smaller

channels, this recovery characteristic was evident in most tests on

the 0.094-inch channel. The effect is more pronounced in Figure 4-11

(Test 10, Table 4-3), which is included to show the flow reduction

pattern obtained at higher recorder speeds. Furthermore, the flow

recovered to the higher value even though specimen pressure differen-

tial decreased slightly. This recovery together with the fact that flow

rate decreased suddenly while the fluid was still subcooled indicates

that local boiling might initiate an autocatalytic effect in these larger

channels; however, this could be a typical characteristic that occurs

at all burnout conditions rather than only at local boiling conditions.

4-9



Table 4-1. 0.0 54-Inch-Channel Calculations

Tin. Tut. %. P.U..
Test F F pals p&ia

Test I

Calc I I29 372.8 231 198.7
129 380.4 ?81 .198.6

Calc 2 IZ9 388.2 308 225.6
129 391.2 308 225.6

Test 2

Calc a 130 373.8 282 196.5
130 379.5 282 196.5

Cale 2 130 388 312 226.4
130 391.5 312 226.4

Test 3

Calc 1 130 298.5 139 46.3
130 280 139 46.3

Calc Z 130 316.3 178 85.3

Test 4

Calc I U2S 307.5 139 58.3
125 292 139 58.2

Calc 2 125 317.3 166 85.3

Teat s

Caic 1 130 373.8 252 206.5
130 383.6 252 206.4

Cale 2 130 387.6 272 226.4
130 391.5 272 226.4

Test 6

Calc 1 130 372.8 361 159
230 362.3 361 159.3

Calc 2 130 387.t 435 232.8
130 393.9 435 232.7

Test 7

Caic 2 238 384 264 ZOO
238 381 264 199.8

Calc 2 238 389 291 226.7
238 39L.6 291 226.7

Test 8

Calc I 231 377 267 199.5
131 380.8 267 199.5

Calc 2 131 390.4 294 226.4

Predicted burn. Actual 4 at predicted
out location. burnout location X 10-6.

X/L Btu/hr-ft'

@max X 10o JFcalc OBO (Bernath)(44

Btulhr-ft' lb/hr Fop -At 410 (Actual)

0.70
0.70

0.70
0.75

0.75

0.75

0.70
0.70

0.75
0.75

0.6S
0.65

0.75

0.70

I.S01.52

2.53
I.$3

1.41

0.99

1.00

1.11
1.13

Z.16
2.22

0.87
0.08

1.26

1.37

1.76
2.82

1.76
1.78

1.80
1.84

1.80
2.82

1.28
1.14

2.28

1.29
1.18

1.29

1.30
1.3S

1.30
1.32

2.79
2.67

2.79
2.86

0.95
0.93

0.955
0.96

1.60

1.63

1.60

3335 1.000 1.000
3385 1.033 1.000

3385 1.000 1.066
3385 1.012 1.066

3450 1.000 2.000

3450 1.024 1.000

3450 1.000 1.061
3450 1.014 1.061

3600 1.000 1.000
3600 0.889 1.000

3600 i.t-m 1.108

3350 2.000 1.000
3350 0.914 1.000

3350 1.000 L.055

2495 1.000 1.000
2495 1.042 I.000

2495 1.000 1.059
2495 1.016 2,059

5390 !.OO0 2.000
5390 0.955 1.000

5390 1.000 1.0(4
5390 1.026 1.064

3000 2.000 1.000
3000 0.979 1.000

3000 1.000 1.036
3000 1.019 1.036

3055 1.000 1.000

3055 1.017 1.000

3055 1.000 1.058

3.33
3.6

3.35

3.24

4.05

3.72

3.42
3.31

3.37
3.28

4.75
4.60

3.25

3.30

(&)BO = buruout.
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Table 4-2. 0.072-Inch-Channel Calculations

Predicted burn. Actual 0 at predicted
Tin., out. Pin, Pout, out location, burnout location X 10.6

Test F F ps a psia X/L Btu/hr-ft,

Test I

max ()-IF B0 (Bernath)(aý
Btulhr-ftl lb/Lr op - BO (Actual)

Calc 1 127 363.8 305 226.9
127 391.7 305 226.9

Calc 2 128 386.0 305 226.9

Test 3

Cale I 133 297 166 79.5
133 311 166 79.5

Calc 2 133 318.1 172.5 86
1J2.6 316.3 172.5 86

Test 4

Calc I 130
130

Calc 2 130

Test 5

294.5 162 75.6
308.1 162 76.0

316.1 170 84.0

Calc I 135 357.7 268 221.5
135 389.6 Z68 221.5

Calc 2 135 391.4 273.5 227

Test 6

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.70

0.70

0.70

0.75

0.75
0.75

2.47
2.19

1.53

1.75

1.75

1.75

2.82

2.17
2.20

Calc I 124
124

Calc 2 124

Test 7

Cale I 131
131

Calc 2 131

Test 9

Calc 1 131
131

Calc 2 131
13.

Test 10

357.7 262 219.5
388.9 262 219.5

391.2 269.5 227.0

358.7 357 220
389.0 357 219.6

391.3 364 226.6

364.8 323 244.7
398.3 323 244.5

398.2 330.3 251.8
400.8 330.3 251.8

2.84 5620 1.000 1.000
3.19 5620 1.124 1.000

2.84 5620 1.000 1.123

2.06 5935 1.000 !.000
2.24 5935 1.014 1.000

2.06 5935 1.000 1.135
1.98 5935 0.990 1.135

2.06 5918 1.000 1.000
2.23 5918 1.084 1.000
2.06 5918 1.000 1.134

2.05 4320 1.000 1.000
2.36 4320 1.150 1.000

2.05 4320 1.000 1.158

2.05 4120 1.000 1.000
2.33 4120 1.139 1.000

2.05 4120 1.000 1.150

3.64 7515 1.000 1.000
4.15 7515 1.139 1.000
3.64 751S 1.000 1.150

2.81 5640 1.000 J.000
3.24 5640 1.151 1.000
2.81 5640 1.000 1.150
2.84 5640 1.010 1.150

2.85 5620 1M000 1.000
3.23 5620 1.131 1.000

2.85 5620 1.000 1.148

3.13 5760 1.000 1.000
3.54 5760 1.131 1.000

3.13 5760 1.000 1.145

1.73
1.95

2.20

2.40

2.33

2.13

2.08

1.96

2.03
1.95

1.95

1.87

2.82

Calc I 131 368.8 323 245
131 398.4 323 244.9

Calc 2 L31 402.2 330 251.8

Test II

Calc 1 100
100

Calc 2 100

Test 12

355.7 299 216.6

387.7 299 216.5

391.1 309.4 226.9 2.4Z

1.47

Calc 1 229.3 374.8 302 221.7
229.3 389.7 302 221.6

Calc 2 229.3 398.0 307.3 226.8
229.3 391.7 307.3 226.9 0.70

1.80
1.99

1.80
1.73

5720 1.000 1.000
5720 1.106 1.000

5720 1.000 1.165
5720 0.961 1.165

(a).o = burnout.
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Table 4-3. 0.094-Inch- Channel Calculations

i., out., n. out.Test F F psia pias

Test 1
Cale 1 129 352 323 229

129 362.3 323 228.8

Cale 2 129 378.6 321 226.7
129 376 323 226.7

Test 2

Cale 1 131 303.5 178 96
131 314.5 178 96.1

Cale 2 131 316.2 164 82.1
131 31Z.2 164 82.1

Test 3

Cale 1 128 299.5 189 106.4
128 319.4 189 106.4

Cale Z 128 318.3 178 95.4
128 323.3 178 95.4

Test 4

Calc 1 130 300.5 189 105.5
130 319.6 189 105.5

Cale 2 130 308.4 166 82.5
130 310.6 166 82.5

Test

Cale I 129 355.7 294 246.6
129 373.0 294 246.6

Test6

Cale 1 123 348.7 279 231
123 366.7 Z79 231

Calc 1 122.5 340.6 Z90 238.8

122.5 364.9 290 238.8

Test 8

Cale 1 136 343.7 292 235.7
136 371 292 235.7

Test 9

Cale 1 32 293.5 213 119.7
132 326.7 213 119.6

Toot 10

Cale 1 135 296.5 222 128.8
135 331.7 222 IZ.8

Predicted burn- Actual 4 at predicted
out location, burnout location X 10-1,

X/L Btu/hr-ftl

0max 10"6. F acBO (Bernath)(A)

Btuihr-ftl lb/hr Fop FAt 0B (Actual)

0.70
0.70

0.70
0.70

0.75
0.75

0.7s
0.75

0.75
0.75

0.65
0.65

3.31
3.47

3.31
3.27

2.15
2.10

2.15
2.20.

2.15

2.17

2.55
2.75

3.88 A1ls0 1.000 1.000
3.91 8180 1.049 1.000

3.88 8180 1.000 1.126
3.83 8180 0.989 1.1Z6

2.78 7620 1.000 1.000
2.96 7620 1.065 1.000

2.78 7620 1.000 1.075
2.72 7620 0.978 1.075

2.77 7650 1.000 1.000
3.10 7650 1.119 1.000

2.77 7650 1.000 1.3 12
2.84 7650 1.027 1.112

2.77 7690 1.000 1.000
3.09 7690 1.115 1.000

2.77 7690 1.000 1.047
2.81 7690 1.013 1.047

2.78 5760 1.000 1.000
3.00 5760 1.080 1.000

2.78 5750 1.000 1.000
3.01 5750 1.083 1.000

2.77 5985 1.000 1.000
3.09 5985 1.115 1.000

2.78 6290 1.000 1.000
3.16 6290 1.136 1.000

2.78 8350 1.000 1.000
3.37 8150 1.210 1.000

2.78 8150 1.000 1.000
3.40 8150 1.224 .OQO

1.83
1.68

1.63
1.68

1.59
1.68

1.76
1.66

1.71
1.66

1.92
1.69

(a)BO burnout.
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Figure 4-I. Burnout Test Results - Temperature Vs X/L
(Test 3, 0.054-Inch Channel)
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Figure 4- 2. Burnout Test Results - Heat Flux Vs X/L
(Test 3, 0.054-Inch Channel)
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Figure 4-3. Burnout Test Recorder Chart
(Test 3, 0,054-Inch Channel)
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Figure 4-4. Burnout Test Results - Temperature Vs X/L
(Test 1, 0.072-Inch Channel)
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Figure 4-5. Burnout Test Results - Heat Flux Vs X/L
(Test 1, 0.07Z-Inch Channel)
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Figure 4-7. 'Destructive Burnout Results - Test Specimen
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Figure 4-8. Burnout Test Results - Temperature Vs X/L
(Test 1, 0.094-Inch Channel)
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Figure 4- 9. Burnout Test Results - Heat Flux Vs X/L
(Test 1, 0.094-Inch Channel)
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Figure 4-10. Burnout Test Recorder Chart
(Test 1, 0.094-Inch Channel)
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Figure 4- 11. Burnout Test Recorder Chart
(Test 10, 0.094-Inch Channel)
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5. CONCLUSIONS

f

Data on both the 0.054- and 0.072-inch-nominal channels indicated

that burnout was initiated by autocatalytic vapor binding or flow insta-

bility when coolant saturation was reached at the exit of the channel.

This was the limiting criteria in all tests ranging in pressures from

80 to 250 psia, mass velocities from 5.5 X 106 to 12.5 X 106 lb/hr-ftz,

and maximum heat flux from 0.95 X 106 to 2.83 X 106 Btu/hr-ft2 . While

burnout was preceded by a large flow reduction, the burnout location

in the two specimens run to destruction was about two thirds of the

channel length from the inlet as predicted by Bernath's equation.

L. The data also indicated that imperfect coolant mixing occurred

and that bulk boiling across the entire channel width was not required

I to initiate the flow reductions. Burnout in the 0.094-inch channel was

limited to about'60% of the value predicted by Bernath's equation either

by bulk boiling at the exit in the pressure reduction tests or by sub-

cooled burnout in the normal and reduced flow tests. The subcooled

burnout may have been initiatedI prematurely by autocatalytic vapor

binding due to local boiling.

I-

U.

I

L

L

L5-1
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,,RASFR RM•M FOR THE ADVANCED-TEST RCOR

By

E. D, Waters

1 0 IDITROUCTION

The Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) is a water-cooled high-power-density

test reactor being constructed at the Idaho National Reactor Testing

Station. Phillips Petroleum Company will be responsible to the Atomic

Energy Commission for the operation of the reactor.

In the course of their hazards analysis for establishing operating

limits and for satisfying AEC licensing procedures, Phillips Petroleum

found it desirable to have boiling burnout heat flux data which would be

directly applicable to coolant conditions of the ATR. Existing data for

rectangular channels were principally for high pressures, and the use of

existing burnout correlations required the extrapolation beyond the

original test conditions. The empirical nature and the obvious disagree-

ment of some of the burnout correlations indicated that extrapolation to

new conditions would be unsatisfactory.

An agreement was established between Phillips Petroleum Company and

Hanford Laboratories* whereby the latter would perform heat transfer tests

*On January U., 1965, Hanford Laboratories (with General Electric': as op rating
-contractor) becametPacific Northwest Laboratory (with Battelle Memorial -
Institute as operating contractor).
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with electrically heated models of ATR fuel element channels at conditions

expected in the reactor. The principal objectives of these tests were to

obtain data which defined the allowable heat fluxes for ATR coolant pas-

sages and to determine whether localized film boiling or hydraulic insta-

bility would be the cause of the limiting heat flux conditions. The

results of these laboratory tests are reported here.

2.0 LARY A) CONOuSZONS

Heat transfer experiments were conducted with electrically heated test

sections which were full scale models of a typical coola:-t channel of the

Advanced Test Reactor (ATR). The test section coolant channel was 2.03 in.

wide by 0.070 in. thick by 49.5 in. long. A steady state heat conduction

analysis of an ATR fuel channel was used to determine the proper size and

shape of the resistance heater bars to produce heat flux distribution

typical of the reactor fuel elements. A chopped cosine axial heat flux

pattern was used in both test sections, and in one test section a lateral

flux peaking factor of 1.36 peak/average was also used.

A hydraulic analysis was made for the ATR core with many parallel flow

channels (Section 3.2). The analysis showed that if the hydraulic demand

(pressure drop vs. flow) curves for any coolant cbannel exhibited minima

(near boiling) which were greater than the constant core pressure drop,

then flow instability would occur in that channel and lead to boiling

burnout conditions. Experiments were then performed to verify this

analysis.

Experiments were first conducted to determine hydraulic demand (AP

vs. flow) curves at constant power input rates to the coolant.- Coolant
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velocities from about 1.5 to 5 ft/sec and 25 to 55 ft/sec were used to

simulate reactor shutdown conditions and normal reactor operating condi-

tions., respectively. The pressure dc.op along the test section was recorded

as the flow rate was decreased in smll steps by a control valve while

power input was held constant. Flow reductions were continued until the

channel pressure drop reached a minimum and increased appreciably due to

boiling and two-phase flow conditions. Typical data are shivin in

Figures 21 and 25.

The experimental apparatus was then arranged to simulate reactor

operation with a constant head supplied to the test section. The power

input was taen increased slowly until flow instability occurred and

initiated film boiling conditions. The transient conditions during flow

instability were recorded on high speed recorders.

The test results show that hydraulic Instability, not boiling burnout,

will be the limiting factor for the ATR. With enforced stable flow, boil-

ing burnout conditions were not encountered in any of the experiments even

though bulk boiling was allowed and even though peak heat fluxes up to

4.0 million Btu/hr-sq ft were reached.

From the test results, it was concluded that lateral coolant mixing

is quite small. Coolant temperature differences of at least 25*F existed

within the uniform lateral heat flux test section and coolant temperature

differences as high as lO0F were measured within the nonuniform lateral

flux test section at the discharge end.

The data further show that the minima in the hydraulic demand curves -

the flow instability condition for AR2 - do not correspond with initiation



of local boiling, but rather correspond with beginning of bulk boiling in

the high coolant entbalpy region of the flow channel.

With a knowledge of the test section lateral heat flux pattern, the

data were used to develop a means of calculating the flow instability

conditions for a coolant channel. The calculational procedure was compared

with hydraulic instability data from independent tests and found to compare

well (see Section 6.0).

The prediction of instability conditions depends on a knowledge of the

perimetrical heat flux pattern for a coolant channel and on a knowledge of

the flow rate through the channel at the available head. An inaccuracy in

either of these parameters will affect the accuracy of the predictions.

The uniform lateral flux test section was destroyed by a power surge

(heat flux about 107 Btu/hr-sq ft) because of a power supply control

malfunction. The nonuniform lateral flux test section sustained no damage

during the experiments, even during the three flow instability burnout

Lransients at peak beat fluxes of 3.5 million Btu/hr-sq ft.

3.0 SnMLIFILE ATR CHAAL CA TERISTICS

3.1 Heat Transfer Analysis

The ATR is designed for plate-type fuel elements. Each fuel

element is an assembly of aluminum-clad curved plates which form a

45-degree sector of a right circular cylindery as shown in Figure 1.

The radii of curvation of the plates ranges from about 2-1/2 to

5-1/2 in. The plates are 49-1/2 in. long and enclose water channels

that vary in width from about 1-1/2 to 3-3/4 in. The nominal water

channel thickness is O.078 -in. Enriched U3 08 powder in an aluminum

matrix is the "meat" of each fuel plate. It extends along the center
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48 in. of length and extends across the plate width to a minimum of

0.050-in, from the support plates on each aide of the fuel assembly.

The reactor flux distribution will result in a chopped cosine axial

heat generation distribution in the meat with a peak-to-average ratio

of 1.4 to 1.

It is quite impractical to simulate a complete ATR fuel element

assembly for heat transfer tests using electrical resistance heating.

Therefore, one coolant channel between two fuel plates was selected

-s a typical "unit cell" of the fuel assembly. Test section design

was further simplified by assuming that the fuel plates were flat

rather than curved. The resultant simplified typical ATR coolant

passage would be as shown in Figure 2.

In this figure, each fuel plate is shown as only 1/2 of its

total thickness. Hence, each external fuel plate surface of the unit

cell in Figure 2 would represent an adiabatic surface in a. fuel

element assembly.

A heat flow analysis was made to determine the peripheral heat

flux and temperature distribution for a unit-cell coolant passage.

Some investigators have shown that equal heat flux around the periph-

ery of a rectangular coolant passage of high aspect ratio (i.e.,

large width-to-thickness ratio) will result in preferential burnout

at the corners or edges of the coolant passage.(1) Other investiga-

tors indicate that an edge heat flux of 20 percent of the center heat

(1) S. Levy, R. A. Fuller, R. 0. Niemi. *Heat Transfer to Water in Thin
Rectanduar Channels," AM Journal of Heat Transfer, pp 129-143,
bbty, 1959.
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flux does not allow preferential corner burnout.(2) Since the thresh-

old of preferential corner burnout heat flux is not known, it is

important to match the heat flux distribution of the experimental test

section with that of the AMR coolant passage as closely as possible.

The details of the heat flow analysis, the liquid film heat

transfer coefficients, and the material thermal properties are

presented in Appendix A-i, while the principal results of the analysis

are presented below.

Case I -- Uniform heat generation in the fuel; noninsulated support

plate.

The simplest case is when the neutron flux produces a uniform

volumetric heat generation in all parts of the fuel plate meat. Some

nuclear (gamma) heating also occurs in the aluminum cladding and the

0.187-in. thick support plates. The gamma heating was assumed to be

5 percent of the total reactor power. Using reactor core parameters

supplied by Phillips personnel, the unit volume heating rate in the

aluminum support plates and cladding was calculated to be 1.32 percent

of the unit volume heat generation rate in the fuel neat.

The liquid film heat transfer coefficient will be lower in the

corners and along the edges of a coolant passage as discussed in

Appendix A-1. Using an average heat transfer coefficient along the

edges equal to about 4/10 of that in the center region of the fuel

plate surface and assuming good contact between the fuel cladding and

the support plates (i.e., h - 10,000 Btu/hr-sq ft-*F), the steady

(2) Discussion of Levy's paper by Green and LeTourneau. ASHE Journal of Heat
Transfer, p 141, M)y, 1959.
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state lateral heat conduction pattern of the unit cell was calculated.

A typical heat flux pattern is shown in Figure 3.

From the calculations, it was found that the relative tempera-

tures of the ooolant between the fuel plates and the coolant which is

exterior to the side support plates greatly affected the edge heat

flux. For example, when the fuel plate coolant is 180OF above the

support plate coolant, heat will be removed from the fuel plate cool-

ant at the channel edges at a rate of -36 percent of the fuel plate

center heat flux. However, if the two coolant streams are at equal

temperatures, the edge heat flux to the fuel plate coolant will be

about +21 percent of the fuel plate center heat flux.

Figure 4 shows the edge heat flux as a function of the relative

temperatures of the coolant streams. Since the total heat input to

the ATR support plate coolant streams is relatively low, a large

temperature difference will exist over much of the fuel length.

Negative heat fluxes at the chennel edge will be common in the ATR.

Case II.-- Uniform heat generation in the fuel with insulated spacer.

At certain locations along each fuel assembly, the fuel support

plates are made thicker to serve as bumpers or spacers between

adjacent fuel assemblies. The heat flux patterns for the coolant

channel at spacer locations were analyzed as Case II. This was the

same as Case Ip except that it was made for a 0.223-in. thick support

plate and all heat generated in the support plate was transferred to

the fuel plate coolant channel rather than partially to the coolant

flow between a4jacent support plates. This condition represents a
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region where a spacer fits tightly against the support plate of the

adjacent fuel assembly.

The heat flux distribution for Case II is shown in Figure 5. The

edge heat flux becomes 44 percent of the center channel heat flux.

This is considerably higher than the edge heat flux for regions away

from spaders. Since the threshold heat flux for edge burnout is not

known, it might be desirable to reduce the edge heat flux at spacer

locations. This could be done easily by providing longitudinal slots

in the spacers. A small amount of coolant flow through a spacer would

reduce the main coolant channel edge heat flux appreciably.

Case 1,I -- Variable heat generation across fuel-plate width.

Figure 2 would be representative of a unit-cell fuel and coolant

channel of the inner regions of a fuel assembly. However, the coolant

channel between fuel plates 18 and 19 (and fuel plates 1 and 2) would

have a thicker fuel plate on one side (No. 1 or No. 19). Also, flux

distortion in the ATR can cause the volumetric heat generation in the

meat to vary across the width of the fuel plates as well as from one

plate to another. The greatest distortion will occur near the outer

radius of a fuel assembly. Physics calculations performed by Phillips

personnel have resulted in a power distribution across a coolant

channel as shown in Figure 6, where the two different curves are for

fuel plates 18 and 19 as sides of the coolant passage.

For the heat flux pattern analysis of Case III, the unit cell

shown in Figure 2 was modified to account for the thicker cladding of

fuel plate 19 (0.040-in. cladding for plate 19 vs. 0.015-in. cladding
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for plate 18). The width of the coolant channel was increased to

3.78 in. Then, the heat generation rate was varied from node to node

in the fuel meat region of the calculational grid to m=ke a stepped

approximation to the power distribution curves of Figure 6. The

volumetric heat generation rate for the aluminum was set at 0.-95

percent of the unit volume heating in the meat at the left edge of

plate 19. (When the peak heat flux on plate 19 is about 2.25 x 106

Btu/hr-sq ft, the gamn heating rates of Cases I and III are equal. )

The heat transfer coefficients for Case III were the same as those

used in Cases I and II. The support plate thickness was 0.187-in.

and heat flow was allowed to the support plate coolant stream.

The results of the analysis for Case III are shown in Figure 7.

It was found that the heat flux pattern at the surface of the fuel

plate does not differ appreciably from the heat generation pattern

in the fuel meat except for distances from the channel edge less than

10 percent of the coolant channel width. These differences near the

channel edge result from heat conduction through the side support

plates. One must note that if there was poor contact and a large

thermal resistance between the fuel plate and the side support plate,

then the rapid drop off in heat flux shown in Figure 7 near the edge

of the channel would not occur. and the heat flux pattern would be

essentially the same as the heat generation pattern.

The edge heat fluxes for the Case nI unit cell were all negative

denoting that heat was transferred from the fuel plate coolant stream

to the support plate coolant stream through the channel edge•.. `The

edge heat fluxes were about -10 percent of the peak heat flux for

fuel plate 19.
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The results of the above analyses were used in the design of the

electrically heated test sections to assure a suitable heat flux

distribution around the periphery of the coolant channel.

3.2 Hydraulics

Each inadividuýl coolant passage or unit cell of the ATR core

originates in the upper plenum and terminates in the lower •lenum of

the reactor vessel (i.e., flow vertically down). With this parallel

flow arrangement, any change in the hydraulic resistance of one or

even a few of the 800 coolant channels of the reactor would have

negligible effect on the total reactor flow or upon the plenum-to-

plenum pressure drop. Thus, any individual coolant channel operates

at a constant pressure drop, i.e., a pressure drop which is unaffected

by any changes such as boiling within the channel. The hydraulic

supply and demand curves of such a system can be represented as

Figure &-a.

The "supply" curve represents the plenum-to-plenum pressure drop

supplied to tbe coolant channel by the reactor pumps and associated

piping at a given flow rate. The "demand" curve represents the pres-

sure drop required (demanded).by the coolant channel to force a given

flow rate through the channel. The intersection of the supply and

demand curves shows the operating point for that combined supply-

demand system.

The system represented in Figure 8-a can be referred to as a "soft"

system, meaning that a change in hydraulic resistance produces a large

change in the coolant channel flow rate. In contrast, a "stiff"
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hydraulic system would be represented by Figure 8-b, wherein it is

seen that a given change in hydraulic resistance (demand) causes less

change in the flow rate than for the soft system. The difference

between the soft and the stiff systems is due to the different supply

curve characteristics.

Figures 8-a and 8-b apply for single-phase coolant (adiabatic or

nonboiling) flow passages. But the difference between soft and stiff

systems is even more important for flow passages in which boiling

occurs. This is illustrated in Figures 8-c and 8-d. In these figures,

the dashed curves represent hydraulic demand curves (AP vs. flow rate)

which will be obtained if the power input P to the coolant is held

constant while the flow rate through the test section is decreased in

small steps. Such curves are obtained experimentally by using a very

stiff supply curve; this is achieved by using a high head pump and

throttling upstream of the test section. The points labeled FB then

correspond to film boiling (burnout) conditions as approached by flow

reduction at constant power. Curves like these have been determined

at Battelle-Northwest for several different test section geometries

and coolant conditions in years past.

For the soft system, point I corresponds to a point of flow

instability which would result in a self-induced flow reduction to
point M (beyond burnout). The same power input with a stiff system

would result in stable operation (point S) at a flow rate much

greater than that at which burnout would occur.
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From figures such as these, it is apparent that a soft system

would result in flow instability and "apparent burnout" at a power

level, P2. which is less than that, P4., which results in stable film

boiling burnout with a stiff hydraulic system. It follows that deter-

mination of limiting heat fluxes or limiting channel power inputs for

the ATH should be done with a soft system to duplicate ATR conditions

of constant pressure drop across the reactor core.

If flow rate vs. test section pressure drop data are obtained

with a stiff hydraulic system for a series of different power inputs,

as represented by curves P1 , P2, P3, and P4 of Figure 8, it should be

possible to predict the apparent burnout (flow instability) power

level for the same test section with known soft system hydraulic

characteristics. This approach was used in the present experiments.

Hydraulic-demand curve data were obtained using a stiff hydraulic

supply and the data used to predict the flow instability burnout

conditions for a soft system. The predictions were then verified by

operation with a soft system.

The following hydraulic conditions were specified as typical to

ATR during normal operation:

Plenum-to-plenum AP 100 psi or 60 psi

Inlet temperature 1306F

Inlet plenum pressures 300 psig or 350 psig

With these fluid conditions and the unit cell coolant passage

shown in Figure 2, the mass velocities in the coolant channel can be

calculated to be about 9.7 x 106 and TA x 106 lb/hr-sq ft for the
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100-psi and 60-psi AP cases, respectively. These flow rates corre-

spond to bulk velocities of about 44 and 34 ft/sec, respectively.

These flow rates were used in a standard Nuusselt relation for calcula-

tion of the bulk heat transfer coefficients used in the heat transfer

calculatiozis discussed previously.

.0 1ALý ELUIPXW4 AMI PWR0Cý)U

4.1 Test Section

The test sections were designed to simulate as nearly as practical

the heat flow and fluid flow characteristics of the AMR unit cell cool-

ant passage described previously and shown in Figure 2. The uniform

lateral heat flux pattern and the nonuniform lateral flux pattern were

both simulated with 0.070-in. thick coolant passage test sections.

In simulating an ATR unit cell, there are three important opera-

tional characteristics which the test section must provide:

1) Proper internal dimensions and shape

2) Proper lonsitudinal heat flux distribution

3) Proper laterdl heat flux distribution.

To meet these requirements, the test sections consisted

essentially of a stainless steel coolant duct with 70-30 Cu-Ni heater

bars bonded to each of the wide sides of the duct. This is shown in

Figure 9.

The test section components were assembled by first vacuum braz-

ing a 2.5-in. wide rectangular Cu-Ni bar to a 0.010-in. thick stain-

less steel sheet. The Cu-Ni was than machined to the proper width

and profile. Twvo such prefabricated channel sides were then.welded
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together, with small U-channels formed from O.OlA)-in. stainless steel

serving as intermediate pieces to form the channe-l edges. The

intricate welds were made on each tip of each U-rhannel along the

full length of the test section. It was considered desirable• to use

these U-channels as the coolant passage edges because this would

simulate the reentrant corners which exist in the ATR fuel assemblies

when fuel plates are rolled into the side support plates.

The desired longitudinal heat flux distribution was attained by

varying the thickness .of the Cu-Ni heater bars along their length.

The longitudinal profile of the heater bars was cut on a planer using

a hydraulically controlled Tru-Trace curve follower attachment and a

carefully made model as the Tru-Trace pattern. The profile was a

smooth curve and not a stepped profile. The calculations for the

determination of the Cu-Ni heater bar thickness included the effects

of the stainless steel coolant duct on resistance heating rates at

various axial positions. The axial heat flux profile was measured

during the tests; the results will be discussed in Section 5,5.

The method of analysis and the resultant lateral heat flux

distribution for the ATR unit cell are discussed in Section 3.1. It

was attempted to make the lateral heat flux distribution of the test

sections correspond to that of the unit cell., This was done by

selection of the height of the U-channel edges, and selection of the

transverse distance from the inside edge of the c00olant channel to

the outer edge of the Cu-Ni heater bar. The resultant lateral

profile for the uniform test section is shown in Figure 9 and the
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table which accompanies the figure. As shown in the table, one side

of the test section was made 5 to 7 percent thicker than the other.

This was done to make a preferential burnout location; the majority

of the surface thermocouples were on the thiaker side. The lateral

heat flux distribution in the test sections could not be measured,

but calculated lateral distributions are shown in Figure 10 for the

case of the uniform lateral heat flux test section. The relative

heat flux from the edges of the test section coolant channel varied

somewhat with axial position because of the combination of constant

width edge strip and varying thickness Cu-Ni heater bar. The values

for edge heat flux at various axial positions are as follows:

Edge Heat Flux Relative
to Channel Midwidth Flux

0 inches from end 3.1%

6 inches from end 5.7T

10 inches from end 8.1%

24 inches from end i1.8%

One will notice slightly different heat flux patterns on and

near the edges of the coolant channel for the test section and for

the ATR unit cell. (Compare Figures 3 and 10.) In particular, the

heat flux on the edges of the test section seems too high. However,

these different heat flux patterns were dictated by the differences

in the thermal conductivity and the geometry external to the coolant

channel.

The basis of th.e test section design was that the ratio of the

coolant enthalpy rise in the edge region to the enthalpy rise in the
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central region of the flow channel be the sam for the test section

and the unit cell. An overall height of 0.050-in. was selected for

the U-channel edge pieces and the setback of the Cu-Ni heaters from

the coolant channel edge (O.06I4-in) was calculated, to result in the

proper enthalpy rise ratio. The enthalpy ratios are listed below for

the unit cell and the test section and compared with the ratio for a

coolant channel which has a uniform heat flux around the entire

periphery.

Ah in edge region
Ratio, .bh in central reaion

Configuration 0.070-in. wide renion O.140-In. wide retion

ATR Unit Cell 0.48 0.69

0.070-in. Channel Uni-
form Test Section

at 24 in. from end o.46 0.74
at 10 in. from end 0.36 0.70
at 6'in. from end 0.31 0.67
at 0 in. from end 0.24 0.64

Uniform Peripheral
Heat Flux 1.84 1.40

Although the enthalpy rise ratio for the present test section

varies slightly along the length, the average value would be quite

close to that for the unit cell.

It was concluded that even though the edge heat flux of the

present test section was higher than might be desired, premature edge

burnouts would not occur when the fluid enthalpy in the edge region

was of the proper magnitude. If ede heat fluxes of this relative

zmgnitude are sufficient to cause edge burnout, then burnout would
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surely occur at locations of support plate bumpers. The analysis

presented in Section 3.1, Case II, showed that edge heat flux at

bumper locations would be about 43 percent of the channel average

heat flux.

The enthalpy rise ratio for a uniform peripheral flux is very

large, as shown in the above tabulation, and reaches a value of

about 2.8 if one considers a 0.035-in, wide region. High values of

local enthalpy probably caused the edge burnouts at low heat fluxes

reported by Levy, et al.(3) for a test section with uniform peripheral

heat flux.

One test section of the O.070-in, thickness was used to simulate'

the situation of nonuniform heat generation across the fuel width.

For this case, the heat generation distribution for the fuel element

was specified by Phillips Petroleum Company as shown in Figure 6.

Thernmal analysis of opposing nonuniform fuel plates resulted in the

lateral heat flux distribution shown in Figure 7.

Since the test section coolant channel was only 2.0 in. wide,

whereas the fuel element coolant channel involving fuel plates 18

and 19 was specified as 3.78 in. wide, the entire lateral heat flux

pattern was not simulated with the nonuniform test section. Instead,

only the portions of the heat flux distribution curves across about

50 percent of the channel width were to be approximated with the test

section.

The test section was machined with a lateral taper as shown in

Figure 11. The taper angle varied with axial position on the test

(3) Levy, et al., op.cit.
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section in order that the lateral flux distribution be the same along

the entire test section length. Small secondary cuts on the left-hand

edge of the Cu-Ni heater bar provided the flattening in the heat flux

profile which was desired to match the lateral flux profile of the

nonuniform unit cell. The calculated lateral heat flux profile for

the nonuniform test section is shown in Figure 12 and is seen to match

the desired profile (Figure 7) quite closely. Edge heat fluxes for

the nonuniform test section were a maximum about 15 percent of the

peak heat flux at any channel cross section.

The test section coolant channel terminated at each end by

sudden transition to a 2-in. diameter plenum. In these plenums, pres-

sure and temperature measurements were made of the inlet or outlet

coolant conditions. In addition, test section pressure taps were

provided in the rectangular coolant channel at a distance of 1/4-ino

from either end., The plenums were made of copper and were silver

soldered to the test section proper. Copper tubing attached to the

plenums was used to conduct the electric current to the test section.

These details are shown in Figure 13.

During final assembly of each test section, the heater assembly

was carefully positioned within a support box assembly. This assem-

bly was designed to prevent expansion (of the thickness) of the cool-

ant channel from internal hydrostatic pressure, but at the same time,

to allow axial movement of the heater backup plates on roller bearings

and prevent axial buckling due to thermal expansion. Figures 14 and

15 show some of the details of this support box assembly.
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Since the rectangular channel alone would be unable to support

even small internal pressures without expanding, the support box

proývded the principal control of channel thickness. Careful measure-

ment of each component within the support box allowed selection of

fine shims necessary to produce the desired O.070-in, thickness.

Channel thickness was measured along the full length of the test

section using a variable reluctance gauging device prior to installL.

tion of the test section in the test loop.

Results of these measurements will be presented in Section 5.6.

In general, it was found that the test section dimensions were quite

stable through the constant-power experiments.

The temperature of the outer surface of the Cu-Ni heater bars

of the test sections was monitored during the experiments by thermo-

couples inserted through holes in the backup plates and support box

assembly. The thermocouples were each held against the heater bars

by a coiled spring fitted around the thermocouple sheath. The

springs provided a pressure force of two to three pounds on each

thermocouple. Preliminary tests were conducted to compare the

temperature response of these thermocouples with thermocouples whose

sheath was welded to the heater surface. It was found that. a pressure

contact sheathed thermocouple would respond to a temperature transient

as well or better than a welded contact sheathed thermocouple if the

sheath tip is coated with silver solder and then ground flat to give

a good contact surface.

The location of the surface thermocouples is shown in Figure 15-

Not all of these thermocouple locatiohs were monitored at all times.
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The sheaths of the heater surface thermocouples were used as

special voltage taps during the constant power experiments. Deter-

mination of the voltage drop for various lengths along the test

section allowed determination of the power distribution as plotted

in Figure 17.

Special thermocouples were positioned at the downstream end of

the coolant channel to measure the coolsam temperature variation

across the width of the channel. One thermocouple was held at the

center of the channel. A second thermocouple was at 0.70 in. from

the center and a third thermocouple was opposite from center at

0.90 in. The thermocouples (0.0 60-in. OD sheathed type) extended

into the channel 1/4 in. and were parallel to the coolant path. The

thermocouple holder is shown in Figure 16. Indexing pins allowed

accurate positioning of the thermocouples.

4.2 LOOD Description

A schematic diagram of the low-pressure heat-transfer apparatus

at Hanford is shown in Figure 18 as it was arranged for the ATR

tests. Deaeratsdp deionized water was recirculated through the loop

by a l4-stage centrifugal pump. A steam-water preheater and a water-

cooled after-cooler allowed temperature regulation of the

recirculating water.

Pressures were measured in the 2-in. diameter plenums upstream

End downstream of the test section as well as at pressure taps Just

insid- of the rectangular channels as discussed previously. These

pressures were read on Heise precision gages* The test section
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differential pressure was measured on a gauge and also recorded

continuously as the output from a differential pressure transducer.

The pressure in the inlet or outlet plenum was used as a reference

for control of the system pressure. Sistem pressure regulation was

achieved by a continuous injection-and-bleed system using a small

centrifugal pump for injecting water into the loop.

Power was supplied to the test section from the 50-volt,

22.000-ampere dc generators. Power input was determined from current

and voltage drop measurements. This power input was compared with

calculated coolant enthalpy rise using temperature-flow data whenever

practical as a check on the temperatures, flow rate, and voltage-

current measurements. Beat balances generally fell within *3 percent

after corrections for heat losses determined by isothermal runs.

Loop and test section flow rates were measured by turbine-type

flowmeters. Test section flow rate was continuously monitored on a

strip chart recorder while loop flow rate was read periodically from

an indicator.

The coolant temperatures and test section temperatures were

read on various indicating or strip chart recording instruments.

The strip chart instruments were used primarily for the test section

surface temperatures which were used as burnout monitors. In addition,

many of the temperatures (also test section flow rate, pressure drop,

voltage drop, and electrical current) were read out periodically on

the ADA (Automatic Data Acquisition) equipment of the laboratory.

Basically, this equipment functions as signal voltage-to-frequency
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conversion, pulse count for fixed time interval, and conversion of

count to digital output as typewriter printout and/or punched paper

tape for computer processing. This equipment eliminates much of the

need for hand recording of data during operation.

-3 LooP lieau s

The characteristics of a soft hydraulic supply curve for the

test section were discussed in Section 3.2. To achieve such a supply

curve, one needs either (1) a near-constant head pump with little

pressure .1rop in piping external to the test section, or (2) a very

large flow in parallel with the test section. The latter arrangement

was used in the present tests while simulating ATR constant pressure-

drop conltions.

The bypass loop, as shown in Figure 18, was designed to handle

a flow rate of about 200 gpm while the test section flow was 20 gpm.

This bypass arrangement, when considered with the pump and valves

characteristics, results in the test section supply curves shown in

Figure 19. Curves A and B depend., of course, on the amount of

throttling which is done by the bypass valve and the upstream and

downstream throttling valves. But, once these valves are set, the

test section supply curve is then fixed.

Curves A and B of Figure 19 were determined experimentally prior

to installation of the test section by insertion of a valve and

connecting piping in place of the test section. Closing this valve'

.in sml- steps simulated a change in test section resistance and

allowed the data points on Curves A and B to be obtained. While the
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test section supply curves obtained in the experiments are not

perfectly flat (i.e., not. constant head as those in Figures 8-a and

8-c), it can be shown that the slight change In pressure drop with

test section flow would have negligible effect on the flow instability

results.

.1. Test Procedures

The heat transfer experiments with each test section were

divided into two different types (1) constant-power experiments, and

(2) constant-head experiments.

The constant-power experiments were run with the bypass valve

completely closed. This provided a stiff hbldraulic system typified

in Figures 8-b and 8-d. Flow was established through the test section

at a relatively high rate. The inlet temperature was then established

and controlled at 130OF and the test section outlet pressure was con-

trolled at the appropriate value. depending on the combination of

inlet pressure and normal AP which was used as the basis of the run.

The test section power input was then established. The experimental

runs then oonsisted of recording steady-state data of flow rates,

pressures, and temperatures as the flow rate was reduced in small

steps by closing the upstream throttle valve of Figure 18. The flow

decrease increments were continued until a definite minimum point

bad been obtained in the flow rate vs. teit section AP (demand) curve.

Flow vas then increased to restore.original conditions and a new run

was made.
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The constant-head experiments were made with the bypass valve

open and the bypass flow rate about 10 times the test section flow

rate. This provided a soft hydraulic system. After establishing the

loop coolant temperature at 1300F, the bypass valve was adjusted to

establish the desired test section pressure drop. Final adjustments

were then made to control the test section outlet pressure at the

desired value. Eleotrical power was then applied to the test section.

The run consisted of increasing the power input in small steps and

recording the steady-state data after each power step. Test section

surface teumer•tures., pressure drops and flow rate were recorded

continuously. The power steps were continued until flow instability

burnout indications were obtained from the test section flow rate

and surface temeratures. The power input was then reduced rapidly

and new conditions were established for the next run.

5.0 MST nuUIMS AMD

5.1 Uniform lsteral Heat Flux Test Section

The first tests were conducted with the uniform lateral flux

test section. The test results are tabulated as Appendix B-1. The

principal characteristics of the data are shown in Figures 20

through 23. A discussion of the data follows.

Data were obtained first at low flow rates and low power inputs

which approximate steady state conditions following a reactor shut-

down. Hydraulic demand curves were determined at three different

outlet plenum pressures - 25 psig, 150 psLg, and 350 psi1 - using the

procedure of Section 4.1. The results of these experiments are shown
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in Figures 20, 21, and 22. In all cases, the point of minimum pres-

sure drop was very sharp and distinct. The pressure drop increased

rapidly with flow rate reductions beyond the minimum of the curve.

Figures 21 and 22, with the higher outlet pressures of 150 and

350 psig, show a noticeable and appreciable deviation of the AP data

from a straight line isothermal curve as the flow rate is reduced

toward that flow which corresponds to the curve minimum. This devia-

tion can be attributed to the decreasing fluid density within the

test section at reduced flow rates and correspondingly higher outlet

temperatures. For example, the differential pressure measured from

plenum to plenum is calculated to increase by about 0.10 psi as the

outlet temperature increases from 130eF to saturation temperature

(4366F) at 350 psig. Since this change in AP due to density effects

would occur in the reactor as well as in the test section, no adjust-

ment of data for this effect was made. For a plenum pressure of

25 psig, the density change is less and the 6P change should be

maximum of only about 0.03 psi.

Hydraulic demand curves were then determined with a stiff

hydraulic system at higher flow rates and power input rates typical

of reactor operation. These data are shown as the 4T2-kw and T02-kw

curves of Figure 23. Again, the pressure drop increased rapidly with

flow rate reductions beyond the minima of the curves, although at the

higher power level the point of minimum pressure drop was not very

distinct. This will be discussed later. During neither of these

runs were any indications found of temperature or flow rate

instability or film boiling conditions.
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The final run series with the uniform lateral flux test section

was a constant-head hydraulic instability run. The original plan was

to hold a AP of 100 psi and increase power input until instability

occurred, as outlixLed in Section 4.1. However, a do breaker failure

occurred on one motor-generator set at a power level of 725 kw. It

was then decided to hold the power level constant and decrease the AP

in small steps until instability occurred. A rapid power reduction

prevented damage to the test section after instability occurred. The

resultant data are plotted as the 725-kw curve on Figure 23.

All data obtained with the uniform lateral flux test section

support the hypothesis of Section 3.2 that operation with a constant

head system will result in hydraulic instability when the minimum of

the hydraulic demand curve falls above the constant (or near constant)

head supply curve. Then the important thing to investigate Is the

characteristics of demand curve minima. These characteristics will

be discussed in Section 5.3 following presentation of the data for

the nonuniform lateral flux test section.

5.2 Nonuniform Lateral Heat Flux Test Section

The test results for the nonuniform lateral flux test section

are tabulated as Appendix B-2 and the data are plotted mainly in

Figures 24 and 25.

Data were first obtained at low flow rates and low power levels.

One hydraulic demand curve was obtained at 26 psig and one at 350 psig

outlet plenum pressure. The number of runs at low flow conditions was

intentionally limited to avoid risk of test section damage before

obtaining data at high power levels.
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The low power data are shown on Figure 24. Again, the point of

minimum pressure drop is very sharp and distinct. The effect of

variable density is apparent, especially for the curve for 350 psig

back pressure.

Hydraulic demand curves were then obtained with a stiff supply

system at high power input rates. These data are shown on Figure 25.

They were all obtained with an outlet plenum pressure of 240 psig.

The curves show a distinct minimum for the low power case, but the

minima are rounded for the higher power levels. No indications of

temperature or flow rate instabilities or film boiling conditions were

found during any of these runs even though the peak local heat flux

was about 4.0 x 106 Btu/hr-sq ft at the highest power level.

The final series with the nonuniform lateral flux test section

were constant-head instability runs and were conducted according to

the procedure of Section 4.1. Transient recordings of the power, flow

rate, pressures and temperatures were made for each run - a typical

recording is shown as Figure 26. This recording was made on a six-

channel Offner recorder. The pen synchronization was not adjusted

carefully and my be off by 1/2 sec. This recording was not intended

to show precise sequence of events, but was used principally to detect

the initiation of instability conditions.

The flow rate, power input, and pressure drop across the test

section before instability occurred are presented on Figure 27 for the

nonuniform test section, as well as for the one instability run with

the uniform lateral flux test section. This fiture shows very
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definitely that the nonuniform lateral heat flux test section requires

considerably higher flow rates (and pressure drops) to prevent

instability at a given power level than the uniform flux test section.

The data show that hydraulc instability will occur before f ilm boil-

ing conditions are initiated at the pressure drops currently of

interest in the ATR, even with nonuniform lateral heat flux conditions.

One instability experiment was conducted to determine the effect

of inlet water temperature on allowable power level. Runs 335 and 342

in Table B-2 show this comparison. It vas found, that the power level

at instability was directly proportional to the bulk entbalpy rise for

the sam flow rate. Thus, the effect of inlet water temperature

changes on allowable power levels can be calculated directly.

5.3 Charscteristics of LIMMUlic Demand Curve Minima

As discussed in Section 3.2, hydaulic instability with a nearly

constant head system is associated with the intersection (or lack of

intersection) of the supply curve with a minimum in the bydradlic

demand. curve. It naturally follows that prediction of Instability

conditions depends on a knowledge of the characteristics of the demand

curve minima.

A specific characteristic would be exhibited if tli minima

correspond. to bulk boiling at the coolant channel outlet.

5.3.1 Uniform lateral l.ux Test Section

Table 5.3.1 presents data and calculations concerning the

hydraulic demand curve minim for the uniform lateral heat flux

test section. The flow rates at the curve minim were first



TABLE 5.3.1

CHARACTERISTICS OF.DKAEWD CURVE MINM - UNFORN TEST SECTION

A rzuxaate Run Number
141 lli9 156

349
Outlet Pressure psig 2!

Saturation Temperature OF 2f

Power Input kv 3)

Flow at Demand Curve
minim gym .91

Flow Calculated foý BuUl
Saturation gm 0.

aulei •Ratio 1.

Calculated Hot .egion Ah
Ratio (see Section 8.1) '

Calcul.ated Hot Stripe bb
Ratio

Bulk Outlet Temperature-F LE

T

.4

24.5

266

20.5

24.5

266

27.0

166 173 150

150 150 350

366 366 436

36.2 51.4 37.5

.191

350

8.36

68.3

204

402

172

215~

103

702

240

402

725

18.7

Line No.
1

2

3

41

i -1-U 1.48 1-13 1.61 0.87 1.61 12.2 17.9 5

6

S

1.01 1.35 1.-o i.48 0.82

1.13 1.1o 1.o9 1.o9 1.o6

1.51 11.6 17.1 17.6

1.07 1.05 1.05 1.06

1.054 4 8

1.08

;7 270 267 319 349 42. 431 395 395 387

390

9

10

11Hot Region Temperature OF 269 269 269 353 361 427 42T .399 399

*Hydraulic Instability Run



ATTACHMENT 9

A THEORY OF LOCAL-BOILING BURNOUT AND
ITS APPLICATION TO EXISTING DATA

I-

I.

I-

V

I

Louis Bernath
.. A theory of local-boiling burnout is presented based on an analogy between
the microconvective processes in local boiling and the conventional approach
4 turbulent diffusion processes. This theory describes, in a plausible manner,
tile physical significance of the mathematical relationships evolved in an em-
picical method of prediction of the burnout heat flux for water with local boiling
ovir a wioe range of experimental conditions The prediction method is gen-
efalized to liquids other than water. Available data are assembled and dis-
cussed, and the results of the prediction method are-ompare with experimental
Vatues.

7"E BURNOUT'PROCESS.

)uri-ng local boiling, heat is transfered from the
heated surface through the boiling film (9) into the sub-

cooled bulk coolant. The boiling film is characterized by
vigorous mixing of.the two phases; the vapor in the form
of bubbles leaves the surface and flows counter to dis-
crete streams of subcooled liquid that partially quench
the bubbles (while flowing toward the surface) and im-
plný".e on the surface in the wakes of the departing bub-
ates. The thickness of this boiling filim isa- function of
the. physical properties of the coolant, the heat flux, and
the velocity and subcooling of the coolant and determines
the wall superheatj.or excess of temperature of the sur-
face above the saturation temperature of the coolant.
Westwater (52) has found that at heat fluxes up .to ap-
proximately 80% of the maximum (burnout), the frequency
of 'bubble evolution.(per unit area) and the mean bubble
-diameter are both very nearly constant at atmospheric
pressure. With he. tIluxes approaching-the maximum,
both bubble frequency and diameter increase rapidly, re-
sulting in the formation of patches of vapor on the sur-
face. At the maximum heat flux, bubbles and. vapor
patches coalesce on the surface to form disrontirnuous
vapor films which migrate over-the surface, departing as
clusters of bubbles or large single bubbles, after which
newv patches of vapor •pidly form. Burnout occurs when
a large vapor patch adheres to a region of the surface;
the heat generated in that region cannot be completely
conducted away through the vapor film and through the
metal and so is stored in the metal, raising its tempera-
ture rapidly. If the surface temperature corresponding to
the resumption of steady state heat flow exceeds the
melting point of the surface metal, the heated member
fails structurally and it is said to have "burned out."

In local boiling two counteracting processes combine

E. 1. du Pont de Neraours and Company, Inc., Wilmington,
Delaware.

ta determine, the relationship betweem surface and bulk
coolant temperatures and. the heat flux-viz., te, process
of vapor. g!C1erUato at the surface, (conttrolWedby the ki-.
netics of heterogeneous-hase formation):and -the process
of bubble, quenching and turbulent. mixing.(controlled by
the thermal and momentum diffusion propeities of the
coolant). At the burnout conditioni. however, only. the
quenching-mixing process pertains, since-the surface is
essentially isolated from the coolant: by the vapor barrier.
Thus, only the forces acting fom the liquid phase to dis-
rzupt the continuity of the vapor layer on the surface. re-
quire definition in order to describe the burnout-condi-
t tion, which occurs only-when thequenching-mixing proc-
ess can no longer penetrate to the heated surface.

CURRENT THEORIES UNODERLYING METHODS OF
PREDICTION OF BURNOUT:HEAT FLUX

Quantitative studies of bubblelhistories. durin•"local
boiling ,were made by Kreiht",'Smmefieid, and Gunther
(1). :These pioneer worke showied"a hatless than:.5%, of
the heat transferred from a surface is, carried as latent
heat in the vapor bubbles; the primary path of heat trans.
port is via the heating of the streams of coolant that im-
pinge directly on the surface. They described the agi-
tated appearance of the coolant near the heated surface
as microconvective mixing, or turbulence.

All theories of the burnout mechanism underlying the
existing methods of correlation are based on this turbu-
lent-mixing. process in local boiling and on the sequence
of events described above in the onset of the burnout
phenomenon. Chang's theory (2) is based upon the pos-
tulation of wave motion in the heated film and has been
applied to nonboiling, as well as nucleate and film boil-
Lig heat transfer. The wave motion introduces turbulence
into the heated film; "the heat flow can be considered,
similar to that of convection, as an equivalent conduction
process through the gross boundary film and the absorp-

95
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tion of heat by bubbles has negligible effect on the tem-

perature distribution across this film." The driving force

utilized by Chang for all modes of heat transfer, includ-

ing that at the burnout point, is the difference between

the surface and bulk coolant temperatures.
Zuber's theory (3) is an attempt to derive, via piirely

theoretical considerations, a description of the transition

boiling regime, which is bounded by the peak nucleate.

and minimum film boiling heat fluxes. The equations de-:

rived by Zuber correspond very closely to those by .

Kutateladze (4) and- Borishanski (5), both of which weie

derived semniempirically on the assumption that as the

peak nucleate boiling heat flux is approached, the. two

phases--vapo and liquid-coexist in a relatively well.

definedi ma nnerw : Theý theor y of Robsenow.(6),is based on
ail anlysis of bubble frequenciesd and populationothe.-
surfacesat the point of coaiescets.b.f othbubbles, i'.e.
-when the heated surface is completely covered by vapor;..
it ap-plies only to piool-hoilirg- phenoaema. This theory
has been adjusted by Griffith C7).toincorporate the in-:
fluence of hthenial gradients at the heated surface, uti-
lizing postulatedb bble lifetimes and bubble growth ve-
locities. ,Elbas theory (8) is an extension of the Col-
burn forced-convection analysis. It incorporates the"

measured maximum riof bubbles as well as the mdeas-

ured bubble growth- velocities in computing Reynolds and

Nusselt numbets :to determine the burnout film heat trans-

fer coefficient. Ellion makes use of the over-all driving

force to obtain theburnout heat flux.

TURBULENT MIXING THEORY OF LOCAL-BOIL-
ING BURNOUT.

The theory presented here is based o•n the :follwingý.

-,onicept: at the heat flux corresponding to the incipient
burnout cordition* the coolant adjacent to the heated.

surface is highly turbulent and, despite the presece.of
babbles and clusters of bubbles, the two phases are so

well mixed that the coolant in this region may be con-

sideed homiogeneous. Therefore, the transport of heat

normal to the heated surface may be viewed as a conduc-
tion process, in whi the conductance of the tu bulent

1ch~e =. 'krA)o( bB [

two-phase aiyer adjacent to the surface is given by the

ratio (kpteAX) of the effective thermal conductivity and

the thic s ofthe layer, while the driving force is

taken as the difference in temperature between the heated

surface and the bulkecoo lant This relationship ma be

written in the form conventionally used for heat-conduc-
tion problems:

('2/A) 8 0  (k.ef f/1X)B 0 (T,, - Tb)Bo (1

Since neither k,, nor AX can be readily measured- or
computed, the conductance of the boiling layer at in-
cipient burnout can be written as a film coeff icient, as is

*just prior to the adherence to the surface of the coalescing
clusters of bubbles and patches of vapor.

customary in describing convective heat transfer. Thus

(Q/A)B 0 = % 0 (T.- Tb)B0 (2)

in which:h 8 0 corresponds to the maximum or limiting film
coefficient the magnitude of which cannot be exceeded in
the local boiling regime of heat transfer, Equation (2)

....coincides both with the. expression obtained empirically
...:in an earlierestudy (10)-of burnout and with: that de-

-. ermined by Ellion (8) in an experimental study of burn-..
;,out phe-nomena.

It. :is.t interesting and perhaps suiurpisaing to note that al-
though local boiling heat transfer cannot readily be
correlated by means. of a film coe.ficient, the. upper.

bo ary •'o the local boiling regiate, viz.e, the peak or'
burnout heat flux,. is readily peodicted by. such: A o• .6
efficient- Ftsheo eoition-oeffbbblent closely.
re.embles the convective filmý '.Ireasince it is:r e
tound to be independent of both heft fluxmgand temper tuem
drivinh force.

Considerations of :bubble dynamics and turbulent.mix-
iJng in the- boiling regiontprovide ahysical explanation
for the sxis e ofa limiting film coefficiento.ed Retcalling
the observations of Westwater cited earlier, with increas-
ing heat flux appro.achingthe. burnout .conditiong both. the
diameter and the frequency of evolution aof bubbles from
the heated surfacetincrease rapidly.in , Ictreasinog-li friquncy
of bubble evolution should- increase the intensdityk of agi-
tationin the boiling film tending tioi increaie, the film uc-
efficient, whereas increasing the diameter of the bubbles.
wshould increase the thickness of the boiling film and
hinder the influx of coolant todthe saurface tenditg to
diminish the film coefficient. These two counteracting
influences cause the film coefficient to-tend toga maxi-
mum value, an orderlycreduction oi wich h ctannfot occur
(iito the region of transition bo in beyond the ,
peak heat flux, the bubbles (of relatively large diameter)
coalesce at -the heated surface to form a continuous, ad-
'herent blanket of vaor d.

Justificationfor. the use of thepyoverall temperature
driving force arises not only from the analogy between
the. turbulent mixing burnout process and convective heat
transfer, but also,,from the fact that in all regimes of heat
transfer, excepting: local boiling, the over-all driving:
force is required. In -the. local :boiling regimie,ý the studies
reported by Begell and Bernath (9) reveal that neither the
wa l l ,oeat. Th, - Trs , nor the: subcooling, Te -

Tbs is adequate to describe accurately the. heat transfer
process, but that a complex combination of the two is4 re-
quired.

The analogy, between thý turbulenta-mixing burnout
process and convective (nonboiling) heat transfer le 'ads
to the expectation that the limiting film coefficient, h...,
is a function of 'fluid properties, coolant velocity1 and~
hydraulic diameter. Since the physical properties of
water vary considerably with pressure-, one would expect

hBo to vary with pressure. As is shown in a later Sec-
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tion, the fluid properties (that are required to permit
•generalization of the burnout prediction method to cool-
ants other than water) combine in such a way that the re-
sultant group is a rather weak function of pressure over a
very wide range (0 to 2,000 lb./sq. in.). It must be ac-
knowledged, however, that the possibility exists that a
part. -of the pressure dependence of ha0 may have been
incorporated into the driving-force term through the lack
of reliable wall-temperature data at high pressures. (See
Section on Correlation of Burnout Data, Original Method.)
Although this possibility exists, the accuracy of predic-
tion of local-boiling burnout with coolants,other than
water illustrates that the pressure-dependence of-the
fluid.properties is adequately described. However, until
accurate experimental values of wall tempeaturesat..
Vurnout for water at high pressures becoe- available,
'this possibili~ty cannot be, rigorously, denie&

Since signif•cant heat fluxesa=r-s,4 dwhenthete
is. no imposed coolant velocity, it is to be e d tlihat
•"aatural" velocities exist in the, coola: as a.. case--
quence of thede0pfrtur of b from the beted suit
face (as was found in the data analyzed by Begeli and
Bemath) arid hence, that-hbo may be composed of sev-.
eral te#rs reflecting the additive effect of free stream ve-
locity oin the "natural" bubble velocities. Indeed, h•
Is foundr to be composed of two terms only one of Which'
contains the free stream velocity. The term containing
the fre•estream velocity represents the shearing action of
the s•la~t stream, Which thins the boiling film and en-
hanceA the penetration of coolant to the surface. In this
term, tfierefore, it is to be expected that the hydraulic
diameter will be fourd in the denominator since a de-
creaase ifinthe hydraulic diameter corresponds to an in-
crease in the steepness of the velocity gradient at the
boundary.

If,: as% has been postulated above, the other teim de-
scribes the dyrnamic behhavior of the bubbles, it'should be
expected that the hydraulic diameter will be: found in the
numerator, since in large coolant passages bub]bl:tra-
jectories will be unhindered by the. piesence of the un-
heated boundary, whereas a "blocking" effect on bubble
motion is to be expected for narrow channels. Logic also
co.mpells the consideration that the relative size of the
surface being heated be reflected by this term in hb o;
the nominal hydraulic 1diameter of a coolant channel
heated from one surface is identical with that of a chan--
nel with both boundaries heated. However, bubbles
leaving two surfaces facing each other will encounter
hindrance of motion and quenching when the coolant
channel is narrow. This is an extension of the "block-
ing" effect mentioned above. Consequently, it is to be
expected that the term in h o that describes the natural
behavior of the bubbles should contain an expression of
the ratio of the hydraulic-to-heated diameters. This is
exactly the form obtained in the correlation of burnout
data.

CORRELATION OF DATA AND PREDICTION OF.
BURNOUT HEAT FLUX

SELECTION OF DATA FOR CORRELATION

Publshed data of the heat flux at burnout with local
boiling were examined for internal consistency and re-
producibility. The data of investigators experimenting
in the same range of the variables were compared with -
each other to establish the reliability of experimental
techniques. Where possible, the procedure of the experi-
menters was analyzed and their analysis of errors was
reviewed. This selection of 'data was employed to per-
mit only the most carefully obtained'data to determine the
constants, of the correlating equations.,

In general even the most careful experbiental tech-o.
nique yielded data oainin some scatter, weer the

degrlee ofscaterofthdaaaifoserbyrm
data source to data so e. • -a forwide'scatter in
the data inclide

1"premature, burneuts du to the.
()us'e ofaburnioutdeteor era untreiable'

(b) use of very thin-alled heaters to permit attain-
ment of high heat fluxes with low current Input

(c) use of a.c. heating with tW invaled, heaters:
(d) too rapid an incmrase of power applied to thei

heater
(e) attainmentof: flow instability in the apparatus

(if not in test section) without proper recognition
of the phenomenon.

2. high experimental burnout heat fluxes due to the
(a) vibration of the heater (causes shedding of vapor

patches from the heater:surface)
(b) attainment of bulk boilingwith Sufficientnet

steam to cause acceleration ofthe coolant
stroeam -

(c) experimental'arrangerneitt in which the combina-
tion of massive power leads nd'sfhort test sec-
tions introduces large he abconduc'tion errors'

3. in the:case'of flat-stiip heaterisi:i-
(a) the eiidges of thin strips arie'more effective in

dissipating heat than the faces.
(6) heaters with 'clamped' edges can rIa coiieant to

the back (insulated) face resulting in ""high'
heat fluxes, or the insulator (mastic. or adhesive)
can ooze over the edges of the heater strip
causing hot spots and "premature" or low burn-
out heat fluxes

CORRELATION OF BURNOUT DATA

Original Method (10) -

Only data on the burnout of heater elements in water
were reported in the literature prior to 1954. A number of
correlations of the data for specific geometric configu-
rationsl1had been presented, but there existed no theory
to explain the burnout process. In addition, the correla-
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tions available then were based on the parameters cool-

ant velocity, subcooling, and in some cases the system

pressure. In general they were of such mathematical

form that the heat flux at burnout decreased to zero if

either the coolant velocity or subcooling went to zero, in-
direct contradiction to the known facts.

The method of correlating burnout data adopted here
was based on the parameters coolant velocity, tempera-

ture, and pressure and, the geometrical variables,of hy-
draulic and heated diameters of the test Sections. It was

assumed that the driving force for heat transfer at the

peak nucleate heat flux is the dv~r-l temperature dif-

ference betwees the heater surface and bulk coolant.:

This assumption wa~s based on theq following observa!-
tions: (1). the ovier-all AT correlate Conboiin hea
trai.s5!r 44a'., (Z) the over-l,.A Pomrae fi ab&ln.
data, (3) the wal sueheat and subveoling are bpth rei-
quired to describe local boiling heat trinsfer; and (4)e
petrimental1 evidence reveaisr smooth rnitosbewe
the various modes of heat transfer... Thus data were re-

quiired from experiments in which heater surface tem-
peratures had been measured together with the other

variables. Only the.data of McAdamp (11.) and -of Colum-
bin University (12) were suitable from this.. standpoint.

The Columbia date are preferred because the use of
aluminum as the heater material permits the attainment
of high heat fluxes with Very modest temperature drop

through the heater wall•(30 to 5 0 C.); •the crrsponding
temperature. drop through a stainless steel heater wall of

the same. thickness would be 400 to 60C." Since. most

experimenters used materials of relatively low thermal
conductivity, only the Columbia data can be relied upon

for accurate measurements of surface temperature.
Accordingly,,values.of h8 0 .see Equon (2)1 were

evaluated from the Colombia data. When these values of

ha0:were plotted againt coolnut yelocity, the data of
each. geometric configuration were.found to lie on a..

straight line of the form liDO A + BV; the intercept, A,
and the. slope, B, Wpre found to be. functions of the hy-

draulic and heated diameters of the annulus test sec-

tions. McAdams's data yielded a similar equation. By.

cross-plotting of values of A and B against D/LD, and

D., respectively, the following expression was found to

fit the data closely:

h Bo =5,710 (D./D)X'6 +48V/D°0.6 (3)

Equations (2) and (3) were then applied to the calcula-

tion of the surface temperature at burnout for the data

from U.C.L.A. (13).and A.N.L. (14). Thus

T1Bo = Tb + (QIA)ol0 /ho 0  (2a)

These values of T. were required to extend the range

of the correlation to pressures beyond the - 100 lb./ sq.

in. abs. limit of the Columbia and McAdams data. Al-

though burnout experiments had been performed at pres-

sures up to 3,000 lb./sW.ci_.abs., wall-temperature meas-

urements were not reported. By plotting the values of

T from the Columbia data together with those de-wa O

rived from the U.C.L.A. and A.N.L. data against pres-

sure, the following expression was derived:

Tw2° fi577 In P : --4
D.,,. \e -P+15/ 4

(4)

in which the last term represents a small correction found

necessary to account for the thinning of the boiling .film

under the ialuence of free-stream velocity. Since the

correlation was developed primarily for use at the Savan-

nah"RiV PPltant (and the qiatrefoil geometry employed

there),6"th orrection :term foundto fit. the Columbia data

most acuaeywsof the formý V/4 (e- Since--
nearly all burnout experiments ,.Sre e•.r e .ith literature

Tpriu Alya hig tooan pressul weeprformed
with tubular heaters co•led lternally(ffor these datka the

diameter ratio.in the denominator becomes unity), the*

form of this correction term could be verified only by the
data from: which, it was developed,.e.g., .Columbia and

McAdams. However, the fact that the data of Gunther
were well fitted by the correlation-d•espite the assump-

tion of the applicability of a model that involves cylin-

•dricixing the experimental geometry-tended to confirm

the form of the correction term.
Theu.Pethod.of burnout preition represented by".Equa-

tions .(2), (3), and. (4). was then.-tested by comparing the

heat fluxes peddictid for additional* eerimental data,

for example, Gunther (15), Purdue (16), and Columbia.
(17) small-scale test data. The accuracy of prediction
was found satisfactory; i.e.,:on the average,-the texperi-

mental burnout heat flux was predicted within +15%. -

Extendd Metho:

In spite of the success of the original method of..burn-

out. prediction, a number of features of the expressions
were less than. satisfying. These were (1) the first term.

of the h o equation. yields unreasonably high values for

small values of D or large, values of D. (pool-boiling
configurations)i and (2) the correction term of. the. T

• DO
equation can assume large magnitudes for small values

of D or large values of Di (very narrow annuli). These

limitations were recognizedi but in the absence of re-

liable data in the regions of equipment geometry cited
above, a more general form of the equations could not be
given, The prediction method was, therefore, limited to

forced-flow conditions in rather confined geometries.
As additional pool-boiling burnout data became availa-

ble (e.g., the data of Averin, Mirshak, and Bendler), the

shape of the relationship between h and hydraulic

*Data that had not been used in the formulation of the pre-

diction method.
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diameter became arified. These new data showed that
with increasing De, h•, increases and approaches an
-asymptotic value in the limit. Equation (3) has been
modified to .reflect the extended range of the geometric
variables; thus, h., is now given by

P, Cr1 O--- i 7,ii A~j

TH - 1 ,/,99

h =.o 84 ý • \ope•• V_D +~~DO (5)(5)

Figure 1 presents a comparison of the first term (inter-
cept) of Equation (5) with its. earlier counterpart from
Equation (3). Close agreement between the two forms is
apparent over the range of data employed in the original
correlation. The shape of the curve also conforms to the
relationship between h., and D. established by the re-
cent data. In extension of -the: range of the prediction
rethod, one less arbitrary constant is.used in evaluating

than was req"ured in the original met.hd. This is
clearly desirable in, that greater simplicity of the formula
and hence ease of its: application results. .

In the establishment of the value for the constant o -
the first term of Equation (5); only Columbia University
data (forced-flow in the large-scale apparatus) were iused.
This procedure is justified on the basis that only these
.data are known intimately to the writer to have been:
taken under steady state conditions resulting in destruc-
tion of the heater tube in each experiment. For this

11

0.001 0.01 0.1
Hydraulic Diameter, De,feet

Fig. 2. Comparison of the slopes of hao formulas.:

reason only Columbia University data were used to ob-"
tain -the constant 10i890 p.c;u./(hr.) (sq. ft.) ( 0 C.) in
Equation (5). It represents the arithmetic average of the
data of fourteen runs. For tubes cooled internally.
(D= Dd), the first term of Equation (5) takes the value
5,445 p.c.u./(hr.) (sq. ft.) (QC.); the value for tubes was
5,710 p.c.u./(hr.) (sq. ft.) (OC.) in the original method
[Equation (3)].

The "s I Mo. the velocity-dependent termofEqua-
tion (4), is given by 481D 0for values of D.e 0.1 ft.
and by (90 _+__OD).for D0 "0.1 ft. Figure 2 presents a
comparison of these 4Sl6pes" as a function of hydraulic
diameter. It is apparent that over most of the range of
the data used in the original correlation,, the "slopes"
are very nearly the same. However, recent data [e.g.,
Ke~zios (8)] obtained with forced-flow of coolant in,
equipment of large hydraulic diameter show that the in-
fluence of velocity on the burnout heat flux decreases
with increasing D.. Therefore, it is recommended that
the "slope" for small values of D be taken as given in
Equation (3), whereas for values of D > 0.1 ft. the
asymptotic expression (90 + 10/D.) should be used.

The sheath temperature at burnout, T, , as given in
BBO

Equation (4), is retained in the extended method. This
equation is almost identical with the former expression.
(10) for T. and differs only in the form of the lastwD9O

Ii
0.1 1 0 D10

Ratio of Hydraulic to Heated Diameter, :"

Fig. 1. Comparison of the first terms of hBO formulas.
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term. This simplification prevents the correction term
from assuming disproportionate magnitude for configu-
rations of large heated diameter and small hydraulic
diameter. Use of Equation (4) rather than the original
formula (10) for T introduces negligible scatter into

BO
the predicted heat fluxes.

Table. 1 presents a. comparison of the original and. ex-
tended methods of burnout prediction. The practice, here,
as in all the literature on the subject, is to evaluate the
fit of a formula to the data by taking the arithmetic
averagd of the ratios of predicted to observed burnout
heat flux for a series of experiments... It is apparent that
satisfactory agreement bbtween prediction and experi- -

mert is provided by both prediction methods. Only two
sets of data show significant change, McAdams and JPL
(Gunther), and in both of these the extended prediction

et.hod is more conservative than the original..

TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF PREDICTION

METHODS WITH DATA

boiling and in forced-convection systems with large hy-
draulic diameter. The agreement between predicted and
experimental. burnout heat fluxes appears as satisfactory
for pool boiling as for confined#.,forced-flow. systems.

Figure 3 is a distribution plot based on .240 experi-
mental burnouts-.- 72 in open and. 168 in confined ge-
ometry-illustrating the fit between the predicted and
observed burnout heat fluxes.

Based on the comparisons of Tables 1 and 2 and the
distribution plot of Figure 3, it is recommended that the
extended prediction, miethod [Equatfins. (2), (4), and (5)]
be applied to the calculation of burnout heat fluxes in
thelocal- boiling regime; . . --

Source
of

data

Experimental
configuration

Ratio of predicted

to measured
of. burnout heat flux

tests .orginal Extended

method method

I.-u

.9 0.8

. 0.6
U)

0.4

a
1-~>0.2

0 0

p ~~~
74

- 7

J1
Col. Univ. (12) Annuli
McAdam .(11). Annul-u
UCLA (13) Tube
A XL (14) Tube
Purdue (16) Tube
JPL (15) Strip in duct
Aerejet (40) Annulus
Lukomskii (42) Tube

KAPL (41) Ribbons
:WAPD(39) Duct

Col!.Univ. (43) Tube and annuli

--. see discussion, p. 102

14

42
15
24
35
4

22
7

17
12

1.009
1.1.73
1.09
0.98
0.98
1.04

1.013
1.009
1.094
0.951

0.968
0.906
o;982
0.966
1.080

1.016
0,8400

3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

.Additional data In the forced flow regime have con-
firm d the validity ofthe extended prediction method..
The fit. of predicted to observed burnout heatifluxes'is
essentially the same for both formulas.

Table 2 presents a comparison of the extended method
of burnout prediction with recent data of burnouts in pool

TABLE 2. COMPARISON OF EXTENDED PREDICTION

METHOD WITH NEW DATA

"(qA)8 0 Predictedl
Absolute Deviation =n 

1"(q/')} 0Observed

Fig. 3. Distribution plot as -a goodness.of-fit test of prediction
method (water data).

Generalization (to Other Fluids) of the Extended Method

Generalization of the method of burnouit prediction to
fluids other than water requilres that both the wall super-
heat at burnout, T o - Tsat, and the limiting film co-

efficient, h n, be predicted for the experimental fluid.
These quantities must be determined by the physical
properties (thermal and thermodynamic) of the fluid. -
Furthermore, a fundamental requirement of the gener-
alized method is that the environmental variables (cool-
ant velocity and subcooling, and equipment geometry) in-
fluence the burnout heat flux in other fluids exactly as
they do in water.

Source
of

data

Col. Univ. (25)
Averin (23)
Be'ndler (33)
A-NL-5822 (18)
SRL (32)

*These tests

Experimental No.

configuration of
tests

Ratio of p
to mea

burnout l

* Vertical tubes 2 0.91
Horizontal tubes 12 1.01
Vertical tubes* 17 (19.
Horizontal rod* 31 0.9(
Vertical tubes 8 1.0k

conducted with forced flow of coolant.

redicted
sured
teat flux

12
16
94
O1
54
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The wall superheat at burnout has been ge'neralizec

applying the principles of the law of corresponding'
states. Equation (4)was employed to compite valuL-

wall superheat at burnout,
..* .. ".:: -" "P \• ".V "

T. T .. 57 In P.!-54 = . -- T..
o \P+15/ 4

for water at discrete pressure levels.: At each of the-

same presuree levels the reduced saturation tempert
for water was evaluated from T=;"- T  (". /Tct-

. (K.)..The.a. agraph was plottedof T." - -

vs. T,. This grph(igure 4), although constructed

water, is applicable to all liquids; it is based upon tt

assumption that a universal telatioisi exis .bet
the maximum. wall: supeirheait (that ca~n be sustained b3
any liquid):and the corresponding reduced temperatua

Thus, it is tacitly assimed that the wall superheat-at
urout reflects primarily the thermodynamic propertie

of the liquid and that the forces of adsorption (attract
between the liquid and the surface of the heater areo

secondary importance. This interesting.side light.wil
be. mentiom-d further in a subsequent section on.Pool

Boiling Data.)
In. the generalization of the limiting 'film coefficieni

hfo, the penetration theory of the mechanism of masf
and heat transfer between two phases is applied to th

local boiling process in order to establish the effects

I by the physical properties of the coolant on hBo. 0 he '

penetration theory, proposed by.Danckwerts (19), as-

of sumes'that the interface betweei the phases is conti.nu-
ously replaced by eddies and that unsteady state molecu-

lar transfer into the.eddies controls the.rate of transfer.

(4a) It is assumed here that the penetration theory describes
reasonably .well the. turbulent mixing that occurs. at the

ikipient-burnout condition..
sFolklwing.the _development:of Toor and Marchello (20),..

ure the heat-transfer, ceefficient•. h&.is found4o-depend -o the-- .

thermal conductivity,-k,. and theitheralj, , ,ands momen..

S -tUrn, v, diffusivites, ofthe coolani:,1ttfollows from the

4 peneatratio~n the'ory that an inceae in eifherk or d":

for should: causthe coefficientto icrtese, while an.A•-

lecrease in v should cause it to ecrease. Also,,_66 larger

n -that the ratio of therm~al to mome"'utnnadiffnsivity I's for a,,
6ooltant, the smaller shudb h eaieifuneof
.'fe scrubbing action of free streamn -yelocity. Therefore,
the burnout heat transfer coefficient, h.., can bewritten

as

ion) h" "'• 4 "- :p . (6)

f
UI . in which the: exponents correspond to those of the Toor

and-Marchello treatment. Thus. Equation (5) in gesner.

alized form .is

" 0l ;k '0D '4

(slIoe .) :(7)

65

60

-+ 50

45
0*

4C

35

o. 30

=25

1

i

I I I

I I I I I

in.which the subscripts I and II refer to the experimental

coolant and water, respect!iely. .The ratio.oi critic;l

press , ures incorporated intothe eloit-depe nt term
of h a evaluated from burnout data for ammonia at

•D.. ri e tis o dh e •.-.:":..•:-...".,':. -. .

500 lb./ sq. in. abs. --

Thus, the method of burnout .-predictin .for fluids other
than water consists of

1-a tevaluatingthe reducedsiaturateonh temperature for
the. test coolanot ..fromt. pressure at which the ex-
periment is. conduicted. -

2 Readingute.,valueu of (Ti o k 0 )/ro e

Figure4. --

3. Tabulatin valuet s of k, Cc, 'and v for the test liquid
at the saturation temp ertureaof the test and for
wafer at a temperatufe corresponding to t evalu-
ated'in-step (1) above. - - -

*The nu-merical va'e of th~e poup, k .a 0 5 /1v 0 *4 evýaluate 'd for
water, variewless, than ±30% from the mean over the range of
pressures from 0 to 2,000 ib../sq., in. aba.

tit should be clear that the saturation temperatures. at which
the phýsical properties of 6the experimental coolant and of
water are,-evaluated are usually"differtnt,.'-It is the reduced

saturation temperatures that are identical. I

F-

F-
20o-

15

ilf I

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Reduced Saturation Temperature

Fig. 4. Generalized wall superheat at burnout.

1.0
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4. Evaluating h. 0 from Equation (7).
5. Computingthe burnout -heat flux from

•() " = -T + - + AT 8 '

in which AT; bi1 the subcooling of .the experi-
mental coolant. -

Pool-boiling burnout data provide a test of the validity
" of the first term. of Equation (7), whereas*both-terms are

required in, forced-convection experiments. The intro-
.duction of the physical properties of coolants into the
prediction method [Equation (7)] cdiates the need for ac-
curate data over -wide ranges of temperature (particularly,
thermal conductivity); -unfortunately,. there is a paucity
of.tlese data..

As1a, consequenae of the nuaievmts assumaptions em-
poethe: developeat presenitd aboveý cannot be justi-

fled on any other basis than its ability toi predict burnout
haat fluxes with local- boiling, determined under varied

. experimental conditions, for many liquids. The burnout
heat fluxes predicted by: that method are compared with
the available data in Tables 3, 4, and 5. Table 3 pie-.
sents the" pool.boiliag data for a number of --abrants,_
Tables 4 and 5 present forcd-flow data-fbrdanmonia and
diphenyl, respectively. Inall:three-tables of data the
agreement between prediction and egxperiment is reassur-
ingly satisfactory. It is rioteworthy that the agreement
for ammonia, for which fairly accurate physical property
data are available, is as good as for water, whereas the
somewhat poorer agreement for diphenyl may be attrib-
uted, in part at least, to the lack of accurate data for
its p6ysical properties.

DI SCUSSION OF -LocAL-soILiNg .RNOU T
DATA:

ATMOSPHERIC POOL BOILINGdF WATER

Effect of Diameter of Heater

- Nucleate boiling has been studied extensively in poolse
of saturated water at atmospheric pressure. Heat fluxes
at burnout (critical heat flux) have been widely measured
for electrically heated horizontal cylinders. Figure 5
summarizes graphically the effect of the diameter of the
heater on the burnout heat flux. This-graph shows that
the burnout heat flux increases rapidly with increasing
heater diameter initially and then gradually approaches
an asymptotic value. (These data are also presented in
Table 6.) The effect of diameter on burnout heat flux, for
horizontal heaters, was noted by McAdams, et al (21),
but with the limited range of data then available, it was
assumed that the asymptotic value.of 211,000 p.c.u./
(hr.) (sq. ft.) was attained at diameters larger than 0.020
in. Figure 5 shows that for most metals the asymptotic
value of burnout heat flux is approximately 265,000

p.c.u./(hr.) (sq. ft.) and that it is attained at diameters
larger than O;060 in. - . .. -. -. . -

The investigations of van Stralen, et al. (22), in pool-
boiling heat transfer have demonistrated that there exists
an interdependence of heater. diameter (for wires), bubble

size, and burnout heat flux. Van Stralen, working with
a platinum heater of 0.008-in. diameter, found that a de-
crease of the system pressure (hence, an increase in -

bubble size) resulted in a decrease in the peak heat..
.flux, and at 10cm,. Hg- pressure the. first: bubble-that.-
formed resulted in burnout.. He also found that with fixed
system pressure, a refinemeent of bubble size (accom-
plished by small additions ofvolatile organic liquids to
the water). resulted in raising the peak, heat flux to more

4

3 -+

. ..... / + i
-~ ~ . .0..•

a.

• -H at e

o 0 Platinum

'C

S..a Nickel:.
03 0 Copper

I

Heater Diameter, inch

Fig-. 5. Effect of heater diameter on burnout heat flux.

than twice its original value and to the "asymptotic"
value for large heater diameters.

Van Stralen's results indicate quite convincingly-that
the mechanism that determines the peak heat flux at-
tainable with wires is the following: when the diameter
of the heater is of the same order of magnitude as the
mean diameter of the bubbles formed on the surface, the
number of "coincident" bubbles-those generated
within a period less than the mean lifetime of bubbles on
the surface-required to form a coherent vapor film is
relatively small. And the larger the diameter of the
heater, the larger is the number of coincident bubbles re-
quired to blanket the surface and consequently the
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.. . O 3E, Vol. P6OL-OILIN..TABLE 3. .COMPARISON- OF GENERALIZED PREDICTIION-METHOD WITH POOL-BOIL-ING DATA.

SourCe

or. -.

data

Westwater (52)
Mc Adams (.4)
Noel (44)

.Llion (8)

Coolant

Methanol
Methanol
Ammonia

Pressure,
Ah./Aq, in. abs.

14.7
14.7

500

14.7

SubcQ.Oiinjg,
0C.
° , . . .

0
5.6

33.4
15.5
24.5

* •47 . ...

52.4
83.2
83.2
88.6

Deaerated
-- .arbon

tWtrachloride

.... mesiosBurrnout heat flux•.Dimension VP.cu./hir:.sq. Il.103 _-. .. .of heater - Cof heatMeasured Predicted

. in. 0.0. tube .. 63.8-77.1 66.9.
tubes 67.6 66.9.
: in.- X 0.004 in. strip 450' 502.(335)*

535 725 (484)
668 902(601)%, I. X.0,0043 in. Strip .-65.7 . 100.- . .. .. -. ... . . . : . . .. -- --- 1.09 9.5- -. ....... .•1 S ... ..

131 , 143.5
.174 191+ -i:+ i ' i - 183 "+ " 1..91i

228 200
229 201
2295.5 .204

.. 4 .4206...

-, ' -89.8
91.4

*These valuesl aclude a factor (ftom. e 5) which, acte •f

higher is the heat flux at burnout.:. Withr large heater,
diameters. the peak heat flux is re-Iached when the num-
her of coincident bubbles per unit area corresponding to
a -coherent vapor film is attained; 'thus, the extent of the
surface is no longer of importance.

The uniqueness of the asymptotic peak heat flux is "

-'-5

ceairly: indicated by the wide variety of, metals', surface.
finihes7,andheter that all resuit i nthe sam6
val t f hea As aconstce one must
concludethat the' burnout b.eat flux'', underi these exper i-mental c titios,..is a function only o: the physical and

thermal properties. of the coolaht.

TABLE 4. COMPARISON OF GENERALIZED PREDICTION METHOD WITH AMMONIA DATA (44)

r..Pessure: 500 Ib./aq.'-in..abs. d id = -0.2321in.
+

.• • .! w

Coolant Subcooling, Measured Predicted " Ratio oýf prtected .v~t• .. 0:O. COAa; • (O•A)o,9e•ct6 -F. is, .... tomeasured(Q/A)Bo .p.c.u./.sq. ft.ft./sec. B.tu.s/aq. in.-sec. B.t.u./sq. in.-sec..
89.9 - 10 3;97 3.87 • .. 975 "29,00060 10 2.25 3..28 1.49 - 297,00030.2 10 2:10 2.28. -0.8 52, 00030.2 10 2.40 2.28 " 06948 .. 35,0003.2 10 1.63 1. • 0.645 : 167,000 -82.1 ... %60 5.80 &.07. 6"26 117.0.
60. 6.0 4.8 519 1.063 4- 9,00060 . 60 - 5.10 5.19 .1018 .26000-30.6 60 3.42 3.48 1.018 17,000.

156.2 100 14.00 11.51 - 0.822 692,000138.8 100 11.70 1.5 .1 0.936 209,000:137.5 100 1216 10.92 0.9004 345,0QO120 100 10.39 10.21:. 6.984 50,000.120 100 10.77 10.21 0.949 156,00087.7 100 8.60 8.54 0.992: 1 7,00084.5 100 9.21 8.35 0.966 239,000.61.6 100 7.12 6.84, 0.960 78,00060.6 100 6.82 6.76 0.992 17,00045.3 100 5.55 5.61 1.011 17,00032.0 100 4.60 . 4.53 0.985 20,00030.9 100 4. 75 4.44 0.934: 86,000.15.1 100 3.47 3.04 0.875 120,00010.3 100 3.21 2.59 0.806' 172,000.
Average= 0. 971__ 132,000

A 51,000 (15 teats)
A = 285,000 (8 tests)

'A = absolute difference between predicted and measured burnout heat fluxes. I B.t~u./sq..in;-sec. - 518,400 B.t.u.isq. ft.-hr. a288,000 p.c.u./hr.-sq. ft.
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Effect of Heater Material -

The behavior -of aluminum alone among all the metals-
investigated remains to be clarified;. The data* of both

Averin (23) and Castles (24) show that aluminum sur-
faces require higher heat fluxes at burnout than do the

other metals, all other experimental conditions being
equal. Averin's measurements of the critical At show
that aluminum tolerates a higher wail superheat (32.5 aC.)
than do the other metals ('-.26.50 C)J for atmospheric-
pool-boiling conditions. An interesting sidelight of
Averin's measurements appears when values of h are
evaluated from.(Q/A), 0 + Atrit; as summarized in
Table 6, h5 0 is very nearly a constant for aU of
Averin's experiment, and the value found experimentally
can readily be pwricted by Equation (5). The constaincy
of Averin's values ofho creates coinsiderable con-
fidence in the accuracy of his measurements•. Several
experiments in subocooled pool boiling (to be discussed
later) performsed at. Columbia.University (25.), utilizing
aluminum, yielded data:confiming Averin's findings.

Thus, one must conclude that under pool-boiling con-,
ditions aluminum requiies a higher Ateri than do other
metals. A plausible explanation of this fact may be
found by considering the energy.required to drive off
water molecules from the hydrated oxides of metals. The
energy with which water molecules are bound- to by-

.TABLE 6. EFFECT OF HEATER DIAMETER ON

BURNOUT HEAT-FLUX ATMOSPHERIC

POOL BOILING-HORIZONTAL .

. .. HEATERS-H 2 0

IfEWt -b . - T .$ L -XMC &L

MMX7L VA. fdE~rajftTt A0"i 19.lý-. _ e
3  

o4r--c.
5 ;.a.a0 0,,, . .. 4, . £411 "3.7 " 2 ..! "

s61."1 . o.lo " zb Z$7 27.0

Aa 20~ 2(£$ 15?.,. . &Re-0, Z&$€ L' ZZO

" - • ' ago

oZ2 Aa 3?.0"WA o.93 Z. y 63 .

PILAI71"SM1 VAN "MN
5  

&,cog 93

:LIR' . .. 151 .r~w ' o. © oz ' tao • s-
•c - r Y4e 3O¶. si "o . f 7-:. ~ -.

. -a

21 .27 32.-

• .• mm ?- Cs... .. ... -a. : h'•b .. .:/.bt.:. . . -•
ft, naM, ,.,. A -.., -m ,• .-0. ,O-B. .. ... -M$ . • -
Awmwl+" . Ao,0-Oj. " 13' . "- i., . . ..

(a) 4¶ee-Mub YAUJ

drated metal oxides may be determined qualitatively by
the emulsion stability of oil in water emulsions utilizing
a metal oxide as the stabilizer. The experiments:.of

.TABLE 5. COMPARISON.OF GENERALIZED PREDIC-. Mukerjee and Srivastava (26)
TION.METHOD WITH DIPHENYL DATA4° are summarized in the followi

a.re .'uzm O2s) ; o• aoi ,olo.w

S "'f ff FLO% P ,RA r, ,
.•..=•, • r.' S •acc ja4 7RAOIC5A s21 a •STABILITY. OF EMULSIC

3- •o ,4.% 43 55.: 311 o.¢S •,.,. OXI"DES AS S, i 3

3 C'-4 /1&3 M4 ox.D-s Aso224 so
446 54 20 314 ?.24 Igieoa

f.. 2-/3 - Metal

W IA V4_640 ffW !twaoA XI /.C7 35:.. ?43. 0 Oq 7 At (precipitated at 100 C. and b,

3 2q? /0.3 1. 4. a• 4ft sAWL Al (precipitated at 1006C.)/f 205f St.. /VE 45"1 ':6 ;41f 2Z• &,• i.
Ab aq Ob, " 2. M2 2 .11 16co Al (precipitated at 18

0
C.)

17 a: 4?/ i./pd? =Ni
9. 2qt si •949 214. vat? 3X000

to5 3 219 40!. 3M8 £110 a 13 Feff.t MY a %. Zr• •. .•
7,:. . /ir .. 4. . /= . Cr

2± 2$4 940.4 , Z7 AV .
1.:'41 -, at . 00. 4 .4t.4 431o? - - Cu

" •.g. " "6" " 422 0,7"31 "4£0"
25 i 11X3 19 340,- 531, 0;11qS9 S2zC-60
U, 2Z3 5/ 7St 237 170 is94oa"
it M zw 2.3 o,;&> 10 1o These results show that boile

z• 2S - o is severalfold more effective i

..... 1 . 0 #I 13• .,i • , .. molecules than are the .other n
,3 "3 A , ZA " /6? ' 'a- 7 4 o Until data become available t(

45 21 (0o z1 stt.- /, Z oo nations of the difference in thi
9.6- ? /,, /. 09. . (,0

?4 AZ C Zia the other metals, the explanatJ49 /h° 3 l, /1 I= , R 40
if 144 2t 2+71W

• i5 t4.
4  

Us /7+ z*" .' ,Z° cepted as being reasonably ac
• /, 41, coo,•o

. /L 44 0 /.SO /44 /,I 44000

1 ,It 32 /3 230 1.721 - 97aco Effect of Surface Rou,5:hnessr*
f4 4.' IO 10 74 g•0 .i A0,o80
5• JCO 1.0 0 // .sis , 'IV r am 9oo1
1. B.1 I-of is? 4, . °,9X 3f, 4o0 Corty and Foust (28) and ot]

V Z7 1.0 ?3 140 5 0 o.1/ a coo
Sz p ti ?e J ,ooo tablished the fact that the rout
•9 129 ' ,5.o. .•/1i. ,

is? /7& affects the ielatibnship betwe(
,s 3. OAS .55l j/3 -12iS' .z,oa

63/5"3 /S35 2.3.000s4 0: 1. *Roughness is here considered
5 '.3 1,0 71 /7Z " 7 01 o.4 3,00o than the diameters of bubbles, an

AVfA*: 6 •Si,3o8 crease in the effective heat trans

and King and Mukerjee(27)'
ng table:

)NS UTILIZING METAL
FABILIZERS

oiledt 4 hr.)

Relative stability

183.45
67.3
12.6
57.3

52.40
56.25
16-20.

d hydrated aluminum oxide
n adsorption of water
ietal oxides investigated.

permit alternate expla-
e behavior of aluminum and
ion presented above is ac-
curate.

ier investigators have es-
ghness of heater surfaces
en 'heat flux and tempera-

to be microscale, i.e. smaller
d hence does not cause an in-
fer area.
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ture difference in local boiling. Only the researches of'
Farber and Scorah (29)'and Averin are available to esti- -

mate this effect on peak heat. flux. Averin's data show -.

no connection between roughness and peak heat fluxal-
though his nucleate boiling data confirm the findings of
Corty and others. Farber and Scorah, however, claim to

* have detected an effect"of roughness. As.a consequence-
of these factsi that (1) these workers used a small heater
diameter (which introduces that variable, as discussed
above) and (2) Averin's measurements have been foiu_4
to be very accurate, one must' conclude that the relative
microroughness of the heater surface does not influence-
the burnout heat flux;.

Effect of Heater Orientation

The entire discussion above has been based on data
obtabied with heaters placed horizontally. A fe* experi-
ments have been conducted with vertical pacement-ofthe

•heated element. A omparison of these data with those
discussed above reveals that a vertical surface iii ool
boiling burns out at:a heat flux 'that is approximatel"
three quarters of the value qbtained with horizontaLsur-
faces.

" osciki and Broder*(30) were the first to report that a
"horizontal wire does not give up heat uniformly"; they
referredto the flow of vapor .from the underside of a
horizontal cylinder,'which causes bubbles to be liberated
prefeientially from the upper portion. "So, experiments
were conducted with the wire mounted vertically and a
stirrL-r placed half-waY along the wire to maintain uniform
liquo temperature." They obtained a value of burnout
heat flux,,approximately 20% less than that found by
Rinaldo (31) with very nearly the same heater diameter -
(- 0.004 in.). This data point is shown in Figure 5.

More .recent data, obbta ined by M eirshk* (32)i, have !been
compared with the data,.o verin; a value of 0.77 is, ob-..,
tained as the ratio of.vertical-to-horizontal burnoutheat,
flux.

The data of Bendler; (33) (to be discussed below), upon
interpolation of the results to obtain values correspond-.
ing to atmospheric pool boiling, when compared with the
asymptotic value of burnout .heat flux of Figure 5, yield
0.76 as the ratio of vertical-to-horizontal burnout heat
flux.

It is reasonable to expect that a vertically placed
heater would, burnout at a lower heat flux than one placed
horizontally, all other experimental conditions being the
same. The boiling film, described by Begell' and Ber-
nath (9), surrounding a horizontal cylinder is nonuniform
(according to Mosciki and Broder), being much thinner on
the bottom than on top. With vertical heater placement,

*These data were obtained with 12 in"-long stainless steel
heaters in a large pool. The data at large subcoolings'are un-'
fortunately quite variable since the pool was not kept at con-
stant temperature; close' to saturation, however, the data ap-
pear quite reproducible.

the boiling film is uniform in thickness around the sur-.
face of the heater at.any given elevation, It varies, how-
evIer,,from-the bottom- ofthe-heater, where it is thin,-to. . -

an elevation beyond which its effective thickness is con-
stant. This brings forth the observation,- to be. discussed
more fully .luter, that short yerif.i leatersK ,hý,.v the.
boiling film-his not been able to. attain itsjequilibrium
thicknessi should:burn'out. at. higher heat fl~uxes .thn are
obtained'withlong heaters.

Obse-rvaitions ofhoriz-ontally placeLd'heate~rs 'o-perating
nearly at peak heat-flux have revealed that although the
upper surface is fully blanketed by vapor (and hence, in
the transition boiliing regime),. the-lower surface continues
to liberate.1heat via local boiling.ý Clearly, operation of
this sort is impossible with vertical heater placement. It
is reasonable -therefore to postulate that the higher
burnout heat flux ,litt horintat-heaters stems fr the
convection, cutrents. taarinduced by teliberation of
bubblis, fro the. to I&th heater_ Tese currentsr e-
duceý the I ifeti•m. oftbubbles on teunderside by thinning
the boilingifilm. I•n order Ito form a stable' vapor film on
the underside of the heater, a higher heat flux is re-
qUired. One mightargue that, although in pool boiling, a
horizontal heater possesses some of the heat transfer
properties .of a surface cooled by forced convection.

SUSCOOLED POOL BOILING OF WA TER AT SEVERAL
. PRESSURES'

Systematic measurements of burnout heat flux for verti-.
cal heaters'4in pool boiling were made at Coluibi•'Uni-
versitV in Task IX. a fundamental investigation of boil-,
ing conducted under A.E.C. sponsorship. Details of this
study are to be reported by A. J. Bendler. Table 7 pre-'
sents the data, assembled to date.ý:

]Effect of Heater LengthVertical Placement

Figure 6 depicts graphically the effect of heater length
on the burnout heat flux for vertical heaters bboling in
water at a pressure of 93b sq. in. abs. a d 'a subcool-
ing of 97 0 C., The data clearly show that heater'lengths
shorter than 8 in. require higher heatffluxes to burn out,
-while the. burnout heat flux is essentially constant for -

longer heaters.. Successively shorter heaters burn out at
heatufluxes approacing.the asymptotic value for hori-
zontal cylinders. The ratio of the burnout heat flux for
long heaters to that for horizontal cylinders, as computed
by use of the extended• prediction method described

- earlier,' is found to be 0.76. This result tends to confirm-
the universality of this ratiO; it is identical, Within the
limits of the -highest experimental accuracy, with the
value obtained' from boiling experiments in saturated
pools at :atmospheric pressure.

Effect of Heate-Wall Thi'kn..ss

Nickel heaters 0.50 in. diameter and 0,005 in. in wall
thickness were utilized to study local-boiling heat trans-
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fer from vertical heaters. Burnout. heat fluxes measured
with these heaters were found to be significantly lower

than those obtained with solid nickel heaters. The data

of a brief investigation of this effect are summarized in

Table 7 and Figure 7.;,
This. study revealed (1) that the curve of burnout heat

flux vs. heater-wall thickness, for similar experimental
conditions, bears a remarkable resemblance to the curve

of. burnout heat. flux vs. heater diameter for-saturated
pool boiling (Figure 5)-ard (2) thatý the ratio of burnout
heat fluxes for thin- (say, .0.005 in.) and thick-wall,
vertical heaters at apressure of .93 lb,/sq. in. abs.: and
with subcooling is approximately the same as the ratio

TABLE 7., POOL BOILING DATA ;FOR. VERTICAL
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of burnout heat fluxes for the corresponding heater di-

ameter ratio (0,010 in. and..Large diameter heaters with
horizontal placement) in atmospheric pool boiling, about"

The comparison of the performance of heaters of small

diameter and thin. wall-thickness :presented is a logical

extension of the results of van Stralen, discussed earlier,

which illustrate that with heaters .of sma~llthermalca

pacity, the size of the bubbles generated at the surface,
or actually the thickness of the boiling film, greatly in-

fluences the heat flux at burnout. The fact that the 93

'lb.[ sq. in. abs. data were obtained with subcooled water

should not appreciably influence the validity of the pre-
ceding, comment since both thick- and thin-walled tubes

%.OL

0:

0 2 4 6 8 :...0 . 12
Length of Heater, inches

14 16 i18

Fig. 6. Effect of vertical heater length on burnout heat
flux in pool borg..

were tested under identical conditions. Furthermore,

following the boiling film concept of Begell and Bermath,
the effect of subco0ling alone on the boiling.film thick-

ness (hence, on the maximum bubble size). is slight u:nder
pool-boling conditions.

The-introduction here of the influence 'ofboiling-film
hic kness on the results obtainedin burnout experiments -

permits clarification of effects of the experimtlaa-

bleso:0n*the burnout heat fluxes measured. The comments
that follow are of particular importance in the planning of

experiments, to be performed on a small scale, to simu-
late the burnoutbehavior of much larger equipment, e.g.,
reactor fuel elements. On the assumption that coolant
conditions (pressure, subcooliitg, and velocity oi pres-

sure-drop per unit length of flow path) are accurately
simulated, the heater should be Made lang enough to

perit•i ttnment of the equilibrium boiling-filcmthicýk
ness. Also, the thermal capacity of'the heater should be
selected to prevent a .snialllvapor patch, corresponding to.
less than equilibrium boiling-film thickness, from causing

premature burnout. Continuing with this reasoning, a
heater thickness that is too imall in pool boiling may be
adequate in experiments with forced flow, in which the

'equilibrium thickness of the boiling film is appreciably

lesns. The data of McAdams et al. (11), to be discussed
later, illustrate and tend to confirm the last statement;
these data show that a tube-wall thickness of 0.012 in.,
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although adequate at velocities of 12 and 4 ft./sec., was
not thick enough at a velocity of 1 ft./sec. to prevent,
premature 'burnouts; even though the burributheat flux at
low velocity is lower than that at high velocity.

The effects of the thicknesses of the boiling film and
of the heater wall are quantitatively combined in the Biot
modulus; No = hR/k for solid cylinders and N. = hX/k
for tubes, where X is the wall thickness. Since the
thickness of the boiling film is inversely proportional to
the heat transfer coefficient, the Biot-modulus is-es-.
sentially the ratio of wall thickness to boiling film thick-
ness. The data for platinum, presented in Figure 5, per-
mit the evaluation of the minimum value of the Biot
modulus that is representative of "thick" heater burnout
data. For pool boiling, .Bo is very nearly 10,000, k for
platinum is 42, and XMIM is approximately 0.060/12 (all
in consistent units); thus, N (Minimum patinum) is
about 1.2. This analysis implies that the. minimum value
of the Biot modulus that results ini unaffected values of
burnout heat flux is a function of the-heater material.
Unfortunately the range-of heater-wall thicknesses re-
quired to test this -hypothesis has not been adequately
dovered in burnout experiments for materials having
thermal conductivities significantly different from
platinum, e.g. stainless steel (k - 9) and aluminum
(k 120) or copper (k - 220). It is suggested that pool-
boiling experiments of the type necessary to test this
concept should be fruitful and rewarding.

Comparison of Experimental and Predicted Burnout Heat
Fluxes .

The data of Bendler (33) (for "long," "thick". heaters)
are assembled in Table 7 and presented graphically in
Figure 8. The ranges of the experimental parameters are
listed below.

Pressure, lb./sq, in. abs.
Bulk temperature, *F. ......

-subcool-irz.,F
Velocity, ft./seru

Burnout best flux, BAt.u(hr.)i(Sq. ft.)-
( 0 F.-X --5

4.2-248
,58 -• 302-

7--318-.
0.06 - 0.67*

0.335 -3.20

X

0

co

1.2

1.0

U.0.8

02

S0.6

~0.4

S I • I .. .I ... . I • I i
Curve Based on

Pool. Boiling Data for Wires

Aveag .: .fII Tests

o1-z4 Test (Premature Burnout)

Relative to the burnout heat flux for

thick-walled heaters, oil Other
parameters held constant

! I I I I

160 " 240
Subcobling -F

Fig. 8. Effect of pressure and sbtcoolxi; on pool-boiling
burnout heat flux.

The results are plotted as the points in Figure 8. The
lines drawn through the data points in Figure 8 are pre-
dicted values computed by -the extended prediction
method (seeabove), modified to the extent that the co-
efficient of the first term of Equation (5) was taken as
(0.76) (10,890) to reflect the vertical placement of the
heaters. Both Figure 8 and Table 7 show a consistent
and close agre-ement between experimental and predicted
heat fluxes, These data and those of Averiri represent.

*The entire range of velocity, although encompassing an
order of magnitude, lies well within the values of the bubble-
induced convection currents for pool-boiling experiments.. No ..

significant effect of velocity, injtbis range,.,cn burnout he at
flux could be established.

0.2

-~ I

0 0.04 0.08 0.12
Heater. Wall Thickness, inch

Fig. 7. Effect of heater wall thickness on burnout heat flux

in pool boiling.
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the best-most accurately reproducible-measurements
of burnout heat flux available in the literature.

Methods of Comparing Data and Predicted Values

The high precision of these data permits resolution of
this important question: what is the best, hence most ac-
curate, way to determine how well a prediction method
fits the data? The usual method of comparison has been
to take the ratio of the predicted value to the experi-
mental value without regard to the absolute magnitude of
the values themselves. Implicit in this method is the as-
sumption that the probable error involved in a measure-
ment is proportional to the magnitude of the quantity
measured. There is no a priori reason for this assump-
tion. The data above have been grouped. into intervals
of heat flux, 0 to 1,:.- to 2, and 2 to 3 millions. of BAt.u./

Chr.) (sq. ft.), The difference between measured and pre-
dicted values of burnout heat flux were tabulated ac-
cording to these intervals. Average values of the dif-
ferences are shown below.

the conspicuous absence of mention of these data in the
Russian papers presented recently in Geneva.

Subcooled and Forced Flow, Pool Boiling

Until 1958 there were no burnout data available in this
category. However, Kezios and Lo (18) published their
results and Leppert and coworkers (35) obtained two
burnouts during their study. Both investigations utilized
horizontal heaters of small diameter ir large rectangular
ducts with upflow of coolant covering a range of veloci-
ties.

These data are presented in Table 8 together with
values of burnout heat flux predicted by the extended
method discussed earlier. The over-all agreement is
satisfactory although several data points are 25% higher
than pedict (3 80,000 to 500,000 p.cu/hr.) (sq. ft.),
these differences are significantly larger than the aver-
age of all others (118,500 .p.cu/h) (sq. ft.). The

TABLE 8. FORCED FLOW. POOL 80ILING WITH

HORIZONTAL HEATERS

Interval of burnout heat flux,
ft-u./(1r.) (sq.. ft.)

.0 to I X 106

I to2 X 10
6

6
2 to 3 X 10

All data taken as one-group

Average difference,
B.t~u./(hr..) (sq. ft.)

85.500
76,800
51,000
72,000

- 10
50Th ~ ~ 4L.e: 4~ *L7j 4 io.,261-. oo,

The percentage difference, as obtained by the ratio
method 'of comparison, varies from 72,000/500,000 = 14%.
to 72,000/2,500,000 =3% although the difference is con-
stant. Thus, these data show that the difference method
of comparison is a more valid measure of the fit than is
the ratio method.

, Approximately 2LO values of burnout heat flux from at
least one dozen different sources were grouped as above.
The differences within the individual groups were sub-
jected to the F test for determining the statistical proba-
bility that they all belonged to the same population. The
results of these computations show clearly that the dif-
ferences between the measured and predicted heat fluxes
were independent of the magnitude of heat flux to a high
degree of statistical significance (greater than 95% proba-
bility)..

As a consequence of the foregoing discussion, it would
appear that an accurate way of determining the goodness-
of-fit of a prediction method is by comparing differences
between the measured and predicted values over a wide
range of magrnit'dde of the measured quantity. Small dif-
ferences in each of the groups indicate a good fit. Fur-

thermore, once a prediction method has been found to fit.
a large body of data accurately, it can be used to test

the accuracy of new data. On this basis, it was possible
to state unequivocally that the data of Chirkin and lukin
(34) was unsuitable for inclusion with the other data as-
sembled in this work. This conclusion is bolstered by
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average difference between measured and predicted burn-
out heat fluxes for these data is threefold greater than
the average difference noted for Bendler's data. This
last statement is not an indictment; it is simply fact and
may, in part at least, be attribhted to the use of an al-
ternating-current power supply, with its attendant uncer-
tainties. Perhaps unnoticed vibrations occurred in the
limber (L/D of 80) heaters. The influence of vibration
on the burnout heat flux will be discussed at length in
a later section.
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POOL BOILING-COOLANTS OTHER THAN WATER

These data, summarized in Table 3, were all obtained,.
with horizontal heaters. It. is interesting to note that the
effect of the thermal capacity of the heater on burnout
heat flux is clearly indicated, as it was with water as
coolant.

An oft-quoted source of data of this type, namely the.
work of Cichelli and Bonilla (36), is not included in
Table:3; The primary reason for this stems from the
nature of the experimental apparatus Iemployed;* it is dif-

ficult to establish the meaning of hydraulic. and heated .
diameters for such equipment. The assumptions required
to define these, parameters would cast doubt on the va-
lidityiof the comparisoo of experimental and predicted
burnout heat fluxes.

PORCEd FLOW IN CONFINED rpEOMETRY-WATER

COOLANT

Among the groups of data to be discussed in this sec-
tion are many that were used to establish and test the
original prediction..method. These .data are grouped,. ac-
Cording to the source, in Table 9.

Columbia University-Task IV Data

These data were obtained from large-Scale experiments
in which aluminum heater tubes, cooled externally by.
water flowing in annuli, were employed. Details of the
experimental setup have been presented in recent publi-.
cations (37.). Theheat transfer data obtained in this in-
vestigation are ýunique in the literature; the large power
source employed permitted use of aluminum heaters, with
which very accurate wall temperature data at quite high
heat fluxes could be gathered.

Table 9-1 presents the, data together with values of
burnout heat flux: predicted from .the extended 'method. It
should be noted that these 'data are typical of closely
controlled experiments;ijie., •th maximum differenc* be-
tween predicted and measured burnout heat flux is ap-
proximately twice the average value. Also, these data
further illustrate the point discussed under Methods of
Comparing Data; run 16 has the widest percentage differ-
ence, but the actual difference lies near the mean for the

distribution.
It was noted earlier that the pool-boiling burnout data

for aluminum revealed tlit it could sustain a higher wall
superheat than any of the other metals. A similar effect
cannot be detected in thel results of the forced-flow tests
reviewed above. It may be that under conditions of a
thin, intensively turbulent, boiling film the oxide layer on
aluminum is hydrated to a different (less effective) de-
gree, It is well known that aluminum oxide forms a num-
ber of distinctly different hydrated compounds'1with water
within a rather narrow temperature range (100°'to 200'C).
Whatever the reason for the change in behavior of alumi-

num, the forced flow results for all metals investigated
confirm that the heater-wall temperature at burnout is
given by the.single expression, Equation (4).. .

McAdairs's Data (11)

These data are presented in Table 9-2; they were ob-
tained with thin-walled, stainless steel tubes, cooled by
water flowing in an annulus, as noted on page 110. Com-
parison of the predicted and -measuwted heat fluxesf shos
that the first three runs are not at all representative of
this group of data. The differences -for these runs are'
threefold (or more) larger thafi the average of those for
the higher velocity experiments. One may conclude then
that, under the conditions of these experiments (low ye-
locity) as in pool boiling (see, Figure 7), a wall thickness
of 0.012 in. is. insuffiient to prevent premature-burn•at-
The'a greement betweent easiured and.predicted heat

.fluxes at burnout is .excellent for the six. runs at the
higher velocities -

U.C.L.A. Data (13) Table ff pf ANL-4627

These data are presented in Table 9-3; they were obe-
tained with stainless steel tubes cooled internally by
water. Analysis of'these data shows. that the differences
between predicted and measured burnout heat fluxes lie
in two distinct classes, almost as though the two groups
of experiments had been performed in separate labora-
tories or had been conducted by different operating per-
sonneL The table-below illustrates this comment.

U.C.L.A. BURNOUT DATA

• • .... " " mnber

Data Coolant pressure, Dlfetrencet- expari-'
group Ib./sq. in. abs. - pc.-u/wo(.) (sq. ft.) .nents

2,000 232,000 21
a " 2,000 31,000 • 10

lb 2,000 416,000 11.
2 1,000 196,000 8
2a 1,000 29,001) 3'
2b . 1000 297,000 5
3. 500 289,000 13
All 500, 1,000 and 2,000 243,000 42

Difference between predicted and experimental burnout heat
-flux-see Table 9-3.

Although this analysis casts doubt on the validity of
some of these data, they constitute so large a contribu-
tiont to the knowledgeof burnout behavior at high pres-
sures that all points have been accepted in this study.

'A.N.L. Data.(38)

These data represent the few experiments that attained
burnout conditlons in the local-boiling region in a mas-
sive study of burnout with bulk-boiling. The.data, for
internally coole.d tubes, are presented in Table 9-4. The
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tabulated differen ces (between predicted and m easured

heat fluxes) show that, except. for the three replicate

rtuns at 1,000 lb./sq. in. abs., very good agreement is ob-

tained for essentially saturated coolant conditions; even

including these three runs does not cause-the average

TABLE 9. -COMPARISON OF PREDICTION METH IOD

.. WITH DATA-FORCED FLOW
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(sq. ft.) and nine with an average of 397,000 p.c.u./(hr.)
(sq. ft.), which is more than five times larger than the

smaller difference.' Thus, one might contlude that nine
of these experiments are not typical of burnout experi-
ments under the conditions stated.

Recent W.A.P.D. Data (39).

These data, presented in Table 9-6, were obtained.
from recent* burnout experiments conducted inn-narrow

-rectngular channels, cooled internally_.. In these data
one again findsa threefold change in the average differ-,.
ences between. the predicted. and measured heat.fluxes
for-two.groups of.experiments. However, the average
difference for all the data as a single group indicate, that
these experiments wet. as well controlled as the best of
the other sources (sameas teA . data). it would..,
appear, tl Orefore thattheprecision atainable inlbw-ýýý
pressure experiments:cannot be demonzstftted at. the .
higher pressures.L

Data of Gunther (15)

These data, presented in Table 9-7, were obtained
with a very thin (0.004-in.) stainless steel heater in a
rectangular duct. Although the results of this investiga-
tion were extremely useful in demonstrating the effects
of coolant pressure, velocity, and subcooling upon, the
burnout heat flux, the combination of extreme thinness of
heater and of strip geometry t appears to have caused
very wide scatter in these data. The average difference
between the predicted and measured 4burnout heatLfluxes
is so much la.rg [ ,000 p.c.u.I(hr.) (sq. ft.)] tha
those of the Columbia University and McAdams'. data
[62-,000 and 43,500 p.c..a./(hr.).(sq., ft.),resctively]
,for the same r ange of -experimental. variables that one
must conctiide that these datae cannot len quantitative,
confirmation to the vailidity'of the pried~iction method pre..
sented here.

Aerojet Data (40)

These few data were obtainedin calibration. expei-
meats for the diphenyl burnout-studies. "the test section
consisted of a heated stainless steel tube, 0.020-zin. wall
thickness, with an "inert" rod inserted concentrically to
form an-annular passage for the coolant. (A~llother data
obtained with annuli had the heated tube cooled ex-ý,
ternally.) They are presented in Table 9-8 and are in-
cluded here for the reason that the measurements were
made within a pressure range (250 to 500 lb./sq. in.h abs.)
that is rarely investigated. The experiments appear to
have been well controlled and the agreement between

pThese experiments were performed with a new power source
permitting attainment of higher heat fluxes, than were possible
earlier..

tA thin strip should liberate heat nonunaiformly, with the
edges and corners having significantly higher heat Ii4xthan,
the strip face.
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difference to become so large as was found for the
U.C.L.A.. data.

Purdue University Data (16)

These data, presented in Table 9-5, were gathered
from two sources as noted in the table and represent
only the local-boiling burnout experiments, conducted
with internally cooled tubes.; Here again it is observed
that the differences (between predicted and measured
heat fluxes) lie in two groups; fifteen experiments are
fitted with an average difference of 73,000 p.c.u./(hr.)
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predicted and measured values of burnout heat flux is
very satisfactory. Thus the prediction method appears
to fit both internally and externally cooled heaters, with
the. coolant flowing in an annulus, with satisfactory ac-
curacy.

K.A.P.L. (41) "Twisted Ribbon" Data

Seven burnout measurements have been reported for
twisted ribbon assemblies. These tests were conducted
at a pressure of 2,000 !b/sq. in. abs. with subcooled.
water flowing: through a vertical bundle of seven electri-
cally heated twisted ribbons. 'The data are presented in
Table 9-9 together with predicted Values of the heat flux

at burnout. Agreement between experiment and predic-
ýtion:is very satisfactory, and five of the seven tests ap..

tar to havebre trnder close control. ..
ThYi•e• datd:a•• v'lelbIadditioi• to the maSsh of burn-

,out information available primarily for the unique .ge-
ometry employed. They tend to confirm the adequacy of
the geometric Variables employed in the prediction.
method.

Luko•skii (42) Data

..These data coveravery wide range of coolant pres-
sures with saturated water at essentially constant ve-
locity (5.9 ft./sec.). The test section:geomietry is
unique in that unconnected," heated st rips stainless'
steel wer-e "dovetailed" into a tube of magnesium
chloride; the coolant flowed upward inside the tube. Al-.
though alternating- current electricity .was used in heaftig
the strips,: these data are sufficiently accurate todemon-
strate good agreement between experimental and pre-•
dicted burrinout heat fluxesý, assummarized in Table 9-10.
These data are useful siince they tend to confirm both the
effect of geometric variables and that of coolant Pres-
sure on the burnout heat flux.

Columbia University.(43) Task X Data,

These data, presented in Table 9-11, are being ob-
tained in a large medium-press.ure (to 7508 b./sq. in.
abs.) apparatus that' utii zes '701in.-iong hesater tubes of
stainless steel. These tubes are 2% in, O.D., and have
0.035-in. wall thickness; they comprise the largest test
sections used to study burnout reported in the open
literature. Although the differences between predicted
and experimental burnout heat fluxes are in the same
range as other high-pressure data, the predicted value is
consistently lower than that measured. The reason
currently proposed to explain this fact is that these test
sections almost invariably undergo severe vibration as
the boiling intensity increases. The effect of vibration
on the burnout heat flux is to be discussed in detail
later, but briefly the mechanical vibrations of.the heater
surface tend to dislodge semistable bubbles or clusters.
of býdb~les. Thus, it is more difficult for stable film

boiling to be initiated on a vibrating heater and the onset
of burnout is retarded.

FORCED FLOW IN "CONFINED GEOMETRY -- OTHER

COOLANTS

Burnout Data with Ammoria as Coolant

To date,.two groups of-local-boiling burnout experi-
ments have been reported.in the unclassified literature.
The Bartz-Noel. (44) experiments were conducted at a
pressure of 500 lb./sq. in. abs.- 0.250-in. O.D. stainless
steel tubes.(0.009-in, wall thickness) formed the test
sections which were cooled internally. These data are
unique in that coolant velocities up to 160 ft./sec. were
investigated.

Table 4 presents both the experimental results and
those. predicted by the generalized "ethd. (0pge 103)'..
The:over-vail'agreemht between data, and prediction is-
excellent, but' as was' ndted in the results for water at
high pressure, thediýfferences between predicted and ex-
perimentaltburnout heat fluxes fait into two groups, 15
runs with an average difference of 51,000 and 8.runs
with an average of 285,000 p-c.u-/(hr.) (sq. ft.), although
the percentage differences are small throughout.

The second investigation of ammonia burnout phe-
nomena [Reactionr Motors, Inc. (45)] covers a' wider range
of the experimental variables (except for velocity) than
did the Bartz-Noel study. ''These data, however, are less
well controlled, apparently as a consequence of the very
short test section, the method of thermocouple installa-
tion, and the method of data reduction and analysis.
Thus, owing to the large scatter in these data, 'the agree-
ment between predicted and measured burnoutheat
fluxes, although satisfactory, can be considered as only'
qualitative.

The phlysical properties of ammonia used'in this analy-
sis were taken from the Smithsonian Physical Tables
(1954). Figure 9 is a working graph constructed to
simplify the computations of the generalized prediction
method. The physical properties of water were taken

from the thesis of E. J. Weliman, Purdue University
(1950).

.Burnout Data with Diphenyl as Coolant (40)

These data were obtained in a two-part investigation"
of the burnout behavior of local-boiling diphenyl in tubes
cooled internally via an annular coolant passage. The
data were collected in two campaigns of experiments and
are analyzed separately and as a group in Table 5. The
later results show better precision, the average differ-
ences (between predicted and mrdasured burnout heat
fluxes) being 21,000 and 41,000 p.c.u./(hr.) (sq. ft.) re-
spectively for the two groups of tests. The average dif-
ference for all tests- grouped together is 30,500 p.c.u./
(hr.) (sq. ft.), which is excellent agreement between pre-
diction and experiment and is about the same as differ-
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Fig. 9. Working graph for predicting burnout heatl flux for
4mmonia.

ences obtained for the best water data. The percentage
of differences, however, show that the prediction method
is•'about 10% conservative. It is this percentage differ-
eice that prompted the earlier remark about the accuracy
of& 'thephysical properties of diphenyl, as currently.

available.
The data for the physical' properties of diphenyl were

taken from the reference document, with a curve for the
thermal conductivity.drawn 'parallel to that for a ýpoly--
phenyl mixture (see;,igure 15' of reference 40). The
thermal con ductvities used in this analysis are given by

k0.0812S.- 2.64.x 10: 450), where t is the satu-w
ration tempeOratur of dipneyl in degrees Fahrenheit and
k is in British th eri niits per hour per degree Fahren-

heit per foot. Figure 10 presents a working graph to
simplify the computations of the prediction method.

LIMITATIONS OF, THE PREDICTION METHOD

LOCAL BOILING

Effect of Wetting of Surface by Coolant

Averin has shown that, the boiling characteristics of a
heater are changed markedly when the coolant does not
wet the heated surface. His work indicates that nucleate.
boiling does not occur and that the heat transfer co-
efficient decreases with increasing temperature driving
force for nonwetted systems. The investigations of
Bonilla, et al. (46), and Katz and co-workers (47), with
liquid metals also reveal anomalous boiling behavior of

heaters with partially or incompletely wetted surfaces.
Although the effect of wetting angle on boiling phe-
nomena has been discussed by many authors'ani" attempts
have been made to relate the magnitude of the surface
tension of a system to its nucleate-boiling behavior, con-
clusive evidence of a relation between the two has not
been demonstrated-,-

The prediction- method presented in this: work. appears
not to depend .upon the. surface .tension or wetting phe-...
nomena as_ long as nucleate boiling can occur in the sys-
tem. The few experiments. .conducted to determine the
bumAroheat 'fluxes, for, surfaces- boiled for short and. long
times, have indica'ted-a slight effect; even though the
nucleate boiling, characteristics (relationship between
QIA .and At)appear to change considerably. It would
seem, therefore, that wetting: effectsýl~kez srarfac&-
roughness effects-do not influenre the onse4t ofbunout.

Effitect of Transient Conditiona

Allianalysis and'discussiýion inAthesections preceding
this one have dealt with steady state phenomena;s. It is
appropriate to raise the question: how short may the
period of a transient heat transfer process become before
steady state analyses are no longer valid? The investi-
gations' of Rosenthal and Miller (48). at Oak Ridg Na-
tion6l Labor•tory, 0o McLean and coýke (49) at the
Naval Research Laboratory, and of Bend er and co-d
workers (50) at Columbia University in atmospheric pools
indicate that transient, boiling processes, including burn-
out phenoimena, are indistinguishable from the steady.
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Fig. 10. Working graph for predicting burnout heat flux for
diphenyl.
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state for periods in excess of about 15 msec. Since
these tests were performed with test sections of low

thermal capacity (see section on Heater-Wall Thickness),

it: may be assumed that steady state analyses are valid
*to periods as short as 5 msec. for massive elements.

It is proposed-here that periods in excess of ten times

the mean lifetime of surface bubbles should be long

enough to permit steady state phenomena to become es-

tablished at the heated surface. Measurements of bubble

lifetimes have been made by Ellion and Gunthe r and Co..

workers at the.California Institute of Technology. These

measurements, based on boiling experiments at pressures

close to atmospheric, show that bubble lifetimes are of

the order of I to 2 msec. for water. Heat flux and sub-

cooling both affect -the magnitude ofthe lifetimes of
bubbles as follows: increasing heat flux at cdnStant sub-

creasing coolant bulk temperature incrseses the lifetime;
neither. of these effects, however, chane the buibble
lifetime by o thaaa factorof 2 for. erywide changes

in the independent variable.

Effect of Heater Vibration

As pointed o6u4tearier, boiling and burnout experiments

at Columbia University have demonstrated that vigorous

boiling can cause vibration. of the :heaters. Vibration has
been observed throughoiu a wide range of coolant condi-
tions and: with solid: and hollow heaters of widely differ-

ing lengthtodater ratios. The appearance of nucleate

.boiling without vibration is one of random bubble gen-
eration and release, whereas with vibration the bubble -

population.appears, grows, and disappears in distinctly

periodic pulses.
Preliminary measurements have indicated that (1) the

fre•uency of vibration is low, below 100 cycles/sec.,
(2)"the initiationl of vibration depends upon exceeding a
threshold value ofheat flux-of the order of5000G ".
p.c.u./(hr.) (sq. ft.) at a pressure of 500 lb./sq. in. abs.,

(3) subcooling, pressure and coolant velocity appear to
influence the severity of the vibration, and (4) under
some conditions vibration of the heater occurs over a
range of heat fluxes which is reproducible and without

apparent hysteresis effects. Chang reports on a vibra-

tion phenomenon, encountered with organic coolants, that
appears to be initiated when a threshold value of heater-

surface temperature is exceeded..
As noted earlier, vibration of the heater retards the on-

set of burnout since coalescence of bubbles into a stable
vapor film is more difficult. Measurements of the burnout

heat flux for similar heaters with and without vibration

indicate that the extent to which burnout is retarded de-

creases with increasing system pressure. The table be-

low summarizes some of the data collected on the effect

of heater vibration on the burnout heat flux.

Coolant
pressure,
lb./sq.

in. abs.

4.4
27.2

93
248

93
500

650-720

Heater
dimensions,

3/16 0.D. solid X 12
3/16 O.D. solid X 12
3/16 O.Do solid X 12
3/16 O.D. solid X 12

3/16 0.1. solid X 2
2.1ý5 O.D. X 2.055 LDo. 70
27125 06D. X 2.05S.LD. X 70

Ratio of (Q/A)9 0

with vibration
to (Q/A)Bo

without vibration

1.07 to 1.80
106 to 1.35
1.05 to 1.07
1.04
1.02 to 1.07
1.05 to 1.39
L0S to 1.20

The "Cut-off" Velocity.

The mathematical form of Equation (4) has been criti-

cized from the.point of view that with very high coolant

velocities it is possible for the value of T to fall

below the saturation temperature of the coolant and to

failU to zeo•.d This was, interpreted..as-.meaning that at
such a high velocity the predicted burnout heat flux
would be zero;, An-alternate explanation cai be formu-

late: a extemey high hilat fveloacity theý initiation of
nucleate boiling is retarded and the region over which

thelforced-convection regime of heat transfer pertains is

extended far beyond "normal" bounds. Furthermore, if

the coolant velocity were -high enough, nucleate boiling

ne eed never be attained and burnout phenomena could oc-
cur only in the bulk bOiling reginme. These concepts are

illustrated by the curves of Figure: 11."

LL

Overall Temperature Difference

Fig. 11. Effect of velocity on burnout heat flux (pressure

and subcooling constant).
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With a coolant pressure assumed of 30 lb./ sq. in. abs.
for which the wall superheat at zero velocity is 36.S°C.,
the "cut-off" is 4 x 36.5 = 146 ft./sec. As estimated by
the method of McAdams, et al., (11), for an annulus of
W-in. hydraulic diameter, the wall superheat required to
initiate local boiling, even if the subcooling were zero,
at a velocity of 146 ft./sec., is about 460C. Thus
McAdams's method predicts that, even at zero subcool-
ing, boiling cannot be initiated.- To estimate the heat
flux to initiate nucleate boiling under these conditions,
the method of Begell and Bernath is: employed, as fol-
lows:.
ATat t 46oC (by McAdams)

.Intiation

30 • 'V 02/A-l1.8X 10)

1.26 3 x104--

thus,

itato '18 x 105 + (3x 104)4 3

2 x 106 p.c.tL/(hr.) (sq. ft.)

Even if the wall superheat to initiate boiling were
36.50C, the beat flux required would be 1.72 x 106
p.c.u./(hr.) (sq, ft.).

These calculated estimates indicate that local-boiling
burnout will not occur at very high velocities primarily
because the forced-convection mechanism is adequate to
transfer the heat. These estimates tend to be confirmed
by the data for ammonia (see. section on Burnout Data
with Ammonia) which demonstrate the adequacy of Equa-
tion (4) at -least to coolant velocities; of 160 ft./sec.
Thus, it may be assumed that the "cut-off" velocity has
no significance in local boiling but may represent the
transition fromthe forced-convection regime of .h.eat
transfer to the burnout condition with bulk boiling.

BULK BOILING

The prediction method presented has beep demon-
strated to be valid for local boiling. Since a smooth
transition in burnout heat flux from local to bulk boiling
must occur, one would expect the prediction method to
be fairly accurate over a region of the bulk-boiling.r-
gime. Preliminary calculations performed for burnout
conditions at high pressures reveal that the method is
valid when the inlet coolant velocity exceeds about 10
ft./sec. and the effluent vapor void fraction is less than
0.10. These conditions represent a very small region of
the bulk-boiling regime, as seen from the following table.

These considerations can be extrapolated to the region
in local boiling of low pressures and low subcoolings.
Gunther, et al., have shown that at low pressures and
low subcoolings the lifetimes of bubbles both on the sur-
face and in the stream become appreciable.. Therefore,
one would expect that under these cohditions an ap-
preciable bubble void fraction could be attained in narrow
coolant passages at high heat fluxes. Void fractions in
subcooled streams have been measured a the Argonne
National Laboratory at pressures up to-600 lb./ sq. in.
abs,. Visual observations during experiments performed
at the Savannah River Laboratory.(51) at conditions
cited above reveal that large void fractions are indeed
possible. It is to be expected, therefore, that experi-
ments in this range (below 50 lb./sq. in. abs., below
20`C. sUbcooin metersof0.30.
in.) should behave very muchliebk-ilgept-
ments at low pressures and.low steaqualities. I this.
rage of experimental variables, two-0Seflow phe.
nomen .eomplicAte the process: of heat transfer burnout.
Hence, it is to be expected that the agreement between
.measured and predicted burnout IeL 'fluxes w6uld not be
so close in this region as. in the ranges where vapor void
fractions are negligible..

NOTATION

A = intercept term of hao equation; also, surface
area, sq. ft.

a - thickness of undulatinglayer, accoiding to
Chang (2).

B slope of velocity-dependent term of fiB0
C. =.heat capacity of coolant, p.c.u./(lb.) ( 0 C.)

D (d -hydraulc diameter of 'colant passage, fit. (in.)
D, (d1) diameter of heated sur ace (heated perimeter

divided by ir), ft. (in.)
h film coefficient of heat transfer, p.c.u./(hr.)

(sq. ft.) C.C.)
k =thermal conductivity (coolant or metal),

p~cu.(hr) ft. (C.)
L heated. length, ft.
In = Naperian logarithm

N 9 = Blot modulus
P - pressure, lb./sq. in. abs.

QIA - heat flux, p.c:u./(hr.) (sq. ft.)
R = radius of heated rod, ft.
T temperature, PC.

AT temperature difference, °C.
V coolant velocity, ft./sec.
X = heater wall thickness, ft.
X = distance, ft.
OL thermal diffusivity (molecular), sq. ft./hr..
vY momentum diffusivity (molecular), sq. ft./hr.

= eddy diffusivity, sq. fthr.
,5 boundary layer thickness, ft.

Coolant pressure,
lb./sq. i-. abs.

2,000
1,000

600

Steam quality corresponding
to a void fraction of 0.10, %

1.6
0.7
0.3
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p = coo01ant d-r.Ly, 1b./cu. ft.

A = dif-emnice .between predicted and measured

b urWatt heafItuxes

SUBSCRiPTS

BO = bui6blui*Pd.ition

b - bul1,

c, crit. critic.l (p&' ermodynamic sense)

R reddm rid •zr, hermodyn amic sense)

Sat s it-za,,A .condition

Sub slThco~ing
W heated 5urace or Wall
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SUMMARY

This report contains the results of reactor design, performance, and steady state safety analyses for
conversion of the University of Missouri Research Reactor (MURR) from the use of highly-enriched
uranium (HEU) fuel to the use of low-enriched uranium (LEU) fuel. The analyses were performed by
staff members of the Global Threat Reduction Initiative (GTRI) Reactor Conversion Program at the
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) and the MURR Facility. The core conversion to LEU will be
performed with financial support of the US government. This project was approved in early 2006.

The objectives of this work was to show that it is feasible, under a set of manufacturing assumptions, to
design a MURR LEU fuel element that could safely replace the current MURR HEU fuel element and
maintain performance while requiring minimal, if any changes, to the control blades and control blade
drive mechanisms as well as the instrumentation and control system.

Documents that were reviewed by ANL as bases for the design and safety evaluations were the MURR
design drawings and historic analyses of the facility. All of the information and data needed to construct
the reactor models and perform the analyses were provided by MURR. The methods and codes that were
utilized have been qualified by extensive conversion analysis experience and international benchmark.

The current HEU fuel element has 24 plates 50 mil thick (0.050 inches) with fuel meat being 20 mil thick
in each plate and consists of aluminide fuel containing uranium with a 235U enrichment of 93% clad with
Al-6061 aluminum. The cladding thickness of the HEU plates is 15 mil.

The proposed LEU fuel elements have the same overall design and exterior dimensions as the current
HEU fuel elements as well as the same number of fuel plates. However, the proposed LEU fuel element
has fuel meat thicknesses varying from 9 mil to 18 mil thick and consists of U1OMo monolithic foils
containing uranium with a 235U enrichment of 19.75% clad with Al-6061. The cladding thickness of LEU
plates 3-23 is 10 mil for an overall thickness of 38 mil. Plate 2 has 13 mil clad and 38 mil overall
thickness. The two exterior plates are 49 mil thick with Plate 1 (the inner plate) having 20 mil clad and
Plate 24 (the outer plate) having 16 mil clad. The LEU UlOMo monolithic fuel is not yet qualified as
driver fuel in research reactors, but is under intense development under the auspices of the GTRI Fuel
Development and Fuel Fabrication Capability programs.

To design the proposed MURR LEU element, analyses were performed to ensure that acceptable
shutdown and safety margins as well as experimental performance were maintained. Experimental
performance evaluations showed that a power up-rate to 12 MW is needed to maintain fluxes and reaction
rates at the mission critical irradiation locations. Consequently, all safety margins were evaluated at the
uprated power of 12 MW.

Overall, the report shows that the objectives of this study were realized and that it is feasible to convert
the MURR reactor and safely operate at 12 MW with the proposed LEU fuel elements if they can be
manufactured according to the specifications described in the report.

Note that two key design points have still not been fully confirmed:
* It is not yet clear whether the 10 mil clad thickness will prove too difficult or expensive to fabricate.
* Furthermore, experiments and analyses to prove the hydrodynamic stability of the thin 38 mil fuel

plates must still be performed.

Should a thicker clad be required and/or a stiffer plate, then the inherent penalty of displacing moderating
water will need to be addressed to prove technical feasibility of an alternate fuel design.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the analyses performed to study the feasibility of converting the facility's current
highly-enriched uranium (HEU) fuel to low-enriched uranium (LEU) fuel. Because of its compact core
design (33 liters), which requires a much higher loading density of 235U, the University of Missouri
Research Reactor (MURR) could not perform its mission with any previously qualified LEU fuel
products. In 1986, a BOLD VENTURE 3-D model, benchmarked against the only MURR destructively
analyzed fuel element, was used to demonstrate that a silicide LEU core loaded to density of 7.2 gU/cm3 ,
and with no fission product inventory, would result in a k-effective of less than 1.0 [1-1]. However, in
2006 with the prospect of the GTRI fuel development program validating the performance of monolithic
UMo foil fuels, MURR started actively collaborating with the Reduced Enrichment for Research and Test
Reactors (RERTR) Program, and four other U.S. high-performance research reactors that use HEU fuel,
to find a suitable LEU fuel replacement.

[1-1] Letter Request to USNRC, Application for Unique Purpose Exemption from Conversion from
HEU Fuel, Facility License No. R-103, University of Missouri Research Reactor, September
1986; and supplemented by Letter Response to USNRC Request for Additional Information
Supporting the Unique Purpose Exemption Request, February 1987.

2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF FACILITY, REACTOR & FUEL

2.1 Facility Description

The Missouri University Research Reactor (MURR) is a multi-disciplinary research and education facility
providing a broad range of analytical and irradiation services to the research community and the
commercial sector. The facility is situated on a 7.5-acre (3.0-hectare) lot in the central portion of the
University Research Park, an 84-acre (34.0-hectare) tract of land approximately one mile (1.6 km)
southwest of the Missouri University main campus. The campus is located in the southern portion of
Columbia, the county seat and largest city in Boone County, Missouri.

Scientific programs include research in archaeometry, epidemiology, health physics, human and animal
nutrition, nuclear medicine, radiation effects, radioisotope studies, radiotherapy, and nuclear engineering;
and research techniques including neutron activation analysis, neutron scattering, and neutron
interferometry. MURR staff generates and nurtures extensive collaborations with outside researchers.
Research groups are made up of both MURR staff and researchers from the University of Missouri
System's four main campuses. The breadth and quality of the research programs and the available
facilities and equipment are comparable to those found in the U.S. National Laboratories.

The MURR has six types of experimental facilities designed to support these services and research
programs: the Center Test Hole (Flux Trap); the Pneumatic Tube System; the Graphite Reflector Region;
the Bulk Pool Area; the (six) Beamports; and the Thermal Column. The first four types provide areas for
the placement of sample holders or carriers in different regions of the reactor core assembly for the
purposes of material irradiation. Some of the material irradiation services include transmutation doping
of silicon, isotope production for the development of radiopharmaceuticals and other life-science
research, and neutron activation analysis. The six beamports channel neutron radiation from the reactor
core to experimental equipment which is used primarily to determine the structure of solids and liquids
through neutron scattering. The graphite thermal column is designed for the purpose of performing
neutron radiographs and large sample irradiations.

8
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The MURR also participated in a U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) program to provide the availability
of university reactor facilities to non-reactor-owning colleges and universities until this program ended in
2008. The MURR also provides support to institutions with reactors, but which operate at power levels
too low to adequately perform required experiments. Reactor sharing projects included work in fields
such as anthropology, archaeology, animal science, crystallography, analytical epidemiology-nutrition,
geology, materials science, physics, nuclear analysis development, and biochemistry.

Figure 2.1 Figure 2.2
University Research Park - University of Missouri-Columbia MURR Core

2.2 Facility History

The MURR first achieved criticality on October 13, 1966. The reactor was originally designed for 10
MW operation, but was initially licensed to operate at only 5 MW until reactor utilization and operating
experience were sufficient to justify full power operation. In 1974, additional cooling equipment was
added and the process instrumentation and safety systems were modified as required to facilitate
operation of the reactor at the full design power of 10 MW.

In 1986, the University of Missouri requested that a determination be made by the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) that the MURR has a Unique Purpose, as defined by 10 CFR 50.2, and is
therefore exempt from the conversion from HEU to LEU fuel [2-1]. The MURR has a compact core
design (33 liters) that cannot perform its intended function with any currently-qualified LEU uranium
densities. A BOLD VENTURE 3D model, benchmarked against the only MURR destructively analyzed
fuel element, was used to demonstrate that a new silicide LEU core loaded to density of 7.2 g U/cm3 and
with no fission product inventory would result in a k-effective of less than 1.0 [2-1 ].

Since achieving initial criticality, the reactor has operated safely for over 296,000 full power hours in
support of the primary mission of providing the maximum flux, or current, of neutrons to the maximum
number of users without endangering the health and safety of facility workers and the general public. In
August 2006, the MURR submitted a re-licensing application to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission for a twenty-year renewal to the facility's operating license, R-103.
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2.3 Basic Reactor Description

The MURR is a pressurized, reflected (beryllium and graphite), heterogeneous, open pool-type, which is
light-water moderated and cooled. The reactor is designed and licensed to operate at a maximum thermal
power level of 10 MW with forced cooling, or up to 50 kW in the natural convection mode.

Figure 2.3
Reactor Core Assembly - 2D View

Figure 2.4
Reactor Core Assembly - 3D View

The reactor core assembly is located eccentrically within a cylindrically-shaped, aluminum-lined pool,
approximately 10 feet (3.0 m) in diameter and 30 feet (9.1 m) deep. The reactor core consists of four
major regions: central test hole (flux trap), fuel, control blade, and reflector. Two and three-dimensional
views of the reactor core assembly are shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. A plan view is shown
in Figure 2.3.

The flux trap is located inside the inner pressure vessel and therefore surrounded by the fuel elements. It
is cooled by pool water circulating from top to bottom and can contain aluminum holder tubes containing
the samples to be irradiated. The flux trap is typically loaded with a sample holder made of three
aluminum tubes. Each tube is typically filled with a variety of sample containers used for isotope
production.

The fuel region has a fixed geometry consisting of eight (8) fuel elements having identical physical
dimensions placed vertically around an annulus between two cylindrical aluminum reactor pressure
vessels. Each fuel assembly is comprised of 24 circumferential plates. The HEU plates contain uranium
enriched to approximately 93% in the isotope 235U as the fuel material.
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The control blade region is an annular gap between the outer pressure vessel and the inner reflector
annulus, so that no penetration of the pressure vessels is required. Five (5) control blades operate
vertically within this gap:- four (4) Boral and one (1) stainless steel.-, The blades control reactor reactivity
by varying neutron reflection.

The reflector region consists of two concentric right circular annuluses surrounding the control blade
region. The inner reflector annulus is a 2.71 inch (6.9 cm) thick solid sleeve of beryllium metal. The
outer reflector annulus consists of vertical elements of graphite canned in aluminum, having a total
thickness of 8.89 inches (22.6 cm).
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Figure 2.5
Reactor Core Assembly - Plan View

2.4 Current Fuel Design and Operating Cycle

The fuel material at the time of initial startup was a uranium-aluminum alloy with each fuel element
loaded to a maximum of 650 grams of 2 3 5

U. This type of fuel system had performed very reliably in the
Materials Test Reactor (MTR) and the Engineering Test Reactor (ETR) at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL), as well as in other reactors throughout the world. However, in order to reduce the
fuel cycle cost and the amount of 235U needed per MWd of energy produced at the MURR, a conversion
was performed in 1971 to switch to a uranium-aluminide dispersion UAlx fuel material with a maximum
loading of 775 grams of 235U per element. The UAI dispersion fuel system was developed at INEL for
the high flux, high power Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) and subsequently used at the MTR and ETR
prior to its use at the MURR [2-2, 2-3].

A drawing of the MURR fuel element is shown in Figure 2.6. The fuel elements have an overall length of
32.5 inches (82.55 cm). Each element is longitudinally-symmetrical with 24 fuel bearing plates. The fuel
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plates are segments of concentric circles 50 mil thick separated by a coolant channel gap of 80 mil. The
fuel meat in each plate is 20 mil thick with 15 mil of aluminum cladding on each side. Additional fuel
element specifications can be found in Table 3-2.

The MURR operates continuously with the
exception of a weekly scheduled shutdown.
Over the past 32 years of operation, the MURR
has averaged approximately 6.3 days/week at
full power. The weekly shutdown provides an
opportunity to access samples in the center test M ,,
hole, to perform surveillance tests and
maintenance, and to replace all eight fuel
elements in the core. Replacing the fuel
elements provides a xenon free core for restart
and the chance to remix or shuffle which
elements will be used in the core. The active
fuel cycle typically consists of 32 fuel elements;
corresponding to sixteen pairs of elements. A
core loading will always consist of four Figure 2.6
different pairs of elements, with the two MURR Fuel Element - Pictorial View
elements of each pair loaded opposite of each
other in the core. The compact core volume
limits excess reactivity and causes the control
blades to be fully withdrawn when the HEU core, with equilibrium xenon, achieves approximately 670
MWd. This results in an HEU fuel element reaching a maximum bum-up of 150 MWd, which in turn
corresponds to a hot spot bum-up of less than 1.8E+21 fissions/cc. This ensures that the Technical
Specification limit of 2.3E+21 fissions/cc for the UAlx dispersion fuel is not approached or exceeded.
Cores are usually loaded such that the average power history of a fuel element is approximately 75 MWd.
Typically a fuel element will be used in 18 to 20 different core loadings before being retired from the fuel
cycle. A core with fuel elements approaching the bum-up limit will also include a corresponding number
of elements with very low power history. This maximizes the number of MWd obtainable per fuel
element. This same approach is also planned for the LEU fuel cycle.

2.5 Facility References

[2-1] Letter Request to USNRC, Application for Unique Purpose Exemption from Conversion from HEU Fuel,
Facility License No. R-103, University of Missouri Research Reactor, September 1986; and supplemented
by Letter Response to USNRC Request for Additional Information Supporting the Unique Purpose
Exemption Request, February 1987.

[2-2] Gibson, G.W., Graber, M.J., and Francis, W.C., Annual Progress Report on Fuel Element Development for
FY-1963, IDO-16934, 1963.

[2-3] Graber, M.J., et al., Performance Evaluation of Core II and III Advanced Test Reactor Fuel Elements,
ANCR- 1027, Aerojet Nuclear Company, 1971.
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3. NEUTRONIC ANALYSES

A joint study between MURR and the GTRI Reactor Conversion Program at ANL was conducted to
determine a suitable LEU fuel element design and to perform the preliminary analyses necessary to
establish the shutdown and safety margins remain acceptable for the converted reactor. The collaboration
continues in order to finalize the LEU assembly design and perform complete safety analyses for the
converted core.

Depletion calculations are very important for MURR conversion feasibility analysis since the reactor has
operated with a weekly operations and fuel cycle for more than twenty years with high reliability and high
utilization . The medical isotope production and many other experimental capabilities at MURR are
optimized for this weekly cycle. Realistic experimental flux and reaction rate performance must be
evaluated for typical weekly cycles rather than for an all fresh core. The fuel shuffling schedule of an
LEU element that could efficiently and effectively match or exceed the performance of the typical HEU
fuel shuffling scheme must be defined in order for the conversion to LEU fuel be declared feasible.

The LEU fuel element design was performed in four phases:
1. Performed scoping studies on simplified model (see Figure 3.1) to determine initial LEU fuel

element design.
2. Developed a more detailed model (see Figure 3.1) and established the credibility of the model by

comparing prediction with all HEU fresh core measurements from 1971.
3. Refined the model to represent the current (2008) reactor configuration (see Figure 3.1),

developed the HEU and LEU fuel shuffling schemes, developed a representative experimental
load, and reinforced credibility by comparing model prediction to corresponding measured
critical positions.

4. Defined reference cores and use high fidelity models to evaluate fuel cycle performance,
shutdown margins, experimental performance and power distributions for the thermal-hydraulic
steady state safety margins calculation.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the types of detail added to the MCNP model as the study moved from scoping
model, through the 1971 Reactor with fresh core, to the 2008 Reactor.

Scoping model 1971 Reactor 2008 Reactor

Figure 3.1 - Cross Section of MCNP Models of MURR
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Before discussing the analyses, it is useful to review the codes and methodologies used and developed to
allow for tractable yet highly detailed neutronic/depletion calculations.

3.1 Description of Neutronics Codes and Methodologies

To perform the neutronics calculation of a compact core such as MURR, it is preferable to use a transport
theory code to capture the rapidly changing spectra across the various regions. Therefore, the MCNP [3-1,
3-2] continuous energy Monte Carlo code was used for all detailed calculations of core k-effective,
control blade position, as well as detailed power distributions and experimental fluxes/reaction rates.

REBUS-PC [3-3] was used for the MURR depletion calculations.

Although depletion calculations using MCNP for flux and cross section evaluation at each statepoint can
be performed using the REBUS-MCNP [3-4, 3-5, 3-6] computer code, the hundreds of statepoints
required to model the complex fuel cycle of MURR -- a process repeated during fuel element
optimization -- made REBUS-MCNP intractable for the full fuel cycle simulation in a reasonable time
frame. It was therefore necessary to develop a less time-consuming diffusion model to perform the
depletion calculation. The REBUS-DIF3D [3-7, 3-8] code was chosen for this portion of the feasibility
study. Note that REBUS-MCNP models were still developed for the MURR reactor in order to
benchmark the REBUS-DIF3D models. The WI\4S-ANL [3-9, 3-10] lattice physics code was used to
generate a burnup dependent, 69 group lumped fission product to model the fission products not explicitly
modeled in the MURR MCNP models [3-11].

A detailed Theta-R-Z diffusion model was developed with the DIF3D finite difference multigroup
diffusion code. WIMS-ANL was used to generate burnup dependent cross section libraries for all the
materials of the REBUS-DIF3D model. Considerable customization of the cross-section generation
process was required to prepare a robust set of 10 group cross sections. The details of the DIF3D and
WIMS-ANL models were developed iteratively to assure fidelity of the resulting diffusion calculations
with MCNP and experiments [3-12]. Note that, as discussed later, comparisons between DIF3D and
MCNP were performed for both the fresh and depleted cores.

Since REBUS-DIF3D depletion was only used to model the weekly operation for HEU and LEU while
MCNP was used for all neutronics calculations, it was necessary to develop a methodology to update the
MCNP models with the detailed three dimensional, burnup dependent material compositions (i.e., atom
densities of all the depleting isotopes modeled) obtained from REBUS-DIF3D. Figure 3-2 illustrates the
methodology developed to use all these codes in a consistent manner.
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Figure 3.2 - The Multiple Neutronic Codes Applied to Model the MURR Fuel Cycle

3.2 Scoping Studies for LEU Element Design

The initial scoping work of MURR's fuel conversion feasibility study included defining the fuel
requirements, describing the HEU core, and defining experimental facility performance indicators. Some
of the potential concerns in performing a conversion include (1) matching the performance capabilities of
the current 775-gram 231U fuel element, (2) not increasing the fuel storage requirements, (3) having
sufficient excess reactivity in order to decrease the loading in fuel plates with high peaking factors, and
(4) maintaining or enhancing neutron flux in the center test hole (flux trap), graphite reflector, and
beamport regions.

To better appreciate the differences between the HEU and LEU fuel designs, the HEU design will be
briefly described. The HEU fuel design of 50mil thick plates with 15 mil thick cladding is based on the
initial tests for the ATR performed in the 1960's and early 1970's for improving the original MTR alloy
fuel design to the current UAlx dispersion fuel. With dispersion fuel fabrication methodology, there is
more variation in the cladding thickness due to the number of times the plate must be rolled. There is also
the concern of stray fuel particles being pressed into the cladding. Consequently, the cladding thickness
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is nominally 15 mil to ensure that the required minimal cladding thickness of 10 mil is achieved and that
no stray fuel particles are within 8 mil of the cladding surface.

The first technical task performed was a comparison of core excess reactivity between the MURR's
current UAlx dispersion HEU fuel and UlOMo and U7Mo monolithic LEU fuels. Using the transport
code MCNP and the scoping model shown in Figure 3.1, broad scoping studies were performed for an all
fresh core. The first comparison consisted of replacing the 20 mil thick UAlx HEU fuel meat with the two
different U-Mo LEU fuels. No other physical changes were made to the core - the same fuel plate and
coolant channel dimensions were maintained. Although this resulted in lower k-effectives even with the235U loading more than doubling, the k-effectives were still high enough to ensure sufficient excess
reactivity with the core operating at 10 MW. However, the LEU cores would require a greater number of
fuel elements in the fuel cycle, thus exceeding our fuel storage capacity.

To further explore the possibilities of an LEU core design that could match or exceed current performance
capabilities, the MURR asked the GTRI Fuel Development Program to answer a number of key questions
on the following fuel design/manufacturing limitations: peak bum-up, minimum thickness of the fuel
meat and cladding, minimum thickness of the curved plate to ensure sufficient rigidness, and the
magnitude of engineering peaking factors due to reducing the thickness of the fuel meat. The best
information available from U.S. High-Performance research reactor Working Group (USHPWG)
collaboration during 2006-2009 is:

* What is the peak fuel burn-up limit? -7E+21fissions/cc
* How thin can acceptable U 10Mo foils be fabricated? 5 mil (0.127mm)
* What is the minimum acceptable cladding thickness? 10 mil (0.254 mm)
* How thin can sufficiently rigid curved fuel plates be fabricated? 38 mil (0.965 mm)
" Magnitude of engineering peaking factors for thin Ul OMo foils? < UAI, HEUfactors
" What is the minimum cladding blister temperature? 850-900 'F (454-482 IC)

Note that two of these points have still not been fully confirmed:
* It is not yet clear whether the 10 mil clad thickness will prove too difficult or expensive to fabricate.
" Furthermore, experiments and analyses to prove the hydrodynamic stability of the thin 38 mil fuel

plates must still be performed.

Should a thicker clad and/or a stiffer plate be required, then the inherent penalty of displacing moderating
water will need to be addressed to prove technical feasibility of an alternate fuel design.

Despite the uncertainty surrounding the cladding thickness, the design work continued based on
information indicating that a 10 mil clad should be feasible. The next step was therefore to increase the
water-to-metal ratio by decreasing either the plate cladding or fuel meat thickness, or both, while
increasing the width of the coolant channel gap. First, the standard 15 mil thick aluminum cladding was
decreased to 12 mil, while the coolant channel gap was increased from 80 to 86 mil. Next, a 10 mil
cladding thickness was modeled with a 90 mil coolant channel gap. For the U1OMo core, with a lower
235U density than the U7Mo, the MCNP results indicated sufficient excess reactivity that could achieve
even more MWd per fuel element than the current design; assuming that fuel element performance can
handle the higher bumup values. Finally, using the current 15 mil thick cladding, the fuel meat thickness
was decreased to 18 mil and then to 16 mil, while increasing the coolant channel gap to 0.0821 and 84.2
mil, respectively. The MCNP analyses indicated that equivalent or slightly higher k-effective values were
obtained using less 235U than with standard 15 mil thick aluminum cladding on the proposed LEU core.
The cores modeled confirmed the need to increase the water-to-metal ratio in order to gain reactivity [3-
14].
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Reducing the number of fuel plates in order to increase the water-to-metal ratio was also analyzed to
compare the results from reducing the cladding and fuel meat thicknesses. Table 3-1 combines some of
the better results of both reducing the thickness of the cladding and fuel meat and reducing the number of
fuel plates. Only the results from the U10Mo studies are listed in Table 3-1 since U1OMo has exhibited
the least amount of swelling as a function of fuel burnup during irradiation testing, making it the preferred
choice from an operational perspective. Reduction in the number of fuel plates seems to provide
comparable positive results until the increase in average heat flux is factored in, which results from the
corresponding reduction in heat transfer surface area. For a high-performance research reactor such as the
MURR, the hot stripe heat flux is the power/flux limiting factor. Therefore, reducing the number of fuel
plates is not currently being considered as a preferred way to increase the water-to-metal ratio in order to
gain reactivity. Additionally, uniformly loaded LEU results in much higher heat flux peaking factors and
would also significantly reduce the maximum power limit and neutron flux. Therefore, the proposed fuel
element design reduces the fuel foil thickness of the three highest power density plates.

Table 3-1 UAIx and U10Mo Fuel Comparison
- No. Fuel Clad Plate Channel Core Keff - Flux Trap 3  Flux Trap 3

Plates Meat (inches) (inches) (inches) (Kg) Therm Ratio Fast Ratio
(inches) -

241 0.020 0.015 0.050 0.080 6.20 1.086 1.000 1.000
24 0.020 0.012 0.044 0.086 13.0 1.076 0.885 0.951
24 0.018 0.012 0.042 0.088 11.7 1.079 0.889 0.955
24 0.020 0.010 0.040 0.090 13.0 1.086 0.867 0.921
24 0.018 0.010 0.038 0.093 11.7 1.090 0.874 0.937
242 0.009 to 0.010 to 0.038 to '0.0916 11.3 1.079 0.884 0.916

0.018 0.020 0.049
23 0.020 0.012 0.044 0.092 12.5 1.082 0.885 0.949
22 0.025 0.012 0.049 0.093 14.9 1.082 0.875 0.951
22 0.022 0.012 0.046 0.097 13.1 1.084 0.876 0.950
22 0.018 0.012 0.042 0.101 10.7 1.086 0.880 0.935
21 0.022 0.012 0.046 0.104 12.5 1.087 0.878 0.931
20 0.022 0.012 0.046 0.112 11.9 1.094 0.876 0.927

'Current core using Al. HEU fuel element.
2 LEU core using initial design for proposed U1OMo fuel element.
3Flux in proposed LEU core divided by the flux in current HEU core with both cores operating at 10 MW. This overestimates
for cores with less than 24 plates because of the total plate surface area reduction, which will reduce the maximum safe
power level.

The initial LEU scoping studies that led to the current proposed LEU core design were performed in 2006
and 2007 and summarized in papers presented at RERTR International meetings [3-13, 3-14]. Table 3-2
compares the proposed LEU fuel element design with the current HEU fuel element.. Note that the initial
design for the proposed LEU fuel element was changed from a 91.6 mil channel spacing shown in Table
3-1 to the 92 mil shown in Table 3-2. This change was made to ensure that the model and analyses
applied a channel gap more consistent with expected manufacturing tolerances.
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Table 3-2 Summary of MURR Fuel Element Specifications - Current and Proposed

Fuel

Material UAIx (mostly UAL3) U10Mo
Enrichment 93% '-U 19.75% "OU
Thickness Plate 1 20 mil (0.508mm) 9 mil (0.229 mm)

Plate 2 20 mil (0.508mm) 12 mil (0.305 mm)
Plates 3-23 20 mil (0.508mm) 18 mil (0.457 mm)
Plate 24 20 mil (0.508mm) 17 mil (0.432 mm)

Cladding
Material Aluminum
Thickness Plate 1 15 mil (0.381mm) 20 mil (0.508 mm)

Plate 2 15 mil (0.381mm) 13 mil (0.330 mm)
Plates 3-23 15 mil (0.381mm) 10 mil (0.254 mm)
Plate 24 15 mil (0.381mm) 16 mil (0.406 mm)

Fuel Element
Number of Fuel Plates 24
Overall Fuel Element Length 32.5 inches (82.550 cm)
Overall Fuel Plate Length 25.5 inches (64.770 cm)
Overall Active Fuel Length 24.0 inches 60.960 cm)
Fuel Plate Thickness 1 &24 50 mil (1.270mm) 49 mil (1.245mm)
Fuel Plate Thickness 2-23 50 mil (1.270mm) 38 mil (0.965mm)
Distance Between Plates 80 mil (2.032mm) 92 mil (2.337mm)

(Coolant Channel)
Maximum 'ýU Loading 775 grams 1439 grams
Fuel Density 1.53 grams/cm6  3.03 grams/cm6

Weight - 6 Kg - 11 Kg

To better understand the proposed LEU fuel
design, three figures are provided which
compare power density and heat flux peaking
between the HEU and LEU fuel. In Figures 3.3,
3.4 and 3.5, the control blades are half out (13-
inch withdrawn position), which is
approximately the critical position of a cold
clean fresh core.

HEU CR @ 13" Power & Hog Flux Peaking Factors

5.0

4.5

4.0

3.5*

2.5

2.0

1'

Figure 3.3 illustrates the power density and heat _°_

flux peaking factors for the HEU core consisting , 0f

of eight fresh fuel elements. The peaking factors
are graphed for each fuel plate, with plate 1.1P

number-1 adjacent to the inner reactor pressure Figure 3.3 - HEU Core Design

vessel and plate number-24 adjacent to the outer Peaking Factors

pressure vessel. The graph points correspond to
the mid-point of each one inch vertical segment of the 24 inch long fuel meat, starting at 0.5 inches from
the bottom to 23.5 inches at the top. The peaking factor is the average power density in that fuel volume
divided by the average for the total fuel meat volume of that fuel element.
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Figure 3.4 provides the graphs for the proposed
LEU fuel element power density peaking
factors. In comparing Figures 3.3 and 3.4, plate
number I has the highest power density in both
cases, while the power peaking factor is about
1.5 times higher in the LEU fuel element than
the HEU element. Plate number 2 has the next
highest power peaking factor in both the LEU
and HEU fuels. The high peak fuel bum-up
limit for LEU fuel means that the high power
peaking factors can be managed without needing
to decrease the 235U density to avoid limiting
fuel element lifetime. However, to avoid the
highest hot stripe heat flux peaking from
limiting the safe operating power level, the
thickness of the fuel meat in plates number 1, 2
and 24 was reduced to lower their hot stripe heat
flux. Using this approach, the proposed core
design consists of fuel meat thicknesses that
vary by a factor of two.
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Figure 3.4 - LEU Core Design
Power Density Peaking Factors
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Figure 3.5 depicts the heat flux peaking factors .

for the proposed LEU fuel element. Plate 2 .

number 1 and 24 are 49 mil thick for the
following two reasons: (1) the cladding on these X 1.5

plates are susceptible to being scratched, dented 1.0

or bumped during fuel handling, and (2) the
plates are located between coolant channels with oo ----

0 5 t0 15 20 25

different widths, thus potentially creating a ...ght. F-1. PI.... (!-he.)

differential pressure across the fuel plate. Plate Figure 3.5 - LEU Core Design
number 1 has the thinnest fuel meat of 9 mil. Heat Flux Peaking Factors
Plate number 2 fuel meat thickness is 12 mil
with a corresponding cladding thickness of 13 mil. Plate number 24 has a fuel meat thickness of 17 mil.
All other plates are 38 mil thick and have a fuel meat thickness of 18 mil with corresponding 10 mil thick
cladding.

The possible fabrication techniques for the new U 10Mo monolithic fuel plates should require less rolling.
Additionally, the monolithic "foil fuel meat" should also substantially reduce or eliminate the chance of
fuel particles being pressed into the cladding, thus allowing the 10 mil nominal cladding thickness.
However, the fabrication methodologies must be further developed and tested before the thinnest
allowable nominal cladding thickness can be confirmed. Flow validation tests also need to be performed
to ensure that the 38 mil thick plates have sufficient stability and rigidness to fully withstand the hydraulic
forces imposed by a primary coolant flow velocity of 25 ft/sec (7.6 m/sec). Plate stability may also vary
depending on the relative thicknesses of the fuel meat and cladding, because their contribution to stiffness
can differ. These values need to be determined to complete the optimum core design.

The LEU core fuel meat thicknesses have been reduced such that the maximum heat flux peaking factors
are less than those of the current HEU core. This change was made because a power uprate will be
necessary to maintain current experimental performance and capabilities (see the Flux Trap Ratios in
Table 3-1). The goal is to obtain peaking factors that will allow a power uprate from 10 MW to 12 MW.
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Note that confirmation of this result is needed from a more detailed model including a typical mixed core
loading. Therefore, more detailed computational models were developed.

3.3 Development of the Detailed Neutronics Models

The MCNP scoping model used to design the candidate LEU element was enhanced to provide details of

power distributions and experimental fluxes. The enhanced MCNP model illustrated in Figure 3.1 was
benchmarked against a 1971 core with all fresh fuel and many reported critical states.

Furthermore, depletion capability was developed with both REBUS-MCNP and REBUS-DIF3D. Since
modeling the complex MURR fuel shuffling sequence requires the evaluation of hundreds of statepoints,
iterative design and analysis of the fuel cycle with REBUS-MCNP is intractable. Thus, a REBUS-DIF3D
model was developed and benchmarked to MCNP and measurements. Afterwards, the MCNP models

were updated to include the depleted materials from REBUS-DIF3D to allow evaluations of measured
critical states and to demonstrate the overall accuracy of the fuel cycle simulations.

3.3.1 Computational Model Credibility - Comparisons with 1971 HEU Fresh Core Measurements

The MCNP scoping model was refined to match the 1971 MURR Reactor- this corresponds to the core

configuration during the initial critical and physics tests performed on the first MURR aluminide 775 g
U-235 HEU core, which is still the current fuel element design. Since around 1980, MURR has not been

able to have a full core of unirradiated fuel element to perform any clean critical. The startup campaign
of the 1971 all fresh core provided an experimental basis for model benchmarking. The benchmarking
effort proved that a high level of detail is needed in the models to accurately predict the compact, high
flux MURR reactor.

Note that these changes were made to the model to improve agreement with a report by Julian [3-15].
Many details of the improvements were described in RERTR International Meeting papers in 2007 and
2008 [3-12, 3-14, 3-16]. The MCNP changes were to geometry and material compositions per
development of a design basis spreadsheet. It proved important to treat the explicit geometry of the
reflectors and control blades well.

This core configuration was also used as a basis to develop the adequate level of approximations in
DIF3D and developed the WIMS-ANL methodology. WIMS-ANL and DIF3D model changes were
methodological, in addition to the geometry and material updates. Proper generation of cross-sections in

WIMS-ANL and appropriate geometric discritization in the DIF3D model were both key to fidelity.

Table 3-3 summarizes the critical states calculated by MCNP for the all fresh HEU core. The RMS

deviation from critical for the five cases is -0.584% ± 0.075% Ak/k. While the bias for the 1971 HEU
Fresh core remains fairly large, there were details of materials no completely specified in the 1971 data.
The compact nature of the MURR core, with both graphite and beryllium reflectors and complex
experimental channels is difficult to model. Notably, the best prediction was for Case 1 with all control

blades banked. All cases to establish feasibility are for banked control blade positions, which is the mode

for normal MURR operations. Furthermore, the small standard deviation of the reactivity bias despite the
skewed blade patterns indicates that comparisons of HEU and LEU burnup performance should be sound.

Table 3-4 shows the close agreement achieved for DIF3D vs. MCNP for a variety of core states. The
LEU cases applied the fuel element design identified in Table 3-2. For the HEU cases, MCNP predicted a

sample holder worth of 0.344% Ak/k, while DIF3D predicted 0.394% Ak/k.. The measured worth of the
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sample holder of the HEU MURR core is 0.36% Ak/k. For the LEU case, MCNP predicted a sample
holder worth of 0.302% Ak/k, while DIF3D predicted 0.35 1% Ak/k.

Table 3-3 Critical State Evaluations for 1971 All Fresh HEU Core

Blade Position (inches withdrawn) MCNP
Flux a Deviation

Regulating Trap (pc from Critical3

Case' A B C D Blade State keff m) (%Ak/k)

1 11.93 11.92 11.92 11.92 26.00 Empty 0.99520 12 -0.482

2 11.93 11.92 11.92 12.63 6.00 Empty 0.99485 11 -0.518
3 11.93 11.92 11.92 10.50 11.24 3 Tubes2 0.99377 11 -0.627

3A 11.93 11.92 11.92 10.91 6.00 3 Tubes 0.99378 11 -0.626

3B 11.93 11.92 11.92 10.21 26.00 3 Tubes 0.99357 12 -0.647

1 Julian report Case Number for startup physics testing of HEU UAIx core
2 3 empty tubes in flux trap indicates sample holder in place, but filled with pool water
3 Deviation from critical is (k-1)/k

Table 3-4 Comparison of DIF3D and MCNP k-effectives for Fresh 1971 Core

Deviation
MCNP DIF3D (DIF3D vs.MCNP)

Core Case (keff) (keff) (%Ak/k)

HEU No sample holder 1.10209 (±11 pcm) 1.10298 +0.073%
___U ARO (blades out)

LEU No sample holder 1.10003 (±11 pcm) 1.09646 -0.296%LEU___ ARO (blades out) 1.1003(+1__m)_.0646-0.96

HEU Empty sample holder 1.10629(±11 pcm) 1.10779 +0.123%ARO (blades out)

LEU Empty sample holder 1.10370 (±11 pcm) 1.10070 -0.247%ARO (blades out) 1.10_0_+11pcm_1.007_-0247

HEU Empty sample holderblades at measured critical1  0.99313 (±11 pcm) 0.99512 +0.201%

LEU Empty sample holderblades at measured critical1  1.00891 (±11 pcm) 1.00598 -0.289%

The control blades are modeled at the recorded heights from a 1971 critical measurements.

3.3.2 Description of Changes to HEU Core Models (1971 to 2008 Core Configuration)

The irradiation positions and typical sample loadings in the graphite reflector and flux trap have changed
since the tests performed in 1971. In order to properly model the current reflector and flux trap
configurations for the feasibility study, it was necessary to modify the MCNP and DIF3D models.

The key changes between the 1971 and 2008 Reactor configurations were:
* Different control blades are in use, with slight changes in dimension and significant change in

composition.
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* Most graphite reflector blocks have been replaced, and the associated experimental positions have
been markedly changed. One of the most significant features of the current graphite reflector is
the presence of large Cd-lined irradiation positions in the L and N wedges, adjacent to fuel
element position 5.

" The beryllium reflector no longer has voids at the entrance of Beam Ports A and E.

To compare HEU and LEU performance relative to the current mission of the facility, typical sample
loadings were modeled for reflector and flux trap positions.

The reflector irradiation positions and flux trap contents are explicitly modeled in MCNP, but the Theta-
R-Z geometry of the DIF3D model does not allow an exact representation of the reflector and flux trap
components. Instead, modeling approximations were tested to determine the most effective way of
representing the irradiation positions and samples in the DIF3D model.

A series of MCNP cases were prepared to transition the graphite reflector and flux trap contents from the
1971 to current (2008) conditions. The base case had all fresh fuel, empty holder tubes in the flux trap,
the control blades at 23" withdrawn, and the regulating blade positioned at the core midplane. The model
was sequentially altered to explicitly represent each wedge with its corresponding irradiation positions
and typical sample loading. The final step was to model a typical sample loading in the central flux trap.

In the same way, the DIF3D model was transitioned to the current conditions, but with an amount of
natural boron smeared into the wedge or flux trap sample holder that matched the reactivity worth
calculated by the MCNP cases. The only deviation from this approach was for the 11-wedge, which is a
helium filled aluminum can with water-filled irradiation positions. In this case, the water fraction was
decreased in the DIF3D representation of the 11-wedge to match the reactivity worth.

Tables 3-5 and 3-6 presents the sequence of cases used to transition the MCNP and DIF3D core models
loaded with HEU and LEU fuel, respectively. Both the individual and cumulative worths of each
alteration in the sequence are presented. It was known from reactivity change measurements at MURR
when these wedges were installed that the cumulative negative reactivity worth of the Cd-lined irradiation
positions in the L and N wedges is -0.75% Ak/k. It can be seen in Table 3-5 that the 2008 MCNP core
model predicts this reactivity worth very well, which reinforces the credibility of the model. It can be
seen that the net cumulative effect of all reflector and flux trap alterations to reach current core conditions
was 0.985% Ak/k for the HEU core, and 0.890% Ak/k for the LEU core. With the harder spectrum in the
LEU core, it was expected that the total reactivity worth of the samples would be slightly smaller than
with HEU fuel. The DIF3D model boron loading or water fraction in the graphite wedges and sample
cans was adjusted empirically to match the individual worth of each alteration in the MCNP model within
0.010% Ak/k.
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Table 3-5 Graphite Reflector and Flux Trap Loading Worths - 2008 HEU core

MCNP HEU DIF3D/REBUS HEU
MCNP HEU DIF3D1REBUS HEU

Worth (% Ak/m)
Ind. 1 Cum. k-eff

Diff. Rel.
to MCNP

Worth (% Ak/k)

Ind. I Cum.

ppm B or
water fraction

decreasek-eff

Base Case' 1.09529 * . >. 1.09803 0.23%

L & N Wedges 1.08637 -0.750% -0.750% 1.08908 0.23% -0.749% -0.749% 1280

10wedge . 1.08449 -0.160% -0.909% 1.08711 0.22% -0.166% -0.915% 168
(Yellow-Green)

11 wedge
2

(Blue, Red, and 1.08429 -0.017% -0.926% 1.08698 0.23% -0.011% -0.925% 8%
Hanging wedges)

3 Wedge 1.08353 -0.065% -0.991% 1.08621 0.23% -0.065% -0.991% 61

4 Wedge 1.08335 -0.015% -1.006% 1.08600 0.23% -0.018% -1.009% 30

6 Wedge 1.08299 -0.031% -1.037% 1.08565 0.23% -0.029% -1.038% 40

Flux Trap Loaded
with 1.08360 0.052% -0.985% 1.08631 0.23% 0.056% -0.982% 82
Typical Samples

1 All fresh HEU fuel. Blades at 23" withdrawn; reg. blade at core midplane. Empty holder in flux trap. Graphite wedges have no samples or irradiation positions.

2 This position is a helium-filled aluminum can with water-filled irradiation positions.

In order to model the effect of the water displacement and samples, the water fraction in the DIF3D model was adjusted.
MCNP runs of 60M histories had a 11 pcm

Table 3-6 Graphite Reflector and Flux Trap Loading Worths - 2008 LEU core

_ _ MCNP LEU DIF3D/REBUS LEU
ppm B or

Worth (% Ak/k) Diff. Ret. Worth (% Ak/k) water fraction

k-eff Ind. Cum. k-elf to MCNP Ind. Cum. decrease

Base Case' 1.08704 . . '.....1.08724 0.02%

L & N Wedges 1.07928 -0.661% -0.661% 1.07947 0.02% -0.662% -0.662% 1178

10( wee 1.07748 -.d155% -0.816% 1.07767 0.02% -0.155% -0.817% 165(Yellow-Green)1078 015

11 wedge
2

(Blue, Red, and 1.07751 0.003% -0.814% 1.07767 0.01% 0.000% -0.817% 0%
Hanging wedges)

3 Wedge 1.07697 -0.047% -0.860% 1.07723 0.02% -0.038% -0.855% 36

4 Wedge 1.07643 -0.047% -0.907% 1.07674 0.03% -0.042% -0.897% 80

6 Wedge 1.07630 -0.011% -0.918% 1.07658 0.02% -0.014% -0.911% 20

Flux Trap Loaded
with 1.07662 0.028% -0.890% 1.07688 0.02% 0.027% -0.884% 80
Typical Samples

All fresh LEU fuel. Blades at 23" withdrawn; reg. blade at core midplane. Empty holder in flux trap. Graphite wedges have no samples or irradiation positions.

2 This position is a helium-filled aluminum can with water-filled irradiation positions.

In order to model the effect of the water displacement and samples, the water fraction in the DIF3D model was adjusted.
MCNP runs of 60M histories had o 11 pom

3.3.3 Development of HEU and LEU Fuel Cycle Models

To compare the performance of the proposed LEU design to typical HEU operation, models were
developed for the 2008 reactor configuration with typical experimental loadings. To properly model the
current HEU core fuel utilization, shutdown margin and experimental performance, it was necessary to
develop a computational shuffling that would accurately model the actual complex cycle used at MURR.
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It was also necessary to develop a similar shuffling scheme for the LEU in order to recalculate those
parameters and demonstrate that the proposed LEU fuel element described in Section 3.2 is an acceptable
fuel design.

Starting with 26 fresh elements, nine pre-cycle cores were modeled totalling 1794 MWd of operating time
to produce twelve pairs of fuel elements with appropriate power histories ranging from 0 to 139 MWd.
Using these, an 82-week simulation of reactor operations with HEU fuel was modeled with the REBUS-
DIF3D code. Each week, the simulated reactor loading follows typical loading pattern practices for the
MURR. Fresh fuel elements are loaded in the X1 and X5 positions about every 4 to 5 weeks, and fuel
elements are discharged from the X4 and X8 positions at the same rate, with a target bumup of 150 MWd.
The simulation was conducted for the reactor with current typical reflector and flux trap sample loadings.
Additionally, the control blades were fixed at 23" withdrawn, which is the typical blade position at the
end of weekly operations, while the regulating blade was positioned at the core midplane (13.375"
withdrawn).

Figure 3.6 shows the core k-effective values at four points during each week of the simulation: day 0
(BOC; xenon free conditions), day 1, day 2 (equilibrium xenon), and 6.3 days (EOC). The average
weekly reactivity swing is 3.8% Ak/k. The weekly average EOC core k-effective predicted by the
simulation is sub-critical, with k-effective=0.994. However, it should be noted that the DIF3D model bias
compared to 1971 critical experiments is -0.49% Ak/k (see Table 3-4) and the simulation was performed
with the blades fixed at 23" withdrawn. The estimated critical positions at BOC and EOC for a number of
these cores have been calculated by MCNP and found to be within range of typical values.

Figure 3.6 illustrates results for both transition cycles and pseudo-equilibrium cycles. During the
transition cycles, two or more of the elements started their depletion in one or more of the pre-cycle cores.
Every element of the pseudo-equilibrium cycles was depleted in cores with explicit shuffling. While the
k-effective curve is very similar in both phases of the simulation, the pseudo-equilibrium cycles provide
the best basis for comparison to current HEU and proposed LEU operations -- particularly for isotopic
distributions within the elements.

M URR HEU 2009 Core Fuel Cycle Simulation
Nominal Samples in Flux Trap and Reflector

1.05 -
1.05Trnsition Cycles" 

'Pseudo Equilibrium Cycles'

1.04 •

1.03 1 T 
- -

1.02

1.01

1.00 t

0.99 I
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 72 76 80 84 88 92 96

Weeks of Operations

Figure 3.6 - Weekly Core k-effective for MURR HEU Fuel Cycle Simulation
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The average EOC core bumup for the HEU fuel cycle simulation is 640 MWd. Figure 3.7 shows the
results of a straight rundown of HEU and LEU cores, each beginning with all fresh fuel elements. Taking
the HEU core reactivity at 640 MWd core burnup as a target, the corresponding EOC bumup for an LEU
core is 928 MWd. For the purpose of this feasibility study, an LEU fuel cycle simulation with an average
EOC bumup of 890 MWd was developed and analyzed.

MURR Core Reactivity vs. Burnup
Control blades at 23" withdrawn; 2008 core flux trap and reflector conditions

1.IU
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Figure 3.7 - MURR Fresh Core Reactivity vs. Burnup

For the LEU, starting with 26 fresh elements nine pre-cycle cores were modeled totalling 2,421 MWd of
operating time to produce twelve pairs of fuel elements with appropriate power histories ranging from 0
to 190 MWd. Using these, a 93-week simulation of reactor operations with LEU fuel was modeled with
the REBUS-DIF3D code. Fresh fuel elements are loaded about every 5 weeks in this simulation, and the
discharge burnup of the LEU elements is about 208 MWd.

Figure 3.8 shows the weekly LEU core k-effective values during the simulation. The average weekly
reactivity swing is 3.5% Ak/k, and the weekly average EOC core k-effective=0.997.

Figure 3.9 illustrates the comparison of HEU and LEU fuel cycle simulations at 10MW and 12 MW,
respectively. It is clear that the k-effectives of the LEU fuel cycle at 12 MW are bounded by the high and
low extremes of k-effective for the HEU fuel cycle at 10 MW. The slightly lower reactivity for LEU at
the beginning of the week could be advantageous for experiments, since the control blades would be less
inserted. Predictions of experimental fluxes for HEU and LEU are compared in Section. 3.4.3.

Table 3-9 provides a comparison of operating characteristics of the current HEU fuel with the proposed
LEU fuel for the following parameters: maximum bum-up, core MWd with the control blades full out,
frequency of core refuelings, and number of fuel elements in the fuel cycle. The proposed LEU design
appears suitable for the weekly fuel cycle at MURR, provided that the element can be fabricated and is
demonstrated to be hydrodynamically stable.
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Figure 3.8 - Weekly Core k-effective for MURR LEU Fuel Cycle Simulation
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Figure 3.9 - Weekly Core k-effective for MURR HEU and LEU Fuel Cycle Simulations
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3.3.4 Computational Model Credibility - Comparisons with Estimated Critical Positions

No all fresh core has been available since 1980, so no measurements for an all fresh core are available for
the 2008 reactor configuration. In order to further demonstrate the credibility of the MCNP 2008 core
configuration model and the depletion methodology, a series of measured HEU beginning-of-week core
critical states were evaluated.

Table 3-7 provides a comparison of core k-effective calculated by MCNP and DIF3D for fresh and
depleted cores. The results show very close agreement between the two codes for predicting the core k-
effective, increasing confidence in the DIF3D diffusion theory model which is the basis for determining
the depleted core compositions and demonstrating that the composition data were correctly transferred
from one model to the other. Furthermore, the good agreement between MCNP and DIF3D for mixed
cores shows that the values of boron loading used to approximate the worth of reflector wedges remain
valid with burnup.

Table 3-7 Comparison of DIF3D and MCNP Core k-effective for HEU and LEU Cores

Regulating
Control blade

blade position position
(inches (inches MCNP MCNP a DIF3D Difference

Case Fuel Condition withdrawn) withdrawn) kert (pcm) keff (Ak/k)
1A HEU All Fresh Day 0 23 101 1.08326 12 1.08630 0.26%

2A HEU All Fresh Day 2 23 151 1.03923 22 1.04162 0.22%

3A HEU Week 58 Day 0 17 10 0.99359 21 0.99293 -0.07%

4A HEU Week 58 Day 2 23 151 0.99617 20 0.99668 0.05%

5A LEU All Fresh Day 0 23 101 1.07654 11 1.07689 0.03%

6A LEU All Fresh Day 2 23 151 1.03736 20 1.03706 -0.03%

7A LEU Week 79 Day 0 17 10 0.99943 20 0.99880 -0.06%

8A LEU Week 79 Day 2 23 151 0.99872 20 0.99805 -0.07%

A series of 15 Estimated Critical Position (ECP) calculations were performed to determine whether the
overall depletion scheme provides a good estimate of reactor performance. Each case was a measured
critical state at hot conditions. Small differences between the nominal water temperatures and measured
temperatures were corrected by applying the reactivity coefficients of HEU operations at MURR. The
cores analyzed covered a broad range of fuel loadings (e.g., two fresh elements in the core, or none), a
variety of flux trap loading states (including an empty flux trap), and notably, a broad range of control
blade history states.

Burned material compositions for each element of the critical states were read from the results of the
REBUS-DIF3D fuel cycle simulations. The full set of results for the pseudo-equilibrium cycles were
searched to find the closest element average burnup match at a beginning-of-week step. The REBUS-
DIF3D materials were tracked as 12 axial regions of each individual plate. That data was mapped to the
24 axial region MCNP model. The transfer of data to update the MCNP input for each case was
automated.

Table 3-8 summarizes the cases evaluated, including the deviation of MCNP5 k-effective from 1.0. It is
clear that many cases had excellent agreement, but also clear that some cases had a large deviation from
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critical. The deviations were compared to element burnup, flux trap state, blade insertion, and prior
history of the control blades. The only trend discovered was the control blade history.

MURR control blades are shuffled in a multi-year scheme analogous to fuel shuffling. Only the blade tip
regions are expected to deplete since the equilibrium xenon builds up in the first 25of the cycle, allowing
blades to be moved from the 17 inches withdrawn typical at the beginning of the week to 23 inches
withdrawn after the Xe builds in. However, the Boral material is known to deplete in the region near the
tip, which is in a position of high importance.

Figure 3.10 illustrates the clear trend of MCNP deviation from critical vs. the prior history of the control
blades. Figure 3.11 shows the trend of control blade withdrawal vs. blade history, which is consistent
with Boral depletion in the blade.

The MURR feasibility case is based on fresh control blades in the MCNP model. Seven of the 15 ECP
cases had little prior use of the control blades: 271-378 average calendar days of prior use. The RMS bias
for those seven cases was 0.226% Ak/k. The trendlines of Figure 3.10 indicate that the deviation for fresh
blades should be even better.

Table 3-8 Summary of Critical States Evaluated for Partially Burned Cores

Ave
Prior Critical MCNP5
MWd Bank Deviation

Fuel Element Burnup (MWd) Flux Trap for Height2  from
Reactivity1  Control (inches Critical3

Date X1/X5 X1/X6 X3/X7 X4/X8 Sum (%Ak/k) Blades withdrawn) (%Ak/k)
04/23/05 32 92 73 95 584 0.478 271 17.97 -0.263
05/02/05 38 140 44 73 590 0.474 280 18.02 -0.228
05/09/05 0 117 63 115 590 0.427 287 17.63 -0.260
05/16/05 17 137 52 82 576 0.432 294 17.93 -0.270
05/30/05 9 139 21 124 586 0.474 308 18.06 -0.144
07/11/05 29 136 40 84 578 0.464 350 17.98 -0.257
06/16/00 54 72 41 143 620 0.346 1040 17.22 -1.028
08/07/00 16 98 68 117 598 0.384 1092 17.02 -1.086
11/15/00 0 139 56 108 606 0.359 1192 16.72 -1.065
12/17/01 22 124 69 91 612 0.348 1709 16.64 -1.317
12/31/01 14 131 72 87 608 0.340 1723 16.66 -1.285
04/22/02 0 118 64 114 592 0.418 1835 16.00 -1.697
08/08/05 0 143 38 115 592 0 378 18.52 -0.087
09/04/00 24 90 50 141 610 0 1120 17.81 -0.080
02/04/02 11 136 61 96 608 0 1758 17.03 -0.594

1 The flux trap reactivity indicates the worth of the flux trap contents relative to an empty flux trap
2 Critical bank heights reported here are corrected for small differences between the nominal water temperatures

modeled and those measured at the critical state
3 MCNP deviation from critical is (k-i)/k, corrected for the difference between flux trap worth of the critical state

and flux trap worth modeled with the nominal sample loading (for cases with nonzero flux trap worth)
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3.3.5 Selection of HEU and LEU Reference Cores

In order to perform a comparison between HEU and LEU fuel, it is necessary to define reference cores
that could be compared in order to establish feasibility of all major parameters: fuel cycle performance,
shutdown margin, thermal-hydraulic steady state safety margins, and experimental performance. It was
decided that these reference cores should be close to limiting in order to provide additional confidence
that the safety margin calculations treat the potentially different limiting power shapes from the HEU and
LEU fuel element.

Core configurations with potentially high power peaking were identified from the fuel cycle simulation to
be analyzed for thermal-hydraulic behavior and confirm compliance of the proposed LEU fuel element
design with operating limits (e.g., flow instability). The fuel cycle simulations provided a collection of
more than 325 HEU core states (4 state points per week x 82 weeks), and nearly 375 LEU core states (4
state points per week x 93 weeks).

Each of these state points from the REBUS-DIF3D model was examined and sorted to rank the cases with
the highest peak heat flux in the core. As expected, it was found that the highest heat flux always occurs
in cases where a fresh element is loaded next to an element that is near its discharge burnup. Other
criteria were also used to filter the cases down to a small collection of "worst case" scenarios. For
example, as described in section 3.3.3, the fuel cycle simulations were initiated with 26 all fresh HEU or
LEU fuel elements, so a number of "transition cycles" existed in the simulations before a regular
sequence of loading patterns that fit the typical weekly operations of MURR was established. Therefore,
only cores after the transition cycles were considered for detailed thermal-hydraulics analysis.

Based on the selection criteria, the core conditions in week 58 (out of 82) of the HEU fuel cycle
simulation and in week 79 (out of 93) of the LEU fuel cycle simulation were chosen for more detailed
evaluation. Depleted fuel material compositions were extracted from the REBUS-DIF3D results for each
plate and axial depletion zone in the model; this consisted of 2,304 fuel compositions (8 elements x 24
plates x 12 axial zones) for each of the HEU and LEU cores. This data was utilized as material
composition data for a detailed MCNP model for calculating power distributions that could be used for
the thermal-hydraulics calculations, the calculation of estimated critical positions, and the evaluation of
performance parameters such as the neutron flux in irradiation positions.
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3.4 Comparison of HEU and LEU Fuel Element Performance and Safety Margins

3.4.1 Fuel Cycle Performance

Considering the average MURR utilization factor of 90%, one year of operation corresponds to 3,285
MWd. Consequently, the 150 MWd average discharge burnup of the HEU elements corresponds to
insertion of 21.9 elements/year. The LEU fuel cycle developed in Section 3.3.3 results in an average
discharge burnup of 208 MWd. Using the same total annual MWd as the current HEU 10 MW fuel cycle,
the number of LEU fuel elements used in a typical year would be 15.8. However, scoping studies showed
that a power increase is required to maintain experimental performance. LEU operation at 12 MW would
match HEU experimental performance, or provide small gains. At 12 MW, the proposed LEU fuel cycle
would require insertion of 18.9 elements/year. This corresponds to a 14% decrease in annual fuel element
consumption. Table 3-9 summarizes the fuel operating characteristics of the HEU and proposed LEU fuel
cycle.

Table 3-9 Current and Proposed MURR Fuel Operating Characteristics

Parameter Current HEU Fuel Proposed LEU Fuel

150 MWd/element (1,200 MWd/core) 208 MWd/element (1,664 MWd/core)
limited by insufficient excess reactivity - limited by insufficient excess reactivity -
this achieves less than this achieves less than 4E+21 fissions/cc

Maximum burn-up: 1.8E+21fissions/cc burn-up, compared to burn-up
the Technical Specification limit of
2.3E+21fissions/cc for UAIx fuel

Core MWd (control -670 MWd core with equilibrium xenon -890 MWd core with equilibrium xenon
blades full out): activity (56% of 1,200 MWd) activity (53% of 1,664 MWd)

Weekly - replace all eight fuel elements; Weekly - replace all eight fuel elements;
fuel elements are used in 18 to 20 core fuel elements are used in - 22 coreRefuelings: loadings to achieve 145 to 150 MWd loadings to achieve -208 MWd burn-up

burn-up at 10 MW (-24% burn-up) at 12 MW (-18% burn-up)

22 elements used per year at 10MW; 19 elements used per year; at 12MW;
Fuel Cycle: 32 fuel elements in active fuel cycle 32 fuel elements in active fuel cycle

The ability to fabricate plates with 10 mil clad must still be demonstrated. The hydrodynamic stability of
38 mil plates must also be demonstrated. The GTRI Fuel Fabrication Capability and Fuel Development
programs are addressing both concems. The modeling capability created to establish feasibility of the
current proposed design can be applied in the future to develop a contingency LEU design with thicker
plates, and to compare the current and contingency designs with regard to fuel utilization, safety margins,
and experimental performance.

With the aforementioned caveat, this analysis shows that, on the basis of number of fuel elements
consumed per year, the conversion of MURR using the proposed LEU fuel element and cycle is feasible.
Shutdown margin, experimental performance and thermal-hydraulic safety margins are demonstrated in
other sections.
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3.4.2 Shutdown Margins

Table 3-10 shows the excess reactivity and shutdown margins for fresh and mixed core states of both
HEU and LEU. The mixed core states do not represent the most reactive states possible within the fuel
cycle, but the cores are representative of typical operation. The reactivity of all mixed core states is
bounded by an all fresh core. The total bank worth is significantly reduced for the LEU core.

Each core analyzed meets the Technical Specification shutdown margin requirement of at least 2% Ak/k
with the most reactive blade and the regulating blade fully withdrawn. The all fresh LEU core is close to
the limit, however. Furthermore, the calculations were performed for fresh Boral meat in every control
blade. The ECP comparisons discussed in Section 3.3.4 indicate that control blade depletion is significant
in MURR due to the combination of high fluxes and relatively long blade use. The control blade design
and/or the technical specification for control blade burnup history as a function of core excess reactivity
should be studied during full safety analyses.

Table 3-10 Summary of Blade Worth and Shutdown Margin Evaluations

Control System Worth Calculations HEU (2008 Reflector) LEU

Week58 Week 79
Simulated Core: Fresh Day 0 Fresh Day 0

Hot1 Excess Reactivity (% Ak/k) 8.5 4.0 7.8 3.8

Cold2 Excess Reactivity (% Ak/k) 8.6 4.1 7.9 4.0

Cold Reactivity with All Blades In3 (% Ak/k) -11.6 -17.2 -8.4 -13.0

Total Bank Worth at Cold Conditions 4 (% Ak/k) -20.2 -21.3 -16.3 -17.0

Cold Minimum Shutdown Margin5 (% Ak/k) -4.3 - 9.7 -2.6 - 7.1

1 Hot conditions are for 10 MW operation with HEU, 12 MW operation with LEU
2 Cold conditions are isothermal after forced convection pumps are running (increased pressure in coolant channels

increases moderator density relative to stagnant state).
3 All Blades In is defined as Boral control blades A-D fully inserted, but steel Regulating Blade parked at 10" withdrawn
4 Total Worth of Blades A-d with the regulating rod fixed at 10" withdrawn
5 Minimum Shutdown Margin case is Most Reactive Blade and Regulating Blade fully withdrawn, others fully inserted

All cases had no Xe or I; no Sm for fresh cores, Sm per prior depletion history for mixed cores
k-effectives from MCNP calculations had a <12 pcm, so reactivities reported have a <0.02% Ak/k

Further studies are needed to evaluate the impact of control blade depletion and the various options
available to address shutdown margin for an all fresh LEU transition core (Cd-wire for fresh LEU to
reduce excess reactivity, use of all fresh blades for an all fresh core, redesign of the control blades, etc.).
This analysis shows, however, that on the basis of calculated shutdown margins, the conversion of
MURR using the proposed LEU fuel element is feasible. Fuel cycle performance, experimental
performance and thermal-hydraulic safety margins are demonstrated in other sections.

3.4.3 Experimental Performance - Fluxes and Reaction Rates at Irradiation Locations

The conversion of the MURR from HEU to LEU fuel will affect experimental fluxes. The effects were
examined by calculating flux and reaction rate predictions in a number of important experimental
locations for several core states.
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Based on current and projected MURR utilization, the following three experimental locations were
selected for comparing the effect of an HEU to LEU fuel conversion. The tally runs were performed with
600M histories, resulting in the RMS relative error noted in the tables of results.

" Center Test Hole (Flux Trap) Irradiation Positions:
One of MURR's primary missions is to produce high specific activity isotopes for various applications
including medical use. While the majority of isotopes are produced through thermal neutron reactions,
a few require fast neutron threshold reactions. The current unperturbed peak thermal flux in the flux
trap region is 6E+14 n/cm2-s, whereas the peak fast flux (> 1.0 MeV) is 6E+13 n/cm2-s.

Detailed 2 group and 69 group tallies in MCNP were used to compare HEU and LEU values of:
* Flux in Flux Trap (FT) tube B, 18-21" above bottom of holder, where a sulfur bearing sample

can was modeled for P33 production;
* Flux and S32(n,p)P32 reaction rate in FT tube B, 13-15" above bottom of holder, where a

sulfur bearing sample can was modeled for P32 production via the fast threshold reaction;
" Flux and reaction rates of 1rl91(n,,) and Ir193(n,7) in FT tube C, 17-20" above bottom of

holder, where Ir wires were explicitly modeled in an aluminum holder;
* Flux in FT tube B, 6-8" above bottom of holder, where a BaCO sample was modeled for Cs

production.

" Graphite Reflector Region Irradiation Positions:
The graphite reflector region has a number of sample positions that are used to irradiate various
sample materials. The average measured value of thermal flux can vary from approximately 1E+13
n/cm2-s to 1E+14 n/cm2-s.

Detailed 2 group and 69 group tallies in MCNP were used to compare HEU and LEU values of:
• Flux in the bottom three inches of the Wedge 3 Row 1 Pneumatic Tube (Ptube);
* Flux and Si30(n, y) reaction rate in the Green 5 location, where a 5" silicon sample was

modeled.

" Beamports:
There are four (4) radial and two (2) radial-tangential beamports. The measured thermal and
epithermal beams emerging from the beam tubes are approximately 9.OE+9 n/cm2-s and 2.7E+8
n/cm2-s, respectively.

Detailed tallies in MCNP were used to compare HEU and LEU values of:
* The 47 group outbound current at a plane bisecting beam tube E at the radius of the inner wall

of the reflector tank (i.e., beyond the outer edge of the graphite reflector). Outbound current
was defined as current in a direction within the outbound half-space.

The 69 group tallies were made for the energy group structure of the WIMS-ANL libraries to allow. The
47 group spectrum of the Beam Tube E currents was specified by a key experimentalist.

The fluxes and reaction rates were calculated for reference cores described in Section 3.3.5. The cores
were Week 58 of the HEU simulation and Week 79 of the LEU simulation. Both the beginning-of-week
core at Day 0 (i.e., no Xe, lower control blades) and the same core depleted to Day 2 (equilibrium Xe,
higher control blades) were examined.

All tallies were normalized by post-process to allow different power levels to be compared. While the
LEU depletions were performed at 12MW, it would be possible to define an LEU fuel cycle for 10MW
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operation. Since the fresh and most depleted elements would not have significantly different burnup for a
10MW LEU fuel cycle, we assume that the overall power sharing and associated flux profile would not be
significantly different.

Table 3-11 summarizes the ratio of LEU fluxes and reaction rates at 10 MW and 12MW to HEU at 10
MW for the critical state at the beginning of the week, labeled Day 0. Table 3-12 presents the same
comparisons after equilibrium Xe, at Day 2 of the key week.

Figures 3.12 and 3.13 illustrates the ratio of LEU 47 group outbound currents in Beam Tube E at 10 MW
and 12MW to HEU at 10 MW for Day 0 and Day 2. Figures 3.14 - 3.17 show the 69 group comparison
of fluxes and reaction rates.

It is clear from the tables and figures that the flux and reaction rate losses would exceed 10% if the power
level of 10MW is maintained for LEU operation. Fortunately, an uprate to 12 MW would provide modest
benefit for all of the fluxes and reaction rates tallied. This analysis also justifies a more in depth look into
the thermal safety margins of the LEU core at 12 MW.

On the basis of experimental performance, the conversion of MURR using the proposed LEU fuel
element is feasible at 12 MW. Fuel cycle performance, shutdown margins, and thermal-hydraulic safety
margins are demonstrated in other sections.
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Table 3-11 Comparison of Day 0 LEU Fluxes and Reaction Rates to HEU

Neutron Energy Range
Metric <= 1 eV I > 1 eV Sum

LEU 1OMW Week 79 Day 0, Critical Bank 17.020" withdrawn, Reg Blade 10" withdrawn

Flux1 in FT Tube B2 18-21 86% ± 0.1% 91% ± 0.1% 88% ± 0.1%

S32(n,p) Reactions"
in FT Tube B 13-15" na na 95% ± 0.2% 95% ± 0.2%

Flux in FT Tube B 13-15" 88% ± 0.1% 94% ± 0.1% 91% ± 0.1%
Ir191(n,g) Reactions
in FT Tube C 17-20" 87% ± 0.3% 93% ± 1.5% 87% ± 0.3%
Ir193(n,g) Reactions
in FT Tube C 17-20" 87% ± 0.3% 93% ± 2.0% 88% ± 0.5%
Flux in Ir Wires of
FT Tube C 17-20" 87% ± 0.3% 92% ± 0.4% 90% ± 0.3%

Flux in FT Tube B 6-8" 89% ± 0.1% 94% ± 0.1% 91% ± 0.1%
Flux in Wedge 3 Row 1 P-Tube
Bottom 3 inches 85% ± 0.1% 91% ± 0.2% 87% ± 0.1%

Si30(n,g) Reactions in Green 5 Position 87% ± 0.0% 91% ± 1.4% 88% ± 0.2%

Flux in Green 5 Sample Position 87% ± 0.0% 91% ± 0.1% 88% ± 0.0%

LEU 12MW Week 79 Day 0, Critical Bank 17.020" withdrawn, Reg Blade 10" withdrawn

Flux1 in FT Tube B2 18-21" 103% ± 0.1% 110% ± 0.1% 106% ± 0.1%
S32(np) Reactions'
in FT Tube B 13-15" na na 114% ± 0.3% 114% ± 0.3%

Flux in FT Tube B 13-15" 105% ±0.1% 113% ±0.1% 109% ±0.1%
1r191(ng) Reactions
in FT Tube C 17-20" 104% ±0.4% 111% ± 1.8% 105% ±0.4%
lr193(ng) Reactions
in FT Tube C 17-20" 104% ±0.4% 112% ±2.4% 106% ±0.7%
Flux in Ir Wires of
FT Tube C 17-20" 104% ±0.4% 111% ±0.5% 108% ±0.3%

Flux in FT Tube B 6-8" 107% ±0.1% 113% ±0.1% 110% ±0.1%
Flux in Wedge 3 Row 1 P-Tube
Bottom 3 inches 102% ± 0.1% 109% ± 0.2% 104% ± 0.1%

Si30(n,g) Reactions in Green 5 Position 105% ± 0.1% 110% ± 1.7% 105% ± 0.2%

Flux in Green 5 Sample Position 105% ± 0.0% 109% ± 0.1% 106% ± 0.0%

1 Fluxes were compared as n/s/cm2
2 Axial positions noted as inches above bottom of flux trap sample holder
3 Reaction rates were compared as Reactions/s

HEU 10 MW Week 58 Day 0, Critical Bank 17.809" withdrawn, Reg Blade 10" withdrawn
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Table 3-12 Comparison of Day 2 LEU Fluxes and Reaction Rates to HEU

Neutron Energy Range
Metric <= 1 eV > 1 eV Sum

LEU 10MW Week 79 Day 2, Critical Bank 23.481" withdrawn, Reg Blade 15" withdrawn

Flux' in FT Tube B2 18-21 87% ± 0.1% 93% ± 0.1% 89% ± 0.1%
S32(n,p) Reactions'
in FT Tube B 13-15" na na 95% ± 0.3% 95% ± 0.3%

Flux in FT Tube B 13-15" 87% ± 0.1% 93% ± 0.1% 90% ±0.1%
Ir191(n,g) Reactions
in FT Tube C 17-20" 87% ± 0.3% 93% ± 1.5% 87% ± 0.3%
Ir193(n,g) Reactions
in FT Tube C 17-20" 87% ± 0.3% 88% ± 1.9% 87% ± 0.5%
Flux in Ir Wires of
FT Tube C 17-20" 87% ± 0.3% 92% ± 0.4% 90% ± 0.3%

Flux in FT Tube B 6-8" 88% ± 0.1% 93% ± 0.1% 90% ± 0.1%
Flux in Wedge 3 Row 1 P-Tube
Bottom 3 inches 86% ± 0.1% 91% ± 0.2% 88% ± 0.1%

Si30(n,g) Reactions in Green 5 Position 88% ± 0.0% 90% ± 1.4% 88% ± 0.1%

Flux in Green 5 Sample Position 88% ± 0.0% 91% + 0.1% 89% ± 0.0%

LEU 12MW Week 79 Day 2, Critical Bank 23.481" withdrawn, Reg Blade 15" withdrawn

Flux' in FT Tube B2 18-21' 104% ±0.1% 111% ±0.1% 107% ±0.1%
S32(np) Reactions*
in FT Tube B 13-15" na na 113% ± 0.3% 113% ±0.3%

Flux in FT Tube B 13-15" 104% ±0.1% 112% ±0.1% 108% ±0.1%
1r191(ng) Reactions
in FT Tube C 17-20" 104% ± 0.4% 112% ± 1.8% 105% ±0.4%

Ir193(ng) Reactions
in FT Tube C 17-20" 104% ± 0.4% 106% ± 2.3% 105% ± 0.7%
Flux in Ir Wires of
FT Tube C 17-20" 105% ± 0.4% 110% ± 0.5% 108% ±0.3%

Flux in FT Tube B 6-8" 105% ±0.1% 111% ±0.1% 108% ±0.1%
Flux in Wedge 3 Row 1 P-Tube
Bottom 3 inches 104% ± 0.1% 110% ± 0.2% 106% ±0.1%

Si30(ng) Reactions in Green 5 Position 105% ± 0.0% 108% ± 1.7% 105% ± 0.2%

Flux in Green 5 Sample Position 105% ± 0.0% 109% ± 0.1% 106% ± 0.0%

Fluxes were compared as n/s/cm 2

2 Axial positions noted as inches above bottom of flux trap sample holder

3 Reaction rates were compared as Reactions/s

HEU 10 MW Week 58 Day 2, Critical Bank 24.031" withdrawn, Reg Blade 15" withdrawn
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Outbound Current in Beam Tube E at Inner Wall of Reflector Tank
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Figure 3.12 - Comparison of LEU and HEU Beam Tube E Outbound Current at Day 0
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Figure 3.13 - Comparison of LEU and HEU Beam Tube E Outbound Current at Day 2
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Figure 3.14- Comparisons of LEU 10MW to HEU 10MW at Day 0
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Figure 3.15- Comparisons of LEU 12MW to HEU 10MW at Day 0
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3.4.4 Power Distributions for Steady State Safety Margin Evaluation

Power distributions were calculated with MCNP by tallying the fission power (f7 tally) within 24 radial
(i.e., plate-by-plate), 24 axial, and 9 azimuthal segments of the fuel plate meat in the entire core of eight
elements (i.e., 216 equal volume segments within each plate; 5,184 segments per element). Power
distributions were calculated for a variety of critical banked control blade configurations of various cores
in order to identify the highest peaking factors that might limit margin to flow instability. The MCNP
tallies were normalized by a post-processor to facilitate studies of different core power levels and
different levels of tally detail. It should be noted that credit for power deposition outside the fuel is not
modeled here, but is taken into account in the thermal-hydraulic safety margin calculation.

Figure 3.18 illustrates the radial (plate by plate) shapes of power (W), heat generation (W/cc), and heat
flux (W/cm2) for one reference core of the proposed LEU design. Heat flux from the meat is the
appropriate quantity to compare among segments tallied in order to predict heat transfer to the coolant,
since the tally volumes of uniform angular span within concentric curved plates are of increasing size
from inner plate 1 to outer plate 24, and since LEU fuel meat thickness is different in different plates.
Power within a segment of an outboard plate is always higher than power within the equivalent segment
of an inboard plate. Since the volume of coolant being heated increases at the same rate as the volume of
fuel in which power is tallied, the higher power in outboard plates does not imply a more challenging case
for thermal margin. Heat generation rate is higher for thin foils than for thick foils (for two plates
producing the same total power), but the volume of coolant being heated is directly proportional to the
fuel surface area rather than the fuel thickness.

Comparison of Plate -by-Plate Radial Shapes
Assembly X1 of Case 78: LEU Week79 Day 0 with Empty Flux Trap
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Figure 3.18- Normalized Radial Power Factor Shapes

Power peaking is dependent upon the mix of burnup states among the elements in the core, upon critical
control blade positions, and upon the experiment/sample loadings, particularly in the flux trap.

The mix of burnup states of the elements within the core largely determines the power sharing between
elements. A core with both fresh elements and elements that will be discharged at the end of the cycle is
expected to have the highest element peaking factor since the fresh elements must produce more power
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than they would in an all fresh core. However, the critical control blade position is higher in the mixed
core than in an all fresh core.

The critical control blade position is important to power distributions in two ways. First, a lower blade
suppresses power in the outer plate(s) (since the MURR control blades are radially adjacent to the outer
fuel plates) and therefore increases power in the inner plates. The radial shift effect is important for
margin to flow instability since it results in a change in cooling channel temperature rise. But, the lower
blade also increases axial peaking, particularly in the outer plates. The change in axial peaking is not
important for margin to flow instability. This change is important to critical heat flux since the local axial
clad temperature is proportional to the local heat flux. It appears that the safety limits will be only limited
by flow instability, but critical heat flux analysis will be included in the detail safety analysis to verify
this.

As equilibrium xenon builds up during operation the control blades are withdrawn to compensate for the
negative reactivity of the xenon. The change in control blade position shifts the power, as discussed
above. The xenon may also alter the power shape directly since it builds up in the regions of highest
power. The balance of outward power shift due to blade motion and inherent power flattening by local
xenon buildup should be explicitly evaluated.

The experiment/sample loading is also important to power distributions in two ways. First, the
displacement of water in the flux trap region from inserting samples results in a reactivity insertion due to
a positive void coefficient. Therefore, loading of samples in the flux trap leads to an increase in core
reactivity, and thus lower critical blade position. The displacement of moderator from the flux trap or an
absorption in the samples could have a direct effect on the power in the interior plates. But the lower
control blades would tend to push power inboard. Sample loading in the graphite reflector positions also
has a small effect on core reactivity, and thus on the critical control blade position. The balance of the
effects must be explicitly evaluated.

After considering the various contributors to power peaking discussed above, power distributions were
calculated for the 16 cases that enveloped the distinct combinations of effects. All fresh cores were
compared to cores in which fresh elements were combined with elements to be discharged at the end of
that weekly cycle (week 58 for the HEU simulation, week 79 for the LEU simulation). Initial startup of
the weekly cycle with no xenon was compared to the equilibrium xenon state at 2 days of operation. A
typical flux trap loading was compared to an empty flux trap. Thus 8 cases were considered for both
HEU and the proposed LEU design. The atom densities of the fuel compositions for each core state were
read from REBUS-DIF3D depletion results to automatically update an MCNP input file. An automated
search was then performed with MCNP to find the critical banked blade position for the core (i.e., blades
moved until MCNP predicted a k-effective of 1.0). The detailed power distributions were then tallied by
an MCNP run. Finally, a post-processor was applied to read the mctal file and produce normalized edits
suitable for analysis (and to facilitate an automated linkage to the PLTEMP/ANL thermal hydraulics code
discussed in Section 4.5). The 16 cases are summarized in Table 3-13.

Figure 3.19 illustrates the axial heat flux shapes for each plate in each element for Case 7B (LEU Week
79 Day 0 Empty Flux Trap). Each of the eight plots has the same axis scale (0-200 W/cm2). The impact
of both element burnup and control blades is evident. The fresh elements in positions XI and X5 have the
highest heat fluxes, while the most depleted elements in positions X4 and X8 have the lowest heat fluxes.
The outer plate heat fluxes are significantly skewed toward the bottom of the core, below the critical
blade positions.

The margin to flow instability is primarily dependent upon total heat transferred to a coolant channel
rather than the axial shape of the heat flux. Figure 3.20 illustrates the axial average heat flux for each
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plate of each element of Case 7B. It is clear that the peaking of the outer plates evident in Figure 3.19 is
not dominant for margin for flow instability, since the presence of the control blade suppressed the total
power produced by the outer plate. The peak axial average heat fluxes for Case 7B are in plates 1 and 3
of element XI. Plate 1 generally has a high heat flux due to the moderator of the flux trap region --
particularly for the case with no flux trap samples loaded. But the proposed LEU design has a thinner
fuel foil (9 mil thick) in plate 1 to reduce the peaking. The foil in plate 2 is 12 mil thick. Plate 3 is the
first plate with an 18 mil fuel foil, which explains why the plate 3 heat flux is slightly higher than the
plate 1 heat flux. The relative radial shape of the heat flux in the figure illustrates the important effect of
moderation and fissile material self-shielding. The inner and outer plates have a much higher heat flux
(i.e., fission rate) due to their proximity to the heavily-moderated flux trap (plate 1) and reflectors (plate
24). The interior plates have a lower heat flux due to both less moderation from the coolant channels and
the self shielding effect of outboard plates consuming thermal neutrons.

The effects of moderation and self-shielding are also important in the azimuthal direction of the MURR
elements since there is an unfueled region of the plates adjacent to the side plates. Thus, the fuel near the
side plates is in a region with more moderator and less self-shielding than the azimuthal interior region.
The MCNP fission power tallies were performed for 9 azimuthal stripes of equal angular span within the
fuelled region of the plates. Figure 3.21 illustrates the azimuthal peaking factor for each plate of each
element for Case 7B. The effect is small (-5%) for the outboard plates since there is significant
moderator and little self-shielding, but clearly pronounced for the interior plates (15-23%). Fortunately,
the average heat flux in the interior plates is lower than in the outboard plates, so the largest azimuthal
peaking factors do not correspond to a "hot stripe" for the entire element.

Table 3-13 - Summary of Power Distribution Evaluations

Element Burnup (MWd) Inches
at Beoinnina of Week IwithdrawnCore State that mav hound nower neakina

Burnup Time Flux Xl X2 X3 X4 Blades Reg MCNP
Fuel Case State (Days) Trap X5 X6 X7 X8 A-D Blade k-eff
HEU 1A Fresh 0 Samples 0 0 0 0 12.911 10 0.99983

2A Fresh 2 Samples 0 0 0 0 16.782 15 1.00017
3A Week 58 0 Samples 0 81 65 142 17.809 10 1.00044
4A Week 58 2 Samples 0 81 65 142 24.031 15 1.0002
1B Fresh 0 Empty 0 0 0 0 13.295 10 0.99974
2B Fresh 2 Empty 0 0 0 0 17.367 15 0.99985
3B Week 58 0 Empty 0 81 65 142 18.380 10 0.99969
4B Week 58 2 Empty 0 81 65 142 26.000 15 1.00029

LEU 5A Fresh 0 Samples 0 0 0 0 12.267 10 1.00037
6A Fresh 2 Samples 0 0 0 0 16.165 15 0.99998
7A Week 79 0 Samples 0 116 97 199 17.020 10 1.00011
8A Week 79 2 Samples 0 116 97 199 23.481 15 1.00027
5B Fresh 0 Empty 0 0 0 0 12.647 10 0.99995
6B Fresh 2 Empty 0 0 0 0 16.826 15 1.00021
7B Week 79 0 Empty 0 116 97 199 17.632 10 1.00015
8B Week 79 2 Empty 0 116 97 199 25.116 15 1.00049

Samples indicates a typical loading of samples in all three flux trap tubes
Empty indicates neither samples nor tubes in the flux trap (i.e., "empty island" configuration)
HEU elements discharged at 150 MWd (at 10 MW operation)
LEU elements discharged at 208 MWd (at 12 MW operation)
Full blade withdrawal is 26 inches
MCNP power tally runs were made with 60M histories for a on k-effective of - 12 pcm
Criticality searches were perfomed with 15M histories, a - 22 pcm. Searches to 1.00000 ± 15 pcm
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Figure 3.19 - Heat Flux in Each Axial Segment of Each Plate
Case 7B: LEU Week 79 Day 0 with Empty Flux Trap

Figure 3.22 illustrates the "hot stripe heat flux" for each plate of each element for Case 7B. The hot stripe
heat fluxes were tallied explicitly, but can be thought of as the multiplication of plate average heat flux *
the plate azimuthal peaking factor. The hot stripe heat flux is an effective factor of merit to compare
probable effects of the core power distributions on margin to flow instability.

Table 3-14 summarizes the hot stripe heat fluxes in the key plates of the fresh fuel elements for each of
the 16 cases for which power distributions were evaluated. Appendix A-1 presents detailed power
shapes (per Figures 3.20-3.22) for each of the 16 cases. Examination of those results indicated that the
plates with highest hot stripe heat flux were 1, 3, 23, and 24 for the various reference core states modeled.
Furthermore, Cases 3B, 4B, 7B, and 8B had the highest overall factors. Cases 3B and 7B are for cores
without xenon, so the lower critical control blade position leads to high inboard heat flux. Cases 4B and
8B are for the equilibrium xenon state of the same core, so the higher critical control blade position
allows the power to shift toward the outboard plates. Thermal hydraulic analyses were performed for
those four cases (using full power distribution detail, not just the summary of Table 3-14), as described in
Chapter 4.
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This analysis provides the core configurations and power distributions to be used for steady state safety
margin calculations. Fuel cycle performance, shutdown margins, and thermal-hydraulic safety margins
are demonstrated in other sections.

Axial Average Heat Flux for Each Plate of Each Element
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Figure 3.20 - Axial Average Heat Flux in Each Plate of Each Element
Case 7B: LEU Week 79 Day 0 with Empty Flux Trap

Azimuthal Peaking for Each Plate of Each Element
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Figure 3.21 - Azimuthal Peaking Factor for Each Plate of Each Element
Case 7B: LEU Week 79 Day 0 with Empty Flux Trap
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Figure 3.22 - Hot Stripe Heat Flux for Each Plate of Each Element
Case 7B: LEU Week 79 Day 0 with Empty Flux Trap

Table 3-14 - Summary of Key Hot Stripe Heat Fluxes Evaluated

10MW

I-' In I . ..

2A Fresh
3A Week 58
4A Week 58

2
0
2

Samples
Samples
Samples

I4U.,

121.6
131.7
126.3

0 .t UI .,j I U.U

89.3 74.4 87.3
96.6 82.6 96.6
92.6 90.4 107.4

123.4
132.3
125.6

3 23 24
94.0 69.4 80.4
89.4 74.8 86.6
97.6 79.3 91.8
92.6 82.8 97.8

I I
1B
2B
3B
4B

Fresh
Fresh
Week 58
Week 58

0
2
0
2

Empty
Empty
Empty
Empty

133.2
127.0
138.6
132.9

94.5
91.3
99.3
94.8

66.7 77.2
74.5 87.9
83.0 97.6
90.8 109.6

133.8
129.3
138.9
132.1

96.2
92.1
99.7
93.2

70.0
74.3
78.9
82.8

80.2
87.1
92.2
97.9

LEU 5A Fresh 0 Samples 116.3 134.4 84.9 100.0 119.4 136.6 90.1 107.0
12MW 6A Fresh 2 Samples 112.2 129.5 94.6 116.0 113.4 130.4 95.8 117.2

7A Week 79 0 Samples 119.0 137.6 103.3 126.6 118.4 137.7 101.3 122.3
8A Week79 2 Samples 114.1 130.4 113.8 142.6 113.3 130.1 105.5 131.1
5B Fresh 0 Empty 124.0 139.0 85.0 100.8 125.3 140.9 90.8 108.0
6B Fresh 2 Empty 119.1 132.4 95.8 118.0 119.6 133.1 96.4 118.2
7B Week 79 0 Empty 124.9 141.0 104.7 127.6 125.1 140.8 102.0 123.2
8B Week79 2 Empty 120.3 133.9 114.3 145.4 119.4 132.8 105.7 131.3

Samples indicates a typical loading of samples in all three flux trap tubes
Empty indicates neither samples nor tubes in the flux trap (i.e., "empty island" configuration)

Note that HEU operates at 10 MW, while 12 MW is proposed for LEU operation. Thus a 20% increase in LEU
heat flux would be expected if the element was not altered (in design and underlying physics).
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4. STEADY-STATE THERMAL-HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS

4.1 Background and Introduction

The eight wedged-shaped fuel elements of the highly
enriched uranium (HEU) core are of identical design
and are arranged in a circle, as shown in Figure 4.1.
Each element has 24 curved fuel plates that are parallel
to the inner and outer circular boundaries of the
annular reactor vessel. In the HEU core all of the
plates are 50 mils (1 mil = 0.001 inch) thick. The 24
fuel plates of each element are parallel to each other
and separated by 23 coolant channels, each 80-L8 mils
thick. Figure 4.2 illustrates how the element rides on a
series of rollers, which in the HEU design provides a
110±28-mil thick first channel (located at the smallest
radius) and a 90±28-mil thick last coolant channel;
these channels are noted as Dl and D25, respectively,
in Figure 4.2. Thirteen mils of the 28-mil tolerance for
the outermost channels are due to an element
manufacturing tolerance on the distance from an outer
plate surface to the outer envelope of the two nearest
rollers, which is dimension C in Figure 4.2. The other
15 mils are due to a 30-mil total clearance,, which is
needed to enable the element to be inserted and
removed from the reactor vessel (the difference of
dimensions A and B in Figure 4.2). It is assumed
that nominally the 30-mil clearance is shared equally
by the first and last coolant channels, thereby
providing a ± 15-mil tolerance for each.

The eight wedge-shaped fuel elements of the
proposed MURR low-enriched uranium (LEU) core
are also of identical design and are arranged in a
circle. In the proposed LEU design, the first and the
last fuel plate of each element is 49-mils thick. All
of the other 22 fuel plates in each element are 38-
mils thick. The 24 fuel plates of each element are
parallel to each other and separated by 23 coolant
channels, each 92±8 mils thick. In the LEU element
both outer channels are 95±28 mils thick. The basis
of the 28-mil tolerance is the same as in the HEU
core with 13-mils for plate-to-roller envelope
tolerance and 15-mils for element clearances.

In section 4.2, a key part of the original HEU
thermal analysis[41]'[4-2] is replicated. (The details are
provided in Appendix B-1.) This was done to
demonstrate a sound understanding of the original
thermal-hydraulic safety analysis that was approved
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Figure 4.1 - Arrangement of the
Eight MURR Elements
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by the NRC for the HEU core. The key thermal-hydraulic safety criterion in the original analysis is that
flow instability be avoided. This safety consideration is equally important for the LEU core. Section 4.3
goes on to explain that a correlation by Whittle and Forgan[4-3] predicts flow instability very accurately in
research reactors of the MURR design. Detailed comparisons of analytical predictions with experimental
measurements of flow instability are provided in Appendix B-2. Section 4.4 addresses the use of hot
channel factors in the analysis to include the effects of design tolerances and calculational uncertainties.
Section 4.5 provides a brief description of the PLTEMP/ANL code[4 -41 which was essential in performing
many of the numerous calculations needed to do the thermal-hydraulic analysis. Sections 4.6 describes
how the important analytical elements described in Sections 4.3 through 4.5 are applied to the HEU and
LEU cores of the MURR reactor. Section 4.7 provides analytical results in both graphical and tabular
form. Section 4.8 tells how these results can be interpreted to clearly demonstrate that the proposed LEU
core design is acceptable from a thermal-hydraulic perspective.

4.2 Replication of the Original HEU Safety Analysis

An important first step in developing analytical models to predict the thermal performance of an LEU
replacement core for the MURR reactor is to demonstrate an understanding of the analytical basis for the
safety limits prescribed for the existing HEU core. Therefore, in Appendix B-1 the original thermal-
hydraulic analysis performed for the HEU core[4-1'[4- 2 ] is described and replicated. In the original analysis
the power at which flow instability occurs was predicted for 150 combinations of pressure at the reactor
pressurizer, core inlet coolant temperature, and reactor core flow rate. Forty cases, which span the entire
range of operating conditions represented by the full set of 150 cases, were evaluated in this study. The
original results are closely replicated for these 40 cases, as shown in Figure B-1.1 of Appendix B-1.

4.3. Methods of Predicting the Power Margin to Flow Instability

The predicted margin to flow instability was the criterion used in qualifying the original HEU core. [4-1],[4-2]

In the original HEU safety analysis it was assumed that flow instability would not occur in a coolant
channel if bulk boiling at the channel exit was avoided or each local value of heat flux was less than half
of the corresponding value of critical heat flux as predicted by the Bernath correlation14 5

1. This two-part
criterion is based on measured data reported by Croft[4-6] in 1964 for electrically-heated channels that
were designed to simulate Advance Test Reactor (ATR) channels. Reference [4-6] proposed the same
criterion, except that it recommended using 60% of the Bernath critical heat flux but the more restrictive
50% value was used to be more conservative. Reference [4-6] postulated that burnout occurred by a
process referred to as "hydraulic instability or autocatalytic vapor binding" which was seen as a form of
critical heat flux (CHF) that occurred prematurely. Croft found that a model based on 60% of the Bernath
CHF prediction fitted some of the experimental data and that burnout occurred in other cases when the
exit bulk coolant temperature reached the saturation temperature.

In addition to Croft,[4-61 Waters[4"7 ] also used tests in electrically heated channels to measure the onset of
fuel burnout caused by flow instability in the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR). The ATR fuel elements are
thermal-hydraulically similar to those in the MURR reactor. Because, as shown in Appendix B-2, the
Whittle and Forgan correlation[4 3] with a value of 9I of 32.5 accurately predicts flow instability in the
Croft and the Waters experiments, it is used in the current analysis.

The Whittle and Forgan criterion is:

Ta-owed -Trntet 1 (4.1)

Tsat - Tinlet 1+ q Dh

Lh
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where Tallowed is the bulk coolant exit temperature at which flow instability is predicted to be initiated, Tsar

is the coolant saturation temperature at the exit, Tinlet is the coolant inlet temperature, and Dh and Lh are
the heated diameter and heated length of the channel, respectively. Because Dh by definition is 4 times
the flow area of the channel divided by the heat perimeter of the channel, it is easy to show that Dh/Lh is 4
times the ratio of the channel flow area to the channel heat transfer area.

The numerator on the left side of equation 4.1 predicts the bulk coolant temperature rise at which flow
instability occurs. Thermal-hydraulic analysis of the reactor core allows the bulk coolant temperature rise
from the inlet to the exit of each channel to be predicted. This steady-state thermal-hydraulic analysis can
be repeated several times at successively higher power levels until flow instability is predicted to occur in
the most limiting channel. The margin to flow instability is determined by comparing the power at which
flow instability is predicted to first occur with the allowed reactor power of 10.0 MW for an HEU core
and the proposed 12.0 MW for an LEU core.

Since the quantity on the right side of equation 4.1 is always less than 1.0, the Whittle and Forgan
relationship predicts flow instability to occur before bulk boiling occurs at the exit. Although this is
contrary to the original HEU safety analysis, which in some instances allows temperatures up to, but
below, bulk boiling at the exit, there are no safety consequences. The reason is that, as indicated in
Appendix B-1, of the 150 combinations of pressurizer pressure, inlet temperature, and flow rate that were
considered in the original safety analysis, only a very few at very low flow rates were constrained by the
no bulk boiling at the exit criterion. All of the others were constrained by the 50% of Bernath critical heat
flux criterion.

In addition to avoiding flow instability, it is also important to avoid critical heat flux. The Croft and the
Waters experiments using electrically heated channels demonstrated that flow instability occurs at powers
that are about 60% of those that produce critical heat flux. Thus, one could argue that the prediction of
critical heat flux in the current safety analysis is unnecessary because flow instability occurs first.
However, safety analysis should also include the predicted margin to critical heat flux, even if flow
instability occurs at a lower power level. Moreover, equation 4.1 indicates that the margin to flow
instability is unchanged if both the power and the flow are increased so as to keep the bulk coolant exit
temperature unchanged. However, if the power were increased along with the flow, at some point the
heat flux would reach the critical heat flux. Thus, under extreme circumstances, critical heat flux could
occur before flow instability. Hence, although the margin to critical heat flux will not be assessed as part
of the current feasibility study since it is not needed to demonstrate feasibility, it will be included in the
final safety analysis.

4.4 Hot Channel Factors

Because flow instability is the only thermal criterion under current consideration, only the hot channel
factors that affect flow instability, as predicted by equation 4.1, need be considered at this time. The
tolerances in Dh and Lh on the right side of equation 4.1 can have only a very minor impact on the allowed
bulk coolant temperature rise indicate in the numerator on the left side of equation 4.1. The bulk coolant
saturation temperature at the exit in the denominator of the left side of equation 4.1 is assumed to be
accurately known. The uncertainty in measured inlet temperature is taken into account in the treatment of
the limiting safety settings. If this uncertainty is 5', for example, then the inlet temperature trip setting
will be set no higher than 1500 F, since the limiting safety system settings (LSSS) allow a maximum inlet
temperature of 155' F. Therefore, all of the uncertainty of any consequence in the flow instability
analysis is associated with the numerator of equation 4.1, which represents the bulk coolant temperature
rise for the limiting channel in the reactor. This temperature rise is essentially proportional to the channel
power (heat flux into that channel) divided by the channel flow rate. Thus, the hot channel factor analysis
will focus on the potential manufacturing or calculation uncertainties that affect either the channel power
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or the channel flow rate. There are two uncertainties that affect the channel power and two that affect the
channel flow rate, as described in the following four subsections.

4.4.1 Hot Channel Factors - Power Distribution Uncertainty

In spite of the considerable geometric and analytical detail that goes into determining the three-
dimensional distribution of power throughout the core with the aid of the MCNP5 code,[4-81 there is some
uncertainty in these calculations. Based solely on judgment, it is assumed due to calculational
uncertainties that the power in any one HEU or LEU fuel plate can be as much as 10% greater than is
predicted in the analysis. For channels that are formed by two fuel plates, it is assumed that this 10%
factor applies to only one of them. Thus, the uncertainty in power distribution contributes a 1.05
uncertainty factor to all channels that have two-sided heating and a 1.10 factor to all outer channels,
which are each heated by only one fuel plate.

One specific aspect of power distribution uncertainty is the uncertainty in the location of the fuel meat.
For the fresh, clean LEU core this effect was studied in considerable detail. First the MCNP5 code was
used to determine the power distribution in the core when all fuel plates of all eight elements are at their
nominal positions. Thermal-hydraulic analysis of this core indicated that the most limiting location was
at channel 3 of element 5. (Channel 3 is near the inner radius of the core.)

For element 5, the effect of plate position tolerances on thermal safety margin was studied. Potential
worst cases considered included those in which the power of plate 3 was maximized, or in which the
thickness of channel 3, located between fuel plates 2 and 3, was minimized. Also, minimizing the
thickness of channel 1 potentially could cause channel 1 to be limiting and could adversely influence
channels 2 and 3. Channel 25 was sufficiently far from limiting in the nominal case that the extremes of
channel thickness tolerances could not cause it to become limiting.

The table in the inset of Figure 4.3 shows the element 5 channel thickness configurations considered in
the study. All plates in all elements are at their nominal positions except in element 5. The changes in
thickness of the internal channels were confined to channels 2 through 5 of element 5, as indicated by the
light blue shading in the table. The "Perturbed 1" case was designed so that the channels on either side of
the limiting plate, plate 3 (indicated in the table by a thick dark vertical line between channels 3 and 4),

S2.5% Table of Channel Sizes, mils

a: 2.0%

0~

a 1.0%

0 0.5%

L. 0.0%

o -0.5%
(A -1.00%
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Figure 4.3 - Change in Radial Power Distribution of Element 5
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would have the maximum thickness of water moderator on either side of it. This was intended to
maximize the power in the plate 3.

All neutronics studies with the MCNP5 code modeled all eight elements simultaneously. The blue curve
of Figure 4.3 shows the plate-by-plate effect on power distribution for element 5 due to the Perturbed 1
plate distribution. The increase in water surrounding plate 3 caused its power to increase by only 0.75%.
The significantly greater increase in the power of plate 2, 1.90%, is due to moving plate 2 inward 8 mils
into a region of higher neutron flux. These small power increases due to neutronic effects, however, are
overshadowed by the greatly increased cooling caused by the 8-mil increase in the thickness of the
limiting channel, channel 3. Therefore, further study of Perturbed 1 plate distribution was abandoned in
favor of the Perturbed 2 case, which minimized the thicknesses of channels 2 and 3. The red curve of
Figure 4.3 shows the plate-by-plate change in the
power distribution between the Perturbed 2 and the
Unperturbed cases.

A 15-mil inward shift of element 5 was also -

studied, which would occur if the element was4
positioned with the rollers touching the inner
pressure vessel wall (see Figure 4.2). All of the
element 5 fuel plates were shifted inward 15 mils, 36
but nominal spacing between plates was
maintained. Likewise, the elements on either side
of element 5, elements 4 and 6, were assumed to be
shifted outward 15 mils, Figure 4.4. The purpose 2 7
of this was to maximize the power increase in
element 5. If all of the elements were shifted
inward by 15 mils, for example, then the effect 1 8
would be shared by all of the elements -- and since
total core power is fixed, the effect on element 5
would be minimal. The green curve of Figure 4.3
shows the plate-by-plate relative differences in
power in the limiting element, element 5, due the
shifting elements 4, 5, and 6. Figure 4.4 - Element Arrangement with

Element 5 Shifted Inward 15 mils and

The three plate-by-plate distributions shown in Elements 4 & 6 Shifted Outward 15 mils

Figure 4.3 indicated a variation in plate power that (Shifted Case)

is no more than about ±2%, which is well within
the ±10% assumed in the uncertainty analysis. Therefore, it was concluded that it is appropriate to
assume that in studies with MCNP5 it is appropriate to assume that all of the fuel plates and fuel elements
are at their nominal locations and to rely on hot channel factors to account for the possible small
perturbations in fuel location.

4.4.2 Hot Channel Factors - Fuel Plate Loading Uncertainty

For a fixed environment, the power produced by a fuel plate is essentially proportional to the loading of
U235 in the plate. The tolerance for this quantity typically is prescribed in the design documents and must
be met by the fuel plate vendor. For the HEU fuel, Table 14-4 of Reference [4-2] indicates a 1.03 hot
channel factor on bulk coolant enthalpy rise (essentially temperature rise). Reference [4-2] used an
average channel and a series of nuclear peaking factors to represent the hottest channel. Based on this
approach and the 1.03 hot channel factor, it is assumed that the fuel plate loading tolerance is 6% and that
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only one of the two plates that formed the hot channel was overloaded. Therefore, in the current HEU
analysis, a 1.03 hot channel factor due to U235 loading uncertainty will be applied to each of the internal
channels and a 1.06 factor will be applied to each of the outer channels.

The monolithic LEU fuel meat is made from a thin foil that is rolled to the desired thickness. The
nominal fuel meat thickness is 9 mils for plate 1 (nearest the smallest core radius), 12 mils for plate 2, 18
mils for plates 3 through 23, and 17 mils for plate 24. The tolerance on the fuel meat thickness is
assumed to be ±-1 mil. Thus, the tolerance loading factor for plate 1 is 10/9 (= 1.111), for plate 2 is 13/12
(= 1.083), for plates 3 through 23 is 19/18 (= 1.055), and for plate 24 is 18/17 (= 1.059). In the analysis it
is assumed that only one plate of each channel can be overloaded. For the outer channels, the plate factor
of 10/9 or 18/17, as appropriate, is used. For the internal channels where the two applicable nominal fuel
meats are of unequal thickness, then the thinner one is assumed to apply. In channel 2, for example,
which is formed by plates 1 and 2, the applicable factor is 1 + (10/9 - 1)/2, or 1.056.

4.4.3 Hot Channel Factors - Flow Distribution Uncertainty

For a series of parallel channels all of equal thickness, slight variations in manufacturing that are not
captured by the tolerances and other effects that are not captured by the analytical methods can lead to
variations in flow. For example, it is well-known that slight variations in inlet conditions from channel to
channel can have significant effects on flow distribution. Therefore, based solely on judgment, a 1.20
uncertainty factor on flow distribution is assumed for the HEU and LEU cores. A flow distribution
uncertainty factor was not included in the original MURR HEU safety analysis.

4.4.4 Hot Channel Factors - Channel Thickness Uncertainty

Variations in channel thickness can be due to tolerance in the as-built fuel plate thickness, fuel swelling,
and variations in the fuel plate spacing during fuel element manufacture. For rectangular channels where
the hydraulic diameter is approximately twice the channel thickness and the flow is turbulent with friction
factor, f = Re-', where Re is Reynolds number, Reference [4-9] shows that the hot channel factor
component for bulk coolant temperature rise (FBULK) is:

3

FBULK = tnomchan )2-a (4.2)
that _chan)

where tnom chan is the nominal thickness of the channel and thot chan is the minimum thickness of the
channel. The Reynolds number exponent, a, is normally between 0.20 and 0.25. The 0.25 value will be
used. Equation 4.2 is based on the perturbation in the flow rate of a single channel due to a decrease in
channel thickness from tnomchan to thotchan with no change in pressure drop between the inlet and outlet of
the channel.

As discussed in Section 4.1, for the HEU core the nominal channel thicknesses are 110 mils for channel 1,
80 mils for channels 2 through 24, and 90 mils for channel 25. For the LEU core the nominal channel
thicknesses are 95 mils for channel 1, 92 mils for channels 2 through 24, and 95 mils for channel 25. For
both cores, the tolerance is ±28 mils for channel 1, ±8 mils for channels 2 through 24, and ±28 mils for
channel 25.

A related concern is that swelling of the fuel meat can make the thickness of the plate greater and thereby
reduce the thickness of the adjacent channels on either side. An estimate for an earlier proposed LEU
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core with a maximum element lifetime of 250 MWd, which is considerably greater than the current
proposed LEU element lifetime of 210 MWd, is that the highest burnups are in the innermost fuel plate,
plate 1, which has a 9-mil thick fuel foil and the outermost plate, plate 24, which has a 17-mil thick fuel
foil. The corresponding values of peak burnup were 40.6 x 1020 and 18.5 x 1020 fissions/cm3 ,
respectively. These values of maximum bumup are low relative to fuel swelling experiments, because
burnup is limited by reactivity considerations. The thinnest fuel foils are the 9 mils of plate 1 and the 12
mils of plate 2. The thickest fuel foil is the 18 mils of plates 3 though 23. Figure 6.4 on page 36 of
Reference [4-10] provides fractional change in volume due to swelling as a function of burnup for
parametric values of temperature and molybdenum content. This figure is based on equation 6.2 of page
32 of the reference. Swelling increases with fuel temperature. The peak fuel temperature will be less
than 2000 C. For a UlOMo fuel foil at 2000 C with a burnup of 40.6 x 1020 fissions/cm 3, this equation
indicates that the fuel volume increase will be 14.4%. The corresponding value for 18.5 x 1020

fissions/cm 3 is 4.7%. A 14.4% increase in a 9 mil foil is 1.3 mils. A 4.7% increase in an 18 mil foil is 0.8
mils. Thus, the maximum fuel swelling is expected to cause about a 1 mil increase in plate thickness and
a similar decrease in channel thickness.

Because the burnup that produces swelling depletes the fuel where the swelling occurs, it is very likely
that the reduction in allowed flow instability power due to channel thinning caused by fuel swelling will
be more than offset by the corresponding reduction in power peaking factor. Thus, it is expected that the
limiting core locations will not be locations that have accrued high swelling due to burnup. Furthermore,
the potential swelling on the order of 1 mil is well bounded by the overall channel thickness tolerance of 8
mils. Therefore, no further explicit consideration of fuel swelling is provided in the current feasibility
study.

4.4.5 Hot Channel Factors - Uncertainties (i.e., Measurement Error)
in Reactor Measured Quantities

In the operation of the MURR reactor the uncertainties in the measurement of reactor power, reactor flow,
reactor inlet temperature, and pressure at the pressurizer are taken into account in the trip settings. For
example, as also described above, if the uncertainty in the measurement of reactor inlet temperature is 5'
F, then the LSSS setting for the reactor inlet temperature will be no higher than 150' F so that the 155' F
limiting inlet temperature will not be violated. In the PLTEMP/ANL analysis the worst conditions
allowed by the limiting safety conditions were assumed. Therefore, no further allowance for
measurement errors is needed the analysis.

4.5 PLTEMP/ANL Computer Code

The PLTEMP/ANL code[4"41 is capable of modeling all of the MURR fuel elements at one time and
considering all of the fuel plates and coolant channels of each element simultaneously. In the
PLTEMP/ANL code the only coupling between parallel elements is hydraulic. The code divides the axial
length of the core into a series of parallel axial slices and predicts the temperature and heat fluxes of each
slice. The code considers the thermal conditions in the channel on each side of a fuel plate in determining
the fraction of the power emanating from each face. This can be particularly important when the channel
on one side of a fuel plate is much cooler than the channel on the other side, such as channels 1 and 25.

The code includes a hot channel factor on bulk coolant temperature rise. However, the same factor is
applied to the coolant temperature rise of all channels in the core. Therefore, the channel by channel
variations will be treated separately, as explained in the section 4.6.

The code explicitly includes the power produced by each plate. However, the code does not include the
azimuthal variation of power along the width, or arc length, of each plate. Since the MURR cores have
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thin rectangular channels with large aspect ratios, these variations in power can be extremely significant
to the thermal-hydraulic performance of the core. In the PLTEMP/ANL models of the HEU and LEU
cores these potentially significant variations in relative power along the arc lengths of the plate are
ignored. However, they are included in the post processing of the PLTEMP/ANL results, as explained in
section 4.6.

The PLTEMP/ANL code includes the axial distribution of power. Based on equation 4.1, flow instability
is only a function of channel bulk coolant exit temperature rise; the relative axial power distribution has
virtually no effect on flow instability. So currently, one axial power distribution is assumed to apply to
the entire core. Perhaps there could be a second order effect due to the redistribution of power from
channel to channel, but even that would be extremely small if it exists at all. In all of the analyses, the
relative axial power distribution of channel 3 of element 1 was used. This channel is expected to be the
limiting channel or close to being the limiting one. The channel specific axial distribution of power will
be used in the CHF analysis for final safety analysis.

The code has a search capability which allows the assumed pressure drop across the reactor to be adjusted
until the total flow rate through the reactor is predicted.

The current version of the PLTEMP/ANL code calculates the ratio of the bulk coolant temperature rise to
the allowed bulk coolant temperature rise based on equation 4.1 for each heated coolant channel in the
core. (The value of ri is a code input quantity.) Code edits refer to this ratio as the flow instability ratio
(FIR). The code output indicates the minimum value of this ratio and the channel where the minimum
occurs. A small improvement was made to the current version of the code to enable it to provide the FIR
for each channel in the core rather than for only the limiting channel.

The code has search capability which enables the code to automatically adjust the reactor power level
until a minimum value of FIR, which is specified by code input, is achieved.

4.6 Analysis

4.6.1 Core Configurations and Operating Conditions

In the MURR HEU and LEU fuel cycles, fuel elements with varying bum up histories ranging from fresh
to end of life are mixed together in the weekly operating cycle. The banked critical control blade height
varies depending on the excess reactivity of core state. Therefore, the MCNP5 analysis was performed
for eight reference cores for each fuel type that were considered potentially limiting. As addressed in
section 3, careful consideration of these 16 configurations indicated that configurations 3B and 4B of the
HEU core and configurations 7B and 8B of the LEU core were the most limiting states. Therefore, these
four configurations were analyzed with the aid to the PLTEMP/ANL code in order to determine the
predicted allowed flow instability power for each core type.

For this feasibility analysis, the PLTEMP. analysis was performed for the MURR 10 MW HEU core
technical specification Limiting Safety System Settings (LSSS) (T.S. 2.2). The LSSS conditions are 75
psia at the pressurizer, 1550 F at the core inlet, and 3200 gpm through the core. The guidance in reference
[4-1] was used to predict the pressure drop from the pressurizer to the core inlet. References [4-1] and [4-
2] provide a series of values for the pressure drop components between the pressurizer and the core inlet
for one reactor volumetric flow rate and coolant inlet temperature. In addition, Reference [4-1] provides
relationships that enable these conditions to be scaled to provide the pressure drop components for other
reactor flow rates and inlet temperatures. These scaling relationships can also be deduced from basic
hydraulic principles. This information enabled the pressure at the core inlet, 68.0 psia, to be calculated
for the LSSS conditions.
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4.6.2 Core Pressure Drops

Since the MURR fuel cycle loads the set of fuel elements with the least bum up history in core positions 1
and 5 (summarized in Appendix A-i) the limiting channel is always found in either core position 1 or 5.
Therefore, the analysis focused on these two elements rather than all eight elements. First all eight
elements were considered simultaneously to obtain the core pressure drop. Then the core pressure drop
was applied to the two elements of interest to obtain the allowed flow instability power.

For the HEU core and the LEU core, a PLTEMP/ANL case was set up that explicitly represented all eight
elements with all 200 (i.e., 8 x 25) coolant channels at their respective nominal thicknesses. The LSSS
core inlet temperature and flow rate were assumed. For the HEU core, the power distribution of the 3B
configuration was used with an assumed reactor power of 17.0 MW. For the LEU core the 7B
configuration was used with an assumed reactor power of 20.0 MW. These cases enabled the core
pressure drop to be predicted for a representative HEU core and for a representative LEU core operating
at or near the power that causes flow instability.

The power levels were deliberately chosen considerably above the 10.0 MW and 12.0 MW full power
operating levels for the two fuels because the core pressure drop decreases with increasing power. This is
due to the decrease in liquid viscosity with increasing coolant temperature. Because the hydraulic models
in PLTEMP/ANL are based on single phase flow and do not include the effects of bulk, an increase in
pressure drop is not predicted as flow instability is approached. Had the lower power levels been used,
higher pressure drops would have been predicted. In a subsequent step, these pressure drops are applied
to elements 1 and 5 and the power level at which flow instability first occurs in either element is sought.
A core pressure drop based on the lower operating power level and then applied at the high flow
instability power level would predict about 0.5% too much flow through each channel and would
therefore predict about 0.5% higher power margin to flow instability.

4.6.3 Hot Channel Factor Application

The hot channel uncertainty components, as described in sections 4.4-1 through 4.4-4 are shown for each
channel and both core types in Table 4-1. Translating the fractional tolerance into an uncertainty factor
component is intuitive for the first three components since the fractional increase in power or decrease in
flow to a particular channel results in the same fractional increase in bulk coolant temperature rise for that
channel. For example, a 20% uncertainty on flow distribution results in a 1.20 uncertainty factor
component. For the fourth hot channel factor component, equation 4.2 is used for the internal channels,
i.e., channels 2 through 24, for both the HEU and LEU cores. The ratio of tnom chan to thot-chan is 80/72 (=
1.111) for the HEU core and 92/84 (= 1.095) for the LEU core. The corresponding values of Fbulk are
1.198 for the HEU core and 1.169 for the LEU core.

In the subsequent step of the PLTEMP/ANL flow instability analysis, where only elements 1 and 5 are
considered, the outer channel thicknesses are reduced in the code input so as to include the worst-case
outer channel thicknesses. One approach would be to set each outer channel size to the minimum channel
thickness that it could possibly have, which is its nominal channel thickness reduced by the 28-mil
thickness tolerance. This approach would unduly penalize the outer channels because with regard to hot
channel factors PLTEMP/ANL treats internal and outer channels alike and the hot channel factor includes
the tolerance on internal channel thickness. A better approach is to make the outer channels thicker than
their minimum thicknesses so that after the hot channel factors are applied the behavior of each outer
channel at its minimum thickness in predicted. This is accomplished by setting outer channel thickness so
that the ratio of the assumed outer channel thickness to the minimum outer channel thickness is the same
as that used in the internal channel hot channel factor analysis. In the LEU core, where both outer
channels are 95+28 mils thick, the minimum channel thickness is 67 mils for both channel 1 and 25. In
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Table 4-1 Hot Channel Factor Components for Enthalpy Rise

Channel
Hot Channel Factor Component 2 3 4 - 23 24 25

HEU
Power Distribution 1.10 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.10
Fuel Plate Loading 1.06 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.06
Flow Distribution 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20
Channel Thickness 1.198 1.198 1.198 1.198 1.198 1.198
Multiplicative Total 1.676 1.555 1.555 1.555 1.555 1.676
Total Relative to Channel 3 1.078 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.078

LEU
Power Distribution 1.10 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.10
Fuel Plate Loading 1.111 1.056 1.042 1.028 1.029 1.059
Flow Distribution 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20
Channel Thickness 1.169 1.169 1.169 1.169 1.169 1.169
Multiplicative Total 1.714 1.554 1.534 1.514 1.516 1.634
Total Relative to Channel 3 1.117 1.013 1.000 0.987 0.988 1.065

the PLTEMP/ANL analysis both channels are each 73.4 mils because 73.4/67 = 92/84 = 1.095. Similarly,
in the HEU core, where the channel thickness is 110±28 mils for channel 1 and 90±28 mils for channel
25, in the PLTEMP/ANL code input channel 1 is 91.1 mils thick and 25 is 68.9 mils thick. This was done
because the minimum HEU channel 1 and 25 thicknesses are 82.0 and 62.0 mils, respectively, and
91.1/82.0 = 68.9/62.0 = 80/72 = 1.111. Since the ratio of PLTEMP/ANL channel input thickness to
minimum thickness allowed by the tolerances is made the same for internal and outer channels alike, the
same hot channel factor component, as obtained from equation 4.2, applies to all channels, i.e., 1.198 for
the HEU core and 1.169 for the LEU core.

A third approach would be to use the nominal outer channel thicknesses in the PLTEMP/ANL code input
and to make analytical corrections in the post processing of the results. However, the approach chosen
has three benefits relative to the third approach. First, the post processing of the PLEMP/ANL results is
easier, since the outer channel results need no additional adjustments to account for differences in outer
channel thickness and tolerances relative to the internal channels. Second, as can be demonstrated with
the aid of equation 4.1, thinner channels allow higher bulk coolant outlet temperatures. Third, thinner
outer channels cause the PLTEMP/ANL solution to predict higher coolant temperatures in the outer
channels. Higher coolant temperatures in the PLTEMP/ANL solutions cause less of the power produced
by the adjacent fuel plate to flow to the outer channel. The second and third items are legitimate
mitigating effects for the outer channels which would not be captured if nominal outer channel thickness
were used in the PLTEMP/ANL model. Moreover, if a smaller fraction of outer fuel plate power goes to
the outer channel, then a greater fraction must go to the next channel. This is also correct and appropriate
and also more limiting for the adjacent channel that gets the increased fraction of the outer fuel plate
power. Thus, the approach chosen is the best among the three choices.

The four the hot channel factor components described in sections 4.4.1 through 4.4.4 are a result of
essentially random uncertainties in power distribution, fuel plate loading, flow distribution, and channel
thickness. In the original HEU safety analysis [4-'[ 4 2

1 all of the uncertainty factor components that
affected bulk coolant temperature rise were multiplied together. This approach in effect assumes a
highly unlikely situation where all of the uncertainties simultaneously affect the most limiting channels in
the most adverse way. Although a statistical treatment of these uncertainties would be more appropriate
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and less limiting, the original multiplicative approach was used in order to make the current safety
analysis more readily comparable to the original safety analysis for the HEU core.

Table 4-1 lists the four hot channel factor components for each channel for both fuel types. The product
of the four components produces the total hot channel factor for the channel. Because the PLTEMP/ANL
code input allows one value of hot channel factor for bulk coolant temperature rise, which is applied
equally to all channels, the value of channel 3 was used in the code input. In the post processing the ratio
of the channel value to the value for channel 3, as indicated in Table 4-1, was used to correct the flow
instability power values predicted by PLTEMP/ANL for the other channels. For example, the LEU ratio
for channel 1 is 1.117. Therefore, the flow instability power predicted by PLTEMP/ANL for channel 1
was divided by 1.117.

4.6.4 Power Distribution Along the Arc Length (or Width) of the Fuel Plates

In the MCNP5 analysis of the core, the fuel region of each plate of each element is divided into nine
vertical stripes (azimuthal stripes) of equal width and each stripe is divided into 24 horizontal (axial)
layers of equal thickness. Thus, the fuel meat of each plate is divided into 9x24 = 216 identical
rectangular pieces. The power produced by each piece is predicted. The PLTEMP/ANL code uses the
power of each plate, i.e, all 216 pieces are summed together. Since there are 24 fuel plates in each
element, 24 values corresponding to relative volumetric power generation rate are provided in the code
input for each element. The code input also includes one relative axial power shape that is applied to all
plates of all elements. Thus, the detail in the MCNP5 results cannot be fully captured by the
PLTEMP/ANL code.

Since the channels in the MUrRR reactor are thin rectangular channels with large aspect ratios, variations
in power among the nine or 18 vertical fuel plate stripes that heat the channel could be important. In the
PLTEMP/ANL code input, the average power of the nine vertical stripes of each plate is used to represent
the plate power. However, in the post processing of the PLTEMP/ANL results, the highest power stripe
of each plate is considered. The MCNP5 results are post processed so that for each fuel plate the ratio of
the power of hottest vertical stripe to the average power of the nine vertical stripes is determined (see
Figure 3.21). In the post processing of the PLTEMP/ANL results, these ratios are used to produce an
adjustment factor for each channel. For the outer channels, the adjustment factor is the peak-to-average
power ratio for the adjacent fuel plate. For the internal channels, the adjustment factor is the average of
the peak-to-average power ratios of the two adjacent plates. In the post processing of the PLTEMP/ANL
results the allowed flow instability power of each channel is divided by its adjustment factor.

This approach does not take into account the mitigating effect of heat transfer along the width of the fuel
plate (i.e., transverse to coolant flow), which would reduce the effects of power peaking. Since the hottest
stripe tends to be on the azimuthal edges of the fuel meats where they border non-fueled aluminum which
is swaged into the thick aluminum side plates, this mitigation could be considerable. The current
approach also assumes that the hottest parts of both plates that form an internal channel are directly across
from each other. This is a worst case assumption, but probably close to being true. Thus, the predicted
allowed flow instability power would be greater if these mitigating effects were included in the analysis.

4.6.5 Fraction of Power Produced in the Reactor Core

Measurements based on the current operation of the MURR reactor indicate that about 93% of the reactor
power is deposited inside of the pressurized primary loop and that the remainder in deposited outside of
the primary loop. This implies that when the reactor is producing 10.0 MW, about 9.3 MW are produced
in the core and the rest is produced outside of the reactor pressure vessel. Since a similar situation is
expected for the LEU core, for purposes of this feasibility study, a 93% factor will be assumed to apply to
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both cores. Therefore, in the post processing of the PLTEMP/ANL results, the 93% factor will be
included by dividing all of the PLTEMP/ANL predicted flow instability powers by 0.93.

4.7 Results

Figure 4.5 shows the reactor power at which flow instability is predicted to occur in each channel of
elements 1 and 5 of the HEU core for the reference cores evaluated. Figure 4.6 shows the analogous
results for the LEU core. Table 4.2 summarizes the minimum value of power in each of the eight plots of
Figures 4.5 and 4.6. Thus, the minimum HEU power is 16.5 MW. The minimum occurs in channel 2 of
element 1 of case 3B. For this case, channel 2 of element 5 is nearly equally limiting. Similarly, the
minimum LEU power is 18.7 MW. It occurs in channel 3 of element 1 of case 7B. For this case, channel
3 of element 5 is nearly equally limiting as is channel 24 of element 1 in case 8B.
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Figure 4.5 - Reactor Power Predicted to Initiate Channel Flow Instability in the HEU Core
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Figure 4.6 - Reactor Power Predicted to Initiate Channel Flow Instability in the LEU Core
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4.8 Thermal-Hydraulic Discussion and Conclusions

The distributions of channel flow instability power shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 with the lowest allowed
powers near the inner and outer plates of the
elements and the highest allowed powers towards
the middle are consistent with the curves of axial TCase Element Power, MW Channel
average heat flux per fuel plate that are provided
in Appendix A-1. As is expected, the values of HEU
allowed power tend to be at their lowest values 1 16.48 2
where the heat fluxes are at their highest. 3B 5 1651 2

Table 4.2 compares the flow instability power
level at the LSSS values for pressure, temperature
and flow for the four limiting cases. From this the
allowed power margins in the current HEU and
LEU analyses can be compared. For the HEU
core, the 10.0 MW nominal value versus the
predicted allowed power of 16.5 MW, implies a
6.5 MW margin. This is to be compared with the
6.7 MW margin predicted for the LEU core.

1 17.30 25 17.58 2

LEU
1 18.73 3
5 18.74 3

1 18.98 24
5 19.79 3

References [4-1] and [4-2] predict values for the onset of flow instability based on the original HEU
analysis. This analysis used power peaking factors for the HEU core that are more conservative than the
three dimensional values derived from the MCNP modeling of core power peaking factors. This is due to
the power peaking factors that were obtained in 1973 from combining two different sets of peaking
factors from two different two dimensional EXTERIMANATOR Code models. The radial and axial
peaking factors from a R/Z model of all fresh fuel elements were combined with the azimuthal peaking
factor from a theta/R model of fresh and highly burned up fuel elements combined. This produces an
overall peaking factor that exceeds the actual overall three dimensional peaking factor for a worst case
core. These references provide digital values for 75 psia at the pressurizer and 3200 gpm for reactor inlet
temperatures of 140 and 160' F. Linear interpolation of these two flow instability values yields 14.9 MW
for a reactor coolant inlet temperature of 1550 F. Since the nominal reactor power for the HEU core is
10.0 MW, in the original analysis a 4.9 MW margin (14.9 MW versus 10.0 MW) was deemed acceptable.
Since the nominal reactor power for the LEU core is 12.0 MW and the flow instability power in the
current analysis of the LEU core is 18.7 MW, the margin is even larger, 6.7 MW.

In conclusion, based on the sole thermal-hydraulic requirement established in the original HEU safety
analysis[4-1]'[ 4 2] that flow instability be avoided, the performance of the proposed LEU core is acceptable.
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5. FEASIBILITY STUDY CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The analyses performed in this report show that the MURR reactor can be operated safely with the new
LEU fuel elements, if the U 1OMo monolithic fuel can be qualified and manufactured.

As has always been true for reactor conversion projects, full safety analyses need to be performed and
regulatory approvals received before the reactor will be able to convert

It is important to note that the U10Mo Monolithic Fuel is not yet qualified or commercially available.
The Fuel Development (FD) and Fuel Fabrication Capability (FFC) efforts within the GTRI Reactor
Conversion Program are both working to clarify the fuel specifications that will be supported for the new
LEU fuel. The positive feasibility results reported at this time are predicated on the best information
available to date, as communicated through the US High Performance Research Reactor Working Group
(USHPWG).

Reactivity to maintain operating lifetime with LEU has been obtained by increasing the water to metal
ratio in the core by thinning the fuel plates and increasing the coolant channel widths. Plates 2 through 23
were decrease from 50 mil thick to 38 mil by designing for 18 mil UlOMo foil with 10 mil clad
(including any interlayer to control fuel swelling behavior). Reduced foil thicknesses have been designed
in three of the fuel plates in order to control power peaking and assure safety margins. It is not yet clear
whether the 10 mil clad thickness will prove too difficult or expensive to fabricate. Furthermore,
experiments and analyses to prove the hydrodynamic stability of the thin 38 mil fuel plates must still be
performed. Should a thicker clad and/or a stiffer plate be required, then the inherent penalty of displacing
moderating water will need to be addressed to prove technical feasibility of an alternate fuel design. A
contingency design for thicker fuel plates will be explored in the year ahead, in parallel with safety
analyses of the current LEU design.

Furthermore, acceptable experimental fluxes will only be maintained if the reactor power can be
increased from 10 MW in order to offset the inherent penalty of introducing U238 into the core.
Feasibility studies to date have indicated that safety margins will be maintained with LEU fuel operated at
12 MW. The power uprate will be modeled in safety analyses. Regulatory issues of the uprate must be
addressed in the near term to assure successful conversion on the aggressive GTRI schedule.

Finally, we must also note that the economic feasibility of conversion cannot be declared until
commercial availability of the fuel has been developed, including credible fuel costs projections. MURR
understands that GTRI is committed to addressing fuel cost differentials associated with conversion from
HEU to LEU. MURR will continue to work within the USHPWG to assist the FFC in development of
cost models and/or to pursue redesigns (as possible) once key cost factors are better understood.
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APPENDIX A-i: HEAT FLUX DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MURR CORES

As described in Section 3.4.4, power distributions were calculated with MCNP by tallying the fission
power (f7 tally) within 24 radial (i.e., plate-by-plate), 24 axial, and 9 azimuthal segments of the fuel plate
meat in the entire core of eight elements (i.e., 216 equal volume segments within each plate; 5,184
segments per element). Power distributions were calculated for a variety of critical banked control blade
configurations of various cores in order to identify the highest peaking factors that might limit margin to
flow instability. The MCNP tallies were normalized by a post-processor to facilitate studies of different
core power levels and different levels of tally detail. It should be noted that credit for power deposition
outside the fuel is not modeled here, but is taken into account in the thermal-hydraulic safety margin
calculation.

After considering the various contributors to power peaking discussed in Section 3.4.4, power
distributions were calculated for the 16 cases that enveloped the distinct combinations of effects. All
fresh cores were compared to cores in which fresh elements were combined with elements to be
discharged at the end of that weekly cycle (week 58 for the HEU simulation, week 79 for the LEU
simulation). Initial startup of the weekly cycle with no xenon was compared to the equilibrium xenon
state at 2 days of operation. A typical flux trap loading was compared to an empty flux trap. Thus 8
cases were considered for both HEU and the proposed LEU design. The atom densities of the fuel
compositions for each core state were read from REBUS-DIF3D depletion results to automatically update
an MCNP input file. An automated search was then performed with MCNP to find the critical banked
blade position for the core (i.e., blades moved until MCNP predicted a k-effective of 1.0). The detailed
power distributions were then tallied by an MCNP run. Finally, a post-processor was applied to read the
mctal file and produce normalized edits suitable for analysis (and to facilitate an automated linkage to the
PLTEMP/ANL thermal hydraulics code discussed in Section 4.5).

The 16 cases are summarized in Table A-1.1. The associated Hot Stripe Heat Fluxes are listed in Table
A-1.2.

The figures in this appendix illustrate several plots for each case:
* Axial Average Heat Flux in Each Plate of Each Element
* Azimuthal Peaking Factor for Each Plate of Each Element
* Hot Stripe Heat Flux for Each Plate of Each Element

A-1.1
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Table A-1.1 - Summary of Power Distribution Evaluations
Element Bumup (MWd) Inches
at Beninninri of Week IwithdlrawnCore State that may hound nower oeakino

Burnup Time Flux X1 X2 X3 X4 Blades Reg MCNP
Fuel Case State (Days) Trap X5 X6 X7 X8 A-D Blade k-eff
HEU 1A Fresh 0 Samples 0 0 0 0 12.911 10 0.99983

2A Fresh 2 Samples 0 0 0 0 16.782 15 1.00017
3A Week 58 0 Samples 0 81 65 142 17.809 10 1.00044
4A Week 58 2 Samples 0 81 65 142 24.031 15 1.0002
1B Fresh 0 Empty 0 0 0 0 13.295 10 0.99974
2B Fresh 2 Empty 0 0 0 0 17.367 15 0.99985
3B Week 58 0 Empty 0 81 65 142 18.380 10 0.99969
4B Week 58 2 Empty 0 81 65 142 26.000 15 1.00029

LEU 5A Fresh 0 Samples 0 0 0 0 12.267 10 1.00037
6A Fresh 2 Samples 0 0 0 0 16.165 15 0.99998
7A Week 79 0 Samples 0 116 97 199 17.020 10 1.00011
8A Week 79 2 Samples 0 116 97 199 23.481 15 1.00027
5B Fresh 0 Empty 0 0 0 0 12.647 10 0.99995
6B Fresh 2 Empty 0 0 0 0 16.826 15 1.00021
7B Week 79 0 Empty 0 116 97 199 17.632 10 1.00015
8B Week 79 2 Empty 0 116 97 199 25.116 15 1.00049

Samples indicates a typical loading of samples in all three flux trap tubes
Empty indicates neither samples nor tubes in the flux trap (i.e., "empty island" configuration)
HEU elements discharged at 150 MWd (at 10 MW operation)
LEU elements discharged at 208 MWd (at 12 MW operation)
Full blade withdrawal is 26 inches
MCNP power tally runs were made with 60M histories for a on k-effective of - 12 pcm
Criticality searches were perfomed with 15M histories, a - 22 pcm. Searches to 1.00000 ± 15 pcm

Table A-1.2 - Summar. of Key Hot Stripe Heat Fluxes Evaluated
Hot Stripe Heat Flux (W/cm2) Hot Stripe Heat Flux (W/cm2)

Core State that may bound power peaking Fresh Element in Position Xl Fresh Element in Position X5
Burnup Flux Plate Plate Plate Plate Plate Plate Plate Plate

Fuel Case State Day Trap 1 3 23 24 1 3 23 24

HEU 1A Fresh 0 Samples 126.7 91.4 67.3 76.8 128.8 94.0 69.4 80.4
2A Fresh 2 Samples 121.6 89.3 74.4 87.3 123.4 89.4 74.8 86.6

10MW 3A Week 58 0 Samples 131.7 96.6 82.6 96.6 132.3 97.6 79.3 91.8
4A Week 58 2 Samples 126.3 92.6 90.4 107.4 125.6 92.6 82.8 97.8
1B Fresh 0 Empty 133.2 94.5 66.7 77.2 133.8 96.2 70.0 80.2
2B Fresh 2 Empty 127.0 91.3 74.5 87.9 129.3 92.1 74.3 87.1
3B Week 58 0 Empty 138.6 99.3 83.0 97.6 138.9 99.7 78.9 92.2
4B Week 58 2 Empty 132.9 94.8 90.8 109.6 132.1 93.2 82.8 97.9

LEU 5A Fresh 0 Samples 116.3 134.4 84.9 100.0 119.4 136.6 90.1 107.0
12MW 6A Fresh 2 Samples 112.2 129.5 94.6 116.0 113.4 130.4 95.8 117.2

7A Week 79 0 Samples 119.0 137.6 103.3 126.6 118.4 137.7 101.3 122.3
8A Week79 2 Samples 114.1 130.4 113.8 142.6 113.3 130.1 105.5 131.1
5B Fresh 0 Empty 124.0 139.0 85.0 100.8 125.3 140.9 90.8 108.0
6B Fresh 2 Empty 119.1 132.4 95.8 118.0 119.6 133.1 96.4 118.2
7B Week 79 0 Empty 124.9 141.0 104.7 127.6 125.1 140.8 102.0 123.2
8B Week79 2 Empty 120.3 133.9 114.3 145.4 119.4 132.8 105.7 131.3

Samples indicates a typical loading of samples in all three flux trap tubes
Empty indicates neither samples nor tubes in the flux trap (i.e., "empty island" configuration)

Note that HEU operates at 10 MW, while 12 MW is proposed for LEU operation. Thus a 20% increase in LEU
heat flux would be expected if the element was not altered (in design and underlying physics).
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Figure A-1.1 - Case 1A: 10 MW HEU Fresh Day 0 with Flux Trap Samples
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Figure A-1.2 - Case 2A: 10 MW HEU Fresh Day 2 with Flux Trap Samples
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Figure A-1.4 - Case 4A: 10 MW HEU Week 58 Day 2 with Flux Trap Samples
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Figure A-1.5 - Case 11B: 10 MW HEU Fresh Day 0 with Empty Flux Trap
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Figure A-1.6 - Case 2B: 10 MW HEU Fresh Day 2 with Empty Flux Trap
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Figure A-1.7 - Case 3B: 10 MW HEU Week 58 Day 0 with Empty Flux Trap
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Figure A-1.8 - Case 4B: 10 MW HEU Week 58 Day 2 with Empty Flux Trap
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Figure A-1.9 - Case 5A: 12 MW LEU Fresh Day 0 with Flux Trap Samples
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Figure A-1.10 - Case 6A: 12 MW LEU Fresh Day 2 with Flux Trap Samples
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Figure A-1.1 1 - Case 7A: 12 MW LEU Week 79 Day 0 with Flux Trap Samples
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Figure A-1.12 - Case 8A: 12 MW LEU Week 79 Day 2 with Flux Trap Samples
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Figure A-1.13 - Case 5B: 12 MW LEU Fresh Day 0 with Empty Flux Trap
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Figure A-1.14 - Case 6B: 12 MW LEU Fresh Day 2 with Empty Flux Trap
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Figure A-1.16 - Case 8B: 12 MW LEU Week 79 Day 2 with Empty Flux Trap
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APPENDIX B-i: REPLICATION OF MURR 1974 10 MW UPGRADE SAFETY ANALYSIS

SUMMARY

The methods used in the original HEU safety analysis [B-I11,[B-I.2] to predict the margin to
flow instability in the MURR reactor are closely replicated. For 40 combinations of
pressure, inlet temperature, and flow rate the original values of allowed power are
essentially duplicated, as indicated in Figure B- 1.1.

1. BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

An important first step in developing analytical models to predict the thermal performance of an LEU
replacement core for the MURR reactor is to demonstrate an understanding of the analytical basis for the
safety limits prescribed for the existing HEU core. In Reference [B-1.1] the maximum allowed reactor
power is prescribe as a function of reactor inlet temperature and flow rate for pressures of 60 and 75 psia.
Reference [B-1.2] repeats and extends these results to include 85 psia. For each of the three values of
pressure, allowed powers are provided in a table for the 50 combination of five inlet temperatures from
120 to 2000 F in steps of 20' F and ten flow rates from 400 to 4000 gpm in steps of 400 gpm. These data
are also represented in graphs of power as a function of flow rate for the 15 combinations of pressure and
inlet temperature. The MURR Technical Specifications limit reactor operation to a minimum pressure at
the pressurizer of 75 psia, a maximum inlet temperature of 155' C, and minimum flow rate through the
core of 3200 gpm. The normal operating conditions for the reactor are 78 psia at the pressurizer, an inlet
temperature of 120' F, about 3800 gpm through the fuel region, and 10 MW.[B- 31

The criterion that was used in establishing the allowed power is the avoidance of flow instability. In the
thermal analysis that was performed for the HEU core in 1 9 7 3 [13-1.1],[B-1.2] it was assumed that flow
instability would not occur in a coolant channel if bulk boiling at the channel exit was avoided and each
local value of heat flux was less than half of the corresponding value of critical heat flux as predicted by
Bernath correlationr8 1 4

]. This two-part criterion is based on measured data reported by Croft in 1964 for
electrically-heated channels that were designed to simulate Advance Test Reactor (ATR) channels.[B15]

Reference [B-1.5] proposed the same criterion, except that they recommended using 60% of the Bernath
critical heat flux rather than the more restrictive 50% value. Reference [B-1.5] postulated that burnout
occurred by a process referred to as "hydraulic instability or autocatalytic vapor binding" which was seen
as a form of critical heat flux (CHF) that occurred prematurely. Croft found that a model based on 60%
of the Bernath CHF prediction fitted some of the experimental data and that burnout occurred in other
cases when the exit bulk coolant temperature reached the saturation temperature.

Two years after Croft[B-5] reported his experiments, Waters[B,', 61 reported his measurements of flow
instability in electrically-heated channels designed to be directly applicable to the Advanced Test Reactor
(ATR). Appendix B-2 demonstrates that a relationship based on the work of Whittle and Forgan[B-1.7]

accurately predicts the measured powers at which flow instability occurred in both the Croft and the
Waters experiments. This helps to demonstrate that these two sets of experiments are consistent with each
other, although the Whittle and Forgan relationship was not used in the original analysis.

2. REPLICATION OF MURR PREDICTIONS OF ALLOWED POWER

Reference [B-1.1] indicates that the allowed power was deduced with the aid of the BOLERO computer
codeB18] which appears to have been written in FORTRAN. A sample input, along with a description of
the input, is provided in Appendix B of Reference [B-1.1]. The reference explains what the code does,
including some of the details, and provides sufficient information to enable the allowed values of power
to be replicated with enough accuracy to demonstrate an understanding of the code.
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The three pressures identified above (60, 75 and 85 psia) correspond to the pressure at the pressurizer.
The pressure at the exit of the core is needed for the BOLERO code analysis. References [B-1.1] and [B-
1.2] provide a series of values for the pressure drop components between the pressurizer and the core exit
for one reactor volumetric flow rate and coolant inlet temperature. In addition, Reference [B-1.1]
provides relationships that enable these conditions to be scaled to provide the pressure drop components
for other reactor flow rates and inlet temperatures. These scaling relationships can also be deduced from
basic hydraulic principles. This information enables the pressures at the core inlet and exit to be deduced
for all reactor operating conditions.

The BOLERO code, which apparently employs a single-channel model, makes extensive use of the
numbers in Table 4-14 of Reference [B-1.2], which is replicated in Table 1. The code sample input
includes an axial power shape that is represented by 48 values that have an average value of 1.00. This
axial power shape, the reactor coolant inlet temperature, and the total reactor power and flow rate are used
in determining the bulk mixed-mean temperature for the hot channel as a function of axial position. The
2.72 factor on power and the 0.81 factor on flow rate, which are provided in the table, are used in the
model in the determination of the hot channel bulk mixed-mean temperature of the coolant at each axial
level.

The heat flux for the hot channel is also needed as a function of axial position. The core average heat flux
is the reactor power divided by the core heat transfer area. Reference [B-1.1] indicates that the heat
transfer area for the core is 184.28 ft2. This is in close agreement with the 185.4 ft2 area calculated
independently. The hot channel average heat flux is the core average heat flux times both the 2.72 factor
on power and the 0.93 factor at the bottom of the table. It appears that although 100% of the power is
assumed to heat the coolant, only 93% of it is deposited in the fuel plates. The other 7% is deposited
directly into the flowing coolant and, hence, does not contribute to the heat flux. The hot channel heat
flux at each axial location is obtained from the hot channel average heat flux and the axial power shape.
The Bernath CHF correlation requires the local value of pressure at each axial level. The BOLERO code
uses the pressure at the exit of the core to represent the pressure at all axial levels. This is a slightly more
limiting, but simpler, approach.

Apparently, the BOLERO code guesses a power level, calculates the local heat flux, the Bernath critical
heat flux, and the ratio of the local heat flux to the Bernath critical heat flux at each axial position. Then
it adjusts the power and repeats the process until the power level is found at which the maximum of the
heat flux ratios among all axial positions is 0.50 or, if at a lower power level, bulk boiling first occurs at
the exit. For the replication of the BOLERO code a simpler approximate approach was used. It is
obvious that the limiting axial location must be between the peak of the axial power shape and the
channel exit because both the bulk coolant temperature and the local heat flux are increasing between the
inlet and the location of the peak heat flux. The bottom of Table 4-13 on page 4-47 of Reference [B-1.2]
indicates that for normal operating conditions at 10 MW of reactor power the limiting axial location is
where 0.701 of the total bulk coolant temperature rise occurs. The axial power shape in the sample
BOLERO input had a peak value 1.450. However, Table 1 shows an axial peaking factor of 1.432. From
this it is theorized that the limiting condition occurs a short distance past the peak of the axial power
shape where the peak-to-average heat flux is 1.432 and 70.1% of the bulk coolant temperature rise has
occurred. Numerical integration of the axial power shape shows that the 1.432 factor and 70.1% are
approximately consistent and consistent with this theory. Therefore, in the replication of the BOLERO
code results it was assumed that these correspond to the limiting CHF location.

There is another interpretation of the meaning of 50% of the Bernath CHF power. In the calculation one
could adjust the reactor power level until 100% of the Bernath CHF is reached and then take 50% of that
power. This approach will produce a much more limiting result because the Bernath correlation would be
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evaluated at a much higher power level where the bulk coolant temperatures are considerably higher than
in the method assumed for the BOLERO code replication. The appropriate approach is the one that was
used by Reference [B-1.5] in establishing the 60% of Bernath formulation. Since a definitive answer was
not found among the words in Reference [B-1.5], calculations were made to test the BOLERO replication
approach on Figure 4-9 on page 4-21 of Reference [B-1.5]. The results, which showed a maximum ratio
of local heat flux to Bernath critical heat flux of about 57%, seem to confirm that the above BOLERO
replication approach is the correct interpretation.

The four solid curves in Figure 1 are plots of the tabular data provided and plotted in Reference [B-1.2].
These curves include the pressure and inlet temperature combinations that provide the highest and lowest
power curves of the 15. The colored circles indicate the current replication of the earlier results and
demonstrate good agreement with the original BOLERO predictions.

The tables of allowed power in References [B-I.1] and [B-1.2] underline the values that correspond to
bulk boiling at the channel exit. Thus, the powers for flow rates 400 through 2400 gpm of the lowest
curve and flow rates 400 and 800 gpm of the other three curves of Figure 1 were underlined as a result of
the original BOLERO predictions. In the current replication, all of these would be underlined and 2800
gpm on the bottom curve and 1200 gpm on the curve immediately above the bottom curve would also be
underlined. The extremely good agreement between the original BOLERO predictions and the current
replication of it for, the points that are in both calculations and are limited by exit temperature show that in
the replication the appropriate factors have been applied to the average power and to the average flow rate
to obtain the appropriate value of bulk coolant temperature at the exit. If, for example, the 0.93 were
inappropriately included in the current prediction of the exit coolant temperature, the new results would
differ from the original ones by about 7%. Also, for the highest flow rate in some cases the pressure drop
from the pressurizer to the core inlet is more than 10 psi and to the core outlet is more than 25 psi. Since
the results are sensitive to pressure, the good agreement between the MURR and current results is a form
of verification of the current pressure drop predictions.

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Forty of the 150 the original 1973 predictions of allowable reactor power were replicated with reasonably
good accuracy, Figure 1. These 40 span the entire range of operating conditions represented by the
original 150. This replication demonstrates that the basis and the key assumptions and models that were
used to make the 1973 predictions are reasonably well understood.
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Table B-1.1 - Replication of Table 4-14 of Reference [4-2]

TABLE 4-14
SUMMARY OF MURR HOT CHANNEL FACTORS

Safety Limits
Basis

On Enthalpy Rise

Power-related Factors
Nuclear Peaking Factors

Radial 2.220
Non-uniform Burnup 1.112
Local (Circumferential) 1.040
Axial 1.000

Engineering Hot Channel Factors
Fuel Content Variation 1.030
Fuel Thickness/Width Variation 1.030

Overall Product 2.72

Flow-related Factors
Core/Loop Flow Fraction 1.000
Assembly Minimum/Average Flow Fraction 1.000
Channel Minimum/Average Flow Fraction

Inlet Variation 1.000
Width Variation 1.000
Thickness Variation 1 ./1.080

Within Channel Minimum/Average Flow Fraction
Thickness Variation 1./1.050
Effective Flow Area 0.3231/0.3505

Overall Product 0.81

On Heat Flux

Power-related Factors
Nuclear Peaking Factors

Radial 2.220
Non-uniform Burnup 1.112
Local (Circumferential) 1.040
Axial 1.432

Engineering Hot Channel Factors on Flux
Fuel Content Variation 1.030
Fuel Thickness/Width Variation 1.150

Overall Product 4.35

Energy Fraction Generated in Fuel Plate 0.930
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APPENDIX B-2: PREDICTIONS OF THE FLOW INSTABILITY MEASURMENTS MADE
WITH ELECTICALLY HEATED CHANNELS FOR THE ADVANCED TEST
REACTOR

SUMMARY

Croft[B-2l' and Waters[B 2 21 used tests in electrically heated channels to measure the onset of fuel
burnout, caused by flow instability, in the Advance Test Reactor. The PLTEMP/ANL code[B 24

1 is
used to predict the onset of flow instability in 42 of these tests. The ability of the code to predict
flow instability in these tests reasonably accurately, as well as the ability of the code to predict the
onset of flow instability as measured in other electrically heated tests[B 2 3][B261 '[B27], as reported
by Olson,[B-25 1 lead to the conclusion that the code should be able to predict the onset of flow
instability reasonably well for the University of Missouri Research Reactor (MURR) after it is
converted from HEU to LEU fuel.

1. INTRODUCTION

When the University of Missouri Research Reactor (MURR) was designed in the 1960s the potential for fuel
element* burnout by a phenomenon referred to at that time as "autocatalytic vapor binding" was of serious concern.
This type of burnout was observed to occur at power levels considerably lower than those that were known to cause
critical heat flux. The conversion of the MURR from HEU fuel to LEU fuel will probably require significant design
changes, such as changes in coolant channel thicknesses, that could affect the thermal-hydraulic behavior of the
reactor core. Therefore, the redesign of the MURR to accommodate an LEU core must address the same issues of
fuel element burnout that were of concern in the 1960s.

The Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) was designed at about the same time as the MURR and had similar
concerns with regard to fuel element burnout. These concerns were addressed in the ATR by two groups
of thermal-hydraulic tests that employed electrically heated simulated fuel channels.[B-2.I1[B12

3
2] The Croft

(1964), Reference [B-2.1 ], tests were performed at ANL. The Waters (1966), Reference [B-2.2], tests
were performed at Hanford Laboratories in Richland Washington. Since fuel element surface
temperatures rise rapidly as burnout conditions are approached, channel surface temperatures were
carefully monitored in these experiments. For self-protection, the experimental facilities were designed to
cut off the electric power when rapidly increasing surface temperatures were detected. In both the ATR
reactor and in the tests with electrically heated channels, the heated length of the fuel plate was 48 inches,
which is about twice that of the MURR.

Whittle and Forgan (19 6 7 )[B.231 independently conducted tests with electrically heated rectangular channels that
were similar to the tests by Croft and by Walters. In the Whittle and Forgan tests the heated length of the channel
varied among the tests and was between 16 and 24 inches. Both Waters and Whittle and Forgan show that the cause
of the fuel element burnout is due to a form of flow instability. Whittle and Forgan provide a formula that predicts
when this flow instability will occur. This formula is included in the PLTEMP/ANL code. [B2 4 1 Olson ' has
shown that the PLTEMP/ANL code accurately predicts the powers at which flow instability occurs in the Whittle
and Forgan experiments. He also considered the electrically heated tests performed in the ANS Thermal-Hydraulic
Test Loop at ORNL and report by M. Siman-Tov et al.[B12

-
6

,[1B-17]

The purpose of this memorandum is to demonstrate that the PLTEMP/ANL code accurately predicts the Croft and
the Waters tests. This demonstration should provide sufficient confidence that the PLTEMP/ANL code can

. For research reactors it is common to refer to "fuel assemblies" as "fuel elements". This can be confusing because

in other applications a fuel element is only a single fuel rod or plate.
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adequately predict the onset of flow instability for the converted MURR. The MURR core uses light water as a
coolant, has a 24-inch active fuel length, downward flow in the core, and an average core velocity of about 7 rn/s.
The inlet temperature is about 500 C and the peak outlet is about 200 C higher than the inlet for reactor operation at
10 MW. The core pressures range from about 4 to about 5 bar. The peak heat flux is about 110 W/cm2 .

Section 2 describes the mechanism that causes flow instability. Section 3 describes the Whittle and Forgan formula
for flow instability. Section 4 briefly describes both the Croft and the Waters experiments. Section 5 describes the
PLTEMP/ANL models. Section 6 compares the PLTEMP/ANL predictions based on the Whittle and Forgan
formula with the Croft measurements. Section 7 does the same for the Waters measurements. Section 8 provides
the range of parameters for the Whittle and Forgan tests. Section 9 discusses the results and provides conclusions.

2. MECHANISM FOR FLOW INSTABILITY

Figure B-2.1, which is patterned after Reference [B-2.3], shows the mechanism for flow instability. The flow
demand curve, which is the thick black curve that is labeled "Zero Power System Resistance Curve," exhibits the
classic isothermal situation where liquid water flows through an unheated channel and the pressure drop increases
monotonically with the flow rate. The black dashed "Pressure Drop Supply (Pump Head) Curve" curve represents
the pressure differential at each flow rate that is available to drive the flow through the channel. For the zero power
case the operating point must be at the intersection of these two curves and is noted by the word "Stable" on the
abscissa. If the channel is heated, then at some sufficiently low flow rate subcooled nucleate boiling will begin to
occur in the channel and vapor formation will be increase as the flow is reduced further. This boiling causes the
hydraulic resistance and the pressure drop in the channel to increase with decreasing flow. Thus, the lower part of
the "Zero Power System Resistance Curve," is replaced by the red (upper), blue (middle), or green (lower)
extensions, depending on the channel power level. The green extension represents a stable flow condition because
boiling begins when the flow rate is considerably below the labeled "Stable" operating flow. The blue curve is the
highest stable power. For power levels above this power, the red extension, for example, the resistance and the
pressure drop supply curves do not intersect. In this instance much of the channel length can be in an all-steam
condition. The "All-Steam System Resistance Curve" curve, where the pressure drop is much greater for a given
flow than it is for the zero-power curve, is representative of this condition. For this condition the channel flow tends
to be determined by the intersection of the all-steam curve and the dashed pressure drop supply curve. The
intersection is indicated by the word "Unstable" on the abscissa. Thus, when the power is increased to slightly
above that represented by the blue curve, there can be rapid reduction in channel flow rate, which can lead to a
channel bum-out condition.
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Figure B-2.1. Illustration of Excursion-
Flow (Ledinegg) Instability

In a system with multiple parallel channels, such as a research reactor, the reduction in flow in one channel may not
appreciably affect the total reactor flow rate. However, the large reduction in flow and the resultant excessive
temperatures in one unstable channel can cause higher temperatures and flow instability in its immediate neighbors.
Thus, a flow instability in one channel can propagate to other channels.

3. WHITTLE AND FORGAN FORMULA FOR PREDICTING FLOW INSTABILITY

Based on Whittle and Forgan,[B231 flow instability is predicted to occur when ATc / ATsat = R, where ATc is the
bulk water temperature rise from the channel inlet to the exit, ATsat is the difference between coolant inlet
temperature and the local coolant saturation temperature at the exit, and R is given by:

1
R= 1 + rl/(LH/DH) (1)

where i is a positive constant, LH is the heated length of the channel, and DH is the heated diameter. The heated
length is the length of the fuel meat. The heated diameter is four times the channel flow area divided by the heated
perimeter, which is the perimeter of fuel meat in the channel cross section (i.e., twice the width of the fuel meat
when there are two fuel plates of equal width).

A key issue is the selection of the constant i1, which determines the value of R. As 71 is increased R goes toward
zero and the allowed exit bulk coolant temperature approaches the inlet temperature. As ri is decreased toward zero,
R goes toward 1 and the allowed exit bulk coolant temperature approaches the saturation temperature. Reference
[B-2.5] performed a statistical analysis of the 74 applicable experiments in Reference [B-2.3] and found that there is
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a 95% confidence interval that 95% of the rectangular channel data measured by future Reference [B-2.3] type of
measurements will not exceed an il value of 31.09. Reference [B-2.5] recommends that for consistency with
INTERATOM[B 2'8] that a value of 32.5 be used for ril, even though it is more conservative than the 31.09 value.
Therefore, the recommended 32.5 value was used in the current analysis.

In the Whittle and Forgan experiments with rectangular channel of R was found to be between 0.78 and 0.88. This
implies that flow instability is expected to occur when the coolant temperature rise from the channel inlet to the exit
is between 78 and 88% of the temperature difference between the coolant inlet temperature and the coolant
saturation temperature.

In the PLTEMP/ANL code the flow instability ratio (FIR) is provided in the output and is defined to be the ratio of
R to (ATc / ATsat), where R is obtained from equation 1. Typically, multiple runs of the code would be made at
various steady-state power levels until an FIR of 1 is obtained. The margin to flow instability is then taken to be the
ratio of the channel power that produced an FIR of 1 to the channel power when the reactor is operating at its
nominal full power.

4. CROFT AND WATERS EXPERIMENTS

In the ATR the fuel elements are longitudinally straight with fuel plates that are laterally curved so the
element forms a 450 wedge of a concentric annulus. Croft simulated a curved fuel channel of the ATR with a single
flat duct that was electrically heated from the two opposing longer sides. The duct was 1.20 inches wide with
electrical heating along the middle 1.00 inches, but not along the thickness. The electric heaters produced a uniform
heat flux along the width of the heated 1.00 inches. The axial heat flux shape was a chopped cosine with a peak to
average of 1.4 so that the peak heat flux occurred at the middle of the 48-inch heated length and the heat flux was
symmetric about the middle. Separate experiments were made with duct thicknesses of 0.054, 0.072, and 0.094
inches. The Waters tests used the same axial heat flux shape and heated length as the Croft tests. The Waters duct
was 2.10 inches wide and was heated along the middle 2.00 inches of the two longer sides, but not along the
thickness. The Waters tests included only a 0.070-inch thick duct size. The Waters tests used two test sections, one
in which the electrical heat generation rate along the heated surface did not vary along the width of the duct and a
second one in which it did vary. In both test sections one of the two heated plates was deliberately designed to
produce several percent more power than the other.

Waters provides a graph which shows the lateral distribution of heat flux of each the two heated plates of the second
test section. For purposes of analysis, we divided the heated width of each plate in the second test section into ten
strips of equal width. From the graph for each plate we estimated the relative heat flux per strip, where the average
heat flux for the entire width corresponds to 1.0, and found that the both plates have nearly the same relative heat
flux distribution. Figure B-2.2, shows that average of the two relative lateral heat flux distributions.

From both the Croft and the Waters reports one is provided or can deduce for each experiment the measured inlet
and outlet pressures and temperatures, the power, and the flow rate where flow instability was measured to occur. In
all of the tests the water flowed from the top of the section to the bottom. Waters was aware of the Figure B-2.1
flow instability phenomenon and provided plots of system resistance curves. Croft, on the other hand, seemed to
merely search for the point where a sudden temperature excursion was detected.
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5. PLTEMP/ANL MODELS

For the modeling with the 1.2
PLTEMP/ANL code the 48-inch
heated length was represented X 1.0
and the duct cross-sectional
dimensions were made to match i 0.8
those of the experiments. The 02
48-inch heated axial length was > 0.6
divided into 24 two-inch axial
layers. The chopped cosine axial • 0.4

power shape was represented.
Both fuel plates were assumed to 0.2

be identical and to have the same
heat flux distribution. The lateral 0.0

heat flux distribution was Late ral Location

assumed to be uniform in all

cases. The coolant inlet Figure B-2.2. Lateral Heat Flux Distribution in
temperature and inlet and outlet Non-Uniform Waters Test Section
pressures, the flow rate, and the
total power were treated as
known input quantities and were made to agree with those of the experiments. The code outputs were the outlet
coolant temperature and the flow instability ratio, R/(ATc / ATsat).

The code uses SI units. Both experiments report all quantities in British unit except for power which was in kW. In
order to be consistent with current scientific practice, in the comparisons of measured versus PLTEMP/ANL results
we converted all units to SI.

Every unique set of onset of flow instability conditions in either the Croft or the Waters report was simulated with
PLTEMP/ANL. Where duplicate tests were run or where more than one test lead to essentially the same set of
conditions corresponding to the onset of flow instability, only one set of conditions was simulated with
PLTEMP/ANL.

6. COMPARISON OF PLTEMP PREDICTIONS WITH CROFT MEASUREMENTS

Tables B-2.1, B-2.2, and B-2.3 provide the measured data and the corresponding PLTEMP/ANL predictions of
coolant outlet temperature and flow instability ratio for the Croft tests with channel thicknesses of 0.054, 0.072, and
0.94 inches, respectively. The good agreement between the measured and the predicted coolant outlet temperature
values is to be expected since the outlet temperature can be predicted from a simple energy balance. A small
difference between a measure and a predicted outlet temperatures may be the result of a measured outlet
temperatures not being precisely in agreement with that that would be predicted based on the other measured
quantities. As can be seen, PLTEMP/ANL predicts flow instability ratios that are close to 1.0. The smallest three
values are 0.912, 0.941, and 0.983. The largest four are 1.045, 1.062, 1.072, and 1.088. Thus, most of the values are
within about 4% of 1.0, which corresponds to the onset of flow instability. The value of 0.912, for example, implies
that PLTEMP/ANL is predicting that if the power input to the code is multiplied by 0.912, then the code would
predict an FIR of 1, i.e., the onset of flow instability. To be precise the code should have been rerun at the implied
reduced power and if this produced an FIR that is other than 1, then additional runs would be required until an FIR
of 1 was obtained. Then the resultant PLTEMP/ANL power could be compared to the measured power. However,
given the large number of tests to be analyzed and the potential for only small gain in precision that could be of little
value in the current assessment, it was decided to run the code only once for each experiment and to record the FIR
provided in the output.
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Table B-2.1 - PLTEMP/ANL Predictions for Croft Tests with 0.054-inch Channel Thickness

Temperature, C Flow

Test Power, kW kg/s Presure Measured PLTEMP Instability

Inlet Outlet Inlet Outlet Outlet Ratio

1BO-5S 246 (397)* 0.424 19.37 15.58 54.4 189.4 190.3 0.985
3BO-5S 179 (289) 0.462 9.58 5.86 55.0 148.3 146.6 1.033
5BO-5S 181 (292) 0.312 17.37 15.65 55.0 189.7 190.9 0.983
6BO-5S 390 (630) 0.704 24.89 16.06 55.0 189.7 185.0 1.036
7BO-5S 132(213) 0.393 18.20 15.65 115.0 195.6 193.0 1.006
8BO-5S 224(362) 0.402 18.41 15.65 55.6 191.7 186.3 1.018

*The numbers in parentheses are the average heat flux over the heated areas, W/cm 2.

Table B-2.2 - PLTEMP/ANL Predictions for Croft Tests with 0.072-inch Channel Thickness

Flow, Pressure, bar Temperature, C Flow

Test Power, kW kg/s Measured PLTEMP Instability

Inlet Outlet Inlet Outlet Outlet Ratio

1BO-2S 396.0 (639)* 0.723 21.03 15.65 53.3 180.6 182.0 1.023
3BO-5S 287.0 (463) 0.747 11.10 5.93 56.1 147.2 146.9 1.009
5BO-3S 286 (462) 0.548 18.48 15.65 57.8 181.1 180.3 1.042
6BO-3S 286(462) 0.517 18.55 15.65 51.7 181.1 181.7 1.023
7BO-2S 509 (822) 0.965 24.82 15.65 55.6 181.7 179.6 1.045
9BO-2S 392.0 (633) 0.713 22.41 17.37 55.6 185.0 184.6 1.039
11BO-2S 437 (706) 0.722 20.68 15.65 38.3 180.0 180.8 1.018
12BO-3S 251 (405) 0.716 20.55 15.65 110.0 190.6 191.5 0.993

*The numbers in parentheses are the average heat flux over the heated areas, W/cm2.

Table B-2.3 - PLTEMP/ANL Predictions for Croft Tests with 0.094-inch Channel Thickness

Flow, Pressure, bar Temperature, C Flow

Test Power, kW kg/s Measured PLTEMP Instability

Inlet Outlet Inlet Outlet Outlet Ratio

1BO-2S 541 (873)* 1.033 22.27 15.65 54.4 177.8 177.5 1.028
2BO-5S 388 (626) 0.955 12.82 5.65 55.6 150.6 151.6 0.912
3BO-1S 387 (625) 0.973 13.03 6.55 53.9 148.9 147.9 1.000
4BO-1S 387 (625) 0.973 13.03 5.72 55.0 148.3 149.1 0.941
5BO-1S 388 (626) 0.738 20.27 15.65 54.4 180.0 177.9 1.025
6BO-5S 388 (626) 0.699 19.24 15.65 51.1 176.1 181.5 0.992
7BO-5S 387 (625) 0.748 19.99 15.86 50.6 171.7 172.3 1.071
8B0-1S 388 (626) 0.786 20.13 15.65 58.3 173.3 174.3 1.062
9BO-1S 388 (626) 1.023 15.17 7.58 55.6 145.6 145.3 1.088
10BO-4S 388 (626) 1.023 14.13 6.69 57.8 147.2 147.5 1.019

*The numbers in parentheses are the average heat flux over the heated areas, W/cm2 .
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7. COMPARISON OF PLTEMP PREDICTIONS WITH WATERS MEASUREMENTS

Tables B-2.4 and B-2.5 provide the measured data and the corresponding PLTEMP/ANL predictions of coolant
outlet temperature and flow instability ratio for the Waters tests. Tables B-2.4 and B-2.5 respectively are for the
tests with uniform and non-uniform power generation rate distribution along the width of the channel. In Table B-
2.4 the values of FIR range from 0.938 to 1.002. Thus, for the channel with the uniform power distribution across
the width, PLTEMP/ANL is predicting flow instability to occur at powers levels that are between 6.2% below and
0.2% above those that were measured by Waters.

Table B-2.4 - PLTEMP/ANL Predictions for Waters Tests with Uniform Lateral Heat Flux

Temperature, C Flow
Power, Flow, Pressure, bar

Test kW kg/s Measured PLTEMP Instability

Inlet Outlet Inlet Outlet Outlet Ratio

U141 14.4 (12)* 0.048 2.77 2.72 54.4 130.6 125.6 0.968
U149 20.5 (17) 0.071 2.78 2.69 54.4 132.2 122.9 1.002
U156 27.0 (22) 0.092 2.80 2.69 54.4 130.6 123.9 0.988
U166 36.2 (29) 0.070 11.39 11.34 54.4 176.1 175.3 0.985
U173 51.4(41) 0.100 11.42 11.34 54.4 176.1 174.9 0.989
U180 37.5 (30) 0.054 25.16 25.13 54.4 217.8 215.0 0.962
U191 68.3 (55) 0.100 25.23 25.13 54.4 221.7 212.6 0.976
U204 472 (381) 0.760 19.99 17.55 54.4 201.7 199.6 0.949
U215 702 (567) 1.115 22.72 17.62 54.4 201.7 201.5 0.938
U222g 725 (585) 1.164 23.06 17.55 54.4 197.2 199.9 0.947

*The numbers in parentheses are the average heat flux over the heated areas, W/cm21.

The PLTEMP/ANL results of Table B-2.5 show very high flow instability ratios ranging from 1.067 to 1.212

Table B-2.5 - PLTEMP/ANL Predictions for Waters Tests with Non-Uniform Lateral Heat Flux

Flow, Pressure, bar Temperature, C Flow InstabilityTest Power, kW kg/s Measured PLTEMP Ratio

Inlet Outlet Inlet Outlet Outlet

N261 68.0 (55)* 0.125 25.30 25.20 54.4 181.7 181.9 1.212 (0.993)**
N271 27.4(22) 0.108 2.88 2.79 54.4 116.1 114.8 1.154 (0.946)
N306 702 (567) 1.351 24.37 17.48 54.4 178.3 176.6 1.126 (0.923)
N314 470 (379) 0.909 20.58 17.55 54.4 177.8 176.0 1.133 (0.929)
N324 850(686) 1.613 27.03 17.55 54.4 177.8 178.4 1.111 (0.911)
N335 720 (581) 1.401 24.37 17.41 54.4 176.1 175.3 1.136 (0.931)
N342 770 (622) 1.401 24.44 17.55 54.4 172.2 183.5 1.067 (0.875)
N346 660(533) 1.264 23.13 17.55 54.4 174.4 177.2 1.122 (0.920)

*The numbers in parentheses are the average heat flux over the heated areas, W/cm2.
**The value in parentheses is the flow instability ratio divided by 1.22.

because the analysis ignored the non-uniform power distribution along the width and used the average power along
the width. For safety analysis we would take a conservative approach. Typically, in the neutronics calculations the
fueled width is divided into about five or 10 strips of equal width and the power of each strip is provided. In the
PLTEMP/ANL analysis the power of the strip with the highest power is assume to apply to each of the strips. For
example, if the heated width were divided into 10 equal strips as is assumed in Figure B-2.2, then in the
PLTEMP/ANL analysis the power of the heated width would be increased by a factor of 1.22 (as is shown above the
second purple bar in the figure) to correspond to the relative heat flux of the hottest strip. A factor of 1.22 increase
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in power would cause the bulk coolant temperature rise, ATc, to increase by essentially a factor of 1.22. Since the
flow instability ratio is R/(ATc / ATsat), a 1.22 factor increase in ATc will divide the flow instability ratios shown in
Table B-2.5 by a factor of 1.22. This results in the values shown in parentheses, which range from 0.875 to 0.99.
Thus, for safety analysis values reasonably close to but less than 1.0 would be predicted in each case. The bias
toward values less than 1 is to be expected since heat transfer and mixing with adjacent strips will reduce the coolant
temperatures in the hottest strip of the experiment.

8. RANGE OF PARAMETERS IN THE WHITTLE AND FORGAN TESTS

Table B-2.6 shows the range of parameters in the Whittle and Forgan tests. Most of the Whittle and Forgan tests
were performed on a rectangular duct, with a uniform heat flux both axially and width-wise over the heated regions
of the plates, and with upward flow.

9. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Table B-2.6 - Range of Parameters of
Tables B-2.1 . through B-2.5 and Reference [B-2.5] Whittle and Forgan Tests
together show that the PLTEMP/ANL code can
reasonably accurately predict the onset of flow
instability for a wide range of channel pressures,
temperatures, powers, and channel thicknesses for water
cooled research reactors with closed rectangular
channels. What was once called "autocatalytic vapor
binding" is actually a form of flow instability that
results from a minimum in the demand (or system
resistance) curve, as shown in Figure B-2.1, which, in
turn, is brought about by sufficient subcooled nucleate
boiling.

Parameter Minimum Maximum
Velocity, m/s 0.61 9.1
Inlet Temp., C 35 75
Heat Flux, W/cm2  42 340
Exit Pressure, bar 1.17 1.72
Channel Thickness, in. 0.055 0.127
Heated length, in. 16 24
Geometry wide slot & round tube

The three sets of independent tests with electrically heated channels have covered a wide range of conditions.
Pressures have varied from 1.17 to 27.03 bar. The heated tests sections have had lengths from 16 to 48 inches. The
channel thicknesses had values from 0.054 to 0.127 inches. Uniform heat fluxes have been used, as well as axially
varying ones, and ones that varied both axially and across the width. The average heat flux varied from 12 to 873
W/cm

2
u.t The coolant inlet temperature varied from 35 to 1150 C.

Olson[B-2
.5] shows that the Whittle and Forgan relationship, as implemented in PLTEMP/ANL and with ri = 32.5,

predicts flow instability reasonably well for the tests conducted at ORNL and reported by M. Siman-Tov et al.
2.6],[B-2.7] Olson indicates that these tests were conducted with geometries relevant to research reactor conversion

studies with coolant exit pressures of 1.75 to 28.8 bar, and with heat flux from 70 to 1800 W/cm2 .

Since all, or virtually all, of the tests in heated channels are for two-sided heating, the instance of one sided may be a
potential source of concern. This may be of particular concern for the MURR because one of the two end fuel plates
in each assembly tends to have the highest heat flux of all of the fuel plates in the assembly. Reference [B-2.9]
provided an interesting perspective with regard to channels with one-side heating. He suggested that a channel that
is heated from two sides could be compared to a pseudo channel heat from two sides that is formed by putting
together two identical channels that are each heated from one side and are half as thick as the corresponding channel
with two-sided heating. Here it is assumed that the two-sided channel and the pseudo two-sided heated channel both
have the same flow rate. The major difference between these two channels is the shape of the velocity profile from
one heated side to the other. The pseudo one has a zero-velocity condition at the middle of the span between the two
heated walls and a hydraulic diameter that his about half as big, due to the no-slip condition at the middle of the
span. The bubbles that cause flow instability tend to originate on the heat surfaces where the thermal and
hydrodynamic boundary layers for the pseudo channel should be very similar to those for the channel that is heated
from two sides. Moreover, the effect of the smaller hydraulic diameter for the channel heat from one side is

t For the Croft and Waters experiments the heat transfer area was taken to be twice the heated width of the plate

(1.00 inches for Croft and 2.00 inches for Waters) times the heated length (48 inches).
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included in equation (1), above, where it tends to reduce the allowed bulk coolant outlet temperature and channel
power. Furthermore, Reference [B-2.3] included tubular channels heated from the outer perimeter in their flow
stability experiments and showed that the equation (3) is applicable to this geometry as well. Thus, flow stability
may not be strongly dependent on the shape or the configuration of the heated perimeter.

In conclusion, although there is no single testthat by itself closely matches the limiting conditions in the MURR, the
preponderance of measured data and the ability of the Whittle and Forgan correlation, as implemented in
PLTEMP/ANL, to predict the onset of flow instability for these tests leads one to the conclusion that the same
method should be able to predict the onset of flow instability in the MURR reasonably well.
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F. SAFETY LIMIT ANALYSIS FOR THE MURR

F. 1 Introduction

The University of Missouri Research Reactor (MURR) Safety Limits (SLs) establish the maximum
allowable reactor power limits, the dependent variable, for safe operation under different combinations of
three (3) measureable independent operating parameters - primary coolant flow, reactor inlet water
temperature and primary coolant pressurizer pressure. The limits provide the basis for determining the
Limiting Safety System Settings (LSSSs) and operating limits for 5 and 10 MW operation (also known as
Mode II and Mode I operation, respectively).

The previous Mode I and II SL curves were developed in 1973 by the NUS Corporation for the 1974
uprate in power from 5 to 10 MW. Appendix F of Addendum 4 to the MURR Hazards Summary Report
(HSR) (Ref. 1) provided the SL Analysis for Mode I and II operation. This analysis generated two (2) SL
curves corresponding to primary coolant pressurizer pressures of 60 and 75 psia. Section 6.0 of
Addendum 5 to the MURR HSR (Ref. 2) extended the original analysis to include a third SL curve for a
pressurizer pressure of 85 psia, i.e. the nominal operating pressure. The safety analysis for natural
convective cooling of the core, or Mode III operation, is provided in Section 5.5.3 of the MURR HSR
(Ref. 3). The power peaking factors used in the determination of the MURR SLs for Mode I and II
operation are provided in Section 3.3 of Addendum 3 to the MURR HSR (Ref. 4). Appendix H of
Addendum 4 to the MURR HSR (Ref. 5) provided the bases for determining the LSSSs for Mode I and
Mode II operation.

While answering a relicensing Request for Additional Information (RAI) question, an error was
discovered in the following document: Safety Limit Analysis for the MURR Facility, NUS Corporation,
NUS-TM-EC-9, May 1973 (Ref. 6). NUS-TM-EC-9 was the base document that was used in preparing
the original Appendix F of Addendum 4 to the MURR HSR. The error was a discrepancy between the
"diameter of heated surface," known as the variable Di, as it is defined by Bernath (Ref. 7) and a more
commonly used "heat diameter" definition that was inadvertently used by the NUS Corporation when
developing the SLs.

A reanalysis of the MURR SLs resulted in the generation of new reactor power limits as shown in Tables
F.1, F.2, and F.3, and three new sets of SL curves corresponding to primary coolant pressurizer pressures
of 60, 75, and 85 psia. The SL curves are shown in Figures F.1, F.2, and F.3, respectively. This new
analysis is a replacement for the original analysis performed by the NUS Corporation. The results are the
bases for the changes to the SLs for Mode I and II operation; however no changes to the LSSSs for Mode
I, II, and III operation are required. This revised Appendix F of Addendum 4 to the MURR HSR
combines and replaces the current versions of the following three documents:

1. Section 3.3 of Addendum 3 to the MURR HSR;
2. Appendix F of Addendum 4 to the MURR HSR; and
3. Section 6.0 of Addendum 5 to the MURR HSR.

Section 5.5.3, "Analysis of Natural Convective Cooling of the Core," of the MURR HSR assumed a
combination of power peaking factors that exceed the combined power peaking factors for the current 6.2
Kg 235U aluminide fuel core. The 1965 natural convective cooling analysis was based on the original 5.2
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Kg 2 3 5
U alloy fuel core and assumed an overall power peaking factor of 4.653 for the hot spot heat flux.

Mode III operation would only be used to perform reactor physics measurements on a 0 MWD core (eight
fresh fuel assemblies). The 0 MWD 6.2 Kg U35 aluminide fuel core has an overall power peaking factor
of 3.315 for the hot spot heat flux. Including the engineering peaking factors, the overall hot spot heat
flux peaking factor is 3.927. As provided later in Table F.4, the worst-case overall hot spot heat flux
peaking factor for a mixed bumup 6.2 Kg U aluminide fuel core is 4.116. Therefore, the analysis in
Section 5.5.3 still conservatively envelopes Mode III operation of the MURR.

F.2 Safety Limit Criteria

The study objective was to determine core power limits for safe operation at specified combinations of
possible core operating conditions. Safe operation is defined as avoiding excessive fuel or clad
temperature that could cause clad failure and thereby release fission products into the primary coolant.
To accomplish this, the power level that insures safe margins to both flow instability and critical heat flux
are determined for the designated combination of primary coolant parameters of primary coolant flow,
reactor inlet water temperature and pressurizer pressure. The following discussion presents the basis for
specifying criteria that defines the safe operating margin.

In subcooled flowing water, nucleate boiling at a heated surface can substantially enhance heat transfer.
However, when the heat flux is sufficiently high, a layer of vapor, which is a poor conductor of heat, can
form on the heated surface and impede heat transfer to the flowing liquid from the core. This is called
"critical heat flux" (CHF) or "departure from nucleate boiling" (DNB). Heat flux above CHF can cause
dramatic increases in the surface temperature and severely damage the heated surface. For this reason

CHF is sometimes referred to as "burnout."

When coolant is flowing in a series of parallel heated channels, such as in the MURR fuel assemblies,
flow instability is possible. If the power of the reactor is sufficiently increased beyond the onset of
nucleate boiling, boiling in the limiting channel(s) can increase the resistance to flow in that location.
This added resistance reduces the flow in the limiting channel(s) by diverting flow to the other cooler
channels. The loss of flow in the limiting channel(s), in turn, makes the boiling even more severe and
further reduces the flow, resulting in a sudden flow excursion in the limiting channel(s). This is called
"Ledinegg flow instability." The abnormally low flow can cause CHF to occur in that location. When
flow instability leads to CHF, the cause of the failure is attributed to flow instability rather than to CHF.
Correlations that predict CHF typically assume that the flow rate is maintained and that flow instability is
not present.

Since 1974, the MURR SLs have been based on two groups of flow instability tests performed for the
Advanced Test Reactor (ATR). The Croft (Ref. 8) tests were performed at Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL) in 1963 on three channel thicknesses (0.054, 0.072, and 0.094 inches). The Waters (Ref. 9) tests
were performed at Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) in Richland, Washington on a channel thickness

of 0.070 inches.

The conceptual design for the MURR was performed by the Internuclear Company of Clayton, Missouri,
while they were designing the ATR. A literature review demonstrates that the ATR closely compares to
the MURR in fuel design, although the ATR core is twice as long as the MURR core. Based on the Croft
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and Waters tests and criteria suggested by Croft for the burnout (caused by flow instability) of the 0.094-
inch ATR test channel, MURR adapted the following two SL criteria (Ref. 6):

1. The local heat flux at any point in the core shall be less than 0.5 of the burnout heat flux as given
by the Bernath CHF Correlation at that point; and

2. The coolant exit temperature from the hot channel shall be less than the saturation temperature at
the core exit pressure.

These criteria are designed to avoid flow instability. The Croft version of the first criterion, based on
measurements of the 0.094-inch wide test channel, allowed the local heat flux at any point to be as large
as 0.6 of the Bernath CHF. However, the MIURR conservatively reduced the allowed heat flux fraction to
0.5 of the Bernath CHIF. Therefore, the MURR assumed flow instability point corresponds to a CHF ratio
of 2.0 based on the Bernath Correlation because, by definition, the ratio of local heat flux to CHF is the
reciprocal of the CHF ratio. When the second criterion above is the more limiting, the CHF ratio based
on the Bernath Correlation is greater than 2.0.

The Bernath CHF Correlation equation (1) is given by the following:

(Q/A)Bo = hBo(TwBO - Tb)

hBo 10890 De + (slope)V
(e+ D)

slope = 48/D 6 , if D, • 0.1ft

slope = 90 + 10/De, if De > 0.1ft

TWBO = 57 In P - 54 (P + 15 4

(1)

where:

(Q/A)Bo

hBo

TWBO

Tb

D•

CHF in p.c.u./hr-ft2 (BO stands for "burnout") (p.c.u. is a "pound centigrade unit"
and 1 p.c.u. = 1.8 btu);

- heat transfer coefficient corresponding to the CHF in p.c.u./hr-ft2-°C;
= wall temperature at which CHF occurs in 'C;
= local bulk coolant temperature in 'C;
= hydraulic diameter of the coolant passage in feet, which equals 4 times the flow area

divided by the wetted perimeter;
diameter of the heated surface, which equals the heated perimeter divided by 7n in
feet;

- pressure in psia; and

= velocity of the coolant in ft/s.
P
V

The above two safety criteria used by the MURR for the SLs since 1974 are retained in the current safety
analysis and were used in defining the current SL curves. Thus, the derived curves allow sufficient
margin between the SLs and the actual predicted flow instability DNB and a significantly greater margin
to CHF DNB. Additionally, the usual conservatism of worst-case power peaking and non-uniform fuel
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loading and appropriate hot channel factors are included, lending greater assurance that the MURR will
not approach fuel failure under the most severe operating conditions for the licensed steady-state power
level of 10 MW.

The reanalysis of the MURR SLs for Mode I and Mode II resulted in the generation of new reactor power
limits as shown in Tables F. 1, F.2 and F.3 and three (3) new SL curves corresponding to primary coolant
pressurizer pressures of 60, 75, and 85 psia (413.7, 517.1, and 586.1 kPa) as shown in Figures F.1, F.2,
and F.3, respectively. This new analysis is a replacement of the original analysis performed by the NUS
Corporation in 1973-1974. The results are the bases for the changes to the SLs.

Table F. I
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE CORE POWER LEVEL (MW)

WITH PRESSURIZER PRESSURE AT 60 PSIA

OF 400 800 1200 1600 2000 2400 2800 3200 3600 4000
120 3.116 5.352 7.444 9.406 11.216 12.837 14.220 15.299 15.972 16.078
140 2.862 4.912 6.826 8.615 10.255 11.713 12.943 13.880 14.432 14.453
155 2.670 4.582 6.362 8.020 9.533 10.868 11.980 12.809 13.266 13.216
160 2.606 4.472 6.207 7.821 9.292 10.586 11.659 12.451 12.876 12.800
180 2.289 4.032 5.588 7.027 8.327 9.456 10.371 11.015 11.309 11.128
200 1.863 3.592 4.970 6.235 7.364 8.327 9.084 9.580 9.740 9.450

Note: For 400 gpm, the lowest inlet water temperature with saturation limiting at exit: 172.7 'F, 2.445 MW
For 180 TF, the highest flow rate with saturation limiting at exit: 449.0 gpm at 291.2 TF, 2.567 MW
For 200 TF, the highest flow rate with saturation limiting at exit: 701.0 gpm at 290.4 TF, 3.235 MW

Table F.2
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE CORE POWER LEVEL (MW)

WITH PRESSURIZER PRESSURE AT 75 PSIA

RWATER CONDITIONS
Temp Flow Rate (GPM)
OF 400 800 1200 1600 2000 2400 2800 3200 3600 4000

120 3.369 5.799 8.093 10.273 12.326 14.227 15.944 17.434 18.639 19.480
140 3.113 5.358 7.473 9.478 11.359 13.093 14.649 15.986 17.051 17.769
155 2.922 5.027 7.007 8.880 10.632 12.240 13.674 14.894 15.850 16.472
160 2.858 4.916 6.851 8.680 10.389 11.955 13.348 14.529 15.449 16.038
180 2.597 4.474 6.229 7.881 9.417 10.814 12.043 13.067 13.840 14.295
200 2.169 4.033 5.608 7.083 8.446 9.674 10.738 11.605 12.230 12.550

Note: For 400 gpm, the lowest inlet water temperature with saturation limiting at exit: 179.4 TF, 2.609 MW
For 180 TF, the highest flow rate with saturation limiting at exit: 403.2 gpm at 306.2 'F, 2.617 MW
For 200 TF, the highest flow rate with saturation limiting at exit: 571.0 gpm at 305.9 TF, 3.085 MW
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Table F.3

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE CORE POWER LEVEL (MW)
WITH PRESSURIZER PRESSURE AT 85 PSIA

____ REACTOR INLET WATER CONDITIONS
TFlow Rate (GPM)
OF 400 800 1200 1600 2000 2400 2800 3200 3600 4000
120 3.514 6.054 8.461 10.762 12.947 14.997 16.884 18.576 20.028 21.183
140 3.257 5.612 7.839 9.965 11.977 13.858 15.582 17.116 18.420 19.439
155 3.065 5.280 7.372 9.365 11.247 13.001 14.600 16.015 17.206 18.121
160 3.001 5.169 7.217 9.165 11.004 12.714 14.273 15.647 16.800 17.680
180 2.744 4.726 6.593 8.364 10.028 11.568 12.960 14.174 15.173 15.910
200 2.349 4.284 5.970 7.563 9.053 10.422 11.647 12.700 13.545 14.138

Note: For 400 gpm, the lowest inlet water temperature with saturation limiting at exit: 184.0 OF, 2.693 MW
For 200 OF, the highest flow rate with saturation limiting at exit: 516 gpm at 314.9 OF, 3.025 MW

Note: All values in Tables F.1, F.2 and F.3 are limited by mesh interval 18 except the 5 values in red,
which are limited by (1) reaching saturation temperature at the exit, and (2) the 400 gpm and 180 OF point
in Table F.3 which is based on mesh interval 19.

The red values in Tables F. 1, F.2 and F.3 are the power limits as established by the second criterion of
approaching saturation temperature at the hot channel outlet to avoid bulk boiling of the coolant. The
remaining entries reflect the thermal limits established by the first criterion which requires that the local
heat flux does not exceed 50% of the Bernath predicted DNB heat flux. In the present study, the power
limits for coolant flow rates greater than 701 gpm are always dictated by the first criterion (50% of
Bernath), while there are only five (5) data points for 400 gpm in the tables where approaching bulk
boiling at the exit criterion dictates the safe power level. The transition points for going from the second
criterion to the first criterion are given at the bottom of each table for increasing coolant flow rate or
decreasing reactor inlet water temperature.

The three (3) sets of curves together define a four-dimensional SL envelope that prescribes limiting
values for the reactor power dependent variable for the 180 different combinations of the three (3)
independent variables: primary coolant flow, reactor inlet water temperature and primary coolant
pressurizer pressure. Each set of curves is for a different pressurizer pressure with the independent axis
being primary coolant flow and the dependent axis being the SL power level. Each of the curves
corresponds to a different reactor inlet water temperature. Operation of the MURR within this safety
envelope will prohibit fuel meltdown or cladding damage as a result of either flow instability or CHF
DNB. To evaluate SLs for pressurizer pressures intermediate to the three cases considered, interpolation
will be used. For pressurizer pressures below 60 psia, extrapolation will be used to determine the SLs.

F.3 Discussion of Results

Figures F. 1, F.2, and F.3 illustrate the effects of core operating conditions on the maximum allowed core
power for safe MURR operation. The increase in allowed core power with flow is provided by the
Bernath Correlation, equation (1). For all lower flow rates, the Bernath allowed DNB heat flux increases
with flow but the slope slightly decreases with increasing flow. This is more pronounced for lower
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primary coolant pressurizer pressures and higher reactor inlet water temperatures. For the 60 psia curves,
all but the 120 and 140 'F curves have a decrease in maximum allowed power for a core flow rate
increasing from 3600 to 4000 gpm. This shows that the core flow rate caused drop in core outlet pressure
has more of a negative effect than the higher flow rate has a positive effect. As is expected and dictated
by equation (1), the allowed power decreases with increasing inlet water temperature. Similarly, the
increase in allowed power with increasing pressurizer pressure is as expected because the saturation
temperature of the coolant increases with pressure.
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SAFETY LIMIT CURVES FOR PRESSURIZER PRESSURE AT 60 PSIA
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SAFETY LIMIT CURVES FOR PRESSURIZER PRESSURE AT 75 PSIA
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SAFETY LIMIT CURVES FOR PRESSURIZER PRESSURE AT 85 PSIA
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F.4 Method of Analysis

In 1974, when MURR, working with the NUS Corporation, developed the previous SLs, the peaking
factors used were extremely conservative because peaking factors had to be determined utilizing three (3)

different 2D diffusion code models, which was the only code method available in the early 1970's. These
peaking factors were provided in the original Table F.2 of Appendix F of Addendum 4 to the MURR

HSR (A detailed description is provided in Section 3.3 of Addendum 3 to the MURR HSR):

On Heat Flux
Power-Related Factors

Nuclear Peaking Factors:
Radial ........................... 2.220 [from allfresh fuel R-Z model]

Local (Circumferential)...... 1.040 [from allfresh fuel R-O) model]
Non-uniform Burnup ......... 1.112 [from mixed burnup fuel R-O) model]

Axial ........................... 1.432 [from allfresh fuel R-Z model]

The product of the above four (4) nuclear peaking factors is 3.676. With the engineering hot channel

factors on flux included, the overall product is 4.35. This overall peaking factor is extremely conservative

because peaking factors from two different core arrangements were combined. For a core consisting of
eight (8) fresh fuel elements (0 MWD), causing a lower control rod height, higher radial and axial

peaking factors are then combined with the smaller local (circumferential) peaking factor caused by no
burnup. For a non-uniform burnup core with a higher control rod height, resulting in lower radial and
axial peaking factors, the larger azimuthal (non-uniform burnup) factor was obtained. These four (4)

factors, which cannot all occur in the same core, were then combined to provide this very conservative,
overall peaking factor.

Current 3D nucleonics codes show the axial peaking factors in a mixed burnup core are lower than in an
all fresh fuel core because of less excess reactivity and the corresponding higher critical control rod height

position. Also, the 3D model provides an accurate average plate peaking factor, instead of the 2D
approach of trying to approximate this by using the 'all fresh fuel radial factor (R-Z) times the non-
uniform burnup azimuthal factor (R-O). This is a result of combining the high excess reactivity and lower
critical rod height of an all fresh core with the MURR design, consisting of all the control blades external
to the outer pressure vessel, which tends to push the power down and inward in the core increasing the

axial and radial peaking factors for the hot fuel plate (fuel plate-1).

Since 2006, MURR has been actively collaborating with the Department of Energy's Reduced
Enrichment for Research and Test Reactor (RERTR) Program on the conversion from highly-enriched

uranium (HEU) to low-enriched uranium (LEU) fuel. During this time, the Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL)/MURR team has benchmarked the MURR HEU fuel and reactor core design performance, which

is documented in MURR Technical Data Report TDR-0125, "Feasibility Analyses for HEU to LEU Fuel

Conversion of the University of Missouri Research Reactor (MURR)" (Ref. 10). The computer modeling
completed in performing the feasibility analyses provides more accurate 3D peaking factors, which were

used in determining the revised SLs. In addition to the feasibility analyses worst-case HEU peaking
factors, an additional peaking factor of 1.062 is included to define the maximum allowable nuclear
peaking factor. The maximum allowable nuclear peaking factors were combined with the engineering

peaking factors, which are provided below in Table F.4, to establish the maximum allowable overall
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peaking factor for enthalpy rise and heat flux used to generate the revised SLs that meet the existing

criteria.

F.5 Determination of Worst-Case Safety Limit Peaking Factors

MURR Technical Data Report TDR-0125 documents the neutronic analysis steps taken to develop the

code system, modeling and benchmarking for the MURR HEU fuel performance. To compare the

performance of the proposed LEU design to the current HEU operation, models were developed for the

current reactor reflector configuration with typical experimental loadings. To properly model the current

HEU core fuel utilization, shutdown margin and experimental performance, it was necessary to develop a

computational shuffling that would accurately model the actual complex fuel cycle used at MURR. This

is also described in detail in TDR-0125.

Also in order to perform a comparison between HEU and LEU fuel, it was necessary to define reference

cores that could be compared in order to establish feasibility of all major parameters: fuel cycle

performance, shutdown margin, thermal-hydraulic steady-state safety margins, and experimental

performance. It was decided that these reference cores should be close to limiting in order to provide

additional confidence that the safety margin calculations treat the potentially different limiting power

shapes from the HEU and LEU fuel elements. The actual limiting peaking factor for the MURR 775-

gram 235U aluminide fuel elements is modeled by multiplying the worst-case peaking factors by an

additional 1.062 factor to determine the SLs.

Core configurations with potentially high power peaking were identified from the fuel cycle simulation in

order to analyze for thermal-hydraulic behavior. The fuel cycle simulations provided a collection of more

than 325 HEU Core States (4 state points per week x 82 weeks or different core combinations). Each of

these State points from the REBUS-DIF3D model was examined and sorted to rank the cases with the

highest peak heat flux in the core. As expected, it was found that the highest heat flux always occurs in

cases where a fresh element is loaded next to an element that is near its discharge bumup limit.

Based on the selection criteria, the core conditions defined as week 58 (out of 82) of the IIEU fuel cycle

simulation was chosen for more detailed evaluation. Depleted fuel material compositions were extracted

from the REBUS-DIF3D results for each plate and axial depletion zone in the model; this consisted of

2,304 fuel compositions (8 elements x 24 plates x 12 axial zones) for each of the LIEU cores. This data

was utilized as material composition data for a detailed MCNP model for calculating power distributions

and estimated critical positions.

The week 58 HEU core has fuel elements with the following power history: two elements each with 0, 65,
81 and 142 MWD. Of the four different states for the week 58 core, the beginning of the week xenon-free

core with no samples or sample holder loaded in the center flux trap region produces the highest power

peaking factors. This is due to the highest peaking factors are always on the inner fuel plate, fuel plate-I,

and initial critical rod height combined with the 100% water filled flux trap produces even higher peaking

factors in fuel plate-1.

The detailed week 58 core MCNP run for the 3B Core State was used to extract the 3D power peaking

factors. From these fuel plate heat flux peaking factors, the peaking factors for the hottest coolant

channel (channel 2) were determined. The enthalpy rise in channel 2 is calculated based on the average
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heat flux for fuel plate-I and -2. This is conservative because both fuel plate-i and -2 transfers a little
less than half their total heat to coolant channel 2 since the coolant channels on the opposite side of each
plate operates at a lower temperature than does channel 2.

The peaking factors for channel 2 are provided in Table F.4. Fuel plate-I and -2 average and the
azimuthal in the channel are calculated from the MCNP results. To establish the maximum allowable
overall peaking factor, an additional 1.062 factor is included in both the enthalpy rise and the heat flux.
The Engineering Hot Channel Factors are based on the MUJRR aluminide fuel fabrication specifications
and are as used in NUS-TM-EC-9 (Ref. 6). The overall flow-related factor of 0.8197 is the product of the
0.9 (72-mils/80-mils) narrow channel thickness factor times the 0.9108 reduction of coolant velocity in
the narrow channel.
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Table F.4
SUMMARY OF MURR HOT CHANNEL FACTORS

On Enthalpy Rise In Channel 2

Power-related Factors
Nuclear Peaking Factors

Fuel Plate-I and -2 Average ...................................................... 1.9843

Azimuthal in the Channel ........................................................ 1.0921

Additional Allowable Factor ..................................................... 1.0620

Engineering Hot Channel Factors
Fuel Content Variation ............................................................ 1.0300

Fuel Thickness/Width Variation ................................................. 1.0300

O verall Product ......................................................................... 2.44 16

Flow-related Factors

Core/Loop Flow Fraction ............................................................. 1.0000
Assembly Minimum/Average Flow Fraction ....................................... 1.0000

Channel Minimum/Average Flow Fraction

Inlet V ariation ..................................................................... 1.0000
W idth V ariation .................................................................... 1.0000

Thickness V ariation ............................................................... 0.72/0.80

Within Channel Minimum Channel Thickness effect on:

V elocity Factor ..................................................................... 0.9 108

Overall Factor on Flow Reduction ........................................................ 0.8197

On Heat Flux From Fuel Plate-I
Power-related Factors For mesh interval between the following inches down the fuel plate1

Mesh Interval Number 14(13-14")

Nuclear Peaking Factors
Fuel Plate (Hot Plate Average) ............... 2.215
Azimuthal Within Plate ........................ 1.070

A xial Peak ....................................... 1.3805

Additional Allowable Factor ................. 1.062

Engineering Hot Channel Factors

Fuel Content Variation ........................ 1.030
Fuel Thickness/Width Variation ....................... 1.150

O verall Product .......................................... 4.116
Percentage Enthalpy Rise at Hot Spot 52.3%

Energy Fraction Generated in Fuel Plate

18(17-18") 19(18-19")

2.215
1.070

1.2958

1.062

1.030
1.150

3.863

74.8%

2.215
1.070

1.2266

1.062

1.030
1.150
3.657

79.9%

93%

Note 1: Mesh interval 14 has the highest heat flux but a lower enthalpy rise and is not the limiting point for any of
the SLs. In the SL tables, out of the 180 data points, 174 are based on mesh interval 18 being the most limiting.

The 85 psia, 400 gpm and 180 'F point is based on mesh interval 19 being the most limiting due to the higher

enthalpy rise. The other 5 points, which are in red, are limited by saturation temperature at the channel exit due to
being the lowest flow rate with the highest inlet temperature.
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F.6 Method of Performing Safety Limit Calculations

A computer spreadsheet model (Ref. 11) was developed to determine the margin to flow instability for

any MURR core coolant channel and the outlet saturation temperature. The spreadsheet was used to

determine the MURR SLs based on whichever was the more limiting of the two previously stated criteria:

1. The local heat flux at any point in the core shall be less than 0.5 of the burnout heat flux as given

by the Bernath CHIF Correlation at that point; and

2. The coolant exit temperature from the hot channel shall be less than the saturation temperature at

the core exit pressure.

Except for conditions of very low flow rates and high water inlet temperature, the first criterion is the
more restrictive one.

The spreadsheet is arranged to calculate the reactor power level SL for any combination of the three (3)
independent variables: primary coolant flow, reactor inlet water temperature and primary coolant

pressurizer pressure.

The computer spreadsheet model does not consider the individual strips of each fuel plate. Instead, the

power of each fuel plate is increased by its azimuthal peaking factor. This approach produces bounding
values of local bulk coolant temperature because no credit is taken for azimuthal heat conduction in the

fuel plates or azimuthal mixing in the coolant channels. The hottest strip of each of the two fuel plates on
either side of a coolant channel is located directly across from each other. In the MIURR, a fairly

significant fraction, 7%, of the recoverable fission power from the fuel escapes the core as gamma or
neutron radiation without creating heat in the fuel plate or in the primary coolant by depositing this 7% of

the fission energy in the reflector and pool coolant system and creating the heat at those locations.

Therefore, only 93% of the power contributes to the fuel plate heat fluxes heating the primary coolant.

The computer spreadsheet model determines the core power at which the SL criteria of the most limiting

axial interval combination of both heat flux and enthalpy rise results in the axial heat flux for that location

equal to 0.5 times the Bernath Correlation. In the SL analysis, at each axial level the Bernath ClF value
must be compared with the highest heat flux of the two fuel plates that form the coolant channel. In

practice this can be accomplished by using the heat fluxes of the plate with the higher plate peaking

factor. The ClF is strongly affected by the margin between saturation pressure and local pressure at each
mesh point. This difference decreases with increasing coolant temperature and is a significant factor in

determining which mesh interval the 0.5 ratio of local heat flux to Bernath Cl-F occurs. The location will

be after the coolant flows past the peak heat flux mesh point and reaches the worst combination of lower
heat flux with a reduced margin between mesh interval coolant saturation pressure and fluid pressure.

Conservatively, the spreadsheet uses the channel outlet pressure in the Bernath Correlation to calculate
the CHF for each mesh point. This results in a calculated smaller margin between the mesh interval

saturation pressure and the coolant pressure, which results in the SL corresponding to a mesh point closer

to the peak heat flux point resulting in a lower SL power level.

The spreadsheet includes the calculations to determine the absolute pressure (psia) at the core outlet for

every combination of operating conditions in this study. This uses Table F.5, which is an improved
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version of the old model provided in the original Table F.3 of Appendix F of Addendum 4 to the MURR
HSR. Besides the improved model for predicting pressure drops due to flow in the primary coolant

system, the spreadsheet now corrects for the slightly higher elevation of the core outlet in relationship to

the water level in the pressurizer, which is assumed to be at the low level SCRAM set point of 16 inches
below center line for a total elevation difference of 23.25 inches (Note: Center line of the pressurizer is at
an elevation of 604.5 feet). The primary coolant charging pump starts charging when pressurizer water

level is 6 inches below center line. The core outlet pressure is also corrected for the velocity head loss

due to the much higher coolant velocity in the core compared to primary coolant loop 'A' where the
pressurizer surge line is connected.
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Figure F.4 - Section of Primary Coolant System for Flow Model

To improve the values listed in the original Table F.3, a flow model of the primary coolant system from

the point where the pressurizer surge line connects to primary coolant loop 'A' to primary coolant
isolation valve 507A (hot leg) was developed using the methodology in Crane Co. Technical Paper No.
410, "Flow of Fluids Through Valves, Fittings, and Pipe" (Ref. 12). The modeled portion of the primary

coolant system is shown in Figure F.4 and includes the following pressure monitoring instrumentation:

1. PI-916 - pressure gauge for monitoring pressurizer pressure;
2. PT-943 - pressure transmitter for monitoring primary coolant heat exchanger outlet pressure (at

the Tee junction point combining primary coolant loops 'A' and 'B;'

3. DPS-929 - differential pressure sensor for monitoring differential pressure across the reactor core
(between primary coolant isolation valves 507A and 507B); and

4. PT-944 - pressure transmitter for monitoring reactor core outlet pressure (just before primary
coolant isolation valve 507A).
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There is an elevation difference of approximately 21 feet in the primary coolant system over this part of
the system. The elevation differences are included in the model prediction of the calculated pressure
indication. The model also includes changes in the coolant pressure due to changes in velocity as can be
represented by the Bernoulli equation.

To validate the modeling and the pressure drop across the fuel elements, the model was checked and
refined using the following two different operating conditions: (1) with the reactor operating at 10 MW
(March 27, 2011), and (2) with the primary coolant system operating with no fuel elements installed
(March 28, 2011). The modeling includes the hydraulic pressure drops and pressure head difference due
to elevation in calculating what the model would have as indication at PT-943, PT-944 and DPS-929.
The model calculated values agree with the recorded indication values for the condition of no fuel
elements installed measurements conducted on March 28th. In the fuel elements installed model, the
pressure drop across the elements was increased by a factor of 1.04 to be conservative. With this
adjustment, the model calculated values for the fuel elements installed agreed with PT-943 indication and
over predicted DPS-929 indication slightly by 3.2%. The PT-944 indication was predicted to be 34.9 psi
compared to the actual reading of 35.0 psi.

Table F.5 groups the component pressure drops into four (4) frictional and four (4) non-frictional sets
from the pressurizer to the core outlet. The path from the pressurizer to the core outlet is divided into 25
component pressure drops, ranging from 1 to 10 pressure drops per group. Primary coolant loop 'A' and
loop 'B' each have the same flow rate of 1825 gpm, however 50 gpm of demineralizer flow is diverted
from loop 'A' just before the 8-inch/12-inch expander. After loops 'A' and 'B' combine at the junction
Tee, the combined flow is 3600 gpm in the rest of the flow path. Except for the core, the coolant
temperature through all components is the inlet temperature. The core coolant temperature is taken to be
the core average coolant temperature and is used to calculate the slightly higher average core flow rate as
a result of the thermal expansion as indicated in the table. The pressurizer to core outlet pressure drop is
the sum of the 25 component pressure drops corrected for elevation difference and coolant velocity
between where the pressurizer attaches to loop 'A' and the core coolant channels.
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Table F.5

REFERENCE PRESSURE DROP DATA

Component Group APo_(PSI) Qo GPM) IoblF) Frictional

1. 8-inch fine mesh strainer before expander (1) 4.5000 1825 120 No

2. Loop 'A' between pressurizer to expander (2-3) 0.0913 1826 120 Yes

3. Loop 'A' 8-inch/12-inch expander (4) 0.2640 1775 120 No

4. Expander through pressure vessel entrance (5-14) 3.3961 3600 120 Yes

5. In pressure vessel up to reactor core (15-19) 1.1590 3600 120 Yes

6. Step changes in pressure vessel (20-2 1) 0.0439 3600 120 No

7. Entrance into fuel element & channels (22-24) 0.7569 3600 120 No

8. Reactor core - 25.5 inches of fuel channel (25) 13.8049 3608.3 128.68 Yes

Description of Component Group:

1. 8-inch fine mesh strainer before the expander (1)

2. Primary coolant loop 'A' between pressurizer to expander:

a. Pressurizer surge line to primary coolant loop 'A' centerline (2)

b. 4.5 feet of 8-inch pipe (3)

3. Primary coolant loop 'A' 8-inch/12-inch expander (4)

4. From expander through pressure vessel entrance:

a. 1 foot of 12-inch pipe (5)
b. Tee combining primary coolant loop 'A' & loop 'B' (6)
c. 65.5 feet of 12-inch pipe (7)

d. Two 12-inch 900 elbows (8)

e. 12-inch butterfly valve (9)
f. 31.575 feet of 12-inch pipe (10)

g. Two 12-inch 900 elbows (11)
h. Three 12-inch 450 elbows (12)

i. 12-inch swing check valve (13)
j. Entrance Tee to pressure vessel annulus (14)

5. In pressure vessel up to reactor core:

a. Junction of 12-inch inlet pipe through fuel element upper end fitting (15)

b. 17.75-inch long annulus (16)

c. 34.25-inch long annulus (17)
d. 3.75-inch long annulus (18)

e. Flow in fuel element upper end fitting (19)

6. Step changes in pressure vessel:
a. Gentle reduction in annulus (20)

b. Two step changes in annulus (21)

7. Entrance into fuel element channels:

a. Entrance to fuel element end fitting (22)

b. Exit from fuel element end fitting (23)
c. Entrance into fuel element channels (24)

8. Core - 25.5 inches of fuel element channel (25)
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For a known reactor inlet water temperature, To, of 120 'F and a known reactor core inlet flow rate
(primary coolant flow), Q0, of 3600 gpm, known component pressure drops, AP0 , are provided, as shown.
As Table F.5 indicates, one combined value of AP0 is provided for theqpressure drop across each of the
eight sets of components. For set number 1, Qo is shown in Table F.5 as 1825 gpm. This flow rate for
primary coolant loop 'A' is the same for loop 'B,' however 50 gpm of demineralizer flow is diverted from
loop 'A' prior to the 8-inch!12-inch expander giving the expander a flow rate of 1775 gpm. Thus, in the
table for total flow rate, or effective Q0, through the rest of the components is 3600 gpm. The method for
correcting the reference AP components depends on the type of pressure drop involved. For non-
frictional components, pressure drop is proportional to density and flow as follows:

AP _ p(T) 1.0  Q 12.0

AP' O - p(To)J [ oo (2)

In this equation, the subscript 0 denotes the reference conditions as provided in Table F.5. For the
frictional loss components, the pressure drop is given by:

AP_ [p(T)10*8 18 r (T) 10.2

APO Lp(To)] Qoo-I ILt(To)J (3)

where p is coolant density and p[ is coolant dynamic viscosity. Equation (2) is for portions of the flow
path that are characterized by non-frictional losses, such as changes in flow area and or direction.
Equation (3) is for portions of the path that are characterized by wall friction. Component Groups 1, 3, 6
and 7 are shown in Table F.5 to be non-frictional. The rest, as indicated in the table are frictional. Both
equation (2) and equation (3) can be derived from well-known hydraulic relationships for turbulent flow.
In the derivation of equation (3) it is assumed that the friction factor is proportional to the Reynolds

number to the -0.2 power.

F.7 Outpu

The core power levels limited by the criterion of < 50% of the Bernath CHF were the result of iteration in

the MURR SL Program. For each set of primary coolant flow, reactor inlet water temperature and
primary coolant pressurizer pressure, the program iterated on core power level to determine when the
most limiting 1-inch axial mesh interval with fuel plate-I heat flux and the corresponding coolant channel
2 enthalpy rise reached this criterion. The power levels in Tables F.1, F.2 and F.3 correspond to the
iteration terminating when the Bemath CHF Correlation value for the most limiting axial mesh interval in
the hot channel converges to 0.499999. At all three pressurizer pressures, the very lowest flow rate of
400 gpm combined with the highest reactor inlet water temperature of 200 'F results in the power level

being limited by the channel outlet temperature reaching the saturation temperature. This is also the case
at 180 'F with 400 gpm flow for pressurizer pressures of 60 and 75 psia. These five points are
highlighted in red with the power levels given being limited by the hot stripe exit temperature reaching

the saturation temperature for the channel exit pressure.
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ATTACHMENT 12

APPENDIX H

BASES FOR LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

FOR MODES I AND II OPERATION



H. BASES FOR LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS FOR MODES I AND H
OPERATION

The Limiting Safety System Settings (LSSSs) for Modes I and II, i.e. 10 MW and 5 MW operation
respectively, of the MURR are as follows. For reactor power level the LSSS is 125 % of full power for
both modes thus the highest powers obtainable before a reactor scram would be 12.5 MW (1.25 x 10
MW) in Mode I and 6.25 MW (1.25 x 5 MW) in Mode II. For both modes, the LSSS on pressure is a
minimum of 75 psia in the primary coolant pressurizer, and the LSSS on reactor inlet water temperature is
a maximum of 155 'F. The LSSS on primary coolant flow for Mode I operation is a minimum of 1625
gpm in either of the parallel coolant loops. The same LSSS of 1625 gpm applies for the single operating
loop in Mode II operation. Since 50 gpm of the primary coolant flow is diverted to the cleanup
(demineralizer) system, the actual core flow rates at the LSSS are 3200 gpm in Mode I and 1575 gpm in
Mode II, respectively.

The August 2011 Amendment application to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to revise the
"Safety Limit Analysis for the MURR," presented in Appendix F of Addendum 4 to the MURR Hazards
Summary Report, presents parametric curves for the conditions which would lead to reaching the
conservatively defined critical heat flux (CHF), corresponding to 0.5 times the Bernath CHF Correlation.
From the analysis, Figure H. 1 depicts the CHF conditions for the LSSS on a pressurizer pressure of 75
psia. From the curves one can predict the safety margin for several anticipated transients.

Case 1 postulates a severe power transient with primary coolant flow and pressure reduced to their LSSS
values in Mode I operation. Figure H.1 predicts that the temperature LSSS of 155 'F could not be
reached until the power has risen to 14.896 MW, or 2.396 MW above the reactor power scram set point,
thus an ample safety margin exists for safety system reaction time required to prevent reaching the CHF
threshold.

Case 2 postulates steady-state Mode I operation of the reactor with flow and pressure again reduced to
their LSSS and reactor power at the LSSS of 12.5 MW. Figure H.1 predicts that CHF would not occur
until a reactor inlet water temperature of 187.7 'F was obtained. The safety margin is thus 32.7 'F above
the LSSS of 155 'F on reactor inlet water temperature. Primary coolant temperature increase would be
slow, thus little or no margin is required for safety system reaction time. Periodic compliance checks and
past operating history provide confidence that the primary coolant temperature measurement error is no
greater than ± 2 'F; therefore there is excess safety margin for a temperature transient of this type.

Case 3 postulates Mode I operation with pressurizer pressure reduced to the LSSS of 75 psia, reactor
power and reactor water inlet temperature raised to their LSSS of 12.5 MW and 155 'F, respectively.
Figure H. 1 predicts that the primary coolant flow rate could be reduced to 2469 gpm before CHF would
occur, implying a safety margin of 731 gpm below the LSSS of 3200 gpm on coolant flow through the
core. Operating history has shown that the true value of primary coolant flow does not vary from the
measured value by more than ± 50 gpm, thus there is excess margin for safety system reaction time to
scram the reactor before CHF occurs. Appendix D provides a detailed analysis of the results of the most
severe loss of flow accident for the MURR.

Consideration of the same transients for Mode II (5 MW) operation yields even greater safety margins.
Figure H.2 presents the results for Mode II operation of the same transients discussed for Mode I. Case
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SAFETY LIMIT CURVES FOR PRESSURIZER PRESSURE AT 75 PSIA
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1 predicts CHF at 8.766 MW, i.e. 2.516 MW above the LSSS of 6.25 MW for Mode II. Case 2 results
indicate that the reactor could be operated with a reactor inlet water temperature of 219 'F for Mode II
before reaching CHF. Case 3 shows CHF occurring only with total core flow reduced to 1045 gpm or
530 gpm less than a core flow rate of 1575 gpm. Thus the safety margin is 34% of the 1575 gpm core
flow rate corresponding to the LSSS flow value for Mode II operation as compared to 23% for Mode I
operation.

The LSSS for pressurizer pressure is 75 psia; a margin of 17 psi above the 58 psia where CHF is
predicted to occur in Mode I with reactor power raised to the LSSS and reactor inlet water temperature
and flow rate reduced to their LSSS values. For Mode II, there is a 36 psi margin above the 39 psia where
ClIF is predicted to occur. Past operating experience has shown the pressurizer sensors to be accurate
within ± 2 psi. Additionally, there are four independent sensors capable of causing a reactor scram in the
event of a loss of pressure transient, thus there is sufficient margin to insure that the low pressure safety
limit will not be violated.

Therefore the LSSSs on the four (4) important parameters of reactor power, primary coolant pressurizer
pressure, primary coolant flow rate, and reactor inlet water temperature are easily capable of causing the
reactor to scram and prevent a violation of the safety limit envelope.
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ATTACHMENT 13
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI
RESEARCH REACTOR FACILITY

Number 2.1

Page 1 of 6

Date _7-9-22A

SUBJECT: Reactor Core Safety Limit

Applicability

This specification applies to reactor power and reactor coolant system flow

temperature and pressure.

Objective

The objective is to set forth parameter safety limits which shall prevent

damage to the fuel element cladding.()

Specification

Reactor power, coolant, system flow, temperature and pressure shall not

exceed the following limits during reactor operation.

a. Mode I and II (Core Flow Rates 400 gpm)

The combination of the true values of the reactor power level, core flow

rate, and reactor inlet temperature shall not exceed the limits described

by Figures 2.0, 2.1, and 2.2. The limits are considered exceeded if, for

flow rates greater than 400 gpm, the point defined by the reactor power

level and core flow rate is at any time above the curve corresponding to

the true values of the reactor inlet temperature and primary coolant

system pressurizer pressure. To define Values of the safety limits for
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WTECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI
RESEARCH REACTOR FACILITY

Number 2.1

Page .... of 6

Date 7-9-74

SUBJECT: Reactor Core Safety Limit (continued)

temperatures and/or pressures not shown in Figures 2.0, 2.1, and 2.2,

interpolation or extrapolation of the data on the curves shall be used.

For pressurizer pressures greater than 85 psia the 85 psia curves

(Figure 2.2) shall be used and no pressure extrapolation shall be permitted.

b. Mode I and II (Core Flow Rates < 400 gpm)

Steady state power operations in Modes I and II is not authorized for a core

flow rate < 400 gpm. Reactor operations with core flow below 400 gprm will

occur only after a normal reactor shutdown when the primary coolant pumps

are secured or following a loss of flow transient. Under the above conditions

the maximum fuel cladding temperature shall not exceed 366 0 F.

c. Mode III

Reactor Power.... ........... 150 Kilowatts (maximum)

Bases

a. A complete safety limit analysis for the IURR is presented in Appendix F

of Addendum 4 to the Hazards Summary Report (HSR). An extension of this

analysis is presented in Section 6 of Addendum 5 to the HSR. A family of

curves is presented which relate the reactor inlet water temperature and

core flow rate to the reactor power level corresponding to a DNB ratio (DNBR)

of 1.2 based on burnout heat flux data experimentally varified for ATR type

fuel elements. Curves are presented for pressurizer pressures of 60, 75, and



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI
RESEARCH REACTOR FACILITY

Number 2.1

Page_...L.__ o f .. ..

Date 7 9--7.

SUBJECT: Reactor Core Safety Limit (continued)

85 psia. The safety limits were chosen from the results of this

analysis for Mode I and II operation, i.e., forced convection operation

above 400 gpm flow.

b. Steady state reactor operation is prohibited for core flow rates below

400 gpm by the low flow scram settings in the safety system. The region

below 400 gpm will only be entered following a reactor shutdown when the

primary coolant pumps are secured or during a loss of flow transient

where the reactor scrams, the flow coasts down to zero, reverses, and

natural convection cooling is established. Below 400 gpm core flow

the criterion for the safety limit is that the fuel plate temperature must

be below that temperature which would result in fuel cladding failure.

The analysis of a loss of flow transient from the ultra-conservative

conditions of 11 MW of power, 3000 gpm core flow and 155I F core inlet

temperature indicated a maximum fuel cladding temperature of 3270 F which

is well below the cladding DNB temperature of 3660 F.

c. Analysis of natural convection cooling of the core (Mode III operation) is

presented in section 5.5.3 of the HSR.
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Date

SUBJECT: Reactor Core Safety Limit

Applicability

This specification applies to reactor power and reactor coolant system flow,

temperature and pressure.

Objective

The objective is to set forth parameter safety limits which shall prevent

damage to the fuel element cladding.

Specification

Reactor power, coolant system flow, temperature and pressure shall not

exceed the following limits during reactor operation.

a. Mode I and II (Core Flow Rates > 400 gpm)

The combination of the true values of the reactor power level, core flow

rate, and reactor inlet water temperature shall not exceed the limits described

by Figures 2.0, 2.1, and 2.2. The limits are considered exceeded if, for

flow rates greater than 400 gpm, the point defined by the reactor power

level and core flow rate is at any time above the curve corresponding to

the true values of the reactor inlet water temperature and primary coolant

system pressurizer pressure. To define values of the safety limits for
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SUBJECT: Reactor Core Safety Limit (continued)

temperatures and/or pressures not shown in Figures 2.0, 2.1, and 2.2,

interpolation or extrapolation of the data on the curves shall be used.

For pressurizer pressures greater than 85 psia, the 85 psia curves

(Figure 2.2) shall be used and no pressure extrapolation shall be permitted.

b. Mode I and II (Core Flow Rates < 400 gpm)

Steady state power operations in Modes I and II are not authorized for a core

flow rate < 400 gpm. Reactor operations with core flow below 400 gpm will

occur only after a normal reactor shutdown when the primary coolant pumps

are secured or following a loss of flow transient. Under the above conditions

the maximum fuel cladding temperature shall not exceed 366 OF.

c. Mode III

Reactor Power ............................................................ 150 Kilowatts (m aximum)

Bases
a. A complete safety limit analysis for the MURR is presented in Appendix F

of Addendum 4 to the Hazards Summary Report (HSR). A family of curves is

presented which relate reactor inlet water temperature and core flow rate to the

reactor power level corresponding to a Critical Heat Flux (CHF) ratio of 2.0 based

on the Bernath CHF Correlation. This also corresponds to a flow instability

Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) of 1.2 based on the burnout heat

flux data experimentally verified for ATR type fuel elements. Curves are

presented for pressurizer pressures of 60, 75, and 85 psia. The safety limits were
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SUBJECT: Reactor Core Safety Limit (continued)

chosen from the results of this analysis for Mode I and II operation, i.e. forced

convection operation above 400 gpm flow.

b. Steady state reactor operation is prohibited for core flow rates below

400 gpm by the low flow scram settings in the safety system. The region

below 400 gpm will only be entered following a reactor shutdown when the

primary coolant pumps are secured or during a loss of flow transient

where the reactor scrams, the flow coasts down to zero, reverses, and

natural convection cooling is established. Below 400 gpm core flow

the criterion for the safety limit is that fuel plate temperature must be less

than 900 'F; the temperature at which fuel cladding failure could occur.

The analysis of a loss of flow transient from the ultra-conservative

conditions of 11 MW of power, 3000 gpm core flow and 155 0F core inlet

temperature indicated a maximum fuel cladding temperature of 327 F which

is well below the cladding DNB temperature of 366 "F.

c. Analysis of natural convection cooling of the core (Mode III operation) is

presented in section 5.5.3 of the HSR.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FLOW INSTABILITY MODEL FOR THE
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI REACTOR (MURR) THAT IS BASED

ON THE BERNATH CRITICAL HEAT FLUX CORRELATION

Earl E. Feldman

Global Threat Reduction Initiative (GTRI) - Conversion Program
Nuclear Engineering Division
Argonne National Laboratory

9700 S. Cass Avenue
Argonne, Illinois 60439

ABSTRACT

A model that is based on the Bernath critical heat flux correlation and used
to predict flow instability during steady-state operation of the University of
Missouri Reactor (MURR) is described in detail. The model is evaluated via a
computer spreadsheet, Table 8. The determination of key input data for the Table
8 model is demonstrated by a series of sample calculations shown in Tables 1
through 4. This model supersedes the model used in both References 2 and 3.

1 BACKGROUND

A key safety requirement of the University of Missouri Research Reactor (MURR) is that
flow instability in the reactor core be avoided during steady-state operation. The MURR safety
analysis uses the Bernath critical heat flux (CHF) correlation' to assess margin to flow
instability.2' 3 A sufficient margin to flow instability is deemed demonstrated if the following two
criteria are met: 1) the local heat flux at every location within the reactor core is no greater than
half of the local value of critical heat flux based on the Bernath correlation and 2) there is no
bulk boiling at the exit of any coolant channel. Except for conditions of very low flow rates and
high coolant inlet temperatures, the first criterion is the more restrictive one.

A computer spreadsheet model based on the above criteria has been developed to
determine the margin to flow instability for any MURR reactor core coolant channel. The
purpose of this report is to describe the model and its implementation.

Another safety requirement of the MURR reactor is that an adequate margin to CHF is
always maintained. The power at which the Bernath correlation predicts CHF to occur is always
at least double the maximum reactor power allowed by the MURR flow instability criteria.
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2 USE OF THE BERNATH CHF CORRELATION FOR THE MURR APPLICATION

The Bernath Correlation is given by:

(Q/A)BO =hBO(Two -- Tb)

hBo =10890 De, Di + (slope) V

slope =48/De ifDe f . ft (1)

slope=90-10/De if De >0.1ft

57 lnP-54 P I-
P4-15 4

where (Q/A)Bo is the critical heat flux in p.c.u.* /hr-ft2 (BO stands for "burnout"), hBo is the heat
transfer coefficient corresponding to the CHF in p.c.u./hr-ft2-C, Tw,,o is the wall temperature at

which CHF occurs in 'C, Tb is the local bulk coolant temperature in 'C, De is the hydraulic
diameter of the coolant passage in feet, defined as four times the channel flow area divided by
the total wetted perimeter of the channel, Di is the diameter of the heater surface in feet, defined
by Bernath as the heated perimeter divided by 2, P is the pressure in psia, and V is the velocity of
the coolant in ft/s.

Equation (1) is a function that has five independent variables, Tb, De, Di, V, and P and
one dependent, or output variable, (Q/A)Bo, which is the local value of Bernath critical heat flux.
In the case of the MURR reactor, Di is the sum of the heated clad surface arc lengths of the one
or two fuel plates that bound the channel divided by n. The other three quantities, Tb, V, and P
vary along the length of the channel.

For normal operating conditions the pressure decreases from channel inlet to exit and is
about 12 or 13 psia lower at the exit than at the inlet for a 3600 gpm flow rate. As was assumed
in the 1974 analysis of the MURR reactor, 2,3 the pressure, P, at the exit will be conservatively
assumed to apply to all axial levels. Using the exit pressure for all axial levels is a bounding
assumption because critical heat flux increases with pressure in equation (1). Thus, only Tb and
V are needed as functions of axial level. The axial distribution of Tb depends on the axial
distribution of heat flux from the plates that bound the channel. Since the channel flow area does
not vary with axial position, V is inversely proportional to coolant density. Because bulk boiling
at the channel exit it not permitted, the bulk coolant temperature over the entire channel length is
always subcooled, i.e., single-phase liquid. The relatively small variation of bulk coolant density
with axial location is included in the model. A Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) program (or
macro) was written to automatically execute the spreadsheet model for 60 combinations of input
parameter values and record the 60 sets of results in spreadsheet tables for each pressurizer
pressure.

* A p.c.u. is a "pound centigrade unit". 1 p.c.u. is equal to 1.8 Btu's.
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In concept, at each axial level of each channel in the reactor core, for each heated surface
the ratio of local heat flux to the Bernath CHF as defined by equation (1) would be determined
for an assumed reactor power level and a specified set of the three independent variables, i.e.,
pressurizer pressure, core coolant flow rate, and coolant inlet temperature. Then by iteration, the
assumed power level would be adjusted until the largest ratio of local heat flux to local Bernath
CHF throughout the core is 0.5 or a coolant channel exit temperature reaches the saturation
temperature. This would provide the maximum reactor power corresponding to the MURR
Safety Limit Criteria for the three specified independent variables. In practice, a computer
spreadsheet model was developed which considers only one reactor coolant channel at a time.
Only the potentially limiting channels in the reactor were specifically analyzed with this model.
The iteration on power level was performed automatically by the computer spreadsheet so that
the desired maximum heat flux ratio of 0.499999 is achieved. Hot channel factors due to
manufacturing tolerances and modeling uncertainties were included in the analysis. The safety
envelope for MURR was obtained by determining the value of allowed reactor power for a range
of values of pressurizer pressure, core coolant flow rate, and coolant inlet temperature.

The peaking factors for heat flux at each axial level of each fuel plate are obtained from
separate detailed neutronics analysis. The Bernath CHF correlation, as is obvious from
inspection of equation (1), is independent of the values of reactor heat flux. The succeeding
sections describe the determination of the values of the local heat flux and the various inputs to
equation (1).

3 LOCAL HEAT FLUX DISTRIBUTION

The MURR reactor core is shaped like a concentric annulus that has been formed by
eight geometrically identical approximately 450 annular wedge-shaped elements. In the HEU
core, each element has 24 parallel equally-spaced concentric curved fuel plates. Thus, in each
element there are 23 coolant channels that have two curved fuel plates as boundaries and two end
coolant channels that have only one fuel plate each as a boundary. Each end channel, which is
heated by only one fuel plate, has lower bulk coolant temperatures than does its immediate
neighbor, which is heated by the same fuel plate plus an additional one. Therefore, the analysis
need only consider the 23 channels of each assembly that are each heated by two fuel plates.
Because these 23 channels are of equal thickness, the coolant velocities are essentially the same
in all 23 channels. Hence, the candidate limiting channel is selected largely by comparing
nuclear power peaking factors, which characterize local and average heat fluxes and coolant
channel enthalpy rise.

Identifying the most limiting channel may require assessing the margin to flow instability
in several candidate channels. Of course, channels with relatively large local heat fluxes must be
considered. However, channels with lesser local heat fluxes could also be limiting if their bulk
coolant temperatures are relatively large and thereby lead to lower values of Bernath CHF.
These would be channels where the average heat flux for each fuel plate is relatively large.

In the neutronics analysis, the heated length of the core was divided into 24 equal
segments. For each fuel plate in the core, 24 values of heat flux (W/cm 2) were provided for a
reactor operating power of 10 MW, one value for each of the 24 equal axial segments of the
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heated length of the fuel plate. The average of these 24 values provides the average heat flux for
the fuel plate. The axial heat flux distribution of each fuel plate is treated as a curve consisting
of 24 uniform steps.

Table 1 provides a sample calculation which is used to demonstrate the analytical
procedure for representing heat flux distribution. Columns A, B, and C of the table show the
axial heat flux distribution of two consecutive plates (P01 and P02) in an element (XI). The heat
fluxes shown in columns B and C were taken from the MCNP output for the week 58 HEU fuel
cycle from TDR-01254 (the feasibility report for the conversion of the MURR core to use LEU
fuel instead of HEU) with no xenon and the flux trap region only containing pool water. Since
all 24 steps are of equal length, their heat fluxes can be summed and divided by 24 to obtain the
average, as indicated near the bottom of the table. Obviously, plate X1P01 (column B) has the
higher average and, as is obvious from the values in bold at levels 14 and 15, plate X1P01 has a
higher peak heat flux than does plate X1P02. Thus, the heat flux distribution of plate X1P01
would be compared with the Bernath CHF in determining the margin to flow instability.

The axial power peaking factors for the fuel plate are obtained by dividing each of the 24
local heat flux values by the plate average heat flux value. Hence, the sum of these 24 peaking
factors of the fuel plate is 24.0 and the average is 1.0. The peak of these 24 numbers is the axial
peak-to-average heat flux peaking factor for the fuel plate. In Table 1, for example, the plate
axial peaking factors in column D was obtained by dividing each of the corresponding 24 values

2in column B by the average heat flux, 129.5 W/cm . Column E was obtained from column C in a
similar manner. The axial peak-to-average values, as shown in bold at levels 14 and 15 of
columns D and E, are 1.381 and 1.378 for plates X1P01 and X1P02, respectively.

The core-average heat flux is obtained by dividing the total core power by the total core
heat transfer area. The heat flux values provided by the neutronics analysis are based on the
assumption that all of the reactor power, which is assumed to be 10 MW in the neutronics

2analysis, is deposited in the fuel plates. Since the total core heat transfer area is 17.108 m , the
2 2core average heat flux is 10 MW / 17.108 m2 , or 58.452 W/cm2. The ratio of the plate average

heat flux to the core average heat flux is called the "plate peaking factor". Thus, the plate
peaking factor for plate XlP01 is 129.5/58.46, or 2.215. Candidate limiting channels must
include those channels with the higher associated plate peaking factors.

The variation of heat flux along the azimuthal direction of each fuel plate is also taken
into account. In the neutronics analysis the heated arc length along the azimuthal direction of
each fuel plate is divided into a series of nine equal-radian arc length vertical strips. The average
heat flux of each strip is calculated. The ratio of the highest of these nine averages to the plate-
average heat flux is called the "azimuthal peaking factor". The heat fluxes provided for each
level in columns B and C of Table 1 are level-averaged values rather than level azimuthal
maxima.

The computer spreadsheet model does not consider the individual strips of each fuel plate.
Instead, in the model, the power of each fuel plate is increased by its azimuthal peaking factor.
This approach produces bounding values of local bulk coolant temperature because no credit is
taken for azimuthal heat conduction in the fuel plates or azimuthal mixing in the coolant
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channels. The hottest strip of each of the two fuel plates on either side of a coolant channel is
located directly across from each other. As shown in the Table 1 sample calculations, the
azimuthal peaking factors for plates X1PO1 and X1P02 are 1.07 and 1.12, respectively.

In the MURR, a significant fraction, 7%, of the fission power from the fuel escapes the
core as gamma or neutron radiation without creating heat in the fuel plates or in the primary
coolant. Therefore, only 93% of the power contributes to the fuel plate heat fluxes and heats the
primary coolant. Because all of the values of heat flux provided in columns B and C of Table 1
are based on 100% of the 10-MW core power, as is the average core heat flux of 58.452 W/cm2 ,
a 0.93 factor is included in the determinations of channel heat fluxes and power.

In the safety limit analysis, at each axial level of the channel, the Bernath CHF value is
determined and compared with the higher of the two corresponding plate heat fluxes. In practice,
this can be accomplished by using the heat fluxes of the plate with the higher product of plate
and azimuthal peaking factors. Table 2 provides a sample calculation of local heat flux,
including hot channel factors, which are described in Section 6. In this particular calculation, the
safety limit was found to be at 14.894 MW and the limiting axial location was level 18 of the 24
axial levels. This location had the highest ratio of local heat flux to Bernath CHF based on the
corresponding axial bulk coolant temperature. This heat flux ratio was 0.499999 because in the
computer spreadsheet analysis the target value was set 0.499999 in order to always guarantee
that the calculated maximum value would never exceed or even reach 0.5. If a different axial
level were chosen for the sample calculation, the plate axial peaking factor for that other level
would have been used in place of the 1.296 values shown in bold in Table 2.

4 RELATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF CHANNEL BULK COOLANT TEMPERATURE
RISE

The relative distribution of bulk coolant temperature rise from the inlet to the channel to
its exit is dependent on the heat flux distributions of the two fuel plates that bound the channel.
In the determination of the channel bulk coolant temperature, it is assumed that the power of
each fuel plate is equally divided between the two coolant channels on each side of the fuel plate.
Each of the two plates that bound a coolant channel is assumed to contribute half of its power to
heat the bulk coolant of the channel. This is conservative since the other channel heated by each
of the two fuel plates that bound the hot channel is cooler than the hot channel and would remove
slightly more than half of the heat from the common fuel plate. Thus, for each axial level the
heat flux used in determining the rise in bulk coolant temperature is the average - for the two
fuel plates that bound the channel - of the product of the plate axial peaking factor at the axial
level, the plate peaking factor, and the azimuthal peaking factor.

For example, column F of Table 1 is a weighted average of columns D and E. For each
level, half of the column D value times its plate peaking and azimuthal peaking factors (2.215
and 1.07, respectively) was added to half of the column E value times its plate peaking and
azimuthal peaking factors (1.754 and 1.12, respectively) to obtain the value in column F. The
sum of the values for the 24 levels in column F, 52.01, is shown at the bottom of column F.
Column G is the fraction of the channel bulk coolant temperature (or enthalpy) rise that occurs
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over each level and was obtained by dividing each of the 24 level values in column F by this sum.
Column G sums to 1.000, or 100%.

It is worth noting that in column F of Table 1 the slight difference in fuel meat centerline
arc lengths between the two fuel plates bounding the channel is ignored, thereby avoiding
additional complexity. When this arc length difference is included, for the two innermost
(smallest radius) plates, which are the two being considered here that bound channel 2, 48.5 % of
the smaller radius plate and 51.5% of the larger radius plate would be used instead of 50.0% of
each. Combining the plate peaking and azimuthal peaking factors for the two plates with a 50/50
split produces 0.500 x 2.215 x 1.07 + 0.500 x 1.754 x 1.12 = 2.1673. Combining the plate
peaking and azimuthal peaking factors for the two plates with a 48.5/51.5 split produces 0.485 x
2.215 x 1.07 + 0.515 x 1.754 x 1.12 = 2.1612. The latter result is 0.3% smaller than the former.
Thus, the difference in results is extremely small. The use of a 50/50 split is more limiting when
the product of plate peaking and azimuthal peaking factors for the smaller radius plate is greater,
as it is here. The effect of the difference in plate arc lengths gets smaller with increasing plate
radius. For the two plates with the largest radii the weighting is 49.4/50.6.

In the analysis, the bulk coolant temperature at the exit of each of the 24 axial levels is
needed. Therefore, for each axial level, the sum of all of the column G power fractions from
level 1 through the level of interest must be determined. This sum of power fractions is shown in
column H. For example, the value at level 5 in column H is the sum of the column G values for
levels 1 through 5. When the channel bulk coolant inlet and outlet temperatures are known, then
the fractions in column H can be used to obtain the channel bulk coolant temperatures at the exits
of the other 23 axial levels. Thus, the temperature at each axial level is the inlet temperature plus
the product of the column H value for that level and the hot channel bulk temperature rise. The
determination of the increase in bulk coolant temperature between the channel inlet and the
channel exit is described in the next section.

5 CHANNEL BULK COOLANT TEMPERATURES

The channel bulk coolant inlet temperature is the same as that for the core. As in the
1973 analysis of the core2 , the channel bulk coolant temperature rise is obtained from the core
average value. The core average value is the core power divided by the product of core flow rate
and coolant specific heat capacity at constant pressure, which in the analysis is taken to be 4.19
kJ/kg-C. Table 3 provides a sample calculation of channel bulk coolant temperature at the exit
of axial level 18 for the channel bounded by plates X1P01 and X1P02. The same methodology
is applicable to all other locations in the core where a channel is bounded by two fuel plates. The
sample calculation includes the hot channel factors that are described in the next section.

6 HOT CHANNEL FACTORS DUE TO MANUFACTURING TOLERANCES AND
OTHER UNCERTAINTIES

Manufacturing tolerances and modeling and other uncertainties can impact heat fluxes
and flow rates. Past practice in MURR safety analysis2 has been to take a bounding approach in
the analysis by assuming that the most adverse extreme of each tolerance or modeling
uncertainty that is considered simultaneously impacts the most limiting locations in the core.
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This approach to error propagation leads to a multiplication of hot channel factors rather than a
statistical combination of these factors.

Manufacturing tolerances can cause the as-built channel to be thinner than the nominal
channel. A thinner channel will have a lower velocity than its nominal counterpart and its flow
rate will be smaller due to both the lower velocity and smaller flow area. This is taken into
account in the analysis by assuming that the limiting channel is the thinnest that is allowed by the
channel thickness tolerance. For the MURR HEU core, the spacing between fuel plates is
0.080±0.008 inches. Thus, the nominal channel thickness is taken to be 0.080 inches and the hot
channel thickness is taken to be 0.072 inches.

Glasstone and Sesonske 5 provide a derivation for the relationship between the hot
channel velocity, VH, and the nominal channel velocity, VN. In this derivation, they use the
Blasius formula for friction factor for turbulent flow for which friction factor is inversely

proportional to Reynolds number raised to the 0.25 power, i.e., f -, I/Re°25. If one uses their

derivation and substitutes a for 0.25, one obtains the following relationship:

1+a

VH (2)

VN D

where DH and DN are the hydraulic diameters of the hot and nominal channels, respectively. The
same relationship is also provided by Woodruff6. Since the ratio of the thickness to the arc
length of the coolant channel is very small, the hydraulic diameter can be approximated as twice
the thickness. Thus, the ratio DH / DN = 0.072/0.080 = 0.90. For a = 0.25, the exponent in
equation (2) is 1.25/1.75 = 5/7 and the VH/VN, which is the hot channel factor for velocity is
0.928. In the analysis, however, a smaller values, 0.9108, is used. This was obtained by using
the calculated hydraulic diameter of the narrowed limiting channel, channel 2, for DH and the
core average hydraulic diameter, which is 4 times the total core flow area divided by the total
core wetted perimeter, for DN. Hence, in the calculation DH is 0.13876 inches, DN is 0.15828
inches. As in Reference 5, the 5/7th exponent is rounded off to 0.71. There, VH/VN is (0.13876 /
0.15828)071 = 0.9108.

Channel flow rate, W, is the product of channel density, velocity, and flow area.
Differences in average coolant density between the hot and the nominal channels are relatively
small. If these differences are ignored then:

WH _VHxAH VH A(w v - ×-- (3)
WN VNxAN VN AN

where WH and WN are the flow rates of the hot and nominal channels, respectively, and AR and
AN are the flow areas of the hot and nominal channels, respectively. The area ratio, AH/AN is
equal to the ratio of the channel thickness, or 0.072/0.080 = 0.90. Since VH/VN is 0.9108,
WH/WN, which is the hot channel factor for flow, is 0.9108 x 0.90 = 0.8197.
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The average density of U 235 in the fuel matrix of the plate has a tolerance that affects
plate power and heat flux. The power produced by the plate is proportional to its U235 density. If
both plates that bound a channel are at their upper limits of U235 density in the fuel matrix, then
the channel power increase due to this effect will be at its maximum. For example, if both plates
have average fuel densities that are 3% above their nominal values, as is assumed in the current
analysis, then the channel power, bulk coolant temperature rise, and average heat flux will be 3%
higher. The assumption that both plates are at the upper limits of this tolerance is a bounding
one.

Another manufacturing tolerance that applies to power is the fuel meat thickness.
Sometimes there can be relatively large local variations in thickness in a fuel meat whose
average thickness is close to its nominal value. The local variations in thickness directly impact
the local heat flux, but have little impact on the bulk coolant temperature. Therefore, two hot
channel factors can be used to represent the variations in fuel meat thickness - a relatively large
factor, such as 1.15, which is applied to the local heat flux calculation, and a relatively small hot
channel factor, such as 1.03, which would be applied to bulk coolant temperature rise. These are
the values that are used in the current analysis and are consistent with Vaughan2.

The sample calculations in Tables 2 and 3 include an "additional allowable peaking
factor" of 1.062 in the overall power peaking factors for heat flux and enthalpy rise. This
calculates the total overall peaking factor with which a MURR core can safely operate.

7 CHANNEL BULK COOLANT VELOCITY

The velocity at the inlet to the limiting channel is calculated as VH of equation (2) in
section 6, where VN is the average inlet velocity for the entire reactor core and DH, DN, and the
exponent (1+a)/(2-a) are 0.13876, 0.15828, and 0.71, respectively, as explained in section 6.
The channel velocity gradually increases from the inlet to the outlet of the channel due to the
small reduction in coolant density with increasing coolant temperature. Flow rate is the product
of local coolant density, flow area, and local coolant velocity. Since the flow area is assumed
uniform over the entire channel length, local velocity is inversely proportional to local coolant
density. Table 4 provides a sample calculation of local coolant velocity in a limiting channel at
level 18.

8 CHANNEL EXIT COOLANT PRESSURE

For the analysis the pressure between the fuel plates at the exit of the limiting fueled
channel is needed. The MURR technical specifications specify the minimum allowed pressure at
the reactor pressurizer. Thus, a model is needed to determine the pressure drop from the
pressurizer to the exit of the limiting channel. This pressure drop depends on flow rate and
coolant temperature. Coolant temperatures in the core are a function of core inlet temperature,
flow rate, and power.

The model provided by Reference 2 for the pressure drop from the pressurizer to the core
exit was investigated by J. C. McKibben of MURR. Through measurements and analysis during
March through May of 2011 he made substantial improvements to the determination of this
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pressure drop. Since a formal document describing his work is not available at this time, an
overview, based on discussions with him, will be presented here and will be contrasted with the
Reference 2 model, which has been used for MURR safety analysis in the past.

In the Reference 2 model the path from the pressurizer to the core exit is divided into 13
parts. Each part is called a component. Each component has a single flow path or consists of
two identical parallel paths. Each component has the same total flow rate. The coolant
temperature through the first 12 components, which lead up to the core inlet, is the inlet

thtemperature. The 13 component is the reactor core. Its coolant temperature is taken to be the
mean of the core inlet and mixed-mean coolant outlet temperatures. The required pressure drop
to the core outlet is the sum of the 13 component pressure drops.

For a known coolant temperature, To, of 1550 F at the reactor inlet (or 165' F average
through the core) and a known reactor flow rate, Qo, of 3600 gpm, assumed known component
pressure drops, AP0, are provided, as shown in Table 5. As the table indicates, one combined
value of AP0 is provided for the pressure drop across components 1, 2, and 3 taken together and
another is provide for components 5 through 10. For components 1 through 4, Qo is shown in the
table as 1800 gpm. However, as indicated in the table, for each of these components, this value
is for each of two parallel paths. Thus, in the table the total flow rate, or effective Q0, through
each component is 3600 gpm. Reference 2 provides two scaling relationships that enable
pressure drops, AP's, to be determined for other values of flow rate, Q, and coolant temperature,
T. These two relationships are:

AP _p(T) 10 (4)12.[_° (4)
APO p(To) iLQo/

AP [ p(T) ] 0' p(T) 0.2 (5)
APO Lp(To)J LQo0 Lp(To)/

where p is coolant density, -t is coolant dynamic viscosity. Equation (4) is for the portions of the
flow path that are characterized by non-frictional losses, such as changes in flow area and/or
flow direction, as opposed to being due to wall friction in a duct. Equation (5) is for portions of
the path that are characterized by wall friction (frictional) losses. Components 4 and 12 are
shown in Table 5 to be non-frictional. The rest, as indicated in Table 5, are frictional.

Both equation (4) and equation (5) can be derived from well-known hydraulic
relationships for turbulent flow. In the derivation of equation (5) it is assumed that the friction
factor is proportional to the Reynolds number raised to the -0.2 power.

For pair values of core flow rate, Q, and inlet temperature, T, equation (4) can be
evaluated once for the two non-frictional components, 4 and 12, and equation (5) can be
evaluated once for the all of the other components in Table 5, except for the core. For example,
for a flow rate of 3200 gpm and an inlet temperature of 1550 F, AP/AP0 from equations (4) and
(5) are 0.7901 and 0.8090, respectively. The corresponding pressure drop from the pressurizer to
the core inlet is: 0.7901 x [0.2689 + 0.8980] psi + 0.8090 x [3.259 + 4.08 + 0.1977] psi =
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0.7901 x [1.1669] psi + 0.8090 x [7.5367] psi = 7.02 psi. The value of T for the core depends on
the core temperature rise, which is a function of core power, which is initially unknown.

Figure 1, which is the basis for the new model, shows a schematic representation of the
piping that carries coolant flow to the reactor core. In the figure the total core flow rate is 3600
gpm. 1825 gpm enters from the left through Loop A and another 1825 gpm enters through Loop
B. At point 2 50 gpm is extract from the Loop A flow and goes to the deionizer. At point 3 the
remaining 1775 gpm of the Loop A flow merges with the 1825 gpm of the Loop B flow to form
the combined flow of 3600 gpm that goes through the core.

The deionizer flow remains constant regardless of core flow. Thus, for a 3200 gpm core
flow rate, which is the minimum allowed by the Limiting Safety System Settings (LSSS)
conditions as defined by the Technical Specifications for the MURR HEU core, the 1825 gpm
values in Figure 1 would be replace by 1625 gpm, 50 gpm would go to the deionizer, as before,
1575 gpm would flow from point 2 to point 3, and the core flow would be 1575 gpm + 1625 gpm,
which is 3200 gpm.

For the new model J. C. McKibben used hydraulic handbook data to predict the
irrecoverable pressure drops between point 1 and 5 of Figure 1. He also employed measured
data taken on March 27, 2011 on the MURR plant with the eight core fuel elements in the reactor
vessel with the reactor operating at 10 MW. Also, measurements were taken on March 28, 2011
with the eight core fuel elements out of the reactor vessel, but with the primary coolant system
operating. The locations where pressure measurements were made are indicated in Figure 1 by
the letter "P" inside a circle. The pressure difference, which is indicated in Figure 1 by "AP"
inside a circle, was also measured. Coolant flow rate and temperatures were also measured.

J. C. McKibben used the two sets of measurements to calibrate and adjust his
analytical/handbook predictions of irrecoverable pressure drop and better determine the pressure
drop across the core. Then he used his benchmarked hydraulics model to produced Table 6,
which is the new model equivalent of Table 5 in the Reference 2 model. In Table 6 the core
reference flow rate is 3608.3 gpm instead of 3600 gpm. This is because J. C. McKibben
intended that in the application of equation (5) to the core, each volumetric flow rate be
evaluated at its core average density, which is taken to be the density corresponding to the
average of the core inlet and outlet temperatures. Thus, for a reference inlet flow rate of 3600
gpm, the Qo is the 3600 gpm x Pinlet / Paverage, where Pinlet and Paverage are the inlet and average
density of the coolant, respectively. Hence, the reference flow rate for the core, Q0, is 3608.3
gpm instead of 3600 gpm. Similarly, if the actual core inlet flow rate is 3200 gpm, then Q for
the core in equation (5) is 3200 gpm increase by a factor of the ratio of inlet and average core
coolant densities.

Since there was no measurement at point 5 of Figure 1, J. C. McKibben deliberately
overestimated the pressure drop up to point 5 so that the pressure predicted at point 5 would tend
to be lower and more limiting than it would otherwise be. Thus, his approach was to deliberately
err on the safe side where there is uncertainty. In the new model equations (4) and (5) are used
in the same manner that they are used in the Reference 2 model, except that in the new model Q
for the core corresponds to the core average density rather than the inlet density.
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The nitrogen gas pressure inside the pressurizer is the measured pressurizer pressure used
in the operation of the reactor. A 2-inch diameter pipe connects the bottom of the pressurizer to
the 8-inch diameter Loop A pipe at point 1. Point 1 is 608 feet and 6 inches above sea level.
The nominal level of the water in the pressurizer is 48 inches below point 1. The primary
charging pump starts adding water to the pressurizer when the level gets down to 6 inches below
the nominal value. If the pressurizer level falls so that it is 16 inches below its nominal value, a
scram is initiated. The beginning of the reactor fuel plates at the core inlet is 15.25 inches below
point 1. The exit of the core fuel plates, which is taken to be the core exit, is 25.5 inches below
the core fuel plate inlet. These dimensions are important in the new model because it includes
pressure differences due to gravity heads. The temperature in the pressurizer and in the 2-inch
diameter pipe between the pressurizer and point 1 is taken to be 85' F in the analysis. For the
analysis, the most limiting pressurizer level allowed was used. This level is the scram level,
which is 64 inches below point 1. For the reactor at the LSSS limiting condition of flow rate,
pressure, and inlet temperature (3200 gpm, 75 psia at the pressurizer, and 1550 F) and a core
power of 14.894 MW, which is the core power at which the new model predicts flow instability
to occur, the inclusion of the gravity heads in the model causes a 0.867 psi reduction in core exit
pressure. This effect was not included in the Reference 2 model.

For a core flow of 3200 gpm, the flow velocity in Loop A in the 8-inch pipe at point 1 is
10.4 ft/s and the core average velocity between the fuel plates at the core exit, point 5 in Figure 1,
is 21.1 ft/s. The new model uses Bernoulli's equation to determine the decrease in pressure
caused by increasing the fluid velocity from 10.4 ft/s second to 21.1 ft/s. This effect is included
in the new model, but not in the Reference 2 model. For the reactor at the LSSS limiting
condition of flow rate, pressure, and inlet temperature and a core power of 14.894 MW, this
effect causes a 2.18 psi reduction in pressure at the core exit.

For the reactor at the LSSS limiting condition of flow rate, pressure, and inlet
temperature and a core power of 14.894 MW, the irrecoverable pressure dropt from point 1 of
Figure 1 to the point 4 is 7.02 psi in the Reference 2 model and 7.87 psi in the new model and the
core (frictional) pressure drop is 9.90 psi in the Reference 2 model and 10.39 in the new model.
These four pressure drop values are obtained by using equations (4) and (5) to scale the pressure
drops of Table 5 or 6. Thus, the irrecoverable pressure drop from point 1 to the core exit, point 5,
is 7.87 + 10.39, or 18.26 psi, in the new model, which is to be compared to 7.02 + 9.90, or 16.92
psi, in the Reference 2 model. Hence, the irrecoverable pressure drop from point 1 to point 5 is
1.34 psi greater in the new model. When this greater pressure drop is combined with the two
pressure drops not included in the Reference 2 model, which are the 0.87 psi pressure drop due
to gravity heads and the 2.18 psi pressure drop due to velocity increase, the new model predicts a
core exit pressure of 75 - 18.26 - 0.87 - 2.18, or 53.7 psia, which is 4.4 psi lower than the 75 -
16.92, or 58.1 psia, of the Reference 2 model. If the pressure at the core exit were to be
increased by 4.4 psi to 58.1 psia, the allowed reactor power for the LSSS limiting condition of
flow rate, pressure, and inlet temperature would be increased by 0.51 MW to 15.4 MW.

t Irrecoverable pressure drops include the non-frictional pressures drops that employ the scaling equation (4) and the
frictional pressure drops that employ the scaling equation (5). They do not include the recoverable pressure changes
due to changes in elevation or velocity.
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9 AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO CORE PRESSURE DROP DETERMINATION

The Bernoulli equation is P1 + p Vi2 / 2 + p g Z, = P2 + p V2 2 / 2 + p g Z2, where P is
pressure, p is density, V is velocity, g is acceleration due to gravity, Z is elevation and is
increasing in the upward direction, and the two subscripts 1 and 2 refer to two different locations
in the fluid, where 2 is downstream of 1. This equation can be modified to include the
irrecoverable pressure drop between points 1 and 2 by adding a term to the right side of the
equation, such as (K + f L/D) p V 2 / 2, where K is a form loss, f is the Moody friction factor, L
is path length, D is path hydraulic diameter, V, is a velocity associated with K and f. In both the
Bernoulli and the modified Bernoulli equations the density p is a constant. When differences in
density are small, such as in the reactor core, some analysts still use the modified Bernoulli
equation and get around the constant-density limitation by using an average density between
points 1 and 2 when evaluating irrecoverable losses due to friction and when evaluating
differences in pressure due to changes in elevation. This is a reasonable approach and is used in
the new model.

An alternative approach for the MURR application is to apply the modified Bernoulli
equation between the points 1 and 4 of Figure 1, where density is constant, and apply the integral
form of the momentum equation from points 4 to 5. In this case, points 4 and 5 are located
between the two fuel plates that form the limiting, or hot, channel, which is channel 2 in the
analysis. These fuel plates are the two of the smallest arc length and closest to the flux trap in
MURR element 1.

The limiting channel between inlet level a and outlet level b (or points 4 and 5 in Figure
1) is modeled with the integral form of the momentum equation. The control volume used in the
model is the volume contained inside the wetted perimeter of the channel between levels a and b.
For a steady-state process the general form of this equation is:

Fs+ Jbdu= f~p(V.dA) (6)
CV. C.S.

where, the first integral is an integral over the control volume, C.V. and the second integral is an
integral over the control surface, C.S. This vector force-balance equation, which can be obtained
from a fluid dynamics textbook,7 is applied here only in the vertical, or z, direction. The positive
direction is chosen to be downward and in the direction of flow from point a to point b. The first

term, Fs, represents the sum of the forces on the control volume surface, such as those due to

pressure and shear stress. The second term is an integral of all of the body forces, B, such as
those due to gravity, acting within the control volume. The third term is the momentum flux
term and is integrated over the control surface. This term arises because equation (6) is focused
on a fixed volume in space in which mass enters and leaves, rather than on a fixed mass. The z-
component of the above vector equation yields:

b b WC 2 1 1
AC (Pa - Pb)- Pwetted fJ(z) dz + g Ac f p(z) dz = (7)

a a A Pb Pa
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where Pa and Pb are the pressure at the inlet and the outlet of channel, respectively, Pwetted is the
wetted perimeter of the channel, p(z) is the coolant density of the channel, which varies along the

length of the channel, r(z) is the shear stress along the perimeter of the channel, which also
varies along the length of the channel, Pb is the coolant density at the exit of the channel, and Pa

is the coolant density at the inlet to the channel. Both integrals in equation (7) are always
positive. The negative sign ahead of the shear force term is needed because the shear forces are
always in the direction opposite of the flow direction, which is the positive direction.

The first term of equation (7) is due to the pressure difference between the inlet and the
outlet of the channel. The second term is due to the friction, or shear force, at the channel
surfaces. These first two terms correspond to the first term of equation (6). The third term of
equation (7), which is due to gravity, corresponds to the second term of equation (6). The last
term of equation (7) corresponds to the last term of equation (6). This term is equal to the
channel flow rate, W,, times the exit velocity at b minus the inlet velocity at a.

The shear stress is related to the Darcy (Moody) friction factor, f, by the following
relationship:

r(z) = f(z) W 2  (8)
8 p(z) A8

The wetted perimeter and the flow area are related by the definition of hydraulic diameter.
Hence:

4A
P wetted = (9)Dh

where Dh is the hydraulic diameter of the channel.

Equations (7), (8), and (9) can be combined to yield:

pb=p P. - dz+gfp(z) dz W- 2 (10)
2 Dh Ac2 aP(z) a A C4Pb Pa0

The last three terms on the right side of equation (10) are the friction pressure drop, the
gravity term, and the momentum flux term, respectively. In equation (10) Wc/Ac is the channel
mass flux, Gc, which is constant along the length of the channel and is the product of the local
density and local velocity. The integrals in the friction pressure drop and gravity terms can be
estimated by numerical means that divide the length from a to b into smaller regions. A simpler,
and reasonably accurate, approach for the MURR application is to assume that all of the fluid in
the region between a and b is at a constant temperature that is the mean of the hot channel
coolant inlet and the outlet temperatures.

The new model (developed by J. C. McKibben) has analogous friction pressure drop and
gravity terms to those in equation (10) that are based on the average core channel rather than the
hot channel. The new model uses the mean of the core inlet and outlet temperatures in
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evaluating the corresponding two integrals in its model. It does not have a momentum flux term,
which, as shown below, is extremely small.

In order to demonstrate that the new model produces a pressure for use with the Bemath
equation, equation (1), that is at least as low as that produced by equation (10), the pressure
drops over the core region that is produced by each of the two approaches will be compared for
the LSSS values of flow, inlet temperature, and pressurizer pressure (3200 gpm, 1550 F, and 75
psia) and a reactor power of 14.894 MW. The hot channel inlet velocity and hydraulic diameter
are used in evaluating equation (10). The hot channel inlet velocity of 18.99 ft/s is the product of
the core average velocity (3200 gpm divided by the 0.3419 ft 2 core flow area), 20.85 ft/s, and the
hot channel factor on velocity, 0.9108. As explained in section 6 with reference to equation (2),
the hot channel hydraulic diameter is 0.13876 inches.

In the new model the application of the modified Bernoulli equation to the MURR,
assumes that location 1 is at point 1 in Figure 1 and location 2 is between the fuel plates and at
point 5 of Figure 1. In the new model p and V2 are the core-averaged exit values. The equation
(10) hot channel approach assumes that in the modified Bernoulli equation location 1 is also at
point 1 in Figure 1, but location 2 is between the fuel plates and at the hot channel inlet. Table 7
compares the Bernoulli velocity pressure drop term, P V2

2 / 2, and the friction, gravity, and
momentum flux, pressure drops from point 4 to point 5 of Figure 1 for the new model with those
associated with the use of equation (10) to model the pressure drop across the hot channel for
LSSS values of flow, inlet temperature, and pressurizer pressure (3200 gpm, 1550 F, and 75 psia)
and a reactor power of 14.894 MW. The hot channel modeling causes P V2

2 / 2 to be 2.378 psi,
which is lower than the new model value, 2.897 psi, by a factor of the product of the square of
the hot channel factor on velocity and the ratio of the core outlet to inlet densities, or 0.91082 x
968.2 / 978.4, or 0.821.

In Table 7 the new model core friction pressure drop, 10.394 psi, is the product of
13.8049 psi, which is the component 8 reference pressure drop of Table 6, and 0.7529, which is
the scale factor provided by equation (5) to correlate a the pressure drop at reference conditions
of core flow of 3608.3 gpm at a core average reference temperature of 128.68' F to the pressure
drop at core conditions of 3200 gpm based on the inlet temperature and the core average
temperature is 170.06' F. Before equation (5) can be evaluate, the 3200 gpm flow rate must be
increased by a factor of the ratio of the inlet and outlet densities, 978.4/973.5, or 1.0050, so that
it corresponds the volumetric flow at the average core density. Hence, 3200 gpm x 1.0050, or
3216 gpm, is the value of Q used in equation (5).

The equation (10) friction pressure drop used the mean of the inlet and outlet
temperatures of the hot channel, 68.33' C (155' F) and 118.20 C (244.80 F), respectively. This
mean temperature is 93.28' C (199.900 F). The viscosity was evaluated at this temperature and,
along with the hot channel mass flux and the hydraulic diameter, produced a Reynolds number of
65681. The mass flux, or flow rate divided by the flow area, Go, 5664 kg/mi -s, was obtained as
the product of the hot channel inlet velocity and inlet density.

The hot channel relative roughness is needed to obtain the hot channel friction factor.
Based on the 1989 MURR Drawing 13005, Rev. 6, Note 5, the maximum absolute roughness of
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the MURR HEU fuel plate is 63 micro inches. The relative roughness, 0.0004540, is the ratio of
the absolute roughness to the hydraulic diameter. This relative roughness and the 65681
Reynolds number were used in the Colebrook equation, which is the basis for the turbulent
portion of the Moody diagram, to obtain a friction factor of 0.02143.

The Colebrook equation is:
1 (•:/D 2.511

~ft '~3.7 Re ,f)
where f is the friction factor, g/D is the relative roughness, and Re is the Reynolds number. A
solver built into the Excel computer spreadsheet program was used to evaluate the above
transcendental equation for f. With the approximation of constant density and friction factor, the
friction pressure drop integral of equation (10) becomes f L/D Gc2/(2 p), where L is hot channel
length, 25.5 inches. The hot channel friction pressure drop was found to be 9.515 psi.

As an interesting aside, the above friction pressure drop analysis for the hot channel that
employed equation (11) was repeated to predict the core pressure drop at the Table 6 reference
conditions of core average temperature of 128.68' F and the volumetric flow rate for this
temperature of 3608.3 gpm. This temperature and flow rate, and the core hydraulic diameter, as
provided above in section 6, of 0.15828 inches were used in the calculation. Since the average
core pressure is close to 4 bar, the NIST steam tables were used to determine the density and the
viscosity of the coolant at this pressure and 128.680 F. The Reynolds number was found to
55276. A core pressure drop, f L/D Gc2/(2 p), of 12.937 psi was obtained. Equation (5) can be
used to scale this pressure drop to correspond to the Table 7 conditions of 3200 gpm at 170.060 F.
The equation (5) scaling factor is 0.7529 and the resultant core pressure drop is 9.740 psi. This
value is very close to the hot channel pressure drop of 9.515 psi for the same Table 7 reactor
conditions. This is to be expected because both pressure drops were calculated by the same
method that employed the friction factor provide by equation (11) and because both the hot
channel and all other core channels share common inlet and outlet plena.

The Table 6 value of core pressure drop was deduced by J. C. McKibben based on
analysis of measured data taken on the MURR plant with the core in place and with the core
removed. He deliberately chose a core pressure drop on the high side of the tolerance band that
resulted from uncertainty in measurement and calculation. The 12.937 psi value calculated
above with the aid of equation (11) is based on the common practice for turbulent flow of using
the friction factor for a round duct of the same hydraulic diameter as the one being investigated.
The ratio of the measure to the calculated core pressure drops is 13.8049/12.937, or 1.067.
However, reference 8 provides that turbulent flow friction factors in smooth-walled rectangular
ducts within ±5% of experimentally measure values can be obtained as the product of the friction
factor for circular duct and the factor (1.0875 - 0.1125 x a*), where a* is the aspect ratio of the
rectangular duct. The MURR coolant channels can be approximated as rectangular ducts with
aspect ratios between about 0.02 and 0.04, causing (1.0875 - 0.1125 x a*) to be between 1.085
and 1.083, respectively. When 1.083 is combined with the 12.937 psi core pressure drop
calculated above, the result, 14.01 psi, is only 1.5 % greater than the 13.8049 psi deduced by J. C.
McKibben and listed in Table 6. Hence, 13.8049 psi is a very reasonable value.
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The gravity head term is calculated the same way in the hot channel approach as in the
new model except that in the hot channel approach the density is evaluated at the mean of the hot
channel inlet and outlet temperatures rather than at the mean of the core inlet and outlet
temperatures. Both approaches use the same core length of 25.5 inches. The gravity head is the
product of density, acceleration due to gravity, and length. The new model predicts a gravity
head pressure increase of 973.5 kg/mr3 x 9.80665 m/s2 x ( 25.5 in x 0.0254 m/in) / (6894.757 Pa /
psi), or 0.897 psi and the hot channel approach yields 962.7 kg/m3 x 9.80665 m/s2 x ( 25.5 in x
0.0254 m/in) / (6894.757 Pa / psi), or 0.887 psi.

The momentum flux term of equation (10) is evaluated as the product of the square of the
hot channel mass flux and the difference of the reciprocal of the hot channel exit density and the
reciprocal of hot channel inlet density, (5664 kg/m 2/s) 2 x ( 1/(943.5 kg/m 3) - 1/(978.4 kg/m 3) ) =

1213 Pa = 0.176 psi. This very small term, which reduces the exit pressure, is not present in the
new model.

The totals at the bottom of Table 7 show that for the representative limiting test case that
the pressure at point 5 of Figure 1 will be 1.2 psi lower for the new model than when the
equation (10) approach is used to predict the overall pressure drop for the hot channel. Since a
lower exit pressure produces a lower allowed core power, the new method tends to err on the
safe side.

10 HYDRAULIC DIAMETER (D,) AND HEATED DIAMETER (Di)

The channel hydraulic diameter (De), which is four times the flow area divided by the
wetted perimeter, and the channel heated diameter (Di), defined as the heated perimeter divided
by 7c, can easily be determined for each channel in the MURR core. Since in the analysis the
limiting channel flow rate and velocity are based on the hot channel thickness of 0.072 inches
rather the nominal channel thickness of 0.080 inches, the value of De for use in equation (1) is
also based on the hot channel thickness. Similarly, Di is based on the minimum arc lengths
allowed by the manufacturing tolerances.

The two fuel plates represented in Table 1 are the innermost two fuel plates and bound
the second channel, where the first channel is the one adjacent to the cylindrical inner vessel wall.
For the corresponding hot channel, channel 2, the value of hot channel De is 0.13876 inches, or
0.011563 feet, and Di is 1.0784 inches, or 0.089867 feet.

11 COMPUTER SPREADSHEET IMPLEMENTATION

Table 8, which spans five pages, shows the computer spreadsheet that was used to predict
the allowed reactor power for the LSSS combination of reactor inlet temperature of 1550 F,
pressure at the pressurizer of 75 psia, and total core flow rate of 3200 gpm. This table also
includes the heat flux peaking factors and the hot channel factors described above. This example
is also consistent with the sample calculations provided in Tables 1 through 4.

The rows of Table 8 are numbered 1 through 100. The columns are identified by letters
A through 0. The inputs to the spreadsheet have a color shading of yellow. These can be found
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on pages 2 through 5 of the table and are describe further below. The cell with allowed reactor
power output, cell B53, can be found page 2 and has a color shading of light turquoise.

The spreadsheet has two steps. Step 1 starts near the top of Table 8 on line 2. Step 2
starts on line 59 at the top on page 3. In step 1 the pressure at the reactor outlet (cell B51) is
determined for use in step 2. In step 2 on line 95 the ratio of channel heat flux to Bernath CHF is
determined for each level from levels 12 through 24 of the channel. This ratio is not calculated
for levels 1 through 11 because the limiting location cannot occur before level 12. This is
because the peak heat flux does not occur before level 12 and the coolant temperature is rising
monotonically from the inlet to the outlet. The ratios at levels 12 through 24 are compared and
the largest ratio is repeated in cell 095. Cell 096, which has light turquoise shading, provides
the level at which the maximum occurred. As explained above, the maximum desired heat flux
ratio (cell B71) is 0.499999 instead of 0.5. The value in cell B96 is the desired maximum value
(cell B71) minus the maximum heat flux ratio (cell 095). Adjusting the power in cell B53 until
the value in cell B96 is zero would provide a maximum heat flux ratio of 0.499999. Cell B98,
which has a light turquoise shading, is the degrees Celius of subcooling at the hot channel exit.
This value, which is the saturation temperature (cell B75) minus the hot channel exit temperature
(cell B74), must not be allowed to become negative. Cell B 100 is the minimum of cell B96 and
B98. In concept, the reactor power in cell B53 would be gradually increased from a low value
until either the subcooling at the channel exit, cell B98 reaches zero or cell B96 equal zero,
which implies that the maximum heat flux ratio is 0.499999. A solver in the spreadsheet is used
to automatically do this adjustment and determine the maximum allowed reactor power in cell
B53. Since step 1 also uses the value of reactor power in cell B53 to determine the pressure at
the exit of the core, the reactor exit pressure obtained in step 1 is consistent with the reactor
power level that is obtained in step 2.

There are five contiguous sets of boxes on page 1 of Table 8 that have a colored
rectangular boundary. The values in the light-blue bounded box, cell B4 through cell F13, were
taken from Table 6 and are used in conjunction with equations (4) and (5) to obtain the pressure
drop from the pressurizer to the core exit. The five pressures in the first set of green bounded
box, lines 15 through 19, are the sum of the frictional and non-frictional pressures at 120' F. The
five P/P 0 values in the second green bounded box, lines 21 through 25, correspond to the first set
of green bounded boxes. Thus, the frictional pressure drop for the 1825 gpm leg of the Figure 1
flow schematic (from point 1 to point 2) is the product of cells B15 and B21. Similarly, cells
B16 and B22 correspond to frictional pressure drop from point 3 to point 4, cells B17 and B23
correspond to non-frictional pressures drop from point 1 to point 2, cells B18 and B24
correspond to the non-frictional pressure drop from point 2 to point 3, and B19 and B25
correspond to the non-frictional pressure drop from point 3 to point 4. The sum of the products
of these five pairs is the irrecoverable pressure drop from the pressurizer to the core inlet (point 1
to point 4), 7.875 psi in cell B47.

The values in the medium-blue bounded box are polynomial curve fits to steam table
value of density and viscosity at 5 bar for temperatures between 40 and 1000 C in increments of

231P C. These functions are of the form y = aO + al x T + a2 x T + a3 x T3, where y is density in
kg/mi3 or viscosity in micro Pa s and T is temperature in 'C. The values in the brown-bounded
boxes use the curve fits in the medium-blue bounded box to obtain values of density and
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viscosity for six temperatures. The first two temperatures in the brown-bounded boxes are the
two reference temperatures in the light-blue bounded boxes, the next three are the core inlet,
average of inlet and outlet, and outlet temperatures, and the last temperature is that of the
pressurizer pipe and water.

The input values in cells B54 through B56 are self evident. The input value in cell B61 is
the fraction of reactor power that contributes to the fuel plate heat fluxes and primary coolant
temperature rise, 0.93. The input values in cells B62, B65, and B68 are hot channel factors,
which are provided in section 6, above.

The power factor for enthalpy rise without additional factor, cell B63, 2.299, is Item C of
Table 3. It is the product of a 1.03 hot channel factor on fuel content (maximum overload for a
plate), a 1.03 hot channel factor on fuel meat thickness (tolerance factor on average fuel meat
thickness) and a 2.167 factor that results from combining plate average and azimuthal peaking
factors for plates XlP01 and XlP02 of Table 1. The 2.167 factor is calculated in the middle of
Table 3. The product of 1.03, 1.03 and 2.167 is 2.299 (cell B63).

Cell B66, the power factor for heat flux without axial factor or additional factor, is Item C
of Table 2. It is the product of a 1.03 hot channel factor on fuel content, a 1.15 hot channel
factor on (local) fuel meat thickness, a 2.215 plate average peaking factor, and 1.07 plate
azimuthal peaking factor, which is 2.807.

The heat transfer area needed for cell B69 is the product of the nominal fuel meat length
(24 inches) and twice the sum of the nominal arc lengths of the fuel meats of all of the fuel plates
in the core. This was found to be 184.15 ft2. The flow area in cell B70 is the sum of the nominal
flow areas of all 200 channels in the entire core, 0.3419 ft2 . These values are to be compared
with those in Reference 2, 184.28 ft2 for core heat transfer area and 0.3505 ft2 for the core flow
area. The input value for levels 12 through 24 that are needed for lines 78 and 79 can be found
in columns D and H, respectively, of Table 1. The input D, and Di value in cells D86 and D87,
respectively, can be found in section 10, above.

The "overall power factor for heat flux" on line 80 is the product of 2.9814 in cell B67,
which is labeled "power factor for heat flux without axial factor & with add'l factor", and the
plate axial peaking factor, which is on line 78. The saturation temperature at the core exit in cell
B75 is based on a polynomial curve fit to steam table values over a range of pressures from 30 to
85 psia in steps of 5 psi. Lines 80 through 93 are used to evaluate the Bernath CHF. The values
on line 92 are 1.8 times those on line 91. The values on line 93 are 3.152481 x 10-6 times those
on line 92.

12 DISCUSSION - MOTIVIATION FOR CURRENT ANALYTICAL MODEL
DEVELOPMENT

The preceding sections have described the implementation of a methodology in
considerable detail. The motivation for undertaking this effort at this time is that an error was
found in the manner in which Di is defined in Reference 2. In the Bernath paper,' Di is defined
in the nomenclature section to be "diameter of heated surface (heated perimeter divided by n), ft.
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(in.)". In the paper Di is referred to as the "heated diameter", as can be see in the caption of
Figure 1 of the paper. Other authors define "heat diameter", Dheated, to be 4 times the flow area
divided by the heated perimeter. This definition is analogous to hydraulic diameter, De, which is
defined as 4 times the flow area divided by the wetted perimeter. For a test section consisting of
liquid flowing inside a round heated-wall tube, the two definitions of heated diameter lead to the
same value. However, when the flow cross section is a thin annulus formed by a round heating
element inside a round enclosure or in the case of a thin rectangular duct heated along the two
longer sides, the second (Dheated) definition can produce a value of heated diameter that is an
order of magnitude smaller than the one in the Bernath paper.

While comparing his correlation to experimental data, Bernath, provided values of Di and
De for specific experiments. One of these experiments, the W.A.P.D. data,9 is for flow in a thin
rectangular duct. The abstract of Reference 9, which is available online from OSTI, indicates
that the duct dimensions are 0.097 inches by 1 inch by 27 inches long. Thus, De = 4 x (0.097 x
1)/(2 x (0.097 + 1)) inches = 0.177 inches. If we assume that the two 1-inch sides of the
rectangular duct are heated and the two 0.097-inch ones are not heated, then Di = 2 x 1 / 7E inches
= 0.637 inches. These values of De and Di are the ones cited by Bernath. Using 4 times the flow
area divided by the heat perimeter (Dheated) for Di would produce 0.194 inches for a 2-inch heated
perimeter. Thus, this example shows that for rectangular ducts Bernath intended that Di be the
heated perimeter divided by ir.

In both References 2 and 3, Di is referred to as the "heated hydraulic diameter". On page
14 of Reference 2 the "heated-to-wetted perimeter ratio" is given as 0.924. This ratio, which is
De/ Dheated, was used in the Reference 2 safety analysis of the MURR reactor to incorrectly obtain
Di. Separate calculations of the heated and wetted perimeters of all MURR channels that are
heated by two fuel plates show that this ratio ranges from about 0.88 for the first channel heated
by two fuel plates (smallest radius) to 0.94 for the last. The Reference 2 analysis was closely
replicated in Appendix B-i, "Replication of MURR 1974 10 MW Upgrade Safety Analysis," of
TDR-01254 (the feasibility report for the conversion of the MURR core to use LEU fuel instead
of HEU). In the replication Di was taken to be D,/0.924. De was taken to be 0.15573, as
provided in Reference 2. Thus, Appendix B-1 of Reference 3 repeated the error in Di in its
replication of the Reference 2 results.

13 CONCLUSION

The model that was used to perform flow instability analysis for the MURR HEU core
has been described in sufficient detail to enable one to independently reproduce the results of the
analysis. Table 8 shows the computer spreadsheet model that was used to implement the model.
Tables 1 through 4 provide sample calculations of key input parameters that are used in the Table
8 model. Key aspects of the new model developed by J. C. McKibben to determine the pressure
drop from the pressurizer to the core exit are explored and explained.
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Table 1 - Power and Heat Flux Distribution Calculations for the Channel
between Plates X1 P01 and XI P02 (Core Power = 10 MW.)

A B F G H

Heat Flux, W/cm2* Plate Axial Peaking WeightedSuofCl
Levl l 01Factors Average of Col. F G Leelrom

Cols. D & ECoI. F Curren1to
Xl P0 E**Level

1 50.9 41.5 0.393 0.405 0.863 0.0166 0.0166
2 54.0 41.6 0.417 0.406 0.893 0.01 72 0.0338
3 61.6 49.2 0.476 0.480 1.036 0.0199 0.0537
4 73.6 57.3 0.568 0.559 1.222 0.0235 0.0772
5 86.6 67.6 0.669 0.659 1.440 0.0277 0,1049
6 99.4 78.3 0.768 0.764 1.660 0.0319 0.1368
7 112.8 87.3 0.871 0.852 1.868 0.0359 0.1727
8 124.1 98.1 0.959 0.957 2.076 0.0399 0.2126
9 137.8 108.3 1.064 1.056 2.298 0.0442 0.2568
10 148.7 118.6 1.149 1.157 2.498 0.0480 0.3048
11 158.9 124.9 1.227 1.219 2.651 0.0510 0.3558
12 167.9 133.5 1.296 1.302 2.814 0.0541 0.4099
13 173.7 137.5 1.342 1.341 2.907 0.0559 0.4658
14 178.8 140.8 1.381 1.373 2.984 0.0574 0.5232
15 178.7 141.3 1.380 1.378 2.989 0.0575 0.5806
16 178.7 141.0 1.380 1.375 2.986 0.0574 0.6380
17 172.5 138.2 1.332 1.348 2.902 0.0558 0.6938
18 167.8 133.0 1.296 1.298 2.810 0.0540 0,7478
19 158.8 126.4 1.227 1.233 2.664 0.0512 0.7991
20 147.8 116.9 1.141 1.141 2.472 0.0475 0.8466
21 135.5 107.1 1.046 1.045 2.266 0.0436 0.8902
22 121.4 95.2 0.938 0.929 2.023 0.0389 0,9291
23 107.6 86.3 0.831 0.842 1.811 0.0348 0.9639
24 110.5 90.5 0.853 0.883 1.878 0.0361 1.0000

Sum 3107.9 2460.5 24.0 24.0 52.01 1.0000
Avg. 129.5 102.5 1.000 1.000
Max. 178.8 141.3 1.381 1.378 _____

Plate
Peaking 2.215 1.754
Factor

Azimuthal
Peaking 1.07 1.12
Factor I _ __ _ I_ _ __ _ I_ _ _ _ I__I_ _I__ I

*The heat fluxes in this Table are based on a core heat transfer area of 17.105 m', which is
slightly smaller than the 17.108 m 2 value provided in section 3. Therefore, in this table the
core average heat flux is 10 MW / 17.105 m 2= 58.462 1 W/cm 2 . The extremely small
discrepancy in core heat transfer area has absolutely no effect on the allowed values of reactor
power because only the heat flux ratios in this table are used in the analysis.

* *0.5 x (column D x product of its plate peaking and azimuthal peaking factors + column E x
product of its plate peaking and azimuthal peaking factors)
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Table 2 - Sample Calculations of Local Heat Flux at Axial Level 18
for Limiting Reactor Power with All Factors Included

(To Be Compared with Bernath CHF)

Reactor Power at Limiting Condition: 14.894 MW

Core Heat Transfer Area: 17.108 m2

Fraction of Reactor Power Deposited in the Primary Loop: 0.93

14.894 MW
Average Core Heat Flux: 0.93 x = 0.8096 MW/m 2 = 80.96 W/cm 2

17.108 m 2

Plate Axial Peaking Factor at Level 18
(Table 1, Column D, higher power plate of the two bounding the channel): 1.296

Plate Average Peaking Factor (higher power plate of the two): 2.215
Plate Azimuthal Peaking Factor (higher power plate of the two): 1.07
Product of Plate Average and Azimuthal Peaking Factors (Item A): 2.215 x 1.07 = 2.3701

Engineering and Modeling Hot Channel Factors that Affect Local Heat Flux (Item B)
Fuel Content (maximum overload for a plate): 1.03
Maximum Fuel Meat Thickness /Average Thickness: 1.15
Item B1= 1.03x 1.15

Product of Items A and B (Item C): 2.3701 x 1.03 x 1.15 = 2.807

Additional Allowable Peaking Factor (Item D): 1.062

Overall Factor on Heat Flux without Axial Power Factor (Product of Items C and D = Product
of Items A, B and D): 2.807 x 1.062 = 2.981

Local Heat Flux at Axial Level 18: 0.8096 MW/m 2 x 1.296 x 2.981 = 3.13 MW/m 2 = 313 W/cm 2
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Table 3 - Sample Calculations of Local Bulk Coolant Temperature at
Axial Level 18 for Limiting Reactor Power with All Factors Included

Reactor Power at Limiting Condition: 14.894 MW
Reactor Volumetric Flow Rate: 3200 gpm = 0.2019 m3/s
Reactor and Channel Inlet Temperature: 1550 F = 68.330 C
Reactor Inlet Coolant Density: 978.4 kg/M3

Reactor Mass Flow Rate: 0.2019 m3/s x 978.4 kg/M 3 
= 197.5 kg/s

Coolant Specific Heat Capacity: 4.19 kJ/kg-C
Fraction of Reactor Power Deposited in the Primary Loop: 0.93

14.894 MW
Core Temperature Rise: 0.93 x = 16.740 C

197.5 kg/s x 4.19 kJ/kg- C

Fraction of Channel Bulk Coolant Temperature Rise to the Exit of Level 18
(Table 1, Column H): 0.7478

Plate Average Peaking Factors: 2.215 (Plate 1); 1.754 (Plate 2)
Plate Azimuthal Peaking Factors: 1.07 (Plate 1); 1.12 (Plate 2)
Combination of Plate Average and Azimuthal Peaking Factors (Item A):

(2.215 x 1.07 + 1.754 x 1.12)/2 = 2.167

Engineering and Modeling Hot Channel Factors That Affect Power (Item B)
Fuel Content (maximum overload for a plate): 1.03
Fuel Meat Thickness (tolerance factor on average fuel meat thickness): 1.03
Item B = 1.03 x 1.03

Product of Items A and B (Item C): 2.167 x 1.03 x 1.03 = 2.299

Additional Allowable Peaking Factor (Item D): 1.062

Overall Peaking Factor for Hot Channel (Product of Items C and D = Product of Items
A, B and D): 2.299 x 1.062 = 2.442

Engineering Hot Channel Factors That Affects Flow (Due to Channel Spacing Tolerance):
Hot Channel Flow Area Factor: 0.90
Hot Channel Factor for Velocity: 0.9108

Both of the Above Combined: 0.90 x 0.9108 = 0.8197

Maximum Bulk Coolant Temperature Rise to Channel Exit with All Hot Channel Factors
Included: 16.740 C x 2.442 / 0.8197 = 49.870 C

Bulk Coolant Temperature Rise to the Exit of Level 18: 0.7478 x 49.870 C = 37.290 C

Bulk Coolant Temperature at the Exit of Level 18: 68.330 C + 37.290 C = 105.60 C
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Table 4 - Sample Calculations of Local Bulk Coolant Velocity at Axial
Level 18 for Limiting Reactor Power with All Factors Included

Reactor Volumetric Flow Rate (at Inlet Coolant Density): 3200 gpm = 0.2019 m3/s

Reactor Core Total Coolant Flow Area: 0.3419 ft2 = 0.03176 m2

Average Coolant Velocity at Reactor Inlet (at Inlet Coolant Density):
0.2019 m3/s /0.03176 m2 = 6.357 m/s

Engineering Hot Channel Factor for Velocity (This is due to the hot channel having a
thickness of 0.072 inches rather than the nominal value of 0.080 inches.): 0.9108

Hot Channel Velocity at Channel Inlet: 6.357 m/s x 0.9108 = 5.790 m/s

Reactor and Channel Inlet Temperature: 1550 F = 68.3' C

Reactor Inlet Coolant Density: 978.4 kg/m 3

Bulk Coolant Temperature at the Exit of Level 18 (See Table 3): 105.60 C

Reactor Coolant Density at the Exit of Level 18: 953.6 kg/m 3

Hot Channel Velocity at the Exit of Level 18: 5.790 m/s x 978.4 kg/m 3 / 953.6 kg/m 3

= 5.941 m/s = 19.49 ft/s
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Table 5 - Reference Hydraulic Conditions between the Pressurizer
and the Core Exit Used in the Reference 2 Model

Component AP0, psi Q0, gpm* To, OF Frictional Parallel Paths
1,2,3 3.259 1800 155 Yes 2

4 0.2689 1800 155 No 2
5 thru 10 4.08 3600 155 Yes 1

11 0.1977 3600 155 Yes 1
12 0.8980 3600 155 No 1
13 12.35 3600 165 Yes in core

*Per Parallel Path

Table 6 - Reference Hydraulic Conditions between the Pressurizer
and the Core Exit Used in the New Model

Component AP0, psi Q0, gpm To, OF Frictional
1 4.500 1825 120 No
2 0.0913 1825 120 Yes
3 0.2640 1775 120 No
4 3.3961 3600 120 Yes
5 1.1590 3600 120 Yes
6 0.0439 3600 120 No
7 0.7569 3600 120 No

8 (core) 13.8049 3608.3 128.68 Yes

Table 7 - New Model and Hot Channel Pressure Drops for
3200 gpm Core Flow, 1550 F at the Core Inlet, 75 psia at

the Pressurizer, and 14.894 MW Reactor Power
(A negative value decreases the exit pressure.)

Item New Model Hot Channel
(Based on Core Avg.) (Uses Eq. (10).)

Bernoulli Velocity -2.897 -2.378
Friction -10.394 -9.515
Gravity +0.897 +0.887
Momentum Flux 0. -0.176

Total -12.394 -11.182
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Table 8 - Computer Spreadsheet for Determining Allowed Power (page 1 of 5)

Y -E q.

I B I C I D I E I F G
U 9

Latest version as OT June b, I i
Step 1: Calculate reactor outlet pressure for specified power, flow rate, and inlet temperature.

New values based on benchmarked modeling. Component AP0  Q0 To Frictional
JCM 5/16/11 Group psi tpm F

1 4.500 1825 120 No
2 0.0913 1825 120 Yes
3 0.2640 1775 120 No
4 3.3961 3600 120 Yes
5 1.1590 3600 120 Yes
6 0.0439 3600 120 No
7 0.7569 3600 120 No

8 13.8049 3608.3 128.68 Yes

1825 gpm E AP0 frictional at 120 F, psi 0.0913
3600 gpm E AP0 frictional at 120 F, psi 4.5551
1825 gpm E AP 0 non-frictional at 120 F, psi 4.5000
1775 gpm E AP0 non-frictional at 120 F, psi 0.2640

3600 gpm E AP0 non-frictional at 120 F, psi 0.8008 Curve fit Density Viscosity

aO 1004 1383

1825 gpm frictional constant (AP I AP0 ) before inlet 0.7579 al -0.1868 -26.04
3600 gpm frictional constant (AP I AP 0 ) before inlet 0.7556 a2 -2.751 E-03 0.2234
1825 pm non-frictional constant (AP I APO ) before inlet 0.7849 a3 0 -7.318E-04

1775 gpm non-frictional constant (AP / AP0 ) before inlet 0.7795
3600 gpm non-frictional constant (AP / AP0 ) before inlet 0.7822

reference conditions core conditions pressurizer

inlet core avg. inlet average outlet pie

Temp, F 120 128.68 155 170.06 185.13 85.00
Ternp, C 48.9 53.7 68.3j 76.7 85.1 29.4

density, kg/mA3 988.3 986.0 978.4 973.5 968.2 996.1
viscosity, micro Pa-s 558.4 515.5 413.3 369.8 334.0 791.3I
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Table 8 - Computer Spreadsheet for Determining Allowed Power (page 2 of 5)

**1

A B C D

MPa per psi 6.894757E-03
Cp, kJ/kg-k 4.19

Core Coolant Temp Rise, C, F 16.74 30.13
Core Tavg, C, F 76.7 170.06

pressurizer low level SCRAM, inches -16 MPa Bar
static head: pressurizer to core exit (exit has lower press.), psi -0.8673 -0.00598 -0.05980
112 * density * velocityA2 at fuel plate exit, psi, MPa, bar 2.897 0.01997 0.19971
flow area of 8" pipe at pressurizer attachment, ftA2 0.34741
112 * density * velocityA2 at pressurizer attachment, psi 0.716 0.00494 0.04936
net pressure drop due to increase in velocity, psi, MPa, bar 2.181 0.01503 0.15035
Irrecoverable AP from Pressurizer to Core Inlet, psi, MPa, bar 7.875 0.05430 0.54297
frictional constant (AP I AP0 ) for core 0.7529
Irrecoverable AP across reactor core, psi, MPa, bar 10.394 0.0717 0.7166
Total AP from Pressurizer to Core Exit, psi, MPa, bar 21.32 0.1470 1.4698
Reactor Outlet Presssure, psia, MPa, bar 53.68 0.3701 3.7013

total power, MW 14.894
Inlet Temp, F, C 155 68.3
Flow, gpm, mA3/s, ftA3/s 3200 0.2019 7.130
Pressurizer Press., psia, MPa, bar 75 0.5171 5.1711
Flow, kg/s 197.53

I I I__ _ I _ _
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Table 8 - Computer Spreadsheet for Determining Allowed Power (page 3 of 5)

A B B I, I D I E I F G
Step 2: Adjust reactor power above until maximum ratio of local heat flux to local Bernath CHF is the desire value.

energy fraction generated in primary loop 0.93 1 1 1 1
62 additional (allowable peaking) factor 1.062 greater than the week 58 peaking factors

63 power factor for enthalpy rise without additional factor 2.299
64 power factor for enthalpy rise with additional factor 2.442
65 hot channel flow area factor 0.90 0.900 72 mils/80 mils; Used in calculating hot channel
66 power factor for heat flux without axial factor or additional factor 2.807 bulk coolant temperature to exit

7 power factor for heat flux without axial factor & with add'l factor 2.9814 1 1 [
68 engineering hot channel factor for velocity 0.9108 Used in calculating: 1. hot channel bulk temperature rise

69 heat transfer area, ftA2, mA2 184.15 17.108 to exit & 2. hot channel velcocity
70 flow area, ftA2, mA2 0.3419 0.03176
71 desire ratio of (max. heat flux)/CHF 0.499999
72
73 hot channel bulk temperature rise to exit, C 49.9
74 hot channel exit temperature, C 118.2

75 saturation temperature at core exit, C 140.9

76 1 1 _ _ _ __ _ _ -1__ _
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Table 8 - Computer Spreadsheet for Determining Allowed Power (page 4 of 5)
(Columns I thru 0 are on page 5.)

A B C D E F G H
77 Axial Level 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
78 Plate Axial Peaking Factor 1.296 1.342 1.381 1.380 1.380 1.332 1.296
79 Fractional Bulk Temperature Rise 0.4099 0.4658 0.5232 0.5806 0.6380 0.6938 0.7478
80 overall power factor for heat flux 3.864 4.000 4.116 4.114 4.114 3.970 3.863094
8 hot channel heat flux, MW/mA2 3.129 3.239 3.332 3.331 3.331 3.215 3.128
82 Tbulk at allowed power, C 88.8 91.6 94.4 97.3 100.1 102.9 105.6
83 local density, kg/mA3 965.7 963.8 961.8 959.8 957.7 955.6 953.6
84 hot channel local V, ft/s 19.24 19.28 19.32 19.36 19.40 19.45 19.49
85
86 De, m, ft, in 3.525E-03 0.011563 0.13876
87 Di, m, ft, in 2.739E-02 0.089867 1.0784
88 slope 697.3
89 T WBO, C 180.0 180.0 180.0 180.0 180.0 180.0 180.0
90 h BO, pcu/hr-ftA2-C 14658 14684 14712 14741 14770 14800 14829
91 (Q/A)_BO [CHF], pcu/hr-ftA2 1337541 1298906 1259143 1219216 1179223 1140246 1102395
92 (Q/A)_BO [CHF], Btulhr-ftA2 2407574 2338030 2266457 2194589 2122601 2052443 1984310
93 (Q/A)_BO [CHF], MW/m^2 7.590 7.371 7.145 6.918 6.691 6.470 6.256
94
95 ratio of local heat flux to local CHF 0.412237 0.439389 0.466393 0.481426 0.497726 0.496832 0.499999
96 function heat flux ratio 1.161E-08
97
98 degrees of subcooling at core exit, C 22.66

99

100 minimum of (function heat flux ratio,
I subcooling at exit) 1.161E-08
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Table 8 - Computer Spreadsheet for Determining Allowed
(Columns B thru H are on page 4.)

Power (page 5 of 5)

A I K L 1W N0
77 Axial Level 19 20 21 22 23 24
78 Plate Axial Peaking Factor 1.227 1.141 1.046 0.938 0.831 0.853
79 Fractional Bulk Temperature Rise 0.7991 0.8466 0.8902 0.9291 0.9639 1.0000
80 overall power factor for heat flux 3.657 3.402 3.119 2.795 2.477 2.543
81 hot channel heat flux, MW/mA2 2.961 2.754 2.526 2.263 2.006 2.059
82 Tbulk at allowed power, C 108.2 110.5 112.7 114.7 116.4 118.2
83 local density, kg/mA3 951.6 949.7 948.0 946.4 945.0 943.5
84 hot channel local V, ftls 19.53 19.57 19.60 19.63 19.66 19.70
85
86 De, m, ft, in
87 Di, m, ft, in
88 slope
89 TWBO,C 179.9 179.9 179.9 179.9 179.9 179.9
90 h BO, pculhr-ftA2-C 14857 14884 14909 14932 14952 14974
91 (Q/A)_BO [CHF], pcu/hr-ftA2 1066402 1032909 1002131 974583 949861 924174
92 (Q/A)_BO [CHF], Btu/hr-ftA2 1919523 1859236 1803836 1754250 1709749 1663513
93 (Q/A)_BO [CHF], MW/mA2 6.051 5.861 5.687 5.530 5.390 5.244
94 maximum
95 ratio of local heat flux to local CHF 0.489302 0.469895 0.444123 0.409218 0.372150 0.392653 0.499999
96 function heat flux ratio level of maximum 18
97
98 degrees of subcooling at core exit, C

100 minimum of (function heat flux ratio,
I subcooling at exit)
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